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THE MISSISSIPPI TURRET EXPLOSION

After the chaos that followed the accidental turret explosion on the Mississippi, Lieutenant

Zellars was found grasping the flood valve which extinguished a burning powder train and

saved his ship. Flaming death was not as swift as his sense of duty and his will tot save

his comrades at any cost to himself. His was the spirit that makes the Service live.
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THE SERVICE./
N • INSTITUTION "W
COMPOUNDED NOT
ALONE OF • SEAS W

SHIPS,- AND SALUTES,- BUT
A -DOMAIN ATH RILL -WITH
MANY -WIDELY -VARYING DUTIES
PRIVI LEGES -AN D • OPPORTU N ITI ES,-

WITH • MOMENTS OFSUDDEN
TENSE- DRAMA-AND-UNSUNG
DEEDS • OF-HEROISM -AND
SELF-SACRIFICE INSPIRED
NOT- BY -THE -HEAT- OF*W
MARTIAL- EM ERGENCY, • BUT
BY -THE • DICTATES • OF
THAT • U NSLEEPI NG NAVAL
ALTER-EGO -WHICH • MAKES
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PROTECTOR • OF
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WHEN MEN GO DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS
OF OUR NAVY, THEY ENTER A DOMAIN AS
BOUNDLESS AS EARTH ITSELF. *£FROM POLE
TO POLE, FROM TROPIC TO TROPIC, ON THE
WATER, UNDER THE WATER,AND IN THE
AIR, THE SERVICE IS A REALM VASTLY
COLORFUL, PROLIFIC WITH ITS OWN
PAGEANTRY OF EXISTENCE. FROM
ANCHORS AWEIGH" SOFTLY ORCHESTRATED
FROM THE GAY FORECASTLE OF THE BATTLE-
WAGON TO A SUNSET IN THE ORIENT;
FROM PROUD CHARTINGS OF FIRE CONTROL
TO SUDDEN CHALLENGES OF DISASTER AND
EQUALLY SUDDEN H EROISMS ; FROM A
FRIGID WATCH TO A GALVANIZING SOS
AND A SWIFT CIRCUMVENTION OF
HUMAN TOLL-HERE, INDEED, IS THE SPICE
OF LIFE A HUNDREDFOLD. NO SINGLE
VOLUME CAN ADEQUATELY PAINT
THE MULTI-PATTERNED PICTURE
OF THE SERVICE; THE EDITORS
HAVE, IN THIS LUCKY BAG, SIMPLY
SKETCHED A FEW GRAPHIC
IMPRESSIONS WHICH WILL IN
SOME MEASURE HELP TO PASS
THE SERVICE IN REVIEW.



ANTOINE NEILL BOHUNCER, Jr.

1908-1929

JOSEPH CLYDE READER, Jr.

1909-1931

JOHN PAUL JONES, Jr.

1908-1932
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Nanking in 1927...

WANTON destruc-

tion and sudden

death as warfare rages through an

ancient Chinese city. American
refugees send distress calls to a

man-of-war in the harbor. Ensign

Phelps and a small landing force

rush to aid them, and succeed in

covering their retreat to the city

wall. Here, aided by a protecting

screen of shells from the warship,

they scale the wall with hand-made
ropes and successfully complete
their dash to safety.
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HE RESCUE OF
THE VI N H LO NG
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The Rescue of

the Vinh Long...

CIRCLING the blaz-

ing French am-
munition ship, Vinh Long, in the

sea of Marmora, the destroyer

Bainbridge tried desperately to

get a line aboard. Meeting confu-

sion and failure, her commander,

Atley Edwards, unhesitatingly

rammed the stricken ship and de-

spite the bursting ammunition and

exploding gasoline held this pre-

carious position until every man
had clambered over the side to his

decks and to safety.
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Herbert Clark Hoover
President of the United States

Commander in Chief
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Charles Francis Adams

Secretary of the Navy



Admiral Thomas C. Hart

Superintendent



Captain H. D. Cooke

Commandant of Midshipmen
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COMMANDER W. W. SMITH

Executive Officer
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First Row: Hill, McRitche, W. W. Smith, Cooke, Schumann, Cooper, King
Second Row: DeTreville, Bolton, Swansion, Glann, Greenman, McMillin, Thach, Hays

Third Row: Thompson, Callaghan, Cruzen, Folk, O'Rear, R. H. Smith, Phillips, Wright, Eldred, Crosley

Executive Department

rT""'HE mission of the Naval Academy is to mold the material received into educated

gentlemen, thoroughly indoctrinated with honor, uprightness, and truth, with

practical rather than academic minds, with thorough loyalty to country, with a

groundwork of educational fundamentals upon which experience afloat may build

the finished naval officer, capable of upholding whenever and wherever may be

necessary the honor of the United States; and withal giving due consideration that

healthy minds in healthy bodies are necessities for the fulfillment of the individual

missions of the graduates; and that the fullest efficiency under this mission can be

obtained only if, through humane yet firm and just discipline, the graduates carry

into the service respect and admiration for this academy.

[ Thirty-five ]
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First Row: DuBose, Hinckley, Daubin, Stevens, Wolfe, Hoogewerit, Grassie

Second Row: Suits, Meadows, Lowry, Russell, Greenslade, MacLean
Third Row: Deutermann, Landstreet, Lajeunesse, Lankenau, Hensel, Casstevens

Fourth Row: Sadler, Metzger, Youngren, Morgan, Kirby, Dunleavy, Foy, Olavesen, Barbot, Stevenson

Seamanship and Flight Tactics

THE mission of the Department of Seamanship is

primarily to help provide the broad foundations upon
which the young officer may confidently build to become
proficient in commanding men and ships; and secondarily

to help provide him with such practical experience and
knowledge as will enable him to become, soon after

graduation, a useful member of the United States Navy.



First Row: Leahy, Peyton, Reordan, Robinson.. Lake, Welch, Hitchcock

Second Row: Stout, Wolleson, Roane, Evans, Bryan, Ramsey, Davis

Third Row: Bullinger, Boltz, Hall, Dancy, Hartwig, Winecoff

Ordnance and Gunnery

TO educate Officers with "practical rather than aca-

demic minds"—such is part of the mission of the

Naval Academy. This distinction in terms of Gunnery
language is the difference between hits and misses

—

success and failure—victory and defeat.

Ballistics, fire-control, torpedoes, mines—the long
hours spent in study of these subjects may some day be

well rewarded when in battle we hear sung out over

JB "No Change—Rapid Fire!"

Comdr. C. R. Robinson
Head o jDepart»h>it



First Row: Patterson, O'Brien, Benson, Calhoun, Logan, Gatch, Wild
Second Row: Johnson, Gearing, Brittain, Irish, Kincaid, Arnold, Abson, Austin, Floyd

Navigation

TO point the way between the sky and the sea from
one port to another has been the duty of the navi-

gator since history began. To insure the mastery of

fundamental principles of navigation and to provide

that, at graduation, ensigns will be prepared to perform
navigational duties afloat is the aim of the Department
of Navigation.



First Row: Bolgiano, Wood, Ertz, Leighton, Penw, Johnson, Booth, Hutchinson, Beneze

Second Row: Doyle, Schulten, Hobbs, Decker, Candler, Edgar, Mitchell, Peterson, Farrell

Third Row: Bell, McCarty, Shoup, Wright, Brydon, Christoph, Craig, Gokey, Zimmerli, Morrill, Davis

Fourth Row: Hederman, Cameron, Stuart, Graf, Oden, McDowell, Page, Magruder, Beaumont, Richards

Engineering and Aeronautics

A MAN-OF-WAR, be it a battleship, a submarine or

an airplane, is a complex engineering machine.
Intelligent operation requires supervision and direction

by competent engineers. Proficiency in engineering

drawing, a thorough study of basic mechanisms and
structure and engineering materials, the theory and
laws of gases and their application to power machinery,
the development of a resourceful mind able to cope
with intricate engineering problems—is the aim of the

Department of Engineering and Aeronautics.

COMDR. A. M. PENN
Head of Department

[ Thirty-nine ]



First Row: O'Regan, Eppes, Capron, Rice, McBride, Leiper, Rust, Galloway, Dillingham

Second Row: Bachman, Bland, Robert, Scarborough, Tyler, Clements, Mayer. Lamb, Conrad, Wilson, Wood
Third Row: Maupin, Kern, Kells, Stotz, Lyle, Hawkins, Winslow

Mathematics
MATHEMATICS at the Academy deals with exact

relations existing between quantities or magni-
tudes and operations, and of the methods by which, in

accordance with these relations, quantities sought are

deducible from others known. The backbone of the

Academics, it is the stern Goliath attacked daily by
midshipmen with slide rule and pencil. Were it not
for the existence of this ancient science and naval officers

thoroughly versed in its intricacies, there could not be
our Navy.

Capt. L. B. McBride
Head of Department



First Row: Umsted, Nash, Chandler, Badt, Barleon, Dashiell, English, Feineman, Mulllvnix

Second Row: Griese, Canan, Pratt, Patterson, Field, McEathron, Thomson, Howard, Robinson, Duvall, Nesser

Third Row: Wheeler, McFadden, Farrell, Thayer, Coley, Hall, Doe, Nutter, Curley, Chandler

Fourth Row: McLean, Agnew, Austin, Moosbrugger, Bass, Cofer, Hayter, Manseau, Marsh, Southworth, Gray

Electrical Engineering and Physics

IT is the aim of the department of Electrical Engineer-

ing and Physics to acquaint the Midshipman with
the fundamental laws and principles of chemical, physi-

cal, and electrical science so that when he leaves the
Academy he will take with him a scientific habit of

thought that will enable him to enlarge his professional

knowledge and usefulness and to find the solutions to

the technical problems that arise.

Comdr. J. S. Barleon
Head of Department



First Row: Mills, Norris, Elder , Westcott, Alden, McMorris, Kraeft, Hamilton, McCormick
Second Row: Verge, Brereton, Lewis, Pease, Kelsey, Sturdy, Merrick, Fitch, Myers, Dietrich, Hobby

Third Row: West, Oliver, Cook, Darden, Doty

English and History

ENGLISH and History are seemingly far removed from
the practical work of the future officer as he goes

to the bridge, turret, spotting station, or engine room,
yet they are fundamentally related to every activity he
will have in the Navy where administration by spoken
or written language is essential, and where he is equally

concerned with traditions, great leaders, vitalizing

ideas, and whatever gives significance to life.



First Row: Colton, Olivet, Shelly, Beauregard, Fernandez, Ziroli, Fournon
Second Row: Lajoye, Purdie, Scoggins, Maigret, Weaver, C. V. Fowler, Winchell, Chanler, Caskie, Beightler, Holbrook

Third Row: Coldwell, Siarnes, Campbell, Sewell, Michelet, Jordan, Dahlgren, Ware, Smith, McPeake, J. W. Fowler

Modern Languages

IN the life of a naval officer, who as a class is the widest

travelled of men, there come many times when a

thorough knowledge of a foreign tongue is necessary

and useful. To produce graduates who can converse

with moderate ease upon normal subjects and service

life in either French, Spanish, Italian or German is the

aim of the Department of Modern Languages.

Comdr. A. T. Beauregard
Head of Department

[ Forty-three ]



First Row: Gibbs, Lacy, Henry, Old, Riddick, Durrett, Snyder

Second Row: Taylor, Burr, Goodbody, Zearbaugh, Lowry, Mills, Faust, Thomas, Baker, Bancroft

Third Row: Yanquell, Owsley, Lynch, Morris, Laughlin

Hygiene

THE aim of the department is to provide a haven for

minor ills and a place where major ills may be healed

and to inculcate the essentials and habits of first aid,

naval and personal hygiene and general sanitation, the

great value of which it is essential that a commanding
officer should appreciate in order to conserve the health

and morale of his command.



First Row: Manc, Hughes, Bowstrom, Hall, Wilcox, Overesch, E. B. Taylor, Thomas, Schctz

Second Row: Webb, Oriland, Foster, Walsh, Doc Snyder, Sazama, T. G. Taylor
Third Row: Deladrier, Lynch, Wilson, Aahold, Pirrote

Physical Training

THE NAVAL ACADEMY is a school for real men.
Every phase of physical effort from football to fenc-

ing and boxing is thoroughly organized and coached to

develop the physical side of us all. The Regiment takes

great pride in the many athletic victories won every

year, which are a result of the great prowess and spirit

of our teams and the untiring efforts of the Physical

Training Department.

Capt. J. W. Wilcox
Head of Department

[ Forty-five ]



D. W. Shumway
Bugle Corps Sub-Commander

R. H. Lambert

Bugle Corps Commander
R. E. GOODGAME

Mustering Petty Officer

Second Class

Bronson, F. S.

Bullock, J. E.

Cundiff, C. A.

Hatcher, J. S.

Klopp, J. A.

Tucker, J. F.

Zimmerman, R. P.

Third Class

Artz, G. E.

BuTTERWORTH, C. C.

Brock, J. W.

Carter, C. R.

Cheney, W. H.

Dickey, J. L.

Edrington, T. C.

Fruling, W. H.

Gerlach, C. H.

Ingling, A. L.

Kleppinger, L. H.

Krapf, A. E.

Lawrence, W. H.

Merrill, R. B.

Payne, R. B.

Pfotenhauer, F. D.

Risser, R. D.

SCHNABLE, A. G.

Schwartz, J. E.

Scherer, D. A.

ScHRIVER, F. B.

Ware, C. L.

Wood, R. L.

Fourth Class

Brogger, L. G.

BuCKEN, G. B.

Caldwell, T. F.

Cameron, G. R.

Coffin, H. C.

Darwin, F. A.

Detweiler, L. M.
Farnell, R. M.

Finnigan, O. D.

Gabbert, J. S. C.

Gage, N. D.

HlNXMAN, C. E.

Kail, R. B.

Kintz, H. L.

Langston, C. B.

Mills, L. H.

Nicholson, R. F.

O'Connell, G. A.

OsTERGREN, N. M.

Petrie, C. W.

Rieve, E. V.

Sanger, K. J.

Sarver, V. W.
Schacht, K. G.

Schock, L. L.

Schroeder, W. F.

SCHELBURNE, C. W.

Wilson, J. C. G.

Wright, H. A.

Wright, F. D.



H. E. Shelton

Regimental

Signal Officer

Regimental Staff

C. J. Odend'hal

Color Bearer (National)

H. Sosnoski

Regimental

Commissary Officer

G. W. Jewett

Color Bearer

(Regimental)

J. C. Wylie

Regimental

Chief Petty Officer

F. H. Brumby
Regimental Adjutant

C.J. Weschler

Regimental Sub-Commander

L. A. Bryan
Regimental Commander
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C. S. WlLLARD
Battalion Commissary

G. W. Bailey
Battalion Adjutant

P. W. Pfingstag
Battalion Sub-Commander

J. B. Davis
Battalion Commander

FIRST BATTALION

M. SlLVERSTEIN

Chief Petty Officer

FIRST COMPANY
H. L. Reiter

H. C. Lockwood

E. K. Payne

T. M. Fleck

Platoon Commanders

C. L. Frazer

Company Commander

L. W. Smyth

Company Sub-Commander

H. G. Munson
Chief Petty Officer

F. M. Gramlich

Guidon Petty Officer

SECOND COMPANY
H. R. Prince

G. W. Kehl

E. D. Hodge

J. H. Kuhl

Platoon Commanders

E. W. Hurst

Company Commander

H. R. Brannon
Company Sub-Commander

B. L. Bailey

Chief Petty Officer

S. A. Ernst

Guidon Petty Officer



H. Hull
Battalion Commissary

C. J. Palmer
Battalion Adjutant

O. D. Waters
Battalion Commander

T. K. Bowers
Battalion Sub-Commander

E. P. Abrahamson
Chief Petty Officer

SECOND BATTALION

THIRD COMPANY
F. CoNNAWAY

L. S. Brown

B. McCandless

F. D. Foley

Platoon Commanders

L. M. Mustin

Company Commander

J. A. Jaap

Company Sub-Commander

J. W. WlNTLE

Chief Petty Officer

C. F. Brindupke

Guidon Petty Officer

FOURTH COMPANY

J. B. Smith

R. L. Evans

J. W. Humrichouse

D. G. Burdick

Platoon Commanders

T. E. Chambers

Company Commander

W. W. Brown

Company Sub-Commander

W. T. ZlNK

Chief Petty Officer

F. A. Van Slyke

Guidon Petty Officer
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E. G. Konrad
Battalion Commissary

C. K. Mallory, Jr.

Battalion Adjutant

M. G. Schmidt
Battalion Sub-Commander

R. T. Simpson
Battalion Commander

THIRD BATTALION

E. A. RuCKNER
Chief Petty Officer

FIFTH COMPANY
T. E. Carpenter

J. S. Miller

H. L. Jukes

D. C. Goodman
Platoon Commanders

A. D. Caley

Company Commander

J. H. Kaufman
Company Sub-Commander

A. E. Gates

Chief Petty Officer

A. W. Dickinson

Guidon Petty Officer

SIXTH COMPANY
W. E. TOWNSEND

T. A. NlSEWANER

R. S. Craighill

R. B. Moore
Platoon Commanders

G. H. Mitchell

Company Commander

F. B. Schultz

Company Sub-Commander

G. Corson

Chief Petty Officer

E. W. Taylor

Guidon Petty Officer

,



R. E. Coombs
Battalion Commissary

L. O. Smith
Battalion Adjutant

V. B. McCrea
Battalion Sub-Commander

A. G. Ward
Battalion Commander

J. L. CoUNIHAN
Chief Petty Officer

FOURTH BATTALION

EIGHTH COMPANY
P. G. OSLER

J. F. Fairbanks

E. C. Woodward

J. C. Ford

Platoon Commanders

L. J. Kirn

Company Commander

B. K. Atkins

Company Sub-Commander

A. J. Tucker

Chief Petty Officer

J. S. Fahy

Guidon Petty Officer

SEVENTH COMPANY
H. C. De Long

J. J. LOUGHLIN

R. H. Weeks

D. I. Thomas

Platoon Commanders

J. R. Leeds

Company Commander

J. MuNHOLLAND
Company Sub-Commander

D. D. Scott

Chief Petty Officer

H. M. Coleman

Guidon Petty Officer
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Salvaging the

S-51 . .

.

FATHOMS deep in the

icy seas of the North

Atlantic, the volunteer divers from
the Falcon worked desperately

against time and deadly gas to

rescue the imprisoned crew of the

S-5I. Unable to get reliefs, they

remained below far longer than it

was safe for them, braving the

dreaded "bends" in their vain,

heroic attempt to save their com-
rades.

5?
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"Biographies

O|NE would think that after four years

together that everybody would know

all they wanted to know about everyone else. But, no.

You have to compile a biography and extol his merits

in no uncertain terms and leave out all about the times

he has borrowed money from you and how many times

he has gotten under your skin before breakfast and

aggravating habits that after awhile become cumulative.

So what you see here is the censored edition of our

own impressions of our roommates—exaggerated and

smoothed over and prettied up by a copyreader. But

we've lived with them for four years, so they must be

worth while, after all.



• • •

JOSEPH BURTON DAVIS
"Burt" "Dave" "f.B."

Youngstown, Ohio

BURT left many friends and an envi-

able four-year high school record as

a versatile athlete at Youngstown, Ohio,

to be one of '32—a classmate we are all

proud to have.

The first summer was spent in training

for that plebe varsity. In fact, every

spring and fall will find Burt playing that

game of football with everything that's

in him. A snapped ankle, leg, a wrist or

a hand has made the going all but easy

though there is nothing that can keep him
out. In the winter boxing takes his time.

As a protege of Spike Webb, Burt can

hold his own in any ring. For keeping
fit he delves into every sport and every

spare minute will find him in some corner

of the gym.
Conscientious work coupled with an

old sacred inspiration helps Dave to

tackle the academics hard. His many and
varied academy activities bring him in

close contact with both the officers and
men of all four classes.

Living a cheerful, serious day—always

doing his best to help others—makes Burt
a real companion, a perfect shipmate.

DeWITT WOOD SHUMWAY
"Dave" "Shum" "DeClinton"

Potsdam, New York

Dave came down from Potsdam, New
York, with an old-timer's record in

baseball. However, his hopes for partici-

pation in Navy athletics were shattered

when he received a broken condyle and
a permanently weakened jaw from a col-

lision sustained at Plebe varsity baseball

practice.

He did not allow over two months at

the hospital, during plebe year, to keep

him back in the Academics or in making
youngster cruise, but kept right in with

the rest of the class.

Determined to find some useful outlet

for those few spare moments, DeWitt
turned his attention to music. A group

of music lovers could be found in Shum's
room any time listening to him pound the

xylophone or play the cornet.

DeWitt could always be depended

upon for his best. He laughed off his

disappointments and was always ready to

start the next morning with a cheery

"Let's plug 'em today, Burt."

We all know that Dave, through his

quiet, determined, and never failing ef-

forts, will make his way in the Fleet as

he has done here at the Academy.

Football; Boxing Capt.; Class Vice-

President; President; N.A.C.A.; Com-
pany Representative; 4 Stripes.

Musical Clubs; 1 Stripe.

[ Fifty-four ]



LOUIS ALLEN BRYAN
"Lou" "Our Al" "Gadge"

Lexington, Kentucky

"tt t hy, when I was seven years oldW I made twenty dollars a day

driving a mule team." Such a statement

might sound a little far-fetched coming

from some people, but Lou is the sort of

person who can say something like that

and make incredulous listeners believe it.

In spite of certain utterances like the

one that begins this discourse on our hero

from the Blue Grass and Horse State,

Lou was not given to exaggeration in

some things by any means. There was no

exaggeration in his actions on the foot-

ball field. Who hasn't seen him toiling

away on Farragut Field during the long

fall afternoons—who hasn't seen him in

a sweat-soaked football suit smashing

holes in the line, smearing ball-carriers,

and otherwise making things unpleasant

for the opposition on Saturday after-

noons? He was and is what is known as

"one sweet tackle."

Happy-go-lucky, yet still able to shoul-

der the heaviest responsibilities; savvy as

the savviest savoir but always eager to

learn ; Lou will always be remembered
as one who richly deserves the respect and

admiration that is his.

if

* >r • *

EDWARD RUGGLES HODGKINS
"Ted" "Hodg" "Gadge"

Phoenix, Arizona

CCrri hrow a fit for us, Ted!" "Throw

J_ a fit!" Whereupon chairs, tables,

beds and even his pals took a terrible

drubbin',—who can forget those realistic

exhibitions "Our Gadge" gave us

"Youngster Year"? Thus began the in-

delible impression Ted has upon all of us.

As an athlete he is a crack infielder and

not a day passes in the spring but that

this boy boasts of a swollen hand from

stopping hot ones at short. He is cer-

tainly faithful to the game, even through-

out Second Class Summer, and will no

doubt be one of the best by the spring

of '32.

Academics hold no terrors for him be-

cause, even though he stayed within these

walls during two Christmas leaves, he can

still lay them aside for a good "session."

He handles responsibilities like a "chief"

and with a memory that would put Rip-

ley in the shade, he has a flair for the

blase and worldly things of life.

We are with you, Ted, whether you
are on the China Station or back here

with your cheese-knife—may the best be

always yours!

Football; Crew; Class President; Pep
Committee; N.A.C.A.; N.A.C.A.,
President; Class Swimming; N. Club;
Ring Committee ; Farewell Ball Com-
mittee ; 5 Stripes.

Baseball, Captain, 1; N. Club; Foot-

ball; Stunt Committee; Class Swim-
ming; M.P.O.

[ Fifty-five }
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SAMUEL PEMBERTON MONCURE
"Sam" "Pern" "Fu"

Alexandria, Virginia

Sam joined our class late in Plebe Sum-
mer, a quiet, unobtrusive fellow. His

period of seclusion was short, however,

since his name began to appear promi-

nently on the athletic lists and it has re-

mained on those lists since then. Al-

though best known on the lacrosse team,

Sam has been known to engage in foot-

ball and basketball, finding time to make
the Varsity squads in both sports. Ver-

satility is Sam's second nature.

Sam has not limited himself to gaining

fame in the field of sport alone; he is

also one of the most popular fellows in

the class, both with those in and outside

the Academy. His perpetual smile and
his ability to decide just what should be

done under the prevailing circumstances

have contributed much to his popularity,

and to the fact that his list of friends and
acquaintance is endless.

It would be futile to wish Sam "Good
luck" since luck plays such a small part

in his make-up; rather let us say "Here's

how to your success in future life, Sam,
and may we always be shipmates in spirit

if not in the flesh."

GEORGE ELLIS PIERCE

"Garge" "Fatboy"

TULLAHOMA, TENNESSEE

BORN in Panama, with an undying

thirst— after knowledge ; he has

spent his life in quenching this thirst, and

making various attempts to straighten

curly hair. The hair won't be straight-

ened but the knowledge has been gar-

nered from here, there and yonder, and
it covers many things, not the least of

which is Academics.

He proved his versatility by being a

member of the water polo squad and the

Hop Committee at the same time, and he

didn't neglect the things in between these

extremes. Bad luck made him give up the

suicide club, so he spent his time climb-

ing ropes for exercise.

Blessed with a good nature, a smooth

line, a great liking for playing the game,

any game, and a wide grin whatever hap-

pens, whether it's on liberty in Barcelona

or taking a bad exam—he takes them as

they come.

A man who would go through hell's

fire for a friend, truly one the Navy can

be proud to have graduated, and we are

proud to have for a classmate, that's the

Fatboy.

"I ain't putting out the dope."

*******
Football; Basketball; Lacrosse; Ring
Committee ; Reception Committee;
Lucky Bag Staff; N. Club; 2 P.O.
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Water Polo; Football, Class; La-
crosse, Class ; Hop Committee ; 2 P.O.



THEODORE HARRISON WHITE
"Ted" "Teadore" "Whitey"

Flushing, Long Island, New York

"tjey, Teadore! How in the devil do

J_ JL you work this prob?"

Stop by the room any time and you will

hear Ted patiently explaining something

to someone. He is not satisfied with do-

ing his own work but is always willing to

help a struggling roommate, classmate, or

an unsat plebe. If Teadore knows how,
he is always ready to put out the dope.

Even though Ted rates among the

select few in class standing, he doesn't

let the academics take all his time, by any

means.

No football team is complete without

its manager; so Ted determined that

nothing should be lacking in the Navy
football team, and consequently became
varsity manager.

Ted's good nature and willing smile

help to pass away the gloomiest moments
of Academy life. Freely lending a help-

ing hand and a little encouragement at

all times has made everlasting friends for

Teadore. Carry on the way you have

started, Ted, and your naval career will

be something to be proud of.

^% Jft f-\ ^ \ 7^*.

GEORGE REES WILSON
"Tallula" "Rees"

Tallula, Illinois

This carefree lad, after gracing the Illini

campus for a while, decided to let

Uncle Sam's Haven for the Weary be his

Alma Mater. From the first his career has

been one long battle with the Steam De-

partment. He always crashed through at

the end of each term and showed them

more about their engines and gadgets

than they knew themselves. He breezed

through the other Acs as easily as he did

through checks from home.

Tallula is always ready to drag your

brick, or stand your watch, or smoke your

skags, or do anything else you ask him

to do. He can talk anyone out of

anything, and many is the time we have

paid him back for things he has borrow-

ed from us. At every bull-session he sat

in his story always ended the discussion;

no one could beat it. In athletics he

carried on as in everything else. As

there was no heat in the radiators in the

spring, our hero went out for track and

did well enough.

Tallula has been a darn good wife, for

better or for worse; here's luck, and hop-

ing we're shipmates again.

Varsity Football Manager ; Plebe Ten-
nis Squad; Log Staff; Lucky Bag;
Reception Committee; 1 P.O.

Track: 2 P.O.
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WILLIAM PONDER HOLLOWAY
"BUI" "Whoopee" "Hoop" "Willie"

Texarkana, Texas

"TT thoopee" Holloway, despite his

VV name, did not ride into Crab-

town from his native plains of Texas

with a whoop and a holler, amidst the

clatter of hoofs and the spatter of bullets

on the storied bricks of Annapolis. In

fact, he did not even ride a horse, but like

most Naval Academy candidates arrived

on our own Toonerville trolley, the W.
B. & A.

Like them in that respect, Whoopee
differed from the majority of his fellow

aspirants to naval fame in that he pos-

sessed a certain cool and unobtrusive self-

assurance, a trait which had already car-

ried him through a successful prep school

career at the renowned Marion Institute

of Alabama and which was destined to

make him a midshipman and an officer of

the higher type.

Cool and self-reliant, yet quiet and un-

assuming, a sincere friend to all those

meriting his friendship, but a tough

hombre when he is crossed— that's

Whoopee Holloway—Up Five!

ALLEN MAYHEW SHINN
"Al" "Shine" "Elayne"

Niles, California

Take one look at this tall, bronzed fel-

low and you can rightly guess that he

is from California. Al spent his boy-

hood near the town of Niles but this

little city could not keep him long. The
University of California was all right for

two years but then the desire to go to sea

became so strong that he joined the Mer-
chant Marine. Panning gold in Alaska,

beach combing in Manila, carrying on in

Nagasaki, buying straw hats in Ecuador

and traveling around in general were

Allen's chief occupations during this pe-

riod. This life on the sea appealed to

him so much that he came to the Naval

Academy.
The Academics have yet to give this

savoir any trouble. Several points above

starring in Dago, Al's one wish is, "Darn
all this other stuff anyway; I wish we
had five periods of Spanish."

Whether in the Service or out of it,

Al's sterling character, self-assurance, and
attractive personality will carry him to the

top and anyone who has associated with

him will be proud to say, "I was once

shipmates with A. M. Shinn."

PC PT IK. pf PC pf A

Wrestling; Expert Rifleman; 2 P.O. Track ; Company
Football; 2 P.O.

Representative;
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ROLAND EMIL STIELER

"Sti" "Rolo"

Comfort, Texas

FROM the broad prairies of Texas to

the rolling waters of Chesapeake Bay

is a long, hard journey, but Emil was

dauntless and an adventurer who had a

heart of oak, triple-bound with brass

coupled with a desire to become an ad-

miral. So he easily overcame all difficul-

ties placed in his way by the powers

that be.

After spending two years at Texas

A.&M. learning the basic laws of mili-

tary science and a smattering of engi-

neering, he was well equipped to over-

come the obstacles of the Ac department.

And in the springtime with his bat

and mitt he went whistling merrily to

baseball practice. During the long win-

ter months you were always able to find

this Don Juan out at Carvel Hall meet-

ing, and conquering, the hearts of the

fair Washington and Baltimore debs.

In the fall he was out fighting for the

honor of " '32" in the hard-fought Sun-

day afternoon gridiron classics.

He is always cheerful and ready to

lend a hand helping a classmate.

Truly the kind of a shipmate everyone

wants to have.

• * • :

JOHN RYNIER VAN EVERA
"Van" "Innocence"

Crosby, Minnesota

Van left Minnesota determined to

join the Navy and see the world,

from the air if possible. A few weeks

of prepping in Crabtown convinced him

that he wanted to stay longer and as a

result he entered with the young hope-

fuls of '32. Since then the success of

his career at the Academy has never been

in doubt academically, athletically or

socially.

Athletically Van is a star pin-pusher.

Attracted to the sport early in Plebe year

he soon became a valuable member of

the team and was elected to captain it

his last year here.

Van has no end of friends, in the

Academy and out. The day is never

complete unless he has received at least

two letters and a "special"—in all likeli-

hood from the same girls' school. He

is always devising new, if impracticable,

inventions or designing new sketches

that should have been in the steam book.

His personality and good nature will

continue to make friends for him wher-

ever he may go and we predict a long

and happy cruise.

Baseball; Class Football; Class Bas-

ketball; M.P.O.

Fencing Capt.; Company
1P.O.

Soccer;
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CHARLES LEONARD FRAZER
"Len" "Hopeless" "El Frazoo"

Ottumwa, Iowa

Ladies and gentlemen, there comes a

time in the life of every young
man when he must make a bow to his

vast and mighty army of hero worship-

ers. For your personal satisfaction, El

Frazoo.

"Where is this guy Frazer?" Thus
began the successful career of Hopeless

as one of that mighty organization of

"Youse Middies." Hailing from the

Great Corn State, but without the cus-

tomary ears of corn sticking from his

pockets, he took to the Navy like a true

son.

An outstanding figure on the basket-

ball court and cinder track, Len never-

theless found no difficulty in standing

among the first few of his class aca-

demically. He always had time to help

a struggling classmate or a bewildered

plebe to get that old 2.5. The "Star

Department" lost money when Hopeless

decided to star, because anything he set

his mind to do, he did with such en-

thusiasm that nothing could stop him.

Frazoo, a true friend and a real class-

mate. Here's luck to you.

FRANK MAHLON PARKER
"Oscar" "Sharty" "Halfpint"

Butler, Indiana

OSCAR is the original halfpint whole-

hearted Hoosier—little but loud,

friendly, and absolutely irrepressible.

"Say, where I come from ninety per-

cent of the high school basketball teams

could take these Eastern outfits." We've
been hearing that for four years now
and some day we're going to find out

about it. Academically, Oscar stood two
in his high school class— (they gradu-

ated the other three to get rid of them)
but the Navy's Math Department played

tag with him for two and a half years.

"Whatj a get for the fourth prob?

'Sfunny, I got four times that much!"
Parker's size kept him off the Varsity

but he dampened more than one hopeful

guard's ambitions with one-handed bas-

kets from impossible angles. And class

football— ! The kid smeared lots of

plays because the opposition didn't see

him—had he weighed forty pounds more
he could have found a suit small enough.

A great believer in Jones' Constants

—

"If you divide my answer by five thirty-

sevenths you get the one in the book.

This stuff is fruit!"

******
Basketball; Track; N Club; June
Ball Committee; King Dance Com-
mittee; 3 Stripes.

[ Sixty }

Basketball; Class Football; Class

Baseball ; Class Lacrosse, M.P.O.



PAUL WILLIAM PFINGSTAG
"Paul" "Piffen" "Fing"

Hudson, Ind.

Early one morning in July, 1928,

another big college man burst forth

in all his glory upon the naval authori-

ties and was warmly welcomed by the

medical corp, as usual—in the usual

place.

Plebe summer found "Piffen" deeply

engrossed in the circle of events and

then Plebe year swallowed him up for

the first year of his career at the Naval

Academy.
Youngster year came and went with the

young lad well entrenched in good

standing with the academic departments.

Second Class year passed quickly with

many funny and pleasant experiences

that every embryo Naval Officer goes

through, and a full-fledged first classman

emerged upon the horizon to finish his

day at Annapolis.

Piffen's principal habit is to listen

well and say little. This makes him
respected and liked by everyone. How-
ever, when the time comes to talk, he is

right there with good dope.

Not greasy, not a red Mike, but far

from a snake—we wish you luck and

happiness, old pal.

LLOYD WITHERS PARRISH
"Mike Fink"

Deming, New Mexico

Mike Fink, out run, out hop, out

jump . . . and just as good a

boy as his name indicates. Not a Red
Mike, either, not by a long shot; but

just a good fellow with both sexes.

Our patient early decided to lead a

military life. We find him at the New
Mexico Military Institute for the pre-

liminary stage of prepping for the Naval

Academy. Then one fine day in July,

Mike decided to come for an extended

stay at the Academy. Plebe year passed

with quite a few "spoons". For in his

youth fame had come to our short boy.

He wasn't so "savvy" but his room

was a Mecca for the lovelorn, and the

bull sessions recorded in the annals of

the radiator club find Mike presiding

with much joviality. Mike Finks are

few and far between boys, but you're

lucky when you know one. That's the

way we feel, although 'tis said he'll

never see thirty-five again.

• • • • * *
Rifle; Handball; Squash; 3 Stripes. Masqueraders ; Handball; Squash;

Reception Committee ; 2.P.O.
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ROBERT JOHN COSTLEY MAULSBY
"Bob" "R.J.C." "Gorgeous"

Des Moines, Iowa

Bob has that rare quality, found in

few, of making friends with every-

one with whom he comes into contact.

To know him well is to form a friend-

ship never to be forgotten,—a lasting

bond immeasurable in its warmth and

sincerity.

Shanghaied the middle of youngster

year as a result of an extended tour in

the hospital, he accepted fate with a

smile and proceeded to win laurels in

many fields, including athletic, academic,

and social. As an executive he proved

his worth as Chairman of the Ring

Dance Committee and directed and ad-

vised to the smallest detail—to make a

deserved success of one of the most im-

portant of the class functions. The time-

worn phrase "What?—No mail ?" must be

mentioned but it may also be said that he

does not have occasion to use it too fre-

quently as he has, although he will never

admit the fact, a way with the "wimmin".
Pipe dreams amid imposing clouds of

smoke are continuous, for he has an un-

paralled collection of briars—a pipe for

every hour of the day.

CHARLES EDWIN PHILLIPS

"Charlie"

Ft. Madison, Iowa

Charlie is that wonderful combina-

tion of a fighter and a friend. He
doesn't make useless expenditures of

energy, but once he has started some-

thing he can be counted on to finish it.

He has had his weak moments, some

of which have never become public, but

he has always been able to take care of

himself. Charlie is loyal to everything

that commands his loyalty. He is will-

ing to work and able to get results as

his five years on the Log have shown.

Oh yes, he is a five year man as a re-

sult of spending most of his youngster

second term in the hospital. His out-

standing social assets are a tenor voice

and wavy blond hair. These combined
with other characteristics pleasing to the

feminine mind and heart have kept him
from any loneliness on weekends, but as

yet he thinks himself immune from any

serious attempt on his freedom.

Charlie's loyalty, his strong person-

ality, and his courage will help him
toward a successful career. And it will

be good fortune to be shipmates with

him whether in the Navy or in the world

Outside.

*******
Track; Crew, 15o-lb.; Reception
Committee; Hop Committee; 2 P.O.

[ Sixty-two ]

Track; Gym; Boxing; Log; Associ-

ate Editor; Lucky Bag Staff; Assis-

tant Advertising Manager; "E" Gun
Captain; 2 P.O.



WILLIAM HENRY RAYMOND, JR.

"Ray" "Felix" "Snorter" "Billy"

At Large

Being an Army junior, Ray entered the

Service under a handicap, but he lost

no time in living it down, and we soon

forgave and forgot.

His early history reads like the diary

of a traveling salesman. Home to him is

wherever he happens to be, and he is full

of tales of far places.

A devotion to horizontal exercise and

Cosmo has cost him many hard battles

with the Academics, only one of which

went an extra round, however.

"Too light for heavy work and too

heavy for light work" is the way he ex-

plains his failure to collect any "N's,"

though he's tried everything once, includ-

ing the radiator club, which finally

claimed him for its own.

He habitually drags 3.5's and claims

to be a red mike; he hardly ever bones,

yet stays sat. and swears he's wooden.

More power to him ! We know he'll be

successful, no matter what the task.

ROBERT LIVINGSTON DENIG, JR.

"Joe" "Bobby" "Bob"

Sandusky, Ohio

Joe started his career by shooting ban-

dits in San Domingo, fighting mos-

quitoes in Haiti, and exploring danger-

ous jungles in the Philippines. Later on
in his young life he attended Manlius

Military School in New York; but de-

siring big game, along with the wish to

become a "Mighty Marine", he soon

landed in Quaint Old Annapolis.

Bobby has encountered two big ob-

stacles during his stay at the Academy:

finding a suitable radiator to play pi-

nochle by and being able to at least think

he is in love. But on the other hand he

has his good qualities—as all sailors hap-

pen to have said articles. Bobby never

worries about academics, although if you

should happen to pass his room at night

you would probably hear a murmured
"Aint it Awful".

Being a Marine Junior Bob has made
many friends throughout the Service and

will probably add many more before his

days are over.

• • * •

Asst. Mgr. Football; Lucky Bag
Photographic Staff; 2 P.O.

Soccer; Lacrosse; M.P.O.
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GEORGE LOUIS RARING
"Rip"

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

SINCE early Colonial days Pennsylvania

has provided the Navy with many
stalwart "Wolunteers." George is one

of the best.

Graduating from John Harris High
School, "Rip" came to the Academy with

great ambition to learn the seafaring art.

He was good material to start with, and

his interest in technical subjects has given

him a knowledge of details which is the

envy of many—his roommate among
them. Ask him the number of turrets or

the displacement of a new cruiser and

the answer is exact and quickly given.

With never a fear about studies, he

has devoted his recreation time to muscle-

building sports for four long years, and
liked it. The Log has claimed much of

his time—and the ladies!—well, no one

resists that sunny disposition.

All in all, Rip is a real Navy man
whose place is out in the Fleet. He has

made many friendships "by the Bay,"

and his future success is certain. So,

with graduation, it's
—

"Goodbye, and the

best of luck!"

GEORGE WINSTON BAILEY
"Win"

Salt Lake City, Utah

Win, born and raised in the "Great

American Desert" must have had a

deep water sailor somewhere in his an-

cestry or else his childish hours spent in

the very salty Great Salt Lake instilled

the desire to be a real "salt" and join our

Navy.

Our young hero inherited the old

Mormon traits of captivating the fair sex

and making life enjoyable whether it be

in a desert or Naval Academy. It was a

lucky day for Navy when Win decided

that he could do better shining bright-

work than building bridges and so leave

his engineering course at Utah U. for the

school for young boys on the Severn.

Winning a reputation as a savoir early

in plebe year, he has held his star with

little boning and much snaking. But

Win's gifts are not confined solely to these

lines, for he was one of the stalwarts of

the tennis, wrestling and cross country

teams for three seasons.

This is a man machined to a water-

tight fit for his place in the service, and

we can only predict the brightest of

futures and wish him the best of luck.

**•••••
Wrestling; Class Cross Country;

Crew; Log Board; Log Staff; Re-

ception Committee ; I P.O.

[ Sixty-four ]

Wrestling; Class Cross Country;

Tennis; Log Board; Log Staff; Re-

ception Committee ; Lucky Bag Staff

;

2 Stripes.



HARRY LEE REITER, JR.

"Harry"

Denver, Colorado

Harry was at first more or less a

wanderer. Born in South Carolina,

an Army junior, he lived in Texas, the

Philippines, Maine, and Colorado. Of
them all Colorado towers in his estima-

tion and he will try to sell it to you any

old time.

Academics are one thing which never

worried our hero, who starred plebe year

and stood very near stellar positions dur-

ing the remainder of his course.

We do remember a sad tragedy which

hit him soon after youngster Christmas

leave; but for the hardy son of the west

that he is, new flames sprang up from

the ashes of the old.

On the tennis courts Harry can make
the best of them step and on no few
occasions has he upset some of the cocky

boys.

One thing he always has in stock is

plenty of refreshments. He refuses to

serve them but they're all yours for the

taking.

Always ready to work that tough prob-

lem, lend his last cent or stand that hop
watch, Harry might readily and justly

acquire the name of "old faithful."

• • * •

FREDERICK MARTIN GRAMLICH
"Fritz" "Buddy"

Fritz arrived at the Academy one early

July morning during plebe summer
with his left wrist all bandaged up.

He had fallen off a house while helping

his big brother put up a radio aerial. He's

a south-paw; but he had to learn to eat

with his right hand, as he still does.

"Never worry" is his slogan and how
well he inspired his two wives with it.

His cheerfulness is contagious and he

possesses a personality that wins him
countless friends.

Buddy never came back from leave

without having met a new O.A.O.—far

more lovely, wonderful, inspiring, fas-

cinating, unrelentingly bewitching than

ever before. "Just wait till you see her

picture. She's a cold 4.0!"

Athletics seemed to be as natural for

Fritz as being exceedingly savvy in aca-

demic work. Running the "half" was
his track specialty. Boxing interested

him a great deal.

Fritz is an active mind, overflowing

with life, always genial, a ready wit, easy

to like, and above all an unbeatable

comrade in arms.

Swimming; Tennis; Musical Clubs;
Class Handball; Star; 2 Stripes.

Track; Lacrosse; Reception Commit-
tee; Log Staff; Boxing; Radio Club;

Class Cross Country; G.P.O.
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CHARLES WIEGEL MUSGRAVE
"Charley"

Defiance, Ohio

Truly this is a hard task, for in so

short a space as is allotted to us,

Charley's qualities can never be shown at

their best.

Out of the wilds of Ohio he came.

Stopping first at Marion Institute, he

finally arrived at the portals of a four-

year training in preparation for a naval

career. At the very outset of his course

Charley suffered an injury that hampered
his athletic career. He was showing
much promise at end on the football

team when a broken leg sent him to the

hospital and off the squad.

As a roommate he cannot be equaled.

Congenial, smiling, and agreeable at all

times he could never make himself dis-

agreeable if he had tried. He never

tried, however. There was no shirking

of his share of the responsibility. In

fact he usually accepted more than his

share. That smile was and always will

be ever present. When he greeted you
with it you could almost feel its warmth.
May you have a pleasant and profitable

journey into the future, Charley.

THOMAS MARTIN FLECK
"Sonny Boy" "Tom" "Tim"

Upper Sandusky, Ohio

What! have you not heard of the

Dayton Flyers and their bombing
exploits? "Sonny Boy" decided that

bombing was too crude ; so he came to

the Academy to learn torpedoing. At the

start football claimed our blushing young
hero ; he is really a high flyer, he craves

an N Star.

As a pal he has no equal; as a wife

one could not ask for a better choice.

"Sonny Boy" has a smile ready for all

from the Admiral down to the lowliest

Plebe; no one could possibly say that he

is a "High Hat"; he is your friend no
matter how the tide is running. We
who know him would hate to lose him
because as an officer the Navy will in him
have the best. His ship will be a happy
ship.

Upper Sandusky? my, oh my! you have

not heard of it? Why, we have the best

and largest courthouse in Wyandot
county. We believe you, Tom, but we
have the best Navy; so we claim you for

our own although the native sons of

Wyandot county have lost their greatest

asset.

**.***•*
Football; Track; 1 P.O.
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Football ; Basketball ; Lact osse ; Christ-

mas Card Committee ; Boxing; ?
Stripes.



HENRY GLASS MUNSON
"Hank"

San Diego, California

"tjey, Hank! How do you work this

JTjL prob?"

After three repetitions, "en fortis-

simo," a pair of blue eyes will be raised

from the book (anything from "Bow-
ditch to "Wild Women"), and fix the

intruder with a vacant stare while a good-
natured voice answers, "Huh? I don't

know; let's see it." Many of '32 owe
several class numbers, even their places

in the regiment, to Hank's cheerful as-

sistance. And he didn't endanger his

own standing in the least—he stood too

high for that. Brains and hard work
have put Hank where he is.

Not many of us were lucky enough to

have our mothers come along to see that

we did not forget our manners, but Hank
was, and we imagine that is why he is

different. For he is different, you will

notice. Quiet and unassuming, yet not

retiring; congenial and friendly, yet never

ingratiating, he is a perfect roommate
and chum. You can see and feel the

power in him. He has a purpose in life

and as long as it is being an officer and
a gentleman we know he will be suc-

cessful.

it *

JOHN ORIN SPEER

"Jo" "Galileo" "Asteroid" "Bucket"

Crafton, Pa.

Wtj ey, Galileo, what is that, a water

Jri heater?" Say that to Jo and then

duck. He is small but serious. Any-

thing and everything to do with the great

unknown outside this little planet of ours

is of interest to Jo. He is gifted with

one of the best qualities of an ardent

astronomer, an ability to go for indefinite

periods of time with little or no sleep.

We really don't know of all Galileo's

nocturnal activities, for he is invariably

up and going strong at taps and reveille;

but a guess that the large boiler which

takes up so much room and was of such

great interest to the D. O.'s is the center

of his activities would not be far wrong.

Of course the trips to the far corners

of the hall in search of any and every-

thing that a former owner had no further

use for may have occupied some of his

time.

A rosy little fellow with a small pair

of wings and a large bow and arrow has

been seen quite often in Jo's neighbor-

hood. Be careful old man, it's leap year.

TT*8a

K K K .

Fencing; Juice Gang; C.P.O. Boxing (4, 2); 2 P.O.
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RICHARD HOWARD GORSLINE
"Clipper Bow" "Dick" "Gozzy"

"Goose" "Red" "Fish"

"Scupper"

River Forest, Illinois

OUT of the teeming boiling capital of

the Middle West, out of the bus-

tling turmoil, stock yards, gangsters, big

business, grain, cigar smoke—came
Youth, refreshed with Life's first

glimpses of untold mysteries. The ties

of home and high school to be forever

broken—the career of a sailor beckoning

him. Thus Clipper came among us, with

us, and for us, on that hot July day many
moons ago—head up, and shoulders high,

ready for what might come.

Clipper has always managed to

straight-arm the academics. Very rarely

is he not able to finish up the hour with

a few pages of the current book of the

month. Reading and water polo are his

favorite pastimes.

You have only to see the bow wave
rising over his features as he heads for

the goal in the pool to know whence
came his nickname, Clipper Bow. You
have only to watch him play to realize

the meaning of "Suicide Squad."

THOMAS GEORGE HARDIE
"Tom" "T.G."

Ottumwa, Iowa

Ottumwa, having contributed so

many personages of importance,

condescended to relinquish its world-

breaking record by sending Tom to our

great institution. Possessing all the charac-

teristics of a gentleman, "T.G" acquired a

host of friends and has proved himself

capable of fulfilling the requirements of

a good officer.

Confidentially, Tom, what is this out-

fit you've been running for the past four

years? Oh! it isn't an outfit, just a pas-

time. Well, that explains everything;

you see, we all thought you were the

proud manager of a circulating library.

Although not extremely active in ath-

letics, and inactive because of the desire

to find out what the next page has to

say, we all know that he can, and when
he loses his library, will surprise us by

breaking the world record for the high

jump.

His choice of femmes is unique. Never-

theless, they all approximate a cold 4.0.

Where in the world does he find them?
Some day he'll say: "Gather 'round, fel-

lows, and I'll tell you how it's done."

***••••
Water Polo; Soccer; Class Swim-
ming; 1 P.O.
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NORMAN JOHN SAMPSON
"Delilah" "Sam" "Sammy"

New Haven, Connecticut

"jt^vELILAh" spent eighteen years in

L/ New Haven weighing the pros

and cons of a life at sea against that of

an opulent plutocrat, and then, realizing

the curse of riches, wisely chose the

course to Crabtown. He soon made
known a select repertoire of shower-bath

opera and a propensity for making
friends.

"Sam" is neither to be classed as a

snake nor as a Red Mike; he seems to

maintain a happy medium, though un-

deniably susceptible to feminine wiles.

The combined efforts of some seven or

eight academic departments deny him the

right of being a savoir; math, caught

him in a weak moment lasting three

months during his youngster year and
nearly succeeded in shanghai-ing him to

the cold outside, but an eleventh hour
rally, prognosticating happily for the

future, saved him to the Navy.

The service will gain by his admission

to the roster. His amiable disposition

will make him well liked wherever he
is on duty, and the harder the sledding

the better he likes it.

* * * *
Gym; Tennis; Reception Committee

;

2 P.O.

I

ALVIN WEEMS SLAYDEN
"Al" "Altrochus"

Waverly, Tennessee

Out of the mountains of Tennessee

came "Our Pal Al" to answer the

call of the sea. He has answered it in

true seagoing fashion; so well, in fact,

that some scoffers 'low as how he must
have been baptized with salt water.

That sunny Slayden smile has illum-

inated the corridors of old Bancroft

for four long years without even a hint

of degenerating into a mere grin. The
fact that Al hails from the warm south-

land is the explanation for his charter

membership in the radiator club. He's

Scotch that way; believes in conserving

all his energy for emergencies.

Somewhere he picked up a fair—quite

fair—share of savviness, as his scores

against the Ac departments bear witness.

Not quite starring but at times giving

the enemy a few gray hairs while coming
close.

Never a snake or a red mike, Al steers

the safe middle course and keeps 'em all

happy; how he does it so consistently

we don't know, but we'd give a lot to

find out. It's a gift.

Class Football; Basketball; 1 P.O.
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GEORGE MALONE OTTINGER
"Bunky" "George Mike"

Memphis, Tennessee

tcWHIere are you from, mister?"

Memphis, Tennessee, suh.

Where yo' from?"

And Bunker Hill Jr. becomes a sailor.

It was not as easy as that though. He
was sinking for the third time when a

small voice came to the rescue and said

"Go get 'em, George!" And George got

'em. Constant hard work made one-time

green academics ripen into delicious fruit.

Although a Red Mike of the nth de-

gree he was unable to escape the wiles

of Miss Springfield with whom he spent

many a leisurely afternoon strolling

around the terrace.

There is nothing indefinite about

Bunky. He makes up his mind to do a

thing and does it. Always ready to do

a good turn, a truer friend never lived.

He has a smile for everyone and is

readily distinguished by a sincere and in-

imitable laugh.

Bunky's biggest weakness is a diminu-

tive blue-eyed Rebel back in sunny Ten-

nessee. There is only one cure for which

both have been patiently (?) waiting.

God bless them.

ALBERT DAVID KAPLAN
"Al" "Kapple"

Independence, Iowa

AYear at Iowa State University left

Al with a happy memory and a de-

termination to see what the rest of the

world looked like. He joined us early

in the bewildering period of Plebe sum-
mer, and soon learned that the books he

had read concerning the life of a mid-

shipman had painted idealistic pictures.

Short, conscientious periods of study

have kept him on the safe side of aca-

demics. The remainder of any study

hour is always willingly spent in swap-

ping yarns and discussing his absorbing

interest in life—people and their actions.

Al believes that athletics were de-

veloped solely for amusement. One
afternoon he can be found in the gym
wrestling. The next will find him shoot-

ing, bowling, or playing soccer.

The future? The only admission he

will make is this, "Wait until I get out-

side of the wall and see which way the

wind is blowing."

A spirit of friendliness, an ability to

conquer reverses, and a determination

that carries him to the finish make Al a

real shipmate.

****•••
Wrestling ; Class

Track: 2 P.O.

Cross Country;
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Masqueraders ; Class Soccer;

Rifle; Radio Club; 2 P. O.

Class



HARVEY HATCHER HEAD
"Hatch" "Ali" "Cabeezer"

Athens, Georgia

Twixt Harvey's two pet Southern de-

scriptive expressions of "little ole"

and "gret big" lay many morsels of hu-

morous tales which will go down to Davy
Jones' Locker with any of the boys who
may have been fortunate enough to be

around during one of his impromptu joke

spreading fests.

Like all true Gawgians, the lad con-

sidered it a natural pride and joy as well

as a sectional requisite to be well versed

in a new line of Southerly rhetoric at all

times, and that boy could swap them with

the most renowned of the artists on the

Second Deck. Leave was merely a

process of acquiring horizon for Harvey,

and his mania for gathering a new stock

of banter was exceeded only by his ex-

treme love for chocolate eclairs.

Possessed of a colorful individuality,

Ali has surrounded himself with a host

of friends. He's convinced of one basic

fact in life; namely, that there is no rule

of law, love, or roommates that can possi-

bly apply to him personally if it is incon-

venient. And you have to admire the lad

for it when you see how peacefully he

sleeps.

* * ik is 4

Cheer Leader; Mandolin Club; Class

Football; Wrestling; Gym; 2 P.O.

• •

JACK ALVEY BINNS
"Jack" "Pins" "Pince and Needles'

Long Beach, California

Originally from Philadelphia, Jack

migrated at a tender age to Cali-

fornia, and immediately went native. In

spite of—or because of—four years by

the Bay, he's still as rabid as any native

son.

Al's four years at Annapolis haven't

been dull ; but, on the contrary, have car-

ried with them most of the spice in life

—including the bumps. It's still a matter

of question as to whether making the

football team in his Youngster year, the

source of those letters from Long Beach,

or that Plebe Christmas leave in Phila-

delphia gave him the necessary con-

fidence; but the fact remains that he has

it, and with it has made his mark—in

spite of the fact that the anchor sections

knew him well. Never a man to let

books interfere with his education, he

has learned much about many things.

Quiet, as a rule, but on occasion has all

the boisterousness of a twelve-inch projec-

tile at muzzle velocity. Canny, depend-

able, and a good judge of beauty, music

and drinking water.

Football; Squash; Wrestling;

Squad; "N" Club; 2 P.O.

Sub
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RICHARD HALSEY BEST
"Dick" "Best, Aye Aye"

East Orange, New Jersey

WHEN Dame Fortune frowned upon
our Dick, the Army lost a potential

"shavetail" and the Navy garnered an

embryo Admiral. Since 14 June, 1928,

his classmates, as well as others, have dis-

covered that to engage in an argument
with him is more than useless. What
could anyone do against such a vehement

verbal tirade of facts, figures, and what
not, presented with such a conviction as

to render a retort ineffectual. Being a

savoir "au natural," Dick was inclined

to belittle his academic abilities in favor

of improving the cultural rather than the

technical phase of his career. His

methods of boning were uncanny—a mere
glance at printed matter, a flash of

the sketches, and the dope was his. Then
followed direful moments for his wives.

His playing of the Victrola with a study

hour hook-up, inane remarks, puns, and

other capricious actions were the bane of

their existence. "What, no mail?"

"Where's my paper?" "Anybody want
anything at the store?" "Who let the vie

run down?" (and so far, far into the

study-hour).

EDWIN KENT PAYNE
"E. K." "Kent"

Huntington, West Va.

Behold, one and all, the above noble

physiognomy with its beatific ex-

pression and crown of curls (God's gift

to struggling young manhood) . 'Tis

none other than that of our Kent, a fine

southern gentleman, who spent his

adolescent period gathering specific data

on the coal industry in the primeval

haunts of West by—Virginia.

For E. K. the sailing of the uncharted

seas of Academics held no real dangers.

Now and then a nasty squall off the

Spanish coast strained his rigging but by

skilfully observing the danger angle he

managed to keep clear of the rocks and

to gain deep water with his lee rail only

slightly awash.

Kent's magnetic personality and readi-

ness to help have ensconced him in the

hearts of all who know him. Integrity

and justice make him a man of no
mean character and, in due course of

time, we hope to hear great things of

him in the Fleet. Certain it is that

here is a friend whose memory we will

ever treasure and we hate to acknowledge

the parting of the ways. We pay our one

and lasting tribute—a real shipmate.

***•*••
Lacrosse; Class Lacrosse; M.P.O. Co. Football; Class Football; 2 Stripes.
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FREDERICK WOLSIEFFER

"Effie" "Freddie"

At Large

Clothes make the man—to be ex-

perienced and Cosmopolitan; those

are his maxims. Atlantic City lost, just

as the Navy gained, when Effie's love

for the life of a sailor led him to enter

the service of Neptune and the Naval

Academy. Freddie arrived with a list

to port, a slight trim by the stern, and a

good humor, acquired, we know not

where.

He captained the sub-squad for three

years, and his efforts on the gridiron were

ever disturbed by misadventure and ill-

luck, but not so his conquests of the so-call-

ed weaker sex. There, to him, a conquest

meant victory, and victories there were

many in his search for the one girl.

Academically, Freddie is "easy-going"

though ever at a great distance from the

dividing line, and he has proved con-

clusively that a Dutchman can also speak

"Dago."

He is quick to make friends, and we
are sure that Effie as a naval officer will

well represent the world's finest service.

******
Football; 2 P.O.

CHAUNCEY SHEARER WILLARD
"Bud" "Spud"

Lacoochee, Florida

Even though he was born in the

shadow of the Statue of Liberty, his

dad an officer in the armies of the United

States, Bud found himself ensconced in ye

olde Bancroft Hall one afternoon in mid-

June, 1928. Once established, he be-

came a platoon leader and an M. P. O. in

turn; but the worries and toils of the

summer, although they failed to turn his

hair gray, gave to the regiment that dis-

cordant and disconcerting rumble that was

wont to issue from the "Hell Cats."

A year's indoctrination, and he was

ready for anything; so when the cruise

reached the continent that young cyclone

cutting the wide swath up the land could

easily be traced to that disorganizer of

men, C. Shearer. A letter from Eng-

land, from Spain, and once, as current

rumor has it, from Russia, lay bare a trail

of broken hearts. An easy air and a

gracious smile still do it in Crabtown

;

so be warned
;
praemonitus, praemunitus.

A savoir, a snake, and the best ship-

mate out of Davy Jones' Locker. Here's

to an equally pleasant cruise for you in

the Fleet.

Manager, Gymnasium ; Star; 1 Stripe
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JOHN JOSEPH SUTTON
"John" "J. J." "Jo-Jo"

Bloomington, III.

It was with a firm and mighty resolve

that John wended his determined way
from a far inland province to the birth-

place of briny careers. That was back

in the days when Thirty-two was arriv-

ing by small and self-conscious incre-

ments at Sick Quarters for the first nerve-

racking physical. The years that have

elapsed since his entrance have only

served to strengthen John's resolve, which

was, apparently, to work. Thus were the

academics defeated before even the con-

test was begun.

Of course, it is reasonable to conclude

that under these circumstances John could

have little if any time for the fairer sex,

more or less. But since history has dis-

proved the existence of any definite re-

lation between academical standing and

snakish propensities, it will be safer to

stand upon the firm foundations of the

whole truth, by telling it.

Anyone who knows John well will pre-

dict for him a long, spotless, and efficient

career in the Navy if he chooses to remain

in the service.

CARL PHILIP NELSON
"C. P." "Phil" "Nels"

Bismarck, North Dakota

Although North Dakota lacks scenic

and natural beauty, it redeems itself

by producing good men, and remarkable

weather phenomena. Without blushing,

Phil gives proof of the latter, and this

at great length and in most vivid detail.

Proof of the former point is substanti-

ated by Phil's abilities and accomplish-

ments. In a scholastic way, Phil has con-

sistently stood high, showing in his work
an inventive nature and a comprehensive

understanding of mathematical processes.

Not satisfied with the material in the

text, Phil often shows how some device

might be changed to perfect the working

of the whole, or how an entirely dif-

ferent principle might be utilized. In

an athletic way, Phil has, likewise, proved

his worth by the oar he has pulled. To
pull lustily one night is not hard; to pull

hard every night requires real stamina

—but Phil has it.

In all, Phil's ability makes him capable

of undertaking increasingly greater re-

sponsibilities.

*******
2 P.O. Crew; Gym; Boxing; 1 P.O.
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FRED ARTHUR PLETTA
"Abe" "Fritz"

Oak Park. Illinois

This lad is a combination of many
characteristics and moods. Abe showed

us from the beginning that he was a seri-

ous thinker and a scholar. A love of good
books and music keeps him occupied in

the few idle hours that creep into his ac-

tive life.

He has a strong liking for water. He
likes nothing better than to sail or to

swim, and he has spent many pleasant

hours doing both. Plebe year saw him as

a member of the "Suicide Club," and

first and second years saw him on the

swimming squad.

Our Abe is not what you might term

a "snake" nor is he by any means a "Red
Mike." The steadying influence of the

O. A. O. at home early determined his

course along these lines.

Usually solemn-minded, possessing a

keen sense of humor when the occasion

demands, and always at ease under divers

conditions, Fritz is able to exact the ut-

most from his Navy life. We hope that

Dame Fortune will continue to smile

upon him, and here's wishing old Abe
the best of luck both afloat and ashore.

• • • •
Water Polo; Swimming; Class Rifle;

Class Cross Country: 1 P.O.

* • -* fe • •

GEORGE PEARSALL ROGERS
"Will" "Jolly"

Okeechobee, Florida

Born with the spirit of restlessness,

Will decided that the life of a civil-

ian would be altogether distasteful. He
heard the echo of the Navy's call and de-

cided to find the source of the noise.

Will has the ability to make friends

wherever he goes. He is never bothered by

life's irritating details. Neither an optimist

nor a pessimist, he takes fortune's gifts,

both good and bad, with the same cheer-

ful smile.

"Shipshape" is his byword. With this

motto he has always been able to accom-

plish his ends, giving just the right

amount of effort to each task.

He is a professional pipe smoker.

Instead of the famous "Cosmo" he en-

joys "Popular Science." A good pipe,

a "Popular Science," some spare time,

and he is happy. His afternoons have

not been wasted. Besides athletics, he

has always enjoyed tinkering with a few

tools and any odd pieces of material that

happened to be handy.

A keen sense of humor, a practical

mind, and a darned good friend—that's

Will.

Class Soccer; Class Rifle; Class Cross

Country; Lucky Bag Staff; 2 P.O.
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ALLAN ALFRED OVROM
"Bull" "Sonny" "A Squared"

Waupaca, Wisconsin

Bull hails from Wisconsin although in

his less sober moments he sometimes
confides that Chicago was the city of his

origin. This fact coupled with a wild
spirit of adventure accounts for his

presence in the Navy. This aforemen-
tioned craving for adventure has often led

our Bull into what less fearless ones
might call narrow squeaks. While his

escapades are many, few are privileged

to hear of them, as he is not a proponent
of the first person.

Plebe Year nearly spelled finish as the

Ac-Departments gained what seemed to

be an unbreakable hold. However, the

agonies of an unsat Christmas leave

worked wonders and the end of the term

found him sat, "without velvet." Exams
hold no fear for him as he believes a

book or a magazine is the best prepara-

tion for the worst of them.

Bull's friendly nature and ready smile

make him not only a good friend but

also an ideal shipmate with whom we can

look forward to having many pleasant

hours.

MICHAEL BERNARD O'CONNOR
"Mike" "Bugs"

Baker, Oregon

Behold a little Irish rose born in the

mountains of Oregon where the

woodbine twineth and .

The Navy's call reached even to this

far country and Our Mike heeding this

call pulled his stakes and forthwith came
to be one of "the spoiled and pampered
pets." Early in his career here at the

school of future admirals he showed his

ability to succumb to the arms of

Morpheus. "Oh, gosh, I am tired."

Then Mike starts the most uncalled-for

of melodies. This horizontal drill does
not seem to cause him any worry as far

as the "Acs" go, as he always manages
to stay sat.

He loves to swim, a fact which made
him a contender for high honors on the

sub-squad for three successive years.

Mike is an ideal wife, being argumenta-

tive, ornery and without the borrowing

habit. At least this last has not grown
upon him.

A good shipmate and a fine friend,

may his career in the service be the great-

est of successes.

****** * *
Class Football; B Squad; Boxing;
Wrestling; 2 P.O.

Wrestling; Radio Club; 2 P.O.
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HARRIS CADE LOCKWOOD
"Hairbreath" "Emit"

Hannibal, New York

HARRIS derived his nickname from that

famous sleuth, Hairbreath Harry.

Not that he was a crime investigator but

that the title seemed quite appropriate for

his cognomen.

Early he became interested in elec-

tricity. After a year of night school at

Carnegie Tech and a couple more years

at the Westinghouse East Pittsburgh plant

he became so bold as to decide to try to

help Uncle Sam.

And so he became one of the Pampered

Pets. Sad to say, Hairbreath had some

death struggles with Dago. One memo-

rable day he was at a Spanish class. The

instructor tried in vain to decipher Hair-

breath's vocabulary and finally exclaimed,

"You haven't got the Lock but you surely

got the Wood." After things like this

he would try all the harder.

In practical "juice" he is a savoir.

When the fellows didn't know how to

make the things work Hairbreath always

seemed to know how to show them. He
is always willing to do his part and do

it well. We hope that he will always

be shipmates with us.

HENRY TILMAN KLINKSIEK

"Hank" "Oscar" "Klink"

Joplin, Missouri

Henry hails from the middle west.

He has a charming personality and

is welcomed by everyone.

He possesses the ability of applying

himself. Studies do not faze him; of

them he most enjoys math. He is al-

ways ready to lend a helping hand to

those who seek assistance and advice.

He can always produce money from mys-

terious places to lend the destitutes.

When an extra hand is needed for a

card game, Hank is right on hand. He
is an expert rifleman and can hold his

own with any man. He has that pleas-

ing way of doing things that will never

be forgotten by those who meet him.

Looking into the future, I can see great

attainments which will be carried on by

no less than our sincere friend, Henry.

• * * • *
Plebe Football Numerals ; Cross Coun-
try c32c; Class Track; 2 Stripes.

^r

Sub and Weak Squad; Company
Rifle; Company Small Bore: Rifle

Small Bore; 2 P.O.
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ALBERT EUGENE HANSON
"Gene' "Sivede" "Chinch"

Elmhurst, Illinois

Swede finished his High School career

in the middle of the year and after

working a while he decided that he was
too young to face this cruel world alone.

Therefore, he decided to join the Navy
and let Uncle Sam worry about

where his next meal was coming
from. He went through "Boot"
training at Great Lakes, and while
there he conceived the idea of com-
ing to the Academy and getting into the

Navy in a big way. After prepping at

San Diego he came in on the 29th of

June to begin training for his chosen
profession.

Gene has never had any trouble with

the Academic Departments. He always

stayed several jumps ahead with very lit-

tle effort. He did spend part of his first

Christmas leave here, though, on account

of being scored upon by the Department
of Physical Training.

Swede has made many lasting friends

at the Academy, is liked and respected by

all that know him, and is predicted a

bright and happy future in the career he
is about to enter.

JOHN HENRY STEWART JOHNSON
"Hiram" "Webfoot"

Richton, Mississippi

After graduating from High School

and spending a year at Marion Insti-

tute, Hiram figured that he was all set to

learn the ways of the Navy; so he jour-

neyed up to Annapolis to give it a try,

and it has been one continual try ever

since. Try to stay sat in Math, and not

go unsat in Steam. Try to stay in love

with an O. A. O. in California with a

townful of Crabs, and Eastport just

across the bridge.

He's the most one-way person in the

world, but that one way is your way most

of the time. And he thinks nothing of

calling you everything from A to Z, but

just let him hear someone else doing it,

and he will be on them with all fours.

It took him two years out of the Bayous

of Mississippi to learn to talk fast

enough to keep awake.

The Academics hit him pretty hard,

but you can't keep a "rebel" down. "Hey,
when ya gonna translate this Dago? I

looked up all the words last night." And
that is just where he will get the jump
on a lot of us, because he can "look up
his words" ahead of time.

*******
2 P.O. 2 P.O.
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JAMES ALEXANDER FLENNIKEN
"]im" "faf" "Weasel" "Flenny"

Hamburg, New York

"ttey, Jim, that's not a radojet injec-

_n_ tor you're sketching there. Knock
off those cartoons and get down to study-

ing or you won't know a damned thing

about Steam today."

Jim does two things at once most of the

time, and one of them is always sketching.

His sketching paper is rarely anything

that was originally intended to be covered

with cartoons; his desk blotter, a juice

notebook, a protruding cuff, and quite

often exam papers. His drawings in the

Log have made him known and liked by

the whole regiment. His popularity does

not stop there, however, as is evidenced

by the number of fan letters from un-

known readers in the civilian world.

He does not confine his activities to

sketching, as any frequenter of the soccer

field in the fall and the wrestling loft in

the winter will know.

Probably his most outstanding eccen-

tricity is his choice of his branch of the

Service; Jim has wanted to go into the

submarines ever since he can remember.

A keen Irish wit and a ready smile will

make him popular with his shipmates in

the Service.

* * * * ^\

CHARLES SLACK HUTCHINGS
"Hutch"

De Land, Florida

Born and raised a man in the school

that the land is the safest, Hutch char-

acteristically decided that it was the sea

that should be his calling.

As a Plebe Hutch made a fair bid to

achieve fame as an athlete, but a natural,

easy-going indolence turned his attention

to less strenuous outlets for his talents.

A love of warmth and comfort soon made
this protege of the alligator state a con-

firmed devotee of that far-famed organi-

zation, the Radiator Club. In this setting

Hutch has passed his time, working more
over the academic troubles of others than

over his own work.

It can be truly said, whatever Hutch
set out to do he did with the utmost of

his ability. Stubborn at times, yet lik-

able in that stubbornness, he bids fair to

succeed in that he adheres to the quota-

tion, "Be willing to change, but first be

convinced, and thoroughly so." A man
of his type, good-natured, easy-going, sin-

cere and thorough, ready to help when
help is needed, and a firm believer in his

own convictions, should make a success

of whatever course he chooses to follow.

Radio Club; Log Staff ; Class Soccer;

Crest Committee ; Log Board; Wres-
tling; 2 P.O.

Class Bowling; 2 P.O.
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FRANK EDWARD WIGELIUS
"Wig" "Wiggf "Trusty"

Seattle, Washington

They couldn't manage to hold on to

Wig way out there where "Men are

Men and the ladies like them that way"

;

so here he is, and still is, in spite of vari-

ous and sundry difficulties with certain

things called Academics (of which he
loves Math best) . He always managed
(around January time) to give that old

devil 2.5 a beating.

Wig has tried his hand at almost

everything, including a year at the home
of the "Huskies," a try at "private secre-

tarying," and fifty hours credit in the

Naval Air Reserve.

Snake? Well, we don't know. He
tells us to put him down as a very red

Red-Mike. Neverthelees, we still seem to

remember coming back from many first

hour recitations to find our table bare

of mail but Wig with a letter written in

a very feminine-looking hand. He tries

to allay our suspicions by going around

mooning "I wish I had a girl." We've
heard it before. He won't admit he's

hard hit.

Wig makes friends easier than anyone
we know. Do you know Wig? Sure.

ROLAND HARPER DALE
"Brute" "Red"

Bridgeport, Connecticut

Beans, Coolidge, and Brute all came
from New England. His stature is

small; but what he lacks in that respect

he makes up in mind and spirit.

Tecumseh almost caught him Plebe

year, but Red took warning and from
then on the old Warrior lost sight of him.

Brute has tried his hand at many
things, but he confines his activities to

tennis, crew and sailing. He likes noth-

ing better than to go cruising up and

down the Severn seated in the stern sheets

of his "galley," or sailing over the Bay
in some sailboat, with the tiller in his

hand, and the salt spray in his face. Ap-
parently, ships are as close as Red ever

comes to a "she," but occasionally he
weakens and joins the struggling throng

at Dahlgren.

He is a gentleman. With experience

he will become a capable mariner. In

short, Time will make him the finished

Naval Officer. May the Service recognize

its gain.

*******
Cross Country; Track; Class Foot-
ball; 2 P.O.

i Eiibty }

Wrestling; Crew; Reception Commit-
tee; Class Tennis; 1 P.O.



LAWRENCE WILLIAM SMYTHE
"Larry" "Fillyloo"

Michigan City, Indiana

Hey! Got a skag? Steady everybody,

it's Smythe after his customary

workout; refuse him and he breaks out a

pack of his own, with a smile.

Larry's athletic abilities fall into many
categories, the chief one being lacrosse.

His bulldog determination to succeed

has pulled him through many a tough

spot. When he has a job to do he never

lets up until it is done, and done well.

"Still water runs deep" and so it is

with this unassuming student who with

all the worries available from academic

troubles has managed to keep a hearty

smile. We might say, using a homely
expression but a good one, Larry's got

the "makins."

• * • •
Plebe Football; Class Lacrosse;

'Varsity Lacrosse; 2 Stripes.

ARCHIBALD WILSON GREENLEE
"Bill" "Archie"

Coronado, California

Being a navy junior by birth, and a

candidate from Severn by luck (?),

this youth entered our school for pamper-

ed pets a little wiser in the ways of the

navy than most of us. Maybe that is the

reason that his name burst into print so

promptly, and so it has been doing more

or less ever since, he and the Executive

Department playing tag each year, some-

times he being "it" and sometimes not.

No one could even call him a snake and

get by with it. True, there was a memo-
rable ride along the Strand at moonlight

and that will help out in an emergency;

but that's all the records show.

As for activities, he is very fond of

the security of the Radiator Club, with a

little radio work on the side. At letter

writing he excels, and rare indeed is the

day when he fails to write at least one.

In spite of these activities he has, how-
ever, taken an active interest in class

bowling and baseball.

Bill is headed for aviation. He has

the conviction, and the determination

—

and his feet aren't flat. He'll wear wings
yet. Luck to you, Bill ! !

!

Baseball; Bowling; Radio Club; 2 P.O.
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RICHARD HUTCHINGS BLAIR
"Dick" "Rabbit" "Sparky"

Danville, Virginia

The quiet waters of the Dan and the

virginal wooded valleys of old Vir-

ginia must have dealt magically with the

rearing and upbringing of a youth des-

tined to yield at an early age to the call of

ships and the sea.

Dick's calm complacency and cool self-

possession in face of all circumstances for

a while irritated and worried those who
came to know him. But as time rolled

on these inherent characteristics develop-

ed and grew into perfect naturalness. We
who have claimed his friendship for four

years can but stand off and admire.

"Sparky" is a left over from plebedom.
And "Rabbit" he contracted on his first

cruise.

Academics have harbored no illusions

of "trees" and things "unsat," for the

mind of this man knows not how to

worry, and dispenses with work with a

wry and knowing sense of humor.
The confidence and respecr that his

work well done inspires and commands
can but have its counterpart of success

and all its attributes in his life in the

fleet.

WILLIAM JACKSON CATLETT, JR.

"Cattle" "Willie- "Bill" "Jack"

Canton, Mississippi

Although born in Colorado, "Cattle"

by reason of ancestry and upbring-

ing should be rightly called a Mississip-

pian, for it was the little town of Canton

in that state that saw most of his boy-

hood.

Nineteen summers rested easily upon

his head when he joined the Navy with

us in that memorable summer in 1928.

Four years of joy and suffering have not

materially added to that weight.

In the course of time we were duly im-

pressed with those latent literary talents

which were later to take finished form

in the Lucky Bag and Trident.

While not especially athletically in-

clined he found time to manage a victori-

ous second-class team in the fall of '31

and spend many a spring and summer
afternoon with us on the tennis court.

Having firmly established himself in

our hearts during these four years, it is

without trepidation, that we prophesy the

extension of his admirers to embrace the

officers of the fleet with whom he will

come in contact.

Success has crowned his efforts here as

we know it will in the Service.

^^ ^^, ^ ^^

2 P.O.
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Lucky Bag; Trident; Business Man-
ager Trident; Class Football; 2 P.O.



JOHN PAUL ROACH
"Beetle" "J. P." "Johnny"

Paris, Texas

The mighty winds sweeping eastward

from the Rockies over Texas and

Oklahoma found a youth in Paris, Texas,

who after nineteen years of stubborn re-

sistance to this driving force was swept

up to us at the Naval Academy and on

unto the sea.

Although usually full of spirit and fun,

he is capable of intensive and unremit-

ting effort in the direction of his desires.

Literally and figuratively speaking, he

is versatile in sports. As a devotee of

football for four seasons and crew for

two he filled the interim in the gym.

These activities did not, however,

overshadow his less strenuous propensi-

ties. Many a young lady will testify as

to his ballroom prowess and ability to en-

liven a drawing room conversation. While
not a self-admitted snake, there are those

who might go as far as to say that he has

never dragged a brick willingly nor did he

ever show the slightest hesitancy in

dragging a forty.

Here he has given sound proof that

the Academy's loss will be the fleet's gain.

r% "W ^T F?

Class Football; Class Lacrosse;

Crew, Expert Rifleman; 2 P.O.

Ik

2 P.O.

EDGAR GRIFFITH CHASE
"Barney" "Ed" "Izzy"

Washington, D. C.

The tow-haired boy is another example

of our men without a country. He
hails from that section of our country

generally known as Washington, D. C.

And, therefore, forfeits all rights to

partisanship in titanic "rebel" arguments.

Barney, the record shows, has found

himself oftentimes being weighed in the

balance of the academic departments and

found not wanting, but sometimes by the

merest scratch. They have been baying

at his trail at every turn, but since the

burial of Math (?) he has valiantly

shaken them off.

Being unsat with the academic and

executive departments, while for the mo-
ment vexatious, has not altered this care-

free boy's happy nature. In fact that is his

dominating characteristic: to look upon

nothing but the sunny side of life. Week-
ends and hops find him bubbling over

with happiness over a new find or a re-

curring old find.

Barney is as stout-hearted a fellow as

ever won the esteem of his classmates.

We can but look forward to serving with

just as stout-hearted an officer in the

fleet.
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SIDNEY ALFRED ERNST
"Sid" "Sigma"

Grand Rapids, Michigan

Grand Rapids, Great Lakes, U. S. S.

Maryland, San Diego, Annapolis

—

thus reads the itinerary of the cruise

(1926-1928) that brought Sid to the

Naval Academy. By means of his un-

tiring and capable efforts, his keen mind,

and his extraordinary memory, he rose

rapidly from the "bottom" of the Service

up to one of the highest standing mem-
bers of his class.

Academically a four-year star man,

Sigma was always willing to share his

knowledge and to aid those who came to

him for information or help. Although

he found much time for books and

"Cosmo," studying always came first.

Somewhat enviously we pay him this trib-

ute—he knew how to study.

One of Sid's chief diversions after

plebe year, when he earned his numerals

as a member of the gym team, was the

piano and his music.

In our associations with Sid we have

admired him for his straightforward,

unbiased, frank opinions and criticisms,

and for his wit. He is a man of ability

and energy—a gentleman.

Gym; G.P.O.
Lucky Bag Adv. Staff; Glee Club;

BURL LEONIDAS BAILEY
"Burl" "B. L."

Ludington, Michigan

From the fair state where "the whisper

of the forest tree, the thunder of the

inland sea, unite in one grand symphony"
came a tall, dark-haired lad seeking new
fields to conquer. Born and raised with-

in sight of the sparkling blue of Lake

Michigan, it is not surprising that he

acquired a fondness for the strenuous

life of a seaman.

During his years at the Academy his

love for the water became almost an

obsession. Plebe year it was crew, but

not content with being merely on the

water he had to get in it as well; so he

joined the w.k. Suicide Club.

Studies held no terrors for him, nor

did he regard them with the rabid eye

of a "savoir."

And femmes ? Why, this rosy-cheeked

youth had to beat 'em off with a club.

But he couldn't hold out forever and soon

became the snakiest of snakes.

His aptitude for detail and keen mind,

sharpened by always keeping physically

fit, coupled with that conscientiousness

born only from a true love for the sea,

are qualities which are sure to make of

Burl a splendid officer.

* * * * * * *

Crew; Water Polo; Company Foot-

ball; Reception Committee ; Reef
Points; Ass't. Editor, Lucky Bag.

1932; Orchestra; C.P.O.
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ROBERT OAKLEY BEER
"Bob" "Cerveza"

Genoa, Nebraska

Like Columbus, Bob's home port was
Genoa (Nebraska, not Italy), but

Columbus beat him to the job of discover-

ing America. Therefore Bob decided to

try something at which Columbus didn't

have a chance and so left the rolling

plains for the restless seas.

Academics never worried this lanky son

of Nebraska, for, by hard work judicious-

ly put forth, he has managed to stay sev-

eral jumps ahead of all departments

when leave was near at hand. When
someone else growled about a tough

exam, he was frequently heard saying,

"That? Why, that's fruit!"

The high jump interested him and ef-

forts along this line have scored points

for his Alma Mater and earned awards

for him ever since he entered the

Academy. He could hardly be called a

Red Mike, but he very seldom dragged,

except to help a stranded roommate.
After four years of living with him

and his ready smile, it requires no wiz-

ard to see that wherever he is and what-

ever he does, those1 with whom he will

be associated will find him ready to meet
them halfway in work and in play.

HORACE RUPERT BRANNON
"Horace" "Steamer" "Skipper"

Headland, Alabama

Hailing from Alabama, Horace lives

up to all the tradition of the South.

Truly, he needs no act of Congress to be

called a gentleman; and as an officer, we
feel he will be one of the best. Courteous

and considerate at all times, his friends

have steadily increased since his initiation

into the Navy, Plebe summer.

His small stature did not prevent him
from making his mark in Navy's athletic

annals. As coxswain, he was an all-im-

portant cog in the machinery of the light-

weight crew. His endeavors along the

crew line were not restricted to the

Academy. Homesick for a shell, while

on Youngster cruise, he visited a boat

club in Naples, and the ensuing incidents

will undoubtedly never be forgotten by

the Neapolitans. A welcome addition to

a party at the Academy, we have not a

doubt that his future days, afloat and
ashore, will be filled with friends, hap-

piness and success.

• * w

Track; Log; Orchestra; 2 P.O. Crew; Hop Committee ; 2 Stripes.
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ROBERT BURWELL FULTON
"Bobby"

Washington, D. C.

While still in High School, dreams

of gold lace, three-star barges,

tropical breezes, heaving decks and beauti-

ful women pervaded the mind of our

Bobby, and after four years he still

dreams of the beautiful women. Blessed

with a sunny disposition and a sunny
smile, he has managed to sail peacefully

through four years and in those years to

make more friends than any man we
know.

In the dragging line he can always

accommodate a friend or two and drag

cold 4.0's for them. Girls, however,

are the least of his worries. Academics
come easy, and few and far between are

the times that Bobby has found his mark
for the week posted on the well-known
(to the rest of us) trees.

His greatest diversion is chewing the

rag, so to speak, which he has ably done
for four years as crew coxswain; his

greatest aspersion
—

"Anybody got a skag?
The Juice lesson is fruit." Wherever he
goes, we'll wish that luck may follow

him, and whatever he does, you can bet

it will be something to be proud of.

Crew; 2 P.O.

JOHN CARROLL DeWITT, Jr.

"Nitwit" "John" "Neewab"

Decatur, Georgia

Georgia is famous for many things,

and, according to John, rightly so.

However, after two years at Georgia

Tech he decided that the Navy was just

the place for him, and he was right, for

with his good-natured disposition, which
often belies his true seriousness, he can

make the best of any tough situations

that may come his way.

While he hasn't worn any stars on his

collar, the Academic Departments haven't

caused him an excess of worry, because a

little early velvet always was able to carry

him through any ensuing difficulties. In

the late afternoons, John has divided his

time between managing soccer, and col-

lecting and arranging bits of humor for

the Log. In his spare moments he by

no means took a back seat when a bull

session got under way. He could argue

either way, it didn't matter, as a subject

was all that was necessary.

The Femmes certainly got their share

of his attentions, for no one's locker was
quite so replete with pictures. But here,

as in anything
—

"one will always stand

out." Our best wishes and sincerest hopes

for the future go with him.

• •*••••
Log; Trident; Reception Committee

;

Soccer Plebe Mgr. (4) ; Assist. Mgr.
(3. 2); Mgr. (1); 2 P.O.
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JACK IRVING BANDY
"Jack" "Irv" "Jellhoe"

Yuma, Arizona

Four years ago there came to Bancroft

on the Severn a boy from the great

desert spaces of Arizona. He has never

yet explained his real reason for the

change in locality, but it must have been

his desire to see a bit of water mixed
with the sand.

Once, in his early youth, he heard a

doctor say that every growing lad should

have at least twelve hours of sleep each

day, so Jellicoe has followed this advice

carefully and faithfully, and it is no
strange sight to see him stretched out

during study hours to catch a few winks.

Early in youngster year he met the

lady of his heart, and since that time he

has used his recreation periods for drag-

ging. However, he has managed to find

time to devote to the art of pole vaulting.

When graduation rolls around and

everyone is scattered, countless fellows

will miss that familiar old cry, "What's
the juice lesson?" uttered, usually as

formation busts, by our ambitious boy

trying to make good in a "crool woild."

All in all he's a pretty good fellow and
will win a name for himself some day,

somehow, somewhere.

rf "W ^

Company Football;

Football; M.P.O.
Track ; Class

RALPH MARTIN WILSON
"Doc" "Popsy" "Ralphums"

Blairsville, Pa.

"F\oc ' Wilson began his official so-

.L/ journ in the United States Naval

Academy on a hot day in June, 1928. He
brought with him from the home podunk,

Blairsville, Pa., many memories of

"collitch days" spent in Carnegie Tech;

but he soon forgot them under the press-

ing demands of "oars get thee out and

pull" and other plebe summer drills. He
was a welcome addition to the ever-swell-

ing company of "Wensylwania Wolun-
teers," for as a bridge shark he was much
in demand.

Academics held no terrors for him ex-

cept the Dago department and occasion-

ally steam. In both of these it was al-

ways a "Hard winter." His familiarity

with dx's and dy's, and other forms of

torture known as math, made him first

section leader most of the time and held

his class standing high.

R. M. is also a mighty swimmer. Three

years on the sub-squad have made him
perfect in the art of drinking the pool

dry, and his friends have rewarded his

untiring zeal with a little tin fish.

Football Manager ; Lacrosse Manager

;

Lucky Bag; Reception Committee,

Chairman; Christmas Card Commit-
tee; 1 P. O.
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HAROLD LAZELLE SARGENT
"Sarge" "Childe Harolde" "Mizzoury"

Hannibal, Missouri

'^T^ROM the Mississippi to the Sea."

_T Snatched from the shores of the

ole Mississippi, Sarge was hurled into

the labyrinth of Bancroft Hall.

Mark Twain's stamping ground of

Hannibal, Missouri, was the Childe

Harolde's home. And, needless to say,

the homefolk are proud of their illustri-

ous son who went East and made good.

For he did make good! Not a star

man but a pleasant sort of student to

work with; grasps new things readily,

and will explain them.

A wide and varied reading has kept

him abreast of the times, and has cast to

oblivion a plebe-year nickname. Once
a year he breaks out the sax, and gives

an outlet to the music in his soul by play-

ing in the Musical Club orchestras.

Modest and unassuming are two intrin-

sic traits that have made him friends

here and will continue doing so. I

prophesy an inevitable success.

MELVIN THAYER YOUNG
"Mel" "Umptie" "Bismarck"

Clarendon, Virginia

Merely a plebe, his qualities were

recognized by the appellation, Bis-

marck. A big man, he had the ability

to look beyond our horizons and the

fortitude to obtain his objective. Bis-

marck, the diplomat, autocratic and un-

compromising, was soon overcome, how-
ever, by the friend Umptie.

Off to a bad start with an injured

knee, the rest apparently gave him the

impetus, not only to overtake, but to out-

strip the best of us. What he has at-

tained is not due to breaks but to good
old-fashioned plugging.

He has many likes but each is subject

to his will with the exception of crew.

Interested in all sports and accomplished

in many, he resolved early to specialize;

and crew received his illimitable energy

with mutual advantage.

Never pessimistic, angry, or discourag-

ed, he lightens one's troubles when their

weight becomes oppressive. An ideal

roommate, he will make a good ship-

mate.

*••••*•
Class Football; Boxing; Orchestra;
Lucky Bag Staff ; Reef Points Staff;
Reception Committee; M.P.O.

Crew; Reception Committee ; Track;

Class> Water Polo; 1 P.O.
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WILLIAM HEALD GROVERMAN, JR.

"Bill" "Grove" "Smut"

Huntington, W. Va.

HE is a native of nowhere, none too

ambitious to set the world aflame with

his own ingenuity, yet not averse to work-

ing when the occasion demands. "Bill,"

when in his late 'teens, came skidding

into the Navy merely because Congress

had an extra appointment. Since then

he has found a firmer footing, has rolled

back the dismal clouds of ignorance, and
has allowed the bright rays of the "Ac"
Departments to show him the way to

graduate in four years. He has learned

much and has forgotten some of it, but

most of all he has remembered not to tell

all that he knows, and nothing that he

doesn't know.
"Bill" is a true worshiper at the shrine

of Venus and Bacchus.

He is an artist of note, a poet of merit

and a musician for pleasure. When the

orchestra needed a bass "fiddler," "Bill"

mastered this little instrument.

A pal in necessity as well as foolish-

ness, makes "Bill" a shipmate to be re-

spected and well liked.

GEORGE ORRIN HOBBS
"Ike" "Ikey" "Horsey"

Rupert, Idaho

After two years at the University of

Utah this good-natured farmer de-

cided that a suit of overalls was not

debonair enough for his high social am-

bitions. No sooner thought than done,

and we find our "Hobbyhorse" riding

through social activities both at the

Academy and in the environs with the

nonchalance of a born Beau Brummel.

His social ladder lacks a top rung, and

we feel that in time his name will grace

the annals of cigarette papers, as does his

predecessor's, Lord Chesterfield.

Having wrestled for two years at the

"U" before entering the Navy, "Ike" was

left only one year to participate in Inter-

collegiate competition. Had this not been

the case, we are certain the team would
have found an invaluable captain in this

"Sandblower." Whether up or down, his

disposition is always jovial. His wit is

inspired, and when it is coupled with his

friendly attitude we need search no fur-

ther for a real pal.

• * *
Orchestra; Company Soccer; Crest

Committee: 2 P.O.

Wrestling; Class Rifle: Log: 2 P.O.
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CLARENCE EMERY KASPAREK
"Gus" "Cowboy" "Kas"

Odei.l, Nebraska

Away out in the wilds of Nebraska,

our big, handsome Bohemian first

decided to cast his lot with "those who
go down to the sea in ships" and came
barging into Crabtown late one day in

June, 1928. Since then we've watched

his progress from a lowly plebe to a

venerable first classman.

Gus is naturally fickle, no one girl ever

having been able to hold his attention

for more than a month. Witness, Second

Class summer when he had six O. A. O.'s

in three months. He is not a snake, but

when he drags you can look for a 4.0.

Though not a star man, "Cowboy"
stands high enough in his class to be as-

sured of a commission in the "Gyrenes,"

a lifelong ambition.

A good nature, a keen sense of humor,
and a cheerful disposition are bound
to make a lot of friends for "Gus," no
matter where he is—in the Marine Corps

or digging ditches. And, no matter where
he is, there will be lots of his classmates,

scattered all over the globe, pulling for

him.

CLARE BROWN SMILEY
"Chuckles" "Baldy"

Birmingham, Ala.

^/^huckles" wanted to go to the

v_> South Sea Islands and reasoned

that a boat was one of the necessities.

He enlisted the aid of a negro preacher

and a lot of enthusiasm and the result

was his first "sea-goin' " craft. The
strain never grew foreign to his blood

and Smiley entered Marion Institute with

the intention of entering the Naval

Academy.

This came to pass and Smiley awoke
one morning to have somebody tell him
that "damn Yankee" was two words.

Here was pure heresy in Clare's estima-

tion.

As an athlete, his attention has

been riveted on class football and water-

polo. During Plebe year, it was feared

that Smiley would develop gills in place

of lungs, so ardent was his attempt to

win a berth on the suicide squad.

Clare is temperamentally suited for the

life of a Naval Officer. He is savvy, re-

fuses to worry over trifles, and thrives

on the unusual. Ask any of his class-

mates about the time he went to break-

fast formation without a collar and tie.

*******
Water Polo; Class Water Polo; Com-
pany Basketball; 2 P.O.
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Water Polo; Class Football; Class

Water Polo; 2 P.O.



EDWIN WILLIAM HURST
"Bus" "Rosy"

Sioux Falls, South Dakota

"\T that's the Capital of SouthW Dakota, Mister?"

"South Dakota, why, sir—I don't be-

lieve it has a Capital."

Capital or no Capital, we know that

Hurst hails from that good midwestern

state of South Dakota, where the girls

know nothing about battleships but are

willing to learn.

Those girls are quite well educated

now because Bus did his work very well

while home on leave. That is one of his

minor accomplishments. Back here he

did much more, getting into the navy

swing from the start and remaining up
with the first section boys without undue
effort.

Energy plus classifies Bus. He couldn't

be content unless doing something

whether it was playing basketball or la-

crosse, making close harmony, or giving

his usual smile and ever-flowing line to

some fair femme. Lovely girls and good
music never escaped his keen judgment.

We know Bus as an agreeable roommate
who furnished more than his share of the

magazines, whose humor and pep kept

things going.

• * * *
Class Lacrosse; Lucky Bag Siaff : Mu-
sical Clubs ; Glee Club ; Star ; 3

Stripes.

JOSEPH LA PRADE HARWELL
"foe"

Brunswick. Georgia

Joey often tells us he is from Brunswick,

Gawgia. As he possesses all the

qualities of a Southern gentleman, even

to the well-known drawl and slurred r's,

we have often thought of letting it go at

that. After a year at Emory University,

he found he would like to try the life

at the Naval Academy. Here he found

mutual friendship that held him until the

Secretary of the Navy handed him his

diploma.

Size, he is but five feet six inches, has

not been an overwhelming obstacle to Joe

in athletics. In the fall you find him
playing soccer. He led the Second Com-
pany to a championship and to runnerup

in two successive years. An inopportune

appendicitis operation kept him from his

place on the Varsity Second Class Year.

(Ask him about His operation.) Winter

finds him playing an excellent game of

basketball and spring, with a ready la-

crosse stick in his hand.

Although naturally serious-minded, we
have found him with a never-failing good
nature, a broad grin, and an earnest de-

sire for the other fellows' welfare.

Soccer; Class Lacrosse; 2 P. O.
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JOSEPH HOWARD KUHL
"Joe" "Hotshot" "Byron"

Alton, Iowa

They raise some good men in Iowa,

along with their songs, and they lose

some, too. What Iowa lost this time the

Navy gained, for Joe heard and heeded

the call of the sea after spending a year

at Iowa State. Amidst the gripe and
grind of plebe and youngster years he
almost decided to return to the tall corn,

but, as is often heard, the place grows
on one, and he proved to be no excep-

tion.

The Academics have never caused this

lad any trouble, chiefly owing to his fidel-

ity in performing any assigned task. How-
ever, he has his worries, and in this re-

spect the picture tells the tale.

His athletic tendencies have included

class football and lacrosse, and the let-

ters have taken care of the literary side

of his nature. Good-humored, rarin' to

join any fun, yet Joe is always willing to

settle down to work. His numerous
friends have found these characteristics,

together with that something under the

surface which distinguishes a man,
enough to make his friendship a lasting

thing.

CLIFFORD ARTHUR JOHNSON
"Cliff" "Johnny" "C. A."

Chicago, Illinois

Among other famous people Chicago

has presented us with "Cliff." The
call of the sea was heard by him via rip-

ples on Lake Michigan; and as long as

tennis didn't have to be thrown into the

discard, he was more than willing to fol-

low the path of his Viking ancestors.

Cli>ff spent one year at the University

of Illinois. While there he began to

master the art of playing tennis. Since

then he has rapidly become proficient.

Squash also had its attractions and
when the powers that be threatened

to make it a recognized sport he prac-

ticed in earnest and won the regimental

championship.

Among his characteristics are his

love of good books and a desire to get

his full quota of sleep so that in an

emergency he might not be caught nap-

ping.

The Academy's loss is the Fleet's gain,

and June Week will see a mighty good
man going out to try his hand at taking

charge of a real ship. With his pleasing

personality and willing hands we feel

sure that as the years pass he will have

more than his share of success.

*•*•••
Class Football;

Stripes.

Class Lacrosse; 2

&
Or-

Tennis Capt. ; Academy Squash
Champ.; 2 P.O.
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JOHN STEPHEN LEWIS

"Jack" "Steve" "Deacon"

Evanston, Illinois

'^t->v o you know what?" "No, what?"

[ J "That's right, know what." Al-

though a maker of rotten puns, Jack is

not just another Lewis, but a real tribute

to the clan, rating with Strangler,
J.

Ham., and Ted. His banjo, shrewd

commonsense, and nimble wit have won
him innumerable friends both here and

on the outside. Steve left Northwestern

University at the end of his sophomore
year and we are still wondering why they

let him go.

His main objective has been to over-

come the handicap of being underweight.

To accomplish this, he has taken part in

numerous athletic activities ; lacrosse, soc-

cer, boxing and basketball. Jack has shown
his business ability by his work on the

Lucky Bag staff and his musical talent

through the Mandolin Club. Here again

his banjo has won him recognition and

many of us are beginning to believe he

takes it along with his smooth line when
making every leave.

As a roommate and pal, there has been

none better ; and not one of the gang will

be missed more when the service calls us

to its widely separated duties.

• :
-

Soccer; Class Soccer; Lacrosse Man-
ager; Ass't Adv. Mgr., Lucky Bag;
Reception Committee ; Musical Club
Shows; Leader Mandolin Club;
1 P. O.

HOWARD FLETCHER STONER
"Red" "Fletch" "Sbikepoke"

Rochester, Indiana

"t ook who they have playing on

J_j their team—two from Fort Wayne
and the others from Gary and Indian-

apolis." After talking to Red for about

five seconds one would know where he

was from and would be under the im-

pression that all basketball players come
from Indiana. His handicap in height

kept him from becoming varsity material

in his lost love.

An early tangle with the dago depart-

ment showed "Red" his ability along the

academic lines, and since then few first

sections have been posted without his

name. Always ready to help a less for-

tunate classmate, he has often heard the

question, "Hey, Red, didja get that

'prob' for tomorrow?"

Combining a tenacious determination

with an unusual sense of humor and an

ability to make and hold friends, Red
will make a fine officer; as a roommate,
classmate, and friend he has no equal

;

and when Red leaves us to go out into the

fleet there will be a hole which will be
hard to fill. Good luck, Red!

Tennis; Class Football: Ass't Cite.

Mgr., Lucky Bag; 1 P. O.
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john ioseph Mccormick
"Mac" "Jig Jig"

Barnesboro. Penn.

John Joseph McCormick establish-

ed a record the day he entered the

Naval Academy. He was the first man
from Barnesboro, Pennsylvania, to enter

in many moons. Since that eventful day

he has fought right valiantly to be worthy

of Barnesboro's wild enthusiasm.

Despite academics, John has found
time for other activities. His first at-

tempt was boxing. This sport was given

up, however, because he decided it was
too easy—too easy to get cauliflower ears

and hard blows on the chin. Since giv-

ing up boxing he has pitched for the com-
pany baseball team, played center on the

company football team, and has been in

the second "fifties" for two seasons.

His greatest assets, however, are his

cheery spirit and good nature. Because

of them he has been a good classmate

and will be an excellent officer when it is

his turn to go out in the fleet. There,

no doubt, he will make many friends and
will continue to be an asset to the serv-

ice.

ERNEST DEBBES HODGE
"Micky" "Tuolumne"

Tuolumne. California

How "Tuolumne" ever managed to

break away from Paradise, or Cali-

fornia, which is next to it, is a wonder.

But he did, and became resigned to live

for four years away from his beloved

state and made the best of Maryland.

Much to his surprise it wasn't such a

bad place after all.

An injury early in Plebe year put an

end to his athletic hopes, forcing him to

concentrate his physical efforts at com-

pany sports. Company rifle competition

is his specialty.

Micky is not what one would call

savvy, but by dint of hard and con-

tinuous study and an excellent start from

Summerville Union High, back in Tuo-

lumne, he has raised himself to a place

among the ranking men of the class.

He is occasionally seen dragging,

though he seldom goes to hops or in-

formals. From the prominent place on
his desk occupied by the picture of a

beautiful girl with dreamy eyes and a

wistful smile, we think he must be in

love. And didn't we see a miniature on

his desk some time during second class

year? Congratulations, Micky!

*******
Boxing; Crew ; Musical Clubs ; 1 P. O. Cross Country; 2 Stripes.
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REX BEACH LITTLE

"Moonbeam" "Rex"

Lyndon, Kansas

Almost immediately upon his arrival

Rex became famous, or rather noto-

rious, through his deadly accuracy with

the firehose and was ever and anon seen

leading his comrades forth in a daring

charge in the wee small hours of some

Plebe Summer morning. When ques-

tioned about his ability he replied de-

murely that he had belonged to the

championship fire brigade of Osage

County.

He soon put away childish things, how-

ever, and began seriously to study his

chosen profession. He was inveigled into

the thankless job of Plebe roustabout for

the Masqueraders. His services being

found indispensable, he continued the

work and was finally made Business Man-
ager first class year.

Rex has profited by his stay at the

Naval Academy. Quiet, good natured,

with a heart as big as all outdoors, he

has made more lasting friendships in

four years than most men in a lifetime.

May his career as a naval officer be long

and pleasant.

MARTIN MATHEW KOIVISTO
"Mart" "Matt" "Koivie"

Ishpeming, Michigan

Mart came to us after a year at the

University of Michigan and conse-

quently wasn't quite as befuddled as

most of us were Plebe year. In fact he

has never had any trouble with academics

while in the Academy.
Nothing said about Koivie would be

complete unless his inimitable sense of

humor were mentioned. It keeps one

rolling with laughter one moment and

seeking a belaying pin the next.

Mart has tried most sports and is for-

ever taking a workout; but while no con-

spicuous athlete, he has faithfully sup-

ported the sub-squad for three years.

Koivie has gathered a host of friends

who will always remember him for his

sparkling wit, perpetual good humor,

thoughtfulness, and willingness to help

out a friend any time. And as a room-

mate, there are no better.

"Aw, this isn't cold; you should see

the snow up in Ishpeming—Hey ! What's
the idea? Close that window before we
freeze."

* * * *
Business Staff, Masqueraders & Musi-
cal Clubs; Business Manager, Mas-
queraders & Musical Clubs; Soccer;

Track; Choir; 2 P.O.

Class Football;

2 P.O.
Lucky Bag Staff

;
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DANIEL FLETCHER SMITH, JR.

"Dog" "Fletcb" "Daril"

San Antonio, Texas

The thump of a chair hitting the deck

and the excited rustling of a news-

paper is heard. "Here it is, boys, here

it is; right in the center section: 'Come
to San Antone, where the sun spends the

winter!' ' And the tall "wife" is off on

another of his famous stories about Texas

and how things are done there. "Diesie

F. Dog Dan'l Fletcher, Jr.," having been

in Galveston once, first answered the call

of the sea in 1927. His struggle with

the Steam Department was a vain one

that year, but he came back with our class

and has stood on the winning side of a

2.5 ever since.

"Dog" is the embodiment of the

fabled Texan, six foot two, lean and

rangy, possessing that sun-cured color and

outthrust chin. He is also the owner of

a polished, gallant Southern manner and

a drawl to go with it.

We predict great things for "Fletch"

in the future—for who could ask for a

better shipmate? His tales will make
history in some ward-room, and even as

an Admiral he will have new ones to tell

of San Antone.

JACK ROUDEBUSH
"Jack" "Roudy" "Flatbush"

Glendale. California

OUT in Glendale, California, winner

of innumerable Rose Tournaments,

a young man heard of Uncle Sam's School

for boys on the banks of the Severn and

became interested. He soon entered with

high hopes and determination.

Jack has retained his original optimism

and has gone through with the philosophy

that petty worries make life dull. As a

result, studies gave him no serious trou-

ble. One would be led to believe that

engineering should have been compara-

tively easy for him considering the fact

that he has owned and successfully op-

erated four Model T Fords, Magnolia I

to IV inclusive, to recall fond memories.

However, he found the practical side a

little different from the theoretical.

Tennis is his hobby, and he has de-

voted a great deal of his time to the

sport, along with soccer. His presence

was felt in both.

Jack has always had a keen sense of

humor, that genuine gloom-dispelling

kind. His cheerfulness made everybody

with whom he came into contact a friend.

Here is wishing you continued success

and happiness.

* -" • * *
Lacrosse ; 2 P. O. Tennis Manager; Class Tennis; Soc-

cer; Wrestling; 2 P.O.
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BERNARD WILLIAM FREUND
"Bemie"

Portsmouth, Virginia

Washington, Lee and Freund

—

the Old Dominion is proud of

them all. Bernie, unlike the others, start-

ed life in one of our seafaring cities. And
it was not long before the salty spray of

Hampton Roads covered our little lad and

made him resolve to spend his life on the

briny deep. Graduated from Woodrow
Wilson High School and coached by a

famous Portsmouth teacher that has aided

many of our Virginia boys, Bernie made
the grade and started on the career of his

dreams.

Here we have weighed him and in the

balance he's not wanting. You can

recognize him by his ability to laugh, his

readiness to give and take a joke, his fa-

vorite pastime of ripping collars, and

his "What? No mail?" He always did

dislike the radiator club and its proceed-

ings. Hence, you could always find him
engaged in some sport.

None of us have ever known him to

have an enemy; all that knew him were
friends. We know that when he leaves

us and enters the Service he will carry

with him all those characteristics that

have made us like him.

• • • •
Class Baseball; Class Football;

2 P.O.

ANTHONY HENRY DROPP
"Tony" "Dropsy"

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

" A real representative of the great

±\_ Northwest—and proud of it."

Tony also lived near one of the Great

Lakes where the alluring call took hold,

and not being able to resist, he decided

'twas the Navy for him.

After making several visits to the Great

Lakes Training Station, he took the

exam, passed, then shipped for Annapolis,

and before he knew it had exchanged

his sporty "cits" for the very comfortable

white works of a Plebe. Then the fun

began. It wasn't so long before Plebe

and Youngster years had passed. He will

tell you that all in all it wasn't so bad.

Tony has a hobby of "knowing a little

about every sport." He made the class

football team, was out for track, tried

wrestling, likes to throw a baseball, and
when he wasn't otherwise occupied you
could find him working out in the gym.

Once you know him, you like him.

I'm sure that if he decides to stay in the

Navy, he will be a man the Service can

be proud of, both as an officer and a

gentleman.

Class Football; Plebe Track; CIa<

Wrestling; 2 P.O.
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WILLIAM JOSEPH DIMITRIJEVIC
"Dirk" "Dirkovitch" "Dimie"

Ashland, Ohio

"t~virk." immediately came into promi-

JL/ nence the first time a "pap" was
read and ever since his life at the Naval
Academy has been eminent.

His distinctive features and that im-

pressive name are entirely in keeping

with his latent abilities and his person-

ality. One of the gifted few—his poetry

many a time filled a page of the Log.

His omnivorous reading together with

his knowledge of human nature endowed
him with a magnetic flow of speech, and

the priceless faculty of making friends

easily and retaining them indefinitely.

Naturally a man so armed is untroubled

by amorous entanglements. His O-A-O
is subject to change without notice—an

indication that having broken a large but

finite number of hearts and having seen

enough of the others he will eventually

cling to the one.

Because of Dirk's natural sincerity he

has made a creditable showing in his

academic work; and in the athletic field

we find him a boxer and a fencer. He
is one of the only few to wear that

big "N."

Boxing; Fencing; Membership Com-
mittee— Trident ; Editor — Trident;
Radio Club; 2 P.O.

WILLIAM PAUL SCHROEDER
"Bill" "Caballo"

Iron Mountain, Michigan

One look at that innocent face will

convince you that here is one of

Nature's children ; and a fuller acquaint-

ance with the owner will prove your im-

pressions. A shyness, a flashing grin, a

bouncing walk, and an idealism that has

survived the wisecracking of four years'

association with more cynical classmates

—these are the things that make Caballo

himself.

The business world lost a potential

"John D." when Bill came here; for with

all his ingenuousness, he possesses an un-

usually acute business mind. At the least

provocation, he'll use reams of paper

showing you just how he could make, or

save, or remanage any particular trans-

action to a greater profit; and the fact

that his "amount available" was always a

maximum proved his theories.

A shoulder that wouldn't stay put de-

prived him of the coveted "N," but win-

ter afternoons usually saw him in the

gym, climbing ropes and pulling weights

for the good of his soul. The old call

"Fall in the sub-n-we-e-ak squads" haunt-

ed him up until the verge of Second Class

Christmas leave.

* * • • • • •
Sub Squad; M.P.O.
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GEORGE WILLIAM KEHL
"George"

Waco, Texas

ABIT of quietness, a lot of fun, a bit

of seriousness, a lot of sense, a bit

of laughter and a lot of song, thorough-

ly mixed and exercised daily, and the re-

sult is George. His ready smile and
laughter, his quick response to help a

friend in trouble, and his whole-hearted

participation in any practical joke give

him welcome wherever he goes and he

never leaves without adding to his long

list of friends.

A good athlete, George's prize posses-

sion is a pair of dumb-bells. He will

end a strenuous hour's workout by toss-

ing one of the steel pests to an unsuspect-

ing roommate with a whispered warning
of "catch, catch." Although he excels

at no one sport, he is adept at all of

them and any time his class or company
needs a good player George is always

there.

He is a true friend and after we are

scattered at graduation his friendship

will go with us over the world, some-
thing real and certain—one of our

cherished possessions.

PAUL HENRY GROULEFF
"Shendof "Hipper" "Growler"

Brooklyn, New York

U a w, that's fruit; here's how you do

_/"\.it"—and he can really make hard

things appear easy. He has more facts

stored away under his unruly hair than

any person we've ever run across, and

what makes him unusual is the fact that

he knows how to apply them.

The Academic Departments have never

given him one minute of trouble and that

has enabled him to spend four peaceful

years at the Academy, calmly viewing the

haste and bustle around him and enliven-

ing his room with wisecracks that are

really wise, or otherwise.

Although never on a varsity team,

Shendoff has contributed his share to the

Athletic Department by being both good

and consistent in wrestling and soccer.

He believes that a Navy as well as an

Army travels on its stomach, and chow is

never safe with him in the vicinity.

A sincere friend and a good room-

mate, a scholar and a real fellow, Shen-

doff goes into the fleet destined for big

things.

• * •
Lacrosse; Football; Baseball; Choir;

2 Stripes.

Crew; Soccer; Track; Wrestling;

2 P.O.
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HOWARD RICHE PRINCE
''Principe"

Chickamauga, Georgia

Having tired of a career of wreck-

ing Fords, selling books, and play-

ing football in the South, Prince joined

the Navy. Here his Ford was banished

and his books took on a new significance,

but football held all its old appeal. Two
years of good work promised to develop

a varsity player, but an injury in the

third year unfortunately took away the

last vestige of his old life and kept him
from the coveted letter.

He never seems really happy unless he

is either getting into or out of a scrap,

but his lack of a line and his sincere at-

titude always bring him clear and have

made many genuine friends for him.

He has never acquired a nickname be-

cause "Prince" describes him and no one

has originated one better suited. Good
natured, savvy, and with a leaning toward

adventure, Prince will be at home in the

fleet and will carry with him many friend-

ships which neither time nor distance can

destroy.

THOMAS FORT WILLIAMSON
"Pete"

Montgomery, Alabama

ONE of Pete's greatest ambitions is to

sleep twenty-four hours a day. Per-

haps his younger days in sunny, carefree

Alabama developed this love of Mor-
pheus, the god of slumber. He has never

been known to be himself at reveille or

very soon thereafter. In fact it takes

until after his morning cup of Java for

him to get in phase.

With an unquenchable love of good
music he has kept the room well supplied

with new Vic records. Should you enter

the room some time when only the study

lamp is lighted and soft strains are com-

ing from the Vic, it's a cinch that Pete

is perched alongside it looking out of the

window into the night and thinking about

a little girl, a little car, a little home,
in a little town in Alabama.

Pete always has a smile for everyone.

This trait has ever helped him to make
new friends and hold all his old ones.

His amiability and whole-hearted gen-

erosity, which extends to giving one the

shirt off his back, have made him be-

loved by all his classmates.

• ****••
Football; Class Football; Crew;
Class Water Polo; 2 Stripes.

Ring Committee ; 2 P. O.
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WILLIAM LeROY RICHARDS
"Red" "Richey" "Dick"

COLLINGSWOOD, NEW JERSEY

ROY absorbed all the education that

Collingswood High School had to

offer and then began to look around for

a school with a more difficult course.

Within a short time he had become a

Midshipman. By the end of Plebe sum-

mer Roy was inaugurated into the

Academy routine and got off to a good
start in academics. He found little dif-

ficulty with the course and coasted

smoothly through four years with little

worry, and less studying. He is one of

the few who not only talked of rolling

up velvet at the beginning of each term

but actually did so.

In the fall he is active in company soc-

cer, not only getting a good workout but

also assuring himself of a high grease

mark. Winter finds him busy with the

Mandolin Club; in the spring he spends

his afternoons across the Severn with

the rifle team.

A man possessing such an attractive

personality is sure to make a success of

life and can look forward to a pleasant

future.

"I just heard the best record down in

Dave's room."

• •
Rifle; Mandolin Club; Soccer; Re-

ception Committee; 2 P.O.

PHILIP LEROY SNYDER
"Phil" "Snitzel"

Cincinnati, Ohio

Until he entered the Academy our

Plebe Summer Phil was ever a

"fresh water sailor," having gleaned his

experience on rainy days in Cincinnati.

He took well to salt water, however, and

after a hectic Plebe year he made the

Youngster cruise and returned a wiser,

saltier youngster.

The challenge of academics called up
Phil's fighting blood, and for the first

two years it was nip and tuck until the

end when "Snitzel" got in that little extra

bit that assured his career. When aca-

demics grew dull his delight in good com-

bat took him out to where the "B Squad"

struggled or to the wrestling loft.

Through all the trials and tribulations

of his years here and through his long

siege in the hospital, Phil's everlasting op-

timism and good humor have made him
numerous friends who are his forever.

Even though sickness keeps him from
graduating with us, wherever we may be

Phil's smile and cheerful words will

always be welcome.
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HERBERT JOHN CAMPBELL
"Scotty" "Rusty"

Klamath Falls, Oregon

Scotty came to us out of the great

West, completely Oregonized. Plebe

summer made its usual changes, and as

a result we've had the pleasure of his

company for the past four years. Aca-

demics hold no fear for him, although a

certain Youngster Math course woke him
up considerably, and since then he's made
an enviable record.

In the line of athletics, his best sport

is soccer. His stocky build stood him in

good stead in the center position, and

few goalies cherished the idea of his

crashing in to chalk up the needed points.

Although never an active candidate for

the gym team, his work on the rope

climb cannot be overlooked. The length

of the rope is enough to discourage most
of us, but when time is a factor the rope

climb becomes a feat accomplished well

by few.

As for his social activities, we know
very little about them before he entered

the Academy. Youngster year he stepped

out in great style, and since then has held

up his share of the social life.

RICHARD JOHN LAVERY
"Dick"

Chicago, Illinois

Dick, a proud son of Chicago, gave

up ambitions of becoming a cor-

poration lawyer to obtain a commission

in the Navy. His optimistic disposition,

gay abandon at play and seriousness at

work assured from the first that he would

always be well liked.

A little difficulty with "steam" and a

troublesome ankle kept Dick from earn-

ing a major award early in his career.

Dick's inclination toward athletics led

to some trouble with academics and vice

versa, but that was to be expected since

he was never a member of the radiator

club. He did not spend his time in the

upper sections, yet he was able to secure

a place near the first section when neces-

sary. Since he was neither a number
jumper nor a wooden man, it is small

wonder that he was and is popular with

everyone from first section leader to

anchor man.
Few realize how versatile Dick is, but

it is only necessary to add that among
other things he is a good musician and a

real horseman.

*•*•••*
Plebe Soccer; 'Vanity Soccer; 2 P.O. Soccer; Basketball; Lacrosse; 2 P.O.
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GEORGE LELAND HUTCHINSON
"Hutch" "Here"

Grand Junction, Colorado

HE joined the Navy—no, not to see

the world as a sailor—but to be-

come one of the pampered pets—a mid-

shipman. And judging from his picture

and numerous athletic achievements, it is

a safe bet that he did succeed and attain

his ambition.

Medium height, herculean build, a veri-

table mass of muscle, make him an asset

to any lacrosse or soccer team. His worth

in the latter sport was made evident

when he was given a berth on the Prince-

ton AU-American Soccer Team. As a

lacrosse player he is an excellent attack

man, and many an opponent's body has

felt the stinging blow of an unintentional

whack.

As a plebe, Hutch caused his first-class

sea-daddies a great deal of consternation

by his easy-going, deliberate attitude. But
this constant factor of nonchalance re-

mains in his make-up, and has won him
many friends.

It is no wonder that Hutch's friends

are countless, because he combines sin-

cerity, good-nature, and frankness in such

a manner that few, if any, are able to

resist his charm.

• • *

MASON JAY HAMILTON
"Mase" "Ham"

Marion, Indiana

Four years ago Marion sent her best

to Uncle Sam, a tall dark-haired young

man with a name that promised much in

the way of notoriety. He made many
friends during the three happy-go-lucky

months of plebe summer, and the fol-

lowing four years have not found him
wanting in that respect. His classmates

who know him admire him for his will-

ingness and geniality. Not a few, how-
ever, have seen flashes of temper and

sparks of lightning leap from his deep

brown eyes, but, like lightning, it is gone
in an instant, leaving only the good-

natured and clowning Mason.
From the very beginning of his life as

a midshipman he had to struggle against

adversities. An operation and an injured

knee have prevented him from developing

his possibilities in the athletic field. As
a result he turned his attentions to his lost

love, the Lucky Bag, and he capably

filled the hard and thankless position of

Advertising Manager.
We look forward with pleasure to

being shipmates with him in the fleet.

/,-•

Soccer ; Lacrosse ; "N" Club; 1 P. O, Advertising Manager, Luck\
I P.O.

Bag;
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JOHN TALIAFERRO WEST
"John" "Chin" "Gadge"

Severna Park, Maryland

Ho!
.1

Why, West Ho, ofWHAT
course

!

From the banks of the dreamy Ma-
gothy there sprang this agile youth who
seems to be all arms and legs. It was in

this wild and overhanging shrubbery that

"Our Chin" learned all the tricks that he

knows and there seems to be nothing that

he didn't learn up there. If there is any-

thing that you want fixed, phonographs,

yo-yos, bed-springs, radios, etc., well, you

have come to the right man.

However, the Magothy was not the

only cruising ground for this lad. He
made several adventurous trips out in the

Chesapeake, where by chance he saw the

Naval Academy through a porthole.

"Well," says John, "I guess I had bet-

ter investigate." And, lo, we had in our
midst this versatile athlete. Whether it's

freebooting the old apple around the

yard, turning the fish green with envy by

his swiftness through the water, or run-

ning around with a gadget that looks

suspiciously like a tennis racket but is

used to club guys on the head, we always

find him out there fighting.

PHILLIP DECATUR QUIRK
"Red" "Sarge" "Gadge" "P.D."

At Large

""\"\7" HAT month is this, Red?"W "Let's see—January, February,

March, April, May—No, April!"

Though he has trouble keeping his

months straight he knows his ships when
he sees them. Since he chose to follow

in the footsteps of his ancestors Red de-

cided to take some theoretical instruction

before he went further in his maritime

work.

"Sarge" wished to learn his profession

from the bottom up, so he began his

career with us pulling an oar in a Plebe

shell. '"Studies interfere with my prac-

tical work," said Red, but in spite of it

he is fast becoming a master oarsman.

"But say, pals! A man has to know how
to swim well to be a navigator, doesn't

he?" said the red-head as a plebe. "Guess

I will go over and practice on the First

Class." So out he goes and wins the 220
and 100 yard events and helps out on the

relay team.

Through these four years he has

cheered us with his happy, carefree dis-

position and his ability to take a hard

knock with a broad grin on that hand-

some, befreckled countenance.

* * * * * • •
Soccer; Swimming; Lacrosse; 2 P.O. Crew; Football: Class Swimming:

Goat Keeper; ? P.O.
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OSCAR ALLEN HEINLEIN
"Oscar" "Heinie"

Butler, Missouri

IT IS an accepted fact that every or-

ganization must have its Heinlein. If

you come in some bright and cheery after-

noon after a hard workout up the river,

and find your locker upside down, your

bed half out the window, footprints on

the ceiling, and any of many other slight

departures from the regulation arrange-

ment of the Midshipmen's Quarters, be

nonchalant—look for Oscar. If you find

him, don't forget the old maxim of spare

the rod and spoil the Heinlein.

Heinie is very sensitive about some

things. Plebe year, a first classman having

an errand to be performed always had to

convince Oscar that he was not trying to

run the poor plebe before any results

were evident. On youngster cruise, Oscar

was still sensitive. That's why he intends

to spend his future guarding the streets of

Heaven's scenes.

Oscar has often brightened a dull mo-
ment for all of us. This little ray of

canned sunshine will be a memory of the

happy years in Bancroft Hall which few

of us shall ever forget. We are sure that

in the future, as soon as Oscar has landed,

he will have the situation well in hand.

WILLIAM ALVAH THORN
"Bill" "Ted"

Loreley, Maryland

IN a quiet town situated some forty

miles from Crabtown, Bill first heard

about the ships that go down to

the sea, and he soon decided that he was

best suited for a seafaring life. So, with

this motive, to emulate "John Paul," Ted
climbed aboard one of those parlor cars

for Annapolis early on the morning of

the thirteenth, and ere the day was done

William A. Thorn officially appeared on

the register.

Bill's lot while with us has been merely

a continuation of a brilliant career which

began at Baltimore Poly, and with sur-

prisingly little effort he has been able to

distinguish himself on the athletic field

as well as in the classroom. Track is his

favorite sport, and to date he has been

awarded letters and medals as a proof of

his merit.

A pal and a friend that any man would

be proud to have, we wish Bill full speed

ahead and good luck in the years to come.

• •
2 P.O. Track N; Cross Country,

Track; Lacrosse 31.

Board
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MAX SILVERSTEIN

"Murph" "Max"

Chicago. Illinois

A CHORUS of yells rises from the

bleachers, a multitude of pleas to

"Go get 'im, Murph," "All right, Max,
give 'im the works!" and a determined-

looking lad gets up from the bench, goes

to the mat, and applies the pressure. Not
much of a talker, this Max boy, but he

certainly produces, not only on the wrest-

ling mat, where he has shown himself

one of Navy's greatest wrestlers, but in

his everyday intercourse with his class-

mates.

His attitude shows itself in his

every action ... on the mat he

makes no grimaces, strikes no at-

titudes, but goes in and ties his man
in more knots than a salty old bos'n

could fathom. Wrestling, with its

body-to-body contact, ranks with boxing

in its capacity for developing the fighting

man, not the showy type, but the persever-

ing plugger. In the Service it's the plug-

ger, the square-shooter, that makes the

best officer, and we're all expecting Max,
after he has thrown his last adversary on
the mat, to continue winning his bouts

with life in the Service.

EARL ALVIN LAPIDUS
"Al" "Lapie"

Omaha, Nebraska

A scholar but not a student. After

getting a Phi Beta Kappa and Kappa
Beta Phi average at the University of

Nebraska, this lad joined our ranks late

in July, Plebe summer. Staying in the

awkward squad only one day, he was

the company guide for the rest of the

summer. The Academic Departments

never made him dream of hobgoblins, but

he is one of the advocates of the theory

that all to be learned is not taught in

books. His is an understanding nature

combined with a keen judgment of hu-

man character. His "Have you got any-

thing to read?" especially during exam
week, has caused many a Bowditch to

burst its bindings on a closed door.

Lapie was one of the fighting mem-
bers of the sub-squad for three years,

and to prove that his athletic abilities

were not one-sided, he combined with

Scherini to win the doubles handball

championship of the Academy.
Summary: A real pal. Lots of luck,

Al.

*******
Wrestling: "N" Club; Batt C.P.O. Soccer; Lacrosse; Handball; 2 P.O.
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ERNEST PERCIVAL ABRAHAMSON
"Abe" "Abie"

Portland, Maine

Abe—not the original Abe, but still

original in being an old salt from

Portland, Maine, which he says is the

best place in the world. He is right, it's

home to him.

Quite a fellow—this Abe—stolid as we
all try to be, likable, and savvy as our

"ole" friend, the owl. Though not ath-

letically inclined, he spends a good

deal of his time keeping the faltering

fleet-footed sat. Pigskin toters, ham-and-

eggers, basketeers, or any others, includ-

ing those inevitable snakes who have not

time to study—he packs brains into them

all. Yes, Abe is a savoir even though he

does not claim that distinction. "I bilged

another exam, only got a 3.6."

According to Abe, he is a confirmed

"Red Mike," but the number of letters he

receives makes us wonder ?

Abe seems to be quite successful in all

his undertakings and when he does go to

take charge of his submarines we may rest

assured that he will not fall down—al-

though he may bump his head. "All I

ask is a good tall sub ." Good luck,

Abe!

GEORGE ROSCOE BEARDSLEE
George

Owosso, Michigan

"ttalt! One-Two! Where are you

JTj. from, Gadget?"

"Owasso."

"Owasso, what?"

"Owasso use, sir!"

It was through George that everyone

in the class discovered that Owosso really

did exist, and that most automobiles come
from Michigan. Every little town has

some redeeming feature. And that's

where George comes in. He's really a

likable fellow. There isn't a thing that

he wouldn't do for one. When one

wants to "borrow" a "skag" he gives and

smiles. Troubles don't seem to faze him

;

that is, studies don't.

No great men ever cared much
about studying. George is no exception

to the grand old custom. He doesn't

worry about studies nor does he have

to. His only burning ambition in

the line of boning is to know enough
"dago" to keep his name from the list

of weekly sacrifices. He has always liked

French—liked to be through with it.

But who doesn't? If he doesn't become
an admiral of the Swiss Navy, at least,

we'll be disappointed.

• • * •
Manager Plebe Basketball; Battalion

C.P.O.

Small Bore; Outdoor Rifle; M.P.O.

^
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HARRY HAYES DREANY
"Bull"

La Crosse, Kansas

A couple of years in college and one

in the regular Navy gave Harry a

more mature outlook on life. Out of

these experiences, he formed a philosophy

based on maximum accomplishment with

minimum efforts. Not that Harry is

averse to work; he is merely a staunch

upholder of the Law of Conservation of

Energy. And his system has worked with

surprising success. For example, in the

academics, he has nearly always managed

to star in the first two months of a term

so he could devote the last two to his

many other interests. All things have

had their proper time in this man's well-

planned curriculum. Whether it was

garnering up one of high marks for the

month in Nav, to bolster up the class

standing, or merely catching up with a

little lost sleep during drill period, Harry

managed it with a certain finesse which

seldom admitted failure.

Cheerful, good-natured and keenly dis-

cerning, Harry is always master of the

situation. There is no reason for wish-

ing him good luck. If luck doesn't come

his way, he will succeed without it.

• * *

ODALE DABNEY WATERS, JR.

"Muddy" "Dab"

Manassas, Virginia

From the site of Bull Run came this

worthy descendant of the gallant gen-

tlemen in gray. The phrase, "a scholar

and a gentleman," aptly describes this

true Virginian. From the beginning his

tact, friendliness, and ability have mark-

ed him as a born leader.

There are many to whom the cognomen
of "savoir" can be applied, but here is

one who fulfills every possible meaning

of the word. In academics, nothing seems

to be too difficult for his mind to grasp;

and his help to his less fortunate fellows

has been a source of relief to them, and

has given him a real pleasure in being a

help. In general knowledge, too, he

stands among the first, and a remarkably

astute memory makes him a well of help-

ful information.

He is gifted also with a pair of speedy

feet that have been a material aid to the

Navy teams. A certain indescribable

charm and an easy way of saying the right

thing at the proper time have made him
as popular among the femmes as any man
could desire to be.

2 P. (>. Plebe Soccer, ?2; Track, 32, N.A.
Lucky Bag Staff ; Star; 4 Stripes.
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LLOYD MONTAGUE MUSTIN
"Lloyd" "Mustie" "Mustang'

At Large

Way back in June, 1928, this fair-

haired lad came down from Wash-
ington and took the Naval Academy
under his special care. You would never

suspect him of being a Navy Junior, for

he was a savoir, and, moreover, fair to

look upon. Those of us who are for-

tunate enough to really know him mar-

vel at the man. Such savoir-faire, vir-

tute non verbis, et cetera, ad infinitum.

Early in his career, Lloyd realized the

futility of attempting to elude the

femmes, so he started meeting them half

way (in the yard, at the Main Office, or

out in town), and he slays 'em all with

a glance and leaves them to languish.

As early as Plebe Summer, he achieved

fame as an athlete, and the Natatorium
was his castle. Each year found him the

shining light on the Swimming Team,
breaking records here and there, wind-

ing up the season with more block Ns.
Academically, his life was serene—

a

star man in the classroom as well as the

drawing room, Lloyd will reach the top

at anything he undertakes, for "It isn't

luck, it's skill."

WILLIAM CAMP FITZ-HUGH
ROBARDS

"Bill" "Billy" "Will" "Roe"

At Large

Bill came over from Washington,

where we go when we want to have

a big leave, and he brought the spirit

with him. He's our original dynamic

personality. Week-ends, Carvel, Hops

—

never complete without him. And when
it comes to absolutely non-aesthetic danc-

ing, Virginia Beach stuff rates with the

Ancient Greeks alongside his brand of

syncopated whoopee.

It wasn't long after signing in Uncle's

league before he took to the water, and

he has been pulling a mean "dorsal

stroke" ever since. His other athletic

loves were trips to the rifle and pistol

galleries in the interest of the company,

and a shot at track. Maybe training

table chow helped along his effervescence.

But the thing he did best of all was

keep the women apart (practically) . He
can't claim much of the credit, though

—

it was too easy. Just give the boys a

look-see, and presto—an army of inter-

ested, not to say eager, assistants. Oh
well, 'stough to have taste in that line.

Long may you wave, Bill.

**•••••
Swimming, 32, N, Captain; Class

Football; Ring Dance Committee

;

Hop Committee ; Star; 3 Stripes.

Swimming; Class Football; Soccer;

Track; 2 P. O.
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JACK WILLIAM WINTLE
"Jack" "Garp" "Wintly"

Pittsburg, Kansas

Jack had the distinction of being the

first man in '32 to sign the "Big

Book," thus receiving the coveted laun-

dry number "2." He hails from way out

West in Kansas where men are men and

women are glad of it, but, nevertheless,

he upholds the good old Navy line and

claims, incidentally, to be a buffalo hun-

ter. Jack's sunny disposition and generous

ways have made him many friends from

the first days of Plebe summer right on

through, with the result that everybody

knows him and everybody likes him.

The Acs have never caused him to lose

either sleep or pounds. He has plenty of

reserved boning power stored up in case of

need, but it will be unusual if he ever

needs it. Just let him put on his glasses

for you and you can readily see why all

the people say O. K.

He has given his bit to athletics in

both football and in basketball and is a

member of the reception committee.

Jack gave up a brilliant future as a

teacher to cast his lot with us in the Navy.

He has all of the qualifications of a

good Naval Officer and is headed for a

successful career in his chosen profession.

• • • *
Plebe Football; Basketball; Recep-
tion Committee ; C.P.O.

FRED LEE RUHLMAN
"Spike" "Freddie"

York, Nebraska

IT is rather a mean loss to the business

world to have put Freddie in blue.

His tendencies have shown him to be

one "most likely to succeed" when placed

on his own resources. The factor mak-

ing his attempts fruitful has not been

rare bursts of genius of a fertile mind,

but, more to his credit, a grim, tenacious

attitude in carrying out the plans where-

in others have fallen because of fear of

too strenuous a task.

Academics do not resist him long. He
goes out after them with a will to learn.

Freddie is a follower of the idea oft

spoken but rarely practiced, "A thing

worth doing at all is worth doing well."

Spike guided the football team for three

years as a managerial mainstay until he

left to assume the duties of first class.

Somehow, the older ladies are won
over when he happens around. It may
be his cheerful philosophy, or perhaps

he really enjoys making waffles on Sun-

day afternoons. An ardent adherent of

the Terpischorean art, he is always found

on Saturdays and Sundays delighting

some few maids with his twinkling toes.

Manager Football, N.A.; M.P.O.

»fe>
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THOMAS KENT BOWERS
"Red" "Tom" "Tommy"

Annapolis, Maryland

Prior to entering the Naval Acad-

emy Tom spent a happy though

rather unproductive year at Severn. Dur-

ing that first eventful summer he dis-

tinguished himself by his abilities in ath-

letics and his knowledge of the Academy
grounds.

Unlike many who can get from under

the axe without any special effort, he de-

cided to star and as a result has been

sporting one ever since.

Among the "wooden" there are many
who are indebted to Red for straightening

out the snares of academic departments.

It has almost become a proverb in this

day and age that athletes are not over-

bright. However, the Redhead has proved
himself to be an exception. His first at-

tempt in football was rather disastrous

because of lack of weight. However, in

basketball and especially in lacrosse,

where weight is not so important, he was
a valuable addition to the varsity.

In short, Tom is the sort of fellow

that you are proud to call a friend. When
he leaves to join the fleet there will be

many who wish him the best of luck.

GEORGE SHEARMAN JAMES, JR.

"Buck" "Jesse" "Jimmy"

Hyattsville, Maryland

Living so near the home of the

Navy, Buck has naturally leaned

toward the naval life. Opportunity

knocked and Buckie was not so slow in

answering. Thus we find him in our

midst.

Jesse is an all-round man. Any-

thing that he undertakes is well done,

especially in the athletic line, where, with

his six feet two of brawn, he finds a

ready place. In academics, he is not a

star man, but he is not slow to grasp

facts. Being a rebel, Buck is inclined to

be lazy. "What, ten minutes? I can't pos-

sibly read this over in that time!" In

addition to his devotion to athletics and

academics, Jesse still finds time to de-

vote to the fair sex. He is by no means

a red mike, and one may always find him
where a dance is in progress.

When Buck graduates there will be

many who will be mighty sorry to see

him leave. But we rest assured that

wherever he goes he will fit in. We also

know that there is one ship in the fleet

that is going to benefit greatly by his

presence. So long, Buck, our best wishes

go with you

!

******
Lacrosse, 32, NA, N; Basketball, 32;
Class Swimming, 1932; Class Foot-

ball; N.A.C.A. Council; Class Sec-

retary; Star; 3 Stripes.

football, 32, N;
Swimming ; Lacrosse.

N Club; 2 P.O.

Basketball, 32;
32. N, Captain;
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ALPHA LYONS BOWSER
"Alph" "Al"

Crafton, Pennsylvania

When "Alph" first dropped in on us

he had left behind him in Crafton

an enviable record in athletics, dramatics

and music. It is quite natural, then, that he

has done so much along those lines while

one of Uncle Sam's pampered pets. Al-

though never quite a headliner, he is al-

ways found battling with the best in any

chosen activity. This characteristic also

shows up in his academics, as he has

seldom if ever been unsat, because of his

determination to succeed.

He is perfectly happy when he is har-

monizing with some of the boys. In this

respect, his hearers are also happy, for

he has a very pleasant tenor voice.

His chief weakness is an interesting

habit of bringing some record that has

caught his fancy around to his friends'

rooms, saying, "Listen, boys, get a load

of this number,—it's absolutely the

smoothest trumpet solo you ever heard!"

Al has been blessed with a cheerful

outlook on life and a congenial dispo-

sition. He is a straightforward, hard-

working friend and will surely leave his

mark on his associates.

HOWARD JOHNSON TURTON
"Parson" "Turf

Meriden, Conn.

From Meriden, Connecticut, came
"Parson" back in the early summer

of '28—fresh from high school after

having succeeded in getting that long-

dreamed-of appointment. Like others

riding South about the same time,

he little realized what Plebe year had in

store. Plebe year was tough for "Par-

son" both academically and otherwise;

but that made him emerge a whole lot

wiser and stronger as is evidenced by the

way he now "flits" around the savvy sec-

tions.

"Turt" is one who thinks well before

he leaps, but when he leaps it's a hop,

skip and jump. "Turt's" even disposi-

tion and cheery smile are the outward
manifestations of a warm heart and a

mind that always sees things ,in their

proper perspective.

"Parson" has chosen the Marine Corps
with its mules and red stripes. Semper
Fidelis is no new motto for him. All

those whose ambition is Pensacola and
a pair of wings may see him soon, as he
looks forward to wings also.

• • •
Tennis, 32, NA; Basketball, 32 ,

Manager Plebe Cross Country; Choir,
Glee Club Leader; 1 P.O.

Musical Clubs; Company Pistol;

Class Football; Rifle; Boxing, NA;
1 P.O.
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CHARLES FREDERIC BRINDUPKE
"Brindy" "Charlie"

San Francisco, California

From the beginning of his Naval Acad-

emy career, "Brindy" has been a

Navy man; and it is his intention to de-

vote his postgraduate days to the service.

In fact, he has always taken a keen in-

terest in ships and boats, from his Naval

Reserve days in San Francisco through his

Academy course. He was a devotee of

the activities of the San Francisco yacht

clubs and Pacific Coast yacht races,

and did considerable boat handling him-

self in the "Golden Gate" Harbor.

"Brindy" has made a place for him-

self among the members of '32, a place

by reason of his wide acquaintances

and activities while at Annapolis.

Though not always at the head of the

class, "Brindy" is very popular for his

practical scholarship. He is a smart lad,

is a good judge of beverages, can fur-

nish the latest jazz on the piano, can

make any radio operate and sings a

smooth tenor in "Sweet Adeline" and

other well-known melodies. He has al-

ways been a good member in good stand-

ing of the Dunhill Club, rarely having

less than a dozen good workable pipes.

DANIEL CLYDE KNOCK, JR.

"Eno"

Columbus, Kansas

AT various times during his boyhood

career Clyde wanted to be a pro-

fessional musician, a lawyer, a newspaper-

man; and finally he joined the Navy.

The various professions lost a good pros-

pect and the Navy gained a good man.

Although an inland boy, he has taken

to seafaring life avidly. On Youngster

Cruise he proved himself a real "salt."

Eno boy is a great dragger; in fact, a

week-end didn't pass during Youngster

year but that he had some sweet young

thing on the string. He continually raves

about some blonde, brunette or whatever

the case may be—Redheads? Never! Aca-

demics never gave him any trouble and

he could probably have starred if he had

not spent so much time helping out less

fortunate classmates.

Clyde has an active nature and there-

fore is a member in very poor standing

of the radiator club. Out of doors, his

first love is soccer; then in the spring

the clay courts have a strong call for him.

In the wintertime he does not park on

the radiator but helps the Musical Clubs

along both in the orchestra and the Glee

Club.

* * •
Cross Country; Manager Plebe Bas-

ketball; Plebe Track; Rifle; Crew, 32;

Radio Club Vice-President; Glee

Club; Musical Clubs; Choir; Re-

ception Committee; G.P.O.

Orchestra; Glee Club; Musical

Clubs; Soccer N; Manager Tennis;

1 P.O.
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LAWRENCE SHEPARD BROWN
"Larry" "Brownie" "Lotty"

Gloversville, New York

Take a look at this big blonde boy

from the north country and then just

think what a life he must lead. But

we won't go into that; we'll just consid-

er the outward and visible signs. With
pictures of the fairest of the fair on his

locker door, he bites his lip over what

he'll tell the last one now that a new
one's on the make. Larry seems immune
to the little cherub's arrows—it's just a

great big game to him. They worry

about him on two continents—maybe
you've heard of his Battles of San Se-

bastian and London town.

Anyway, Larry eased into our midst

by the skin of his molars on an umteenth

alternate, but found little trouble there-

after. Academics have never bothered

him in the least, but neither has study

hour. Perhaps his greatest passion is

lacrosse, but every fall has found him
working with the "B" squad.

We like this Swede, we do; a great

boy to make a liberty with and that in

our mind qualifies anyone. Reliably

pleasant, intent on his work, worldly in

his ways, but above all, full of the love

of living.

• * * <

JOHN DIETRICK LAMADE
"Jack" "Lumley" "Stuphirt"

WlLLIAMSPORT, PA.

Here they come, right down the main

street of Billsport, and off the front

page of "Grit"
—

"Gabby" Street, ole

"Mule" Haas, and Jack himself. All

wool and a yard wide, that's the one.

Jack entered this place singing and laugh-

ing. They moaned at his songs but they

couldn't drown him out and he has been

going his cheerful way ever since, never

griping, never blue, always dispersing

little rays of sunshine—and he's got a

bagful of 'em.

Did you ever hear how Jack always

had the dope Plebe year? Did you ever

hear him play the piano? In Rome, did

you ever hear of anything particularly

devilish that he didn't know something

about? Never. Did you ever watch him
fake a nosebleed after an attempt to walk

through a wall? Anything for a laugh.

Good humor and biceps are his big

points.

Jack's a real pal; he might hook your

skivvies on the cruise, but he'd split his

skags or Java with you just the same.

He's the kind of man who's not a kind

of man; he's the genuine article.

Lacrosse, 32, NA, N; Football,

NA; Lucky Bag Staff; 2 Stripes.

Cheer Leader; Class Football; Pep
Committee; Class Supper Committee;

2 P.O.
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CHARLES JOSEPH ODEND'HAL
"Odie" "Corrode' "Rosenthal"

Brookline, Massachusetts

One day late in August of our Plebe

year a tall lad came in through Gate

Three for a four-year sojourn. Although

he didn't know what it was all about,

and insisted on sweeping everything

under the locker for the first days, he

soon became aware of the fact that he

was a midshipman.

Odie only goes to prove the rule that

you can't judge a man by where he comes
from. A rebel at heart, but appointed

from the Bay State, he has lived about

everywhere in the country and its pos-

sessions, and was once one of those well-

known Baltimore boys.

Up until Second Class Year, his fa-

vorite amusement was singing and whist-

ling during study hour, but after that

one could almost always find him among
the scattered parts of the Victrola, to

which he was making improvements.

In the fall, company soccer claims him,

but the rest of the year he is free to help

push one of the one-fifty shells up and
down that Severn.

PHILIP WINSLOW CANN
"Phil" "Cohen" "\Vhenya"

Auburn, Maine

Alam-chi, from the University of

Maine, Phil has known the score

since the first days of Plebe summer. It's

a big jump from hunting moose to learn-

ing about things naval, but Phil made it

and finds it right in his line. We re-

member the evening of the Dartmouth

game in 1929 when Phil steered a party

of green Youngsters safely through the

pitfalls that beset their path in the great

city of Philadelphia.

Cohen is a conscientious worker. We
can attest to that fact by displaying his

awards won in small bore and in rifle

since Plebe year. When the football sea-

son closes, the radiator club loses a mem-
ber in excellent standing and the small

bore team gains a hard-working man-

ager. First on small bore and then on

outdoor rifle until June week, Phil labors

for the glory of the squad. It is a

tribute to his industry that no one has

even come close to taking either manager

jobs from him.

Phil is a snake, but doesn't take his

duties too seriously. So far, the O. A. O.

hasn't appeared. The lad might be a

Red Mike deep down in his heart.

*******
15o-Pound Creit': Musical Clubs;

Glee Club; Press Club; 2 Stripes.

Manager Small Bore Rifle; Manager
Rifle; Reception Committee; 1 P.O.
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OWEN ELKINS FANG
"Wu"

Rochester, New York

FOR four years Wu has successfully

kept his friends guessing as to just

what he would do next. As solemn
as an undertaker one moment and ap-

pearing to have gone mad the next, his

methods of self-expression are effective,

though at times a trifle violent.

Wu has always maintained that he
should have been an actor. His willing-

ness to prove his contention has helped

to brighten many a dull moment for

highly amused spectators.

Time never hangs heavily on Wu's
hands. He always has one or two good
books on his shelf to read in spare mo-
ments.

,

As for his faults, we regret to say that

he has two. He has the alarming habit

of suddeningly emitting hair-raising

shrieks. Also, he has a passion for

wooden mallets. Wu with a mallet in

his hand is like a Malay who has run

amuck. Luckily, bung starters are scarce

in the present era, so he is generally a

quiet and tractable gentleman.

When Wu's puzzling exterior is pene-

trated, one finds that he is as sincere and
obliging a friend as could be wished for.

• * •

THOMAS JACK COLLEY
"Jack" "Jee"

Buffalo, New York

"t~jut on the other side and change the

Jtneedle," as he settles himself more
comfortably to enjoy the music. Jee

is a great music lover and can enjoy any-

thing from Wagner's Valkyrie to those

barbarous renditions of present-day jazz.

His other amusements consist of the

"Cosmo," McClelland Barclay in particu-

lar, The New Yorker and a special

weakness for Jack Oakie and Aesop's

Fables. That intangible quality of ap-

preciation of a companion's good points

plus the graciousness to overlook the bad
ones has resulted in all friends and no

enemies for our Jee. After Plebe year

he left the arduous duties of basketball

manager to engage himself in such pur-

suits as drawing and making puns for the

Log. For four years he has been one of

the main cogs of the booming bass sec-

tion in the choir, and was one of the

charter members of that group belonging

to the "Old Navy," who used to gather

at the top of the ladder after evening

meal and render with class "A" barber-

shop harmony their version of "Good
Sailors Never Die." Here's luck to you,

Jee, boy.

Track: Cross Country; Plebe Gym;
2 P. O.

Plebe Manager Basketball; Plebe

Track; Choir; Glee Club; 2 P.O.
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FRED CONNAWAY
"Fee" "Adolf"

Forrest City, Arkansas

OUR Fee was originally from the Lone
Star State, but claims Forrest City,

Arkansas, as his home. One day while

guarding the levee (a process con-

sisting of smoking big black cigars to

keep the mosquitoes off and shooting at

mud turtles) he received word that he

had passed the exams to our noble in-

stitution of learning. Fee quickly packed

his bag and boarded the Memphis Special

for Crabtown, where history was being

made, as the class of '32 was forming for

a gallant and famous four-year career.

Famous!—no end.

Earl Thomson caught him and by the

time that the track season had rolled

around he was beating the varsity high

jumpers fairly regularly. Youngster year,

he amassed an awesome number of points

to win a block N.
We may forget his achievements in

track; but we'll never forget his spirit of

friendly helpfulness which so endeared

him to us. Good luck, old Fellow!

SALEM AUGUSTUS VAN EVERY,
JUNIOR

"Van" "Guzz" "Neuve"

Charlotte, North Carolina

YES, girls, this is Guzz, but you are not

his first victims. Many have fallen

for that innocent, appealing gaze, that

quiet manner, and have been unable to

come out from under the spell. We
rather suspect that a fair young femme
back home occupies his mind, but he is

still susceptible.

Academics? His worries in this line

are few as shown by, "Wife, wake me up
when formation busts." Gus is a caulker

of note and wide renown for his knack

of dropping into the arms of Morpheus
at any time, anywhere, with the calm

serenity of a babe.

Van had ideas of being an athlete. He
has tried football, tennis and boxing, and

although he still packs a mean wallop,

he has become an advocate of the life less

strenuous. He still labors under the im-

pression that he can play tennis—poor,

misguided youth. "Give up, Van!"
For a long time Van has been consider-

ing the merits of peanuts, but no matter

where he is, or what he is doing, he has

worlds of friends who wish him every

success. "Best of luck."

* * * • *
Track, 32, N; Class Football; 2 Stripes. Boxing 32; 2 P. O.
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LYNN THOMAS ELLIOTT
"Fin" "Fish" "Lute"

Kansas City, Kansas

THE Sigma Chi's of Kansas University

lost a mighty munificent brother

when Lynn decided to don a midship-

man's uniform. Finishing his Freshman
year, he hastily scurried through his home
town and made his way to the Academy
in a dilapidated Ford.

The activities for Lynn have held a

potent lure. He has done everything

from editing the Plebe Log to tangling

with the Army in the Army-Navy game.

He has even experienced the thrill ac-

companying the successful completion of

a re-exam. He had enough, however,

and has not been bothered with the grim

spectre of Academic Insufficiency again.

"It's just a case of concentration," says

Lynn, with one of his slow smiles, when
questioned by our reporter; and our re-

porter was convinced.

Lynn battles away conscientiously on
the football and lacrosse fields and it is

this mannerism of the athlete which
caused him to help check up many wins

for the Navy. His perseverance and
startling ability to set his mind and keep

steadily on his course in spite of rocks

and shoals has won for him the admira-

tion of all who know him.

• *
Editor Plebe Log; Associate Editor

Lucky Bag; Football, N, 32; La-

crosse N, NA, 32; Swimming 32;
Basketball 32.

PHILIP CHRISTIAN HOLT
"Casey" "Bill" "Jack"

Kansas City, Missouri

A good wife because he is the wrong
size to borrow clothes, only takes

up his half of the room, always does his

share, possesses humor at all times, studies

occasionally, and, last but not least, he al-

ways has the latest news, secrets, dope
and lowdown of affairs from the nearest

scuttlebutt. He will offer small odds on

a sure thing and large odds on one not

so sure. He never fails to have a good
time whether it be in athletics, in society,

or in the latest gripe session—therefore,

for four years, Casey has qualified as a

real roommate and pal.

Bill hasn't always been in the Navy.
He used to live in Kansas City—that

glorious Capital of the World—and after

a ten-thousand-mile bumming tour his

desire for adventure brought him forth

to a place where things happen, and
Saturday night life comes once a week.

For a specialty Jack has taken boxing
and the little "Dynamiter" has proved
two lefts are better than one right. His
ability has drawn him above the ordinary

class to where such specialists arrive—the

top.

Track; Soccer; Boxing; Cross Coun-
try; 2 P. O.
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CARL FRANKLIN FAIRES, JR.

"junior" "Carlos" "Fairs"

Atlanta, Georgia

"X TOW where does this connection

J_ > go through?" and similar queries

may be heard issuing from Carl's general

direction during the hour immediately

preceding a Juice or Steam recitation. He
has never been bored by the Ac's, since

they have always managed to push him
close enough to the requisite 2.5 to in-

sure at all times an interesting contest.

A hop is incomplete without his pres-

ence, and few indeed have been those

which have not found him dragging—in

fact, he has won himself a reputation, in

spite of the missionary work exerted by

his wife in an attempt to save him from
the errors of his ways.

His is a mild disposition, and about all

an attempt to start a nice interesting

argument based on anything from the

latest scuttlebutt on up gets out of him is

a disinterested "I dunno, are you?"
Carl doesn't know yet whether he's

joining the fleet or the U. S. S. outside

on graduation, but wherever he is, his

many friends will wish him a sincere

Good luck."

JOHN MARION LIETWILER
"Liet"

Pomeroy, Ohio

When Liet answered the call of the

Service, he had already spent two

years at old Ohio U brushing up an ac-

quaintance with Horace, Pliny, Xenophon
and other popular novelists of that an-

cient day. Just what made him choose

the Navy we cannot say—perhaps the

dryness of Livy made wetness in huge

chunks seem desirable. Or maybe some
steamboat jaunts on the Ohio did it. Any-

way, he came, he saw—he might even

have conquered if it had not been for

Math, Steam, Juice and other enemies of

the language-minded.

He frankly admits that he regards

chess and checkers as the finest sports—

except perhaps the rope-climb and other

small gymnastic feats. Ping-pong?—too

strenuous! However, he has found time

to take part in that classic sport of

wrestling. He also belongs to that select

group known as the Fusileers, having in-

herited somewhat of a shooting eye from

his gran'dad. The Musical Clubs take

up the rest of his spare moments.

One thing we can say—Jawn is no

fusser—no parlor snake. He rarely

drags,

**•**••
oxing; Swimming: 2 P.O. Outdoor Rifle: Wrestling,

Clubs : 1 P.O.
Musical
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JOSEPH ABRAHAM JAAP
"Joe" "Jo Jo" "JaP"

Denver. Colorado

The only Jaap in the Naval Academy
—yes, sir, that's true, but at the same

time it is far from being the only dis-

tinguishing characteristic about Joe.

Joe got his bearings in about nothing

flat, which is another way of s:.ying a cozy

little room in the Second Batt, and start-

ed out to make a thorough success of his

newly chosen career. He couldn't quite

decide whether he wanted to shine aca-

demically or athletically, so he did both.

Few, indeed, are the sports at the

Academy which have not seen his par-

ticipation—football, wrestling, lacrosse,

track, basketball and numerous others

kept him busy continuously. Though not

graced with quite enough ability to make
the varsities, Joe did more than his share

every year to bring the Harvard Shield

to '32. Second Class year marked the ad-

vent of more activities for him.

Joe's academic excellence was one of

continued improvement from year to

year, and not a few of us will attest that

his meticulous care in explaining obscure

details helped to keep us from adorning

more trees than we did.

• • • •

FRANCIS DRAKE FOLEY
"Navy" "Francis" "Kitty"

New York City, N. Y.

When "Navy Junior" is suggested,

one naturally thinks of a man who
has visited many places and seen many
things. And Francis is a thoroughbred

Navy Junior. By his power of observa-

tion and his ability for concentration he

hasn't missed a thing; and he has stored

his storeroom of knowledge until we be-

gin to wonder just how on earth a man
of his proportions can know so much.

Francis' life at the Naval Academy has

not been a rose-strewn path ; but the com-

placence with which he has smiled at

trouble has endeared him to everyone.

With a marvelous amount of "stick-to-it-

iveness" and his omnidental smile he has

always done everything that he has set

out to do, and he has always done it well.

His Log, Lucky Bag, Pep Committee and

Ring Committee are good examples.

As for the ladies—they have come
from everywhere to have him do the

dragging.

Now let us take stock of the man. As-

sets: Perseverance — maximum; En-

thusiasm—the old Navy spirit; Con-
geniality—plenty; Dependability i.O.

Lucky Bag Staff ; Reception Commit-
tee; Press Club; Radio Club; Wres-
tling 32; Track; Class Football 1932;
Class Lacrosse 1932; Class Basket-

ball; Star; 2 Stripes.

Log Staff; Editor Log; Lucky Bag
Staff; Press Club: Pep Committee

;

Chairman Stunt Committee ; Hop
Committee ; Company Representative

:

Editor Ar?ny-Kavy Game Fire; Track:
Boxing; Trident Society: Ring Com-
mittee; 2 Stripes.
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WILLIAM BYFIELD SHORT, JR.

"Bill"

Larchmont, New York

The Three Fates grinned at one an-

other on the fifteenth of June in '28

—they knew that their protege, Bill, was
going to step into something—sudden

!

Bill walked from a peaceful suburb of

New York, Larchmont it's called, into a

maelstrom—the situations into which he
was tossed, "Les Moments Deplaisants,"

are strange enough to make a fair-sized

book worth writing—but that's another

story.

In spite of all of his difficulties, his

careless motto, "Think Nawthin' of It,"

seemed to be "Open Sesame" to a fruitful

sojourn in his "Good Old Crabtown."

Such a fact would be impossible without

one's friends, and many of those he has

made with his ever-ready, "What's the

trouble, Pal?" Bill could never be accused

of not paddling his own weight in the

canoe—after all, what more can be said

of a man's integrity?

The way of least resistance is the long-

est road, and the most comfortable

—

never do now what may be done later,

because later it might not have to be done

!

GEORGE CUTHBERT HUNTER
"Ducky"

Deadwood, South Dakota

"t-^vEadeye Dick from Deadwood"
I J is perhaps too long and too fanci-

ful a title for every-day use, but it is cer-

tainly a fitting and descriptive one, for it

has been well earned. Not only is he one

of Navy's crack riflemen, but also a bona-

fide native of Deadwood. While on the

subject of titles, it may not be amiss to

mention that "Ducky" is the standard one

for equally appropriate reasons.

This military life, irksome though it

may be, seems to agree with this lad from
the wild and woolly West. Even a mili-

tary prep school was not enough to show
him the folly of his ways ; moreover, he is

the first man to go on record as saying

that he did not hate infantry drill. Seri-

ous, steady and conscientious, he has the

ideal temperament for this type of exist-

ence, particularly insofar as his shipmates

are concerned.

We are certainly glad that fate altered

his course from sheep ranching or the

School of Mines to Navigation, or per-

haps, to become an Ordnance prof, who
knows? In the meantime, we have had
a good team mate, a delightful com-

panion, and a real friend.

*******
Piebe Soccer; Rifle Small Bore 32,

NA; Rifle Outdoor 32, NA; Class

Suimming; 2 P. 0.

Small Bore Rifle 32, N, Captain;
Outdoor Rifle 32, NA, N; 2 P. O.
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CLEO RAFTER KEEN
"Runt" "Pee Wee"

Moberly, Missouri

SOME people from Missouri may have

to be shown but Runt usually finds

out for himself, and along some lines he

is a regular Columbus. Pee Wee does

lack length. A stick of dynamite is not

very large—but what a myriad of things

it can do when it's lit off! He loves his

fun and is always in on any bull-sessions,

sings, water fights or shower parties.

Pee Wee does use his power for some
good purposes. In the fall, whenever his

knee is in joint, he shows the boys what

to do with a football, but he is always

looking forward to spring, because Runt
is a smoothy on the hot corner. He's

also somewhat a swimmer, being wont
to practice in fountains at two A. M.

Although sometimes close to the rag-

ged edge, Pee Wee stays sat, sufficiently

so that he does not have to worry a great

deal.

Runt is pretty much a ladies' man,

but he does not seem desirous of remain-

ing in one place. He is just holding out

'til the right girl comes along and then

look out!

"What, the 23rd, why, I can do that

un myself."

^^ ^^ ^^ ^^

WALTER DEANE INNIS

"Walt" "Tubby"

Knightstown, Indiana

Walt came to the Naval Academy
a chubby little rosy-cheeked lad

from the corn State of Indiana, a true

representative of his State. Since then he

has changed considerably. Old Bluebeard

had nothing on Walt, for his blue chin

and soft eye have charmed many a

maiden's heart.

Tubby has been a matter of concern

to Mates of the Deck ever since Second

Class Summer. Those finely penned let-

ters from Roanoke, Virginia, have been

having a marked effect not only on the

Mates, but even on Tubby.

Since Plebe year he has been known
chiefly throughout the Regiment as that

trombone player in the N. A. Ten. He
has gone in for the Musical Clubs in a

more or less tolerable manner, having

worked with the Glee Club and the Or-

chestra.

Not generally athletically inclined, our

Walt has shown that he is able to han-

dle himself when the occasion demands.

All persons holding the friendship of

Walt will quickly agree that he is a loyal

and generous friend.

Football 32; Basketball 32; Base-

ball 32, N; N Club; 2 P.O.
N. A. Ten; Gymkhana; Musical
Clubs; Orchestra; Glee Club; 2 P. O.
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HALFORD A. KNOERTZER
"Hal"

Deer Park, Washington

Hal was born in the land where
wheat and forests flourish, but after

spending his childhood there he decided

that such was not to be his life ; he chose

to be an officer instead of a farmer or

lumberman.

After the newness of the service was
past, he soon found an outlet for his

energy in the Juice Gang. Being another

one of these infernal savoirs, he was well

equipped for thinking up new intricate

lighting effects and sign boards for the

Masqueraders. The "prop room" of the

Juice Gang was seldom without his cheer-

ing presence, and when there were hard
jobs he was always there. To risk death

in getting a sign up meant nothing to

him, and as a reward all he asked was
a good cup of Java and a friendly bull

session with the gang.

For two years he nearly convinced us

that he was a confirmed Red Mike, but

even the best of us fall. Though his

locker door was covered, we are of the

opinion that there was one picture upon
which he gazed more frequently than oth-

ers.

GARRY WILLIAM JEWETT, JR.

"Babe' "Gay" "Bill"

Pomeroy, Washington

Cursed with that same ambition for

higher things that leads us all into

four years where "Severn joins the tide"

was Garry in 1927. Within a year he

started on his Academy career as a mem-
ber of Thirty-Two.

Perhaps it was his sudden introduction

to water in large quantities after years

spent in the wheat lands of Eastern Wash-
ington, perhaps not. At any rate, Garry

saw a shell and decided that he could and

would row with the best of them. He
rowed with the Plebe crew, then went to

Poughkeepsie and missed the worst of

Youngster cruise. The end of Young-
ster year saw him sporting an "N."

Faced by the necessity of strict training,

he had very little time for the usual

vices of the Regiment. However, now
and then, during the off season, we found
that he went over big with the fair sex

on any and all occasions. But then he al-

ways had a line that flashed into action

quickly and accurately.

In several instances it was necessary

for Garry to prove the mastery of mind
over academics, but he always was the

victor. Here's wishing him luck!

• *•*•••
Electrical Gang; Masked N; Star;
2 P. O.

C'eic; Small Numerals: N. N Cross

Oar; hT
.A. Ten; 1 Stripe.
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JOHN PHILIP LUNGER
"Plunger" "One Lung"

Montour Falls, New York

^j-^vid you see those sketches for to-

JL/ day?" No, Johnny never cared

for Steam. In fact it caused him a lot of

worry at times—so much so that he could

never take time off to indulge in his fa-

vorite sports, basketball and baseball.

However, this Cook Academy that

Johnny brags about certainly did teach

him Dago. It also helped to keep many
of the Second Batt boys sat, because

Plunger never minded helping the fel-

lows out.

When it comes to women, Johnny is at

the head of his class. That grin of his

seems to get them just as it has made him
so many friends in the Academy. Some
lucky girl will probably grab him some
day, however, if she never hears him
sleep, and then the Navy will have to

share Johnny's interest.

After First Class Cruise, however, we
hold no fears for John's interest in the

Navy. Whenever anything was being

done top side, John was watching. His
ideas on seamanship should make him
welcome on any ship. His grin and gen-

eral atmosphere of geniality will put him
at the top of the muster in short order.

* • • •

JAMES CECIL TOFT, JR.

"Joisey" "Sweatshirt" "Cec"

Trenton, New Jersey

THE Ramblin' Wreck from Carnegie

Tech turned out to be a salty sea law-

yer. The wilds of Jersey sent us a white-

haired boy whose faults are few but

marked.

He would rather read than eat—almost,

unless, of course, the material is text-

books. Cec is also partial to sleep and

music, but they can hardly be called faults.

Has always been savvy and sat, indicating

that he is to go far in this old world, and

his ready grin is going to help him over

the rough spots. The girls (except one)

are the least of his worries, and he might

even be called a Red Mike.

He is a Lacrosse player of note in spite

of his fourth-platoon stature, which once

deceived even our doughty clean-and-

press establishment into putting an M
over his hard-earned 32.

Cec lives from day to day, and from
leave to leave, and hasn't a care in the

whole world. Determined, savvy, good-

natured, and carefree—a darn good com-

bination. Happy landing, Whity

!

Class Baseball; 2 P.O. Plebe Varsity Lacrosse; Class Foot-

ball; Class Lacrosse; 2 P.O.
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ROBERT ARLAN MORGAN
"Bob" "Fisty"

Lebanon, New Hampshire

Bob swept down from the woody
northland full of hope, energy, and

a determination to make good. The Aca-

demic Departments have fired their broad-

sides, but when the smoke of battle had
cleared away we always found Bob right

side up. Early in his career, he went out

for soccer, but Fate intervened and he

was destined never to realize his ambi-

tions in athletics.

Although not an athlete, he is always

working out on those contraptions in the

gym. However, a good game of bridge

will always keep him indoors. Perhaps

he would have been a savoir if he had
not taken his game so seriously. Not-

withstanding this weakness, he always

knew when to take time out and crack

the books when his status as midshipman
became seriously insecure. He is a quiet,

good-natured fellow with many friends.

He always accepts his fortunes or mis-

fortunes philosophically. His ability to

see things as they really are will certainly

stand him in good stead in his future life,

and all hands join in wishing him the

best of luck in everything that he may
undertake.

CHARLES MALAHER LYONS, JR.

"Ben" "Charlie"

Boston, Massachusetts

Midshipmen may come and mid-
shipmen may go but there will al-

ways be one who will remain in the mem-
ories of his classmates. Such a man is

Charlie Lyons, commonly known to his

friends as Ben. Whether it be "hunting

snipe" or walking extra duty, one can al-

ways depend on a smiling countenanced,

wisecracking Ben to aid in whiling away
odd moments.

Not an athlete by nature, Ben has al-

ways displayed the utmost interest in

sports about the Academy. It is a certain-

ty that he would have become a Naval

Academy star had he the stature neces-

sary for a position on a major team. With
the fairer sex, his abilities were quite

another thing and he has shown himself

to be no "palooka," possessing the trait

of a remarkable dancer and that auburn

curly hair which draws the femmes. Some
girl up Massachusetts way is sure to be

"sitting pretty" when Ben tucks his di-

ploma in his strong box and takes on

thoughts of the future.

Ben's future is sure to be a success and,

one and all, we join in wishing him the

best.

*******
Soccer: 2P.0 Cross Country; Track: 2 P.O.
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EUGENE HUGH MAHER
"Pat" "Patrick Hug"

Ogden, Utah

Faith! Who did you say? Maher,
pronounced "Mah-her," please, every-

body. Hails from Utah, with the origi-

nal limb of the tree sprouting in Coun-
ty Clare, in the land of Shamrocks. Grew
restless at an early age, and received his

first taste of the sea at the San Diego
Preparatory School. From there it was
a short but inevitable step to the banks

of the Severn. When we heard he was
from Utah, we thought that at last our

boyish hopes of some day seeing a real,

live Mormon were fulfilled, but not so.

Though we might say he has slight

tendencies in this direction.

We despair of presenting Pat's person-

ality in such limited space, for it is, in-

deed, worthy of a great deal. Congenial,

indolent, generous, disposed to interest in

anything containing the element of

chance, possessing a rare sense of humor
and a typical Irish wit, he finds life very

simple, deriving nothing but joy and
pleasure from both work and play. One
never catches him in a mood, his dis-

position being one of consistent amia-

bility; we have found every association

with him a real pleasure.

• *

CHARLES HUBERT SMITH
"Charlie" "Smitty"

Albany, Georgia

Georgia produced more than pe-

cans when she gave us Charlie. He
came to us from an adventurous career

at Marion Institute where he kept out of

trouble long enough to amass the neces-

sary gray matter to pass the entrance

exams with a flick of the wrist and join

the class of 1932.

As a platoon pusher during Plebe Sum-
mer, he exhibited the old ability to keep

cool in the crisis, and has shown plenty

more of same ever since, from the perils

of Plebe year through the snares set for

seniors. His nature is one of quiet

geniality, and a taste for good books,

music and women give him the soul rest-

ing recreation that he needs to be happy

;

a periodic game of basketball, or a work-

out in the boxing loft enables him to pre-

serve the splendid vigor which he

brought, along with his soft Southern ac-

cent, from his beloved Georgia.

We are sure that Charlie will be

right there at the right time all during

life, and we would not be surprised to see

him make a name for himself.

Class Football; Class Boxing; 2 P. O. Lucky Bag Staff; Press Club; 2 P.O.
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BRUCE McCANDLESS
"Bunge" "Micky" "Oosie"

Florence, Colorado

He came to us from Colorado, Con-

stantinople and way stations after

spending his youth on a destroyer; for

proof, see his rolling, bouncing destroyer-

man gait. From years of seagoing and

study, he knows more about navies and
naval men than any two other men in the

class. Caution: start him talking about

Turkey or navies at your own risk.

Micky is a gadget fiend, delighting

to bewilder inspecting officers with tele-

scopes, sextants, globes, ship models, pro-

tractors, chronometers, and what-have-

you. But once you wade in through

all of the junk, you find him generously

eager to lend you any or all of the finest

set of tools in the Battalion. What he
hasn't got he'll be glad to get for you.

For several years, in the ancient days,

"when I was a Plebe" and "when I was
a Youngster," Micky lived in Crabtown
and dispensed great quantities of hos-

pitality and food. For this and many
other pleasant memories, we remember
him with our blessings.

MORTON SUNDERLAND
"Modoc" "Beans" "Marmaduke"

Fort Shafter, Hawaii

OUR boy was born at Ft. Ward—an

island in Puget Sound—and has

been at sea ever since. Being an Army
Junior, he for a long time contemplated

going to West Point, but while prepping

at Severn, he saw the error of his ways

and decided to come with us.

Marmaduke is quite handy with all

manners of blunderbusses and holds sev-

eral medals for excellence in small arms

firing. He is a consistent member of all

the small bore teams and at times is a big

bore also. His success is due to his guid-

ing maxim; "Hold 'em and squeeze 'em."

He also has the amusing habit of being

in the shower whenever formation busts

and has to do the last fifty yards in zero

flat—but he always gets there before late

blast. It is a most inspiring sight to see

him come charging along the company
front pulling on his clothes as he comes.

Aside from that and a few other "fai-

blesses" he is quite reg.

An exponent of original thought. Will

argue on any subject whatsoever on no
notice at all—and will generally convince

his opponents that they are wrong.

"Bilged again—went down to third!"

* * • • •
Cross Country; Boxing 32; Press

Club; 2 Stripes.

Rifle 32, NA, N; Choir; 1P.O.
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ERNEST MAYNARD SNOWDEN
"Ernie" "Power Dive Ernie" "Brute"

Beaufort, North Carolina

Ernie hails from Beaufort, North
Carolina, but received part of his

high school education in Miami, Florida.

All of Ernie's athletic endeavors have

been spent rolling around on the wres-

tling mat perfecting the scissors, grape-

vine, double bar and many other holds.

Like most of us he has to meet many
obstacles in his academic path but that

"old Navy fight" has pulled him through

so far in life and probably always will.

His weaknesses are twofold; namely,

women and a full moon. Were no men-
tion made of Ernie's dragging activities

an important side of his nature would

be left untouched. Tea rooms and Carvel

Hall thrive on his patronage, and that

of the poor soul he inveigles into drag-

ging blind. For to no one person he con-

fines his attention ; but instead almost

weekly, bevies of the fair sex enjoy his

good nature and cheery personality.

For four years we have laughed at

this embryo admiral, and enjoyed every

word of his conversation. We are sure

to miss him, and we look forward to the

future days when we shall talk over Mid-
shipmen days with him.

• • • •
Wrestling 32; NA; 2 P. O.

DONALD KING McLEOD
"Mac" "Don"

Reno, Nevada

YES, ladies, he's a Rambler. You
can't name a place that he hasn't

been. He started out early in life with

an undaunted ambition to see the world

but never thought that it would be

"through a porthole."

Mac admits that life at the Academy
is no bed of roses. He is the fellow that

you may knock down but can never

knock out. Academics haven't scored a

knockout yet, but, boy, they surely have

had him down for the count of nine

twice. He's a sure bet to pull sat.

No. Mac doesn't claim to be a great,

big brawny athlete but should the occasion

arise, we know that he would be master

of the situation. He's all there mentally,

morally and physically.

And is he a wow with the ladies ! Et,

comment ! ! The way that he handles

that Navy line makes one think he's a

Texas cowboy. Just see if you can go
to a hop and find Mac absent.

Now that this story is about finished,

we'll sling a few bouquets and hope that

Mac isn't Scotch. He's a real, regular,

honest to goodness good fellow.

Plebe Soccer; Pep Committee ; Press

Club; Thompson Trophy—Sailing:

2 P.O.
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ROBERT POWER WALKER
"Bob" "Hairbreadth" "Pansy"

Long Beach, California

It was the call of the sea—not the call

of the wild—that brought Bob all the

way from the land of sunkist maids to the

Naval Academy. Bob hails from the

Sunshine State, better known as Cali-

fornia, and lays claim to Long Beach as

his home port. He says all good ships

hail those parts. Ask him! The early

summer of 1927 found Bob answering

the call of the sea by donning the uni-

form of a Plebe at the U. S. Naval
Academy. Oh, yes ! Four more years were
spent as a midshipman, during which
time he has managed to keep always one
jump, or perhaps two, ahead of the Ac
Departments making for himself a suc-

cessful and enviable record in that direc-

tion.

Here's to Bob in his future endeavors;

may they be as enterprising and as suc-

cessful as those of his past. His future

shipmates have in him a prize, of which
we know they will be proud.

ISADOR JOSEPH SCHWARTZ
"Dory" "Skeevartz" "Izzy"

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

A sudden commotion, strange noises,

laughter and behold, Dory is

in the room. Good-natured, congenial

and well liked, Dory will be long remem-

bered as one of the boys that helped make
'32 the class it is.

For amusement, Dory thumped a drum
in the Hell Cats for three years, besides

dragging frequently and satisfactorily.

His drags kept up the average at the

Hops during his career as a midshipman.

A firm believer that "Plebes are

Plebes," Dory is well known amongst
the Fourth Class. He has that knack of

running the boys, though, which affords

them as much amusement from it as he

has.

The number of fellows down to the

room after chow in the evening testi-

fies to his popularity, and his generous

disposition has won him a host of staunch

friends that will always remember him.

So here's to you Dory, "Bottoms up,"

"Skol," happy landings, and all the rest

of them. If good wishes have anything

to do with it, you should make Admiral
the first cruise.

*******
Bugle Corps ; Orchestra; Masked N

;

Juice Gang: 2 P.O.
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JAMES GENE SMITH
"]immy" "Smitty"

Columbia, Missouri

One often hears, "The best things

come in small packages." Well
here's proof. Jimmy came to us from
Missouri University where for a year he

had indulged in the habits of college

from going Kappa Alpha to wearing a

bearskin coat. His quiet and retiring but

likable manner soon won the friend-

ship of many of his classmates.

He has a yen for juice and early in his

career received a license as a radio op-

erator. The radio club has taken some of

his valuable time, academics seldom wor-

ry him. When horizontal exercise grew
tiresome, the wrestling loft held a certain

lure. Smitty is another one of our well

known Smoke Park athletes, indulging

not only in that brand of baseball, but

being a strong supporter of terrace basket-

ball as well.

Jimmy says, "Who knows, maybe the

tallest man in the crowd is standing on

a rail." As yet we don't know where our

blonde boy will settle down, but wher-

ever it is we have an idea that there will

be plenty of beer there also.

• * • •

FOREST CARSON THOMPSON
"Redeye"

Marshall, Indiana

Redeye hails from Indiana and is

proud of it as all good Hoosiers

should be. He found life at Purdue a bit

too strenuous ; so after some two years of

trying to become a civil engineer, he came

to the Academy with the usual high hopes

and ambitions. However, as time goes

on we find that most of these have suc-

cumbed to an easy death.

He seldom, if ever, buys cigarettes

and is constantly borrowing matches.

Piebe summer he exhibited a strange and

unnatural liking for that delicacy known
as redeye. The subject of this abnormal

passion was rapidly transferred to him,

and the name has stuck throughout. Dur-

ing Plebe year we heard of him as the

Indiana farmer on the wrestling mat. Al-

though he had never played football be-

fore, a big N was proudly displayed dur-

ing second class year.

"Have you seen my new girl?"—that's

a favorite of his, for during four years

he has six times fallen prey to the fairer

sex. But he still admits that he is holding

out for that million! Power to you, lad!

Wrestling; Company Rifle; Radio
Club; 2 P.O.

Football 32, N; Wrestling; N Club;

2 P.O.
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LAWRENCE SMITH
"Larry" "Smitty"

Bloom field, New Jersey

«TT THE!
Wply

iere from, mister?" His re-

ply would contain enough an-

swers to give Richard Haliburton a con-

test for having "been places." He start-

ed his career in the service at Fort George
Wright, Washington, and then partly be-

cause of his desire to see the world but

mainly because of parental direction, he

visited in rapid succession practically every

post occupied by the army.

From his early life on army posts and

his military bearing you'd expect him to

be one of the Executive Department's

staunchest supporters. Well—he is; in

fact the hours spent on the awkward
squad and the extra duty squads prove

his love for the old army game of carry-

ing a rifle.

Every September finds Larry back at

the Academy giving his efforts holding

down left end on Navy's eleven. In the

Spring, you'll find him out on the la-

crosse field showing the "Hameneggers"
how to get the little rubber ball past the

goalie, and academics don't give him half

the trouble that he thinks they do.

HARVEY CURTIS TSCHIRGI

"Slippery Joe" "Harve"

Grundy Center, Iowa

Joe DE Tschirgi — Grundy Center

—

Ioway—Slippery Joe—round hulking

shoulders—uncombed hair—that's Harvey

Tschirgi.

Harve knew enough to stay away

from here but his curiosity got the best

of him. He heard that somewhere across

the Father of Waters and the high moun-
tains was the great water. (An old In-

dian chief told him.) So Harve set out.

When he got here all he found was sea

nettles and footballs. What he did with

the sea nettles is one story and what

he did with a football we all know. Be-

sides football, Harve went out for La-

crosse but he was so rough he had to

stop it because killing people was against

his nature even though he does come from

the west.

Off the field he is always found with

a smile and a personality that you just

can't help but like, and he has a winning

manner which will aid him in reaching

the top.

By the way, we all know him as "Slip-

pery Joe." Why? Well, you know some
people are called greasy.

**•••••
Football 32, NA, N; Lacrosse 32,
NA, N; Boxing 32; M.P.O.

Plebe Lacrosse 32; Class Rifle; Foot-

ball 32, NA, N.
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WALLACE HUMPHREY WESTON
"Wallie" "Cowboy"

Madison, Maine

When Cowboy decided to leave the

University of Maine he left it in

body only, for his heart was still there.

Long before the rest of the world became
tired of the Stein Song the more patient

of us down here were debating whether

to drown him or send him back.

Athletics are a constant source of pleas-

ure to him. Each fall he plays class foot-

ball, while in the winter and spring he
devotes his attention to rifle. His real

love, though, is handball, which claims

all his spare time.

He has an uncanny knack for getting

to the source of information. Whenever
any scuttlebutt dope has to be verified,

Cowboy is visited, like the Oracle, by in-

credulous individuals. If he affirms it,

then it is truth, indeed.

His cheery smile and sunny good na-

ture have made him a host of friends. His
never failing source of information about

"Now when I was up to Maine . .
." has

always afforded his listeners much amuse-

ment. We know that he will be a wel-

come addition to the fleet at the end of

our four years together by the bay. Best

of luck, Wallie!

• • • •
Class Football; Rifle; Track; M.P.O.

RICHARD CLAGGETT
WILLIAMS, JR.

"Dick" "Roger"

Baltimore, Maryland

Dick is another Baltimore boy who
decided to "make good" and take

a chance on mess-hall eggs. In the first

he has succeeded, and to the latter he has

become immune. He is always happy,

but it cannot be said that he is dumb as

he has been peculiarly successful in miss-

ing the trees.

Athletically, Dick spends the fall in

cross-country, the winter in fencing, and

the spring in track. During the summer
he is either in the swimming pool or on

the tennis courts taking a workout.

Although he makes extravagant claims

about being a Red Mike it is seldom that

he misses a hop ; while, after every leave

his thoughts and correspondence are al-

ways considerably increased. It may be

truthfully stated that these and his work-

outs are the things that he takes most

seriously.

He is a gentleman, a scholar, a con-

noisseur of prunes and cake, and a judge

of good drinking water. His pleasant dis-

position and optimism make him a good
friend and pal.

Plebe Wrestling Manager; Track;
Cross Country NA; Fencing; 2 P.O.
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ROBERT Du BOIS UNDERWOOD
"Bob" "Undie"

Concord, New Hampshire

Bob entered the Naval Academy as a

fresh lad of sixteen, his heart beat-

ing high in hopes of service in the ro-

mantic life of the sea, having prepped at

Swavely amidst the atmosphere of

Manassas Marvels and Bull Run lore.

Judging by his names, one might im-

agine Bob wooden, but on the contrary

he is usually sat for at least a good part

of the time. First sections hold no ter-

rors for him, nor, on the other hand, is

he unduly alarmed by temporary and in-

frequent trips to the other end of the

ladder.

Upon looking in at an informal at Car-

vel Hall, one might often find Bob trip-

ping the light fantastic. And then again,

one might not. Bob is like that. About
once a year he contracts the well-known

heart attack, in the spring of course, but

usually pulls through before the cruise.

Although a small fellow physically,

Bob is an enthusiastic follower of swim-

ming and water polo, and may often be

seen splashing about the pool.

Quiet and discreet, Bob will always

be a good estimate of the situation.

PORTER LEWIS
''Lewy" "P Lewis"

Birmingham, Alabama

Porter joined the pampered pets at

the tender age of seventeen years, with

the innocent bloom of youth and an op-

timism that could laugh at the worst that

the Navy could offer.

Porter is a very serious-minded young

man. He likes to argue, and has made
it a habit to take the opposite side from
his "wife," whom he declares is always

wrong. To academics, he is invulnerable

;

an examination is but a mere detail. But

it is true that he cringes slightly at the

vaporous hiss of "steam." Porter's neat-

ness of person and room has been the de-

light of the Executive department. Some
day there will be a ship on which clean-

liness surpasses Godliness, and its skip-

per will be Porter Lewis. Unfortunately,

girls, he is a confirmed red mike and has

never been known to drag any of the

deadly sex.

"Being a red mike is being sensible,"

quoth Porter in many brilliant orations

delivered in hopes of converting his

roommate. "Think of all the money you

save, all the worry and care avoided

—

experiences of other unfortunates have

proved that I am right."

*******
Tennis; Water Polo; Track; Mas-
queraders; 2 P.O.

Crew;
Star.

Orchestra; Musical Clubs;
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JOHN CORRY
"Jack" "Red"

Saylesville, R. I.

Enter a plebe: "Sir, will you help

me with this math? I just can't

see the light." And in ten minutes, an-

other fourth classman is ready to crack

a 4.0, having located one of the few men
who remember what they've rushed

through during the first few years of ac-

ademics here.

So it is not strange that when four

years ago this industrious Rhode Islander

chose the Navy for his calling, he hur-

dled the exams and very quickly found

himself among the outstanding men of

'32. Of that happy clan known as the

savvy (and, to boot, a diligent worker)

Jack starred in studies and furnished a

living example of the meaning of "asset."

In athletics Red has won deserved

fame. For four years he has been a

strong link in our soccer team, this last

year—its captain. Soccer out of season,

you are likely to find him with

the boxing squad. But, then, "Red

Mike," you say? By no means. "Sir,

the situation is well in hand." An ex-

ceptional example of the true gentleman,

sound and wholesome, Jack has earned

the respect and esteem of us all.

• • * • «fer

Soccer 32; NA; N; Captain; Boxing
NA; Class Tennis; Star; 2 P.O.

FRANK CLEMENTS ACKER
"Frankie"

Jersey City, N. J.

Uj t ey, Acker! Got any good books

il to read?" Who in Bancroft Hall

has not heard that well-known cry?—

a

cry to which a response has never been

lacking, regardless of the tastes of the

individual. Frankie's private library has

always been extensive and pleasing; his

preference for the latest mystery stories

is remarkable. Does this indicate a pos-

sible ambition for the future? Perhaps

only a hobby, for radio seems to have

claimed him as one of its devotees.

Where sports were concerned, Frankie

was never meant to star; so he quietly

took his place among the non-athletic.

His ability to pass every swimming test

after hard work and then develop a

stroke proves that he is very diligent.

New York and New Jersey bred Frank

in a salty air, but offered him few op-

portunities to exercise any bent towards

naval life. Four years with the Regiment

and in contact with the fleet have given

him a polish which, in addition to his

shining virtue of good fellowship, quali-

fy him as an officer and a gentleman. We
are sorry to lose him to the outside.

Radio Club ; Sub Squad; 2 P. O.
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DUNBAR GRAVES BURDICK
"Dub" "Pop"

Redmond, Oregon

Give him a little fire in the mountains,

some flapjack flour and water, and

then stand by for a meal fit for a king.

While this is a very excellent accom-

plishment, it can hardly be called the best

background for unraveling the mysteries

of navigation. However, "Dub" has

fared better than the average in the battle

with the academic departments, for he

always knows how to work the prob.

On outgrowing the rifle of his youth

in the mountains, our Dunbar felt a

strong yearning to play with the ponder-

ous poundage of Naval ordnance. Ac-

cordingly, one bright and summer day

he appeared in Crabtown, firmly resolved

to revolutionize the Navy. During sec-

ond class summer Dub came into his

own. Like a mother hen protecting her

chicks, he herded his flock of "sand

blowers" back and forth, thereby gaining

the appellation of "Pop."

We are sure that the characteristics that

have made him many strong friends at

the Academy will continue to make him
many more friends when he joins the

Fleet.

THOMAS EDWARD CHAMBERS
"Tom" "Mike" "Bonecrusber"

Dyersburg, Tennessee

Word finally penetrated the inner

fastness of the Tennessee wilder-

ness via the grapevine telegraph and the

Bonecrusher broke through the brambles

and bushes in time to keep an appoint-

ment at Bancroft Hall. He brought with

him a big grin, a broad Southern accent,

a pair of big feet, and some football am-
bitions that have since been realized.

It was not until after he had battled

the first week fog that he was able to

distinguish between fellow plebes and

Ensigns. About two experiences of

knocking off rates with the latter had a

persuading effect.

Tom is just about a charter member
of the Cosmo Club and any obstacles im-

posed by the academic departments have

failed to disturb him. Football came in

for a lot of attention early in Plebe year

and since that time the Bonecrusher has

assured himself of a berth on the Varsity.

The four years at the Academy have

made Tom a lot of friends, and the same
characteristics which have made them

and have brought him success in foot-

ball and academic pursuits will stand him
in good stead in later life.

**•••**
Crew: Football, B Squad; Class Foot-

ball; Radio Club; 1 P.O.: 2 Stripes.

Football 32 N; Plebe Crew 32;
Boxing; 3 Stripes.
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LIONEL ALEXANDER ARTHUR
"Bat Eye"

New York City, New York

Again New York presents its offer-

ing to the altar of the great—great in

stature, we don't mean square, but built

"that way." Apollo was a cripple com-

pared to the physique that this walking

Atlas carries. Interested in the "for bet-

ter or worse" bait? Only passingly. He
looks at 'em, loves 'em, looks for another

and leaves the passing fancy to scoop up
the remnants of a shattered left auricle

and mend it as best she may. It seems

that the ladies prefer blondes as well as

gentlemen. Bat will go far and make the

trip with ease. His good nature, good
looks, and his "Good God, let's eat," will

always make him a desirable sidekick for

anyone. Nothing will ever stop him, lest

it be a "blizzard*." In athletics he has

attained success when his radiator cronies

did not seduce him to Al Moore's for a

"coke" on Saturday and a movie after-

wards. Ask any of his opponents in

water-polo whether or not he is largely

responsible for that organization being

called the suicide club. Happy-go-lucky,

capable, sincere—we like him. ( *Blonde.

)

• * * •
Plebe Football; Plebe Crew; Water Polo;
B Squad Football; Boxing N; 2 P.O.

OTIS BASCOM KING
"Bass" "Chippy"

Dothan, Alabama

We Nominate for the Hall of
Fame:

Otis Bascom King.

Because he was born in the second best

state of the Union

;

Because he is a gentleman in spite of

the fact that he believes in Prohibition;

Because he fought for his ring;

Because we like him.

Age-old tradition tells us that every-

one has his little star up in the heavens

—his lucky star. If this is true, we think

Bass's star must be one of those female

luminaries that are continually twinkling

and changing, for never has a man had

to fight harder against misfortune and ill-

opportune events than has Bass. But

pridefully do we say—never has anyone

come out on top in such a gallant fashion.

And what an athlete ! Four years have

molded this iron man into the most

stellar stationary forward ever seen on

a basketball team at the Academy.
Socially, he is the King of the Lions;

financially, he's sat; physically, he's per-

fect; musically, inclined; mentally, in-

clined; finally, tremendously likable.

Basketball 32; 2 P.O.
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CLARENCE OCUMPAUGH COBB
"Ochum" "Ty" "Tyro"

Rochester, New York

Having spent a year at Colgate and

some time searching through

Europe, our "Ochum" decided that a

military career was the only thrilling trade

to follow. Debating between the Foreign

Legion and the United States Naval

Academy, and choosing the lesser of the

two evils, "Ochum" strolled through No.

2 Gate one sunny day in June and drop-

ped his suitcase in the Rotunda.

During his four years' sojourn within

the mighty Halls of Bancroft, "Ochum"
has led a carefree life, free from over-

work and worries. Studies came easy and

demerits were few and far apart.

Tyro's understanding is something to

marvel at and even his drags, who were

many and very devoted, have often been

heard to ask; that is, when they were

able to break a piercing gaze from his

soulful eyes, "What size shoes do you

wear, Darling?" the answers were varied

and quite clever but never definite.

Good natured, cheerful, sincere—a true

friend and a fine classmate, that is our

"Ochum."

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN BAILEY
"Ben" "Benjie Boy"

New London. Connecticut

w;pression of his upon returning

from class, but don't let that deceive you.

Watch him closely—what is that enve-

lope, so obviously addressed in a femi-

nine hand, that he is adroitly trying to

slip under the blotter? "Just a letter

from a fellow I used to know," he ven-

tures weakly upon being apprehended.

It was not such a long way from New
London to Annapolis, but it seemed a

long way back to Ben, especially when
perturbed by thoughts of the aforemen-

tioned originator of that feminine hand-

writing. Many would doubt that such

thoughts really could disturb him, as his

genial outlook on life seemingly pre-

cludes all worry.

Ben has had no tender spot in his heart

for the radiator in either warm or cold

weather. Every fall finds him forward

passing with the hustlers or line plunging

for the glory of '32. And even the cold-

est weather is no deterrent to him.

He has been a true friend to us all. Al-

ways there to give a fellow a hand when
in a tight squeeze.

* * * * * * •
Manager Water Polo; 2 P.O.

miiiw —mi in

2 P.O.
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HARRY IRWIN ALLEN, JR.

"Harry" "H. I." "Bag" "Al"

Evanston, Illinois

ON the summer of 1928 our Al came
out of the West to join the Navy.

Although he came from the land of farm-

ers and gunmen, he was one of the few

that knew the ways and customs of this

new life. With his good humor and

easy-going manner, he soon made a host

of friends.

As for academics, they were mere

trifles. He was not a savoir and had his

troubles, but they soon disappeared when
he decided to go to work. His favorite

pastime was to go "unsat" in the fall and

then do work of first-section calibre to

get his Christmas leave. In the languages

he was more than good. Dago was sim-

ple. And how often he has awed his

friends with the "rhetorical bombast"!

Football was his sport and when not

in the "Pull Sat Before Christmas" Club

he was out with the "B" squad giving and

receiving legal murder. His success in

another line was a little short of

phenomenal. The collection of feminine

pulchritude displayed on his locker door

was enough to please even the most criti-

cal.

* • *
Football; Plebe Class; B Squad;
Plebe Fencing; Crew; Lucky Bag
Staff; 2 P. O.

WALTER ASMUTH, JR.

"Walt" "Woz" "Wozo" "Red"

Washington, D. C.

ON the sixteenth of July, 1928, Cen-

tral High added another segment

to our first line of national defense in

the person of one Woz.
He came imbued with what seemed

boundless energy, both physical and

mental. The former manifested itself in

any available form of athletic workout

and not infrequent "rough-houses." His

mental curiosity seemed insatiable, even

when directed along academic channels.

His favorite textbook was, however, Web-
ster's Collegiate Dictionary, which he

chose, no doubt, for its wide diversity of

subjects. His disposition was subject to

the usual ups and downs which are man's

privilege, yet never did his irrespressible

wit desert him, wit bespeaking Celtic

forbears. It soon became apparent

that he who dared to oppose him in either

argument or repartee stood somewhat less

than an even chance of winning the

moral victory. Whether he remains in

the Service or seeks his fortune on the

outside, he is well equipped with the in-

telligence, personality and common sense

to justify his decision by success.

Plebe Boxing; Plebe Tennis; Com-
pany Basketball; 2 P.O.
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FREDERIC NORTHY HOWE
'"Nemo" "Fred" "Waz"

Waterloo, Iowa

East is East and West is West, but

the Middle West is—well, just ask

Fred. Laboring under this obstacle,

Nemo had a lot to live down but, starting

right in, he soon achieved the impossible.

With a strong desire to build up a

formidable physique, Fred managed to

pass the afternoons of Plebe year work-

ing out in the gym; later this occupation

was succeeded by track Youngster spring

;

then boxing and class football Second

Class year.

Athletics do not take all of the points

with Nemo, however; just gaze at some
of his art that appears so often in the

Log, and you will realize that the artistic

side is being taken care of as well. Then,

too, we cannot overlook his musical trend,

which generally gets the better of him
while waiting for inspections Saturday

mornings.

By nature, Fred is quiet, agreeable and
likable—we've all found that out; in fact

he has become one of those whose friend-

ship we cherish among the better things of

life; so you see, "Four short years have

made him perfect."

JAMES WALKER HUMRICHOUSE
"Jim" "Humric" "Omrig"

Ithan, Pennsylvania

"/^^ ive a man a horse he can ride,

vJT Give a man a boat he can sail

;

And his rank and wealth, his strength

and health,

On sea nor shore shall fail."

Jim deserves a lot of credit for the way
he has cast handicaps aside the last few

years. Can you imagine a more un-

fortunate situation than his—a Dutchman
born in the Philadelphia Navy Yard?
The old story of Plebe academic trou-

bles applies to Jim, too, but the old will

to win took care of that all right. For

the most part Jim could pull down a 3.5

any day in anything but steam if he want-

ed to, but his interests were not strictly

academic by any means.

Neatness, steadiness, thoroughness and

a mind for the systematic have always

been outstanding in Jim. He's the boy
who always did the incidental thinking

for the "family," saw that the room was

ready for skipper's inspection, looked

ahead when all else were concerned with

the present, and counted the days unril

leave.

*******
Class Football 1932; Track 32; Box-
ing; NA; Wrestling; Company Bas-
ketball; Log Staff; 1 P. O.

Company Soccer; Plebe Tennis; 2
Stripes.
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PERIS GRAVES BUNCE
"Pete"

Pavilion, New York

Pavilion lost not only its all-round

athlete but also five per cent in popu-

lation when Pete decided to get seasick.

Since Plebe year Pete has left a perfect

record. In athletics his prowess is dem-
onstrated chiefly on the diamond. He
uses a baseball glove for a pillow, with

the natural result that his sweater now
carries an "N" with a white background.

Pete enjoys basketball—terrace variety

—

and our new and strenuous game of ping-

pong, at which he is surpassed by few.

Academics? They're all too easy for

him. Even the Cosmo can't bilge him,

and he believes that only God can make
a tree. Executive department—a happy
medium; he pleases both the Officers and

the Midshipmen. Don't be misled by his

picture, girls; he isn't that handsome.

However, the fair ones seem easy for

him, as he gets plenty of fan mail.

He contributes to the Hall an air of

seriousness when working and a cheer-

ful smile and greeting when not serious-

ly engaged. Though at times reserved,

this quietness, combined with his per-

petual good nature and sense of fair play,

makes him a shipmate desired by all.

• * * •

GEORGE EGBERT PORTER, JR.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Come on, turn out, John, that's not a

fire alarm or wedding bells, it's

reveille, so out you come. It is thus that

George is launched on many a weary day.

George is always happy—even before

steam exams. Although he has received

some hard bumps, he always comes

through with a smile.

A game of cards, a good dance, or a

soft bed pleases him. The evenings gen-

erally find him in bed with one or more
textbooks. "What's the assignment,

Pete?" After scanning the pages, he finds

that there is really nothing to the lesson,

so he closes his eyes and doesn't bother to

open them until reveille the next morn-

ing. However, in the big battle with

academics he has always managed to keep

a fair amount of velvet between him and

the old 2.5.

When he drags, it is always his ray

of sunshine, so he says, and we don't

often doubt his word. We don't see

where he gets it, but he surely seems to

have plenty of drag with a goodly num-
ber of the fairer sex.

George is a friend worthy of being

called a friend. Here's luck to you.

Baseball 32 N; 1 P. O. 2 P.O.
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HAROLD EDWARD BAKER
"Eddie" "Cannonball"

Yakima, Washington

Eddie is the possessor of an en-

gineering mind that gets those criti-

cal little details out of an assignment

which mean the difference between a 3.0

and a star average. A chemical engi-

neering student at the University of

Washington, to his surprise he found
himself one day on his way to Crabtown
to become a full-fledged member of our
sketch and describe artists. Since that time

he has made good an admirable course

through these uncertain academic seas of

ours without appreciable set or drift. If

you don't get the skinny of things, Eddie
can usually set you right.

Have you ever seen a rNt gyrating a

mad course about Smoke Park? If so,

it was probably Eddie on roller skates.

As for weaknesses, we might men-
tion school teachers and singing in

the showers. Eddie shoots small bore and
outdoor rifle very well and has proved
a valuable addition to these teams.

We shall always remember him as

savvy, even to brilliance, through steady

and consistent effort.

CHARLES JOSEPH PALMER
"Charlie" "Pammer"

Hampstead, New Hampshire

When Charlie took the midship-

man's oath, Dartmouth lost a good
man. He hails from New Hampshire,

and supposedly he was to patronize a

home institution; but the Navy sounded

a stronger call, and fortunately for us

he heeded it.

He is a true student; if there is some-

thing that he doesn't understand, he stays

with it until he finds out what is what.

Consequently, he stands high in his class,

his standing improving each year.

It is an off day when the Mate fails to

bring him at least two letters, excluding

advertisements. Pammer's large cor-

respondence is his pride and joy and our

envy.

Every afternoon Charlie can be found
in the gym participating in some sport

or the other. He uses his strength very

handily in quelling any insubordination in

his room. Generally the culprit finds

himself in a cold shower before he real-

izes what has happened.

Charlie will always be remembered
as a man who appreciates a good joke,

even if it is on himself, and the one who
is the kind of a shipmate everyone wants.

**•**••
Log Staff ; Literary Editor Log; Small
Bore: 32; NA: Rifle NA; N; Star;

M.P.O.

Log Staff; Star; 2 Stripe 1:.
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WILLIAM IZARD BULL
"Willeye" "Bill"

Washington, D. C.

Willeye doesn't talk much between

taps and reveille. He plays the

banjo when you can't talk him out of it.

He won't admit that he's a savoir, and
doesn't go to sleep at Hygiene lectures.

He came down to Annapolis with all

sorts of ideas about how the Regiment
should be drilled—Washington High
School Cadet ideas—but he quickly stuff-

ed them in a laundry bag and the laundry

lost them.

As an athlete, the lad does quite well.

He centers for the class football team and
catches on the nine. He helps out the

Ham'n Eggers, and is at home on the ten-

nis court ; but—give him a pair of knick-

ers, and his mashie-niblick, and Bill is in

his dement. We knew that he could talk

a mighty good game, but first class year

he showed us that the long line had a

good score on the end.

Bill's inexhaustible patience and his

good nature, which is always in a state

of very dynamic stability, have made him
a classmate with whom in the future we
will all be glad to share our beans and
prunes.

^\ ^\ ^\ ;t" ; .'j.

Plebe Baseball; Class Football; Class

Lacrosse; Property Gang; M.P.O.

HARRY HULL
"Ike" "Harry"

Athens, Georgia

After journeying from Athens to

Washington to make the world

safe for democracy, Harry decided that

his life had been too confined; so he join-

ed the Navy to see the world.

Hardly had Plebe year started when
Harry became Ike, and undertook to break

in his new "nom de plume." After a

Plebe year spent exploring the tops of

lockers, sitting on records, and testing

the acoustics of the corridor with a Vic-

trola, Ike started on a Youngster cruise.

Plebe year, Sir Isaac found that drag-

ging every so often without being caught

by some all-knowing upper classman was

a worth-while pastime. Upon becoming
an upper classman, when dragging was
within his rates, he no longer allowed

himself to be taken by the charms of the

fair sex.

But with his sawiness and other for-

givable vices, Harry is one of those

whose friendship has gone a long way to

make our four years at the Academy years

to be cherished always in our memories.

Plebe Soccer ; Class Tennis ; Class La-

crosse; Manager Plebe Water Polo;
Lucky Bag Staff ; Star; 1 Stripe.
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WALTER HENRY LEWIS
"Walt"

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

After spending a year at Carnegie

Tech, Walt left for some reason un-

known, even to himself, and became a

member of the class of '32. We are

mighty glad that he made such a decision

—it gave us the finest of classmates.

Athletic inclinations were curbed by an

unfortunate knee injury which occurred

in Plebe year football, at the very out-

set of his career. In spite of this handi-

cap, he was a member of the Plebe wres-

tling and lacrosse squads and since has

participated in other sports.

Academics never bothered him and, be

it to his credit or otherwise, the fairer

sex never caused him perceptible worry.

Those of us who have had the privilege

of really knowing Walt are indeed for-

tunate. Level-headed, steady, reliable, the

truest of friends, may convey an idea of

the man he is to those who did not have
that privilege. Walt's ideas and ideals

aim for success and our slightest wish for

him is just that—success in whatever he
undertakes. If he does not choose to

follow the sea, the Navy will lose a good
officer and a thorough gentleman.

LUCIEN EDWARD WAGNON
"Ned' : "Scagem"

Union, South Carolina

From the corn lands of the South,

Ned came forth to be one of the

pampered pets. Why he left the Uni-

versity of South Carolina, why he left a

trail of broken hearts—we do not know,

but we have enjoyed his companionship.

Plebe steam had Ned on the ropes, but

he staged a good comeback. The books

haven't bothered him since, nor has he

bothered the books a great deal. A
pleasing smile, a lot of common sense,

and a good word for all have won Ned
a lot of friends and no enemies—al-

though some are rather jealous of his

powers. He really doesn't bother with

the women—they bother him mostly.

Of course, we all have our weakness,

and he has his. He smokes Camel ciga-

rettes, detests to write letters and is fond

of his sleep.

We can't look into the future and see

what Ned will be, but it is a safe bet to

say no matter where he goes he will be

well liked. Four years haven't changed

him much—he came to be an officer and
a gentleman, but Ned was a gentleman

long before he ever heard of the Naval

Academy.

**•••••
Football; Plebe Lacrosse; Class La-
crosse; Class Tennis; 2 P.O.

Hop Committee : 2 P. O.
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WILLIAM LEONARD TAGG
"Bill"

Omaha, Nebraska

From the wild and woolly plains of

Nebraska, Bill came to the Academy
to proclaim that besides having the In-

dians under control the men of the West
are very adept at mastering the mysteries

of the sea. Not all of Bill's navigation,

however, is limited to the watery surfaces

of the earth, as one is liable to find him,

with leave only eight months away, draped

over road maps of half of the country

plotting the course for his next trip home.

As an artist, he has few superiors in

the Academy; his drawings appear regu-

larly in the "Log." All the reward for

his artistic ability, however, is not the

satisfaction of seeing his efforts appreci-

ated; the complimentary tickets received

for designing posters for any and all

kinds of shows are still another sort of

remuneration.

In the years to come when the class of

1932 looks back with fading memories at

their four years spent together on the

banks of the Severn, Bill will be able to

clarify any questionable features ; his

scrapbook will be a foundation on which

a history of the class could well be writ-

ten.

• • •
Plebe . Soccer 32; Plebe Gym 32;
Track 32; Wrestling; 15o Pound
Crew; Class Gym 1932; Company
Soccer; Chairman Christmas Card
Committee ; Log Art Staff; Ring
Committee ; Reception Committee.

JACOB AUCKER LARK
"Gus" "Jake" "The Bird"

Shamokin, Pennsylvania

We've often wondered why all the

Wennsylvania Wolunteers aspire

towards a career of an Admiral in the

Navy when they have a big state so full

of wim, wigour and witality; well . . .

Gus is one of the many who decided or

maybe convinced himself that he was

meant for the sea; so July 6, 1928, found

him safely harbored at the Naval

Academy.
Plebe Summer he acquired the name

of "Gus" as a result of his athletic activi-

ties in wrestling, and it has since been

adopted as his official "nom de plume"

among classmates. A varsity wrestler

his Plebe year, he was held back Young-

ster and Second Class years by injuries.

Novelists may take pages to describe

characters but here we do it with a few

magic yet self-explanatory phrases: will-

ing, acquiescent, well versed, always

cheerful no matter how cold the room is in

winter, dances, drives a car (ask him what

happened to it during Second Class

Christmas leave), likes a good time! . . .

C'mon, tell me, what more could you

want of a roommate?

Plebe Soccer; Company Baseball;

Class Wrestling: Wrestling; Track;

M.P.O.
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WILLIAM TALBOTT ZINK
"Bill" "Tecumseh" "Bus"

Baltimore, Maryland

We just had to like Bill in spite of

his home town, which was Balti-

more. He was never too busy to help out a

more wooden classmate or an under class-

man, and there were plenty of them. Bill

spent his leisure hours on the end of an

oar and through conscientious hard work
he landed himself a berth on the "Hun-
dred and Fifty."

"Our Bill" was never too regulation to

engage in a bit of skylarking, as the pap-

sheet shows, and on liberty or leave, wow

!

Study, why, when you rate first and

second sections anyway? Math was his

long suit; and when anyone sought the

solution to a particularly stiff problem, if

he called on Bill, his search ended right

then and there.

Tecumseh spent quite a few hours

composing letters to the "Oh so fair

ones," and what luck? "Oh boy." But

he tumbled and settled permanently to

one. We wonder just how long the

bereaved ones will have to do without

him. We are sure that he will be back

in circulation before long.

Crew 32 NA; C.P.O.

JAMES CAMPBELL BIGLER
"Jim" "Bigler Boy" "Oswald"

Gettysburg, Ohio

From the home of the presidents he
came, not to be a president, but one

of those unfathomables, a midshipman.

Starting off with a bang, he helped to

make Plebe Summer memorable to all of

us, but Youngster cruise he gained true

fame as the sick seagull. All of which
answers the famous question of why the

H is a Marine? Second Class Sum-
mer, well, there were a few things that

he had forgotten two years before. As
a full-fledged second classman, Oswald
almost turned into a snake but he braced

up in time.

Sleep has been Jim's chief non-athletic

activity, that is, when he wasn't writing

letters; any M. C. can attest to his pro-

ficiency at both. Studies were a minor
worry, for when one can bring down that

old 3.0 without the annoyance of books,

he must look to other things.

An all-around man, Jim has been a

boxer these four years, with football or

soccer during his rest periods. For he
can't keep still, and that goes for studies

and femmes as well as sports. When
we look back on these four years we can

say—well done, Jim!

':-*•***
Football; Boxing; Class Lacrosse;

Company Soccer; 2 P.O.
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ROBERT OMER BISSON
"Bob" "Buffalo" "Beesse"

Champaign, Illinois

IN the first place, Bob is a man of the

world. Maybe he hasn't been to Rus-

sia yet, or Madagascar either, but it is

quite safe to presume that he wouldn't

feel lost in one or the other. Evidently

he has lived in about half the states in

the Union at some time or other. He
tells strange tales of barracuda fishing in

Florida and automobile racing in Illinois,

cow punching in Texas and mule raising

in Missouri.

As for "gunboatin' on the Yangtze,"

well, that wasn't so successful. Bob had
a little trouble with History Youngster
year, but he ended up by tucking it away
in fine style, and now with no more
math to go unsat in, he's rolling along.

And rolling means just that, too. Ever

since Youngster September leave, he has

been parading around with a rather large

moment of inertia. Woe unto him who
stands in the way of the chevalier of the

flying hips.

Bob is exceptionally good natured, and
has made a lot of friends during the last

four years. He even gets along well

with the steam profs; but then, he's a

steam savoir, so why shouldn't he?

• • *

Class Water Polo; Reception Com-
mittee; 2 P. O.

* ^ * *

RICHARD HOLLAND LAMBERT
"Diamond Dick" "Dick"

Tyngsborough, Massachusetts

Diamond Dick hails from Tyngs-

borough, Massachusetts—some place

in the near vicinity of Lowell. Dick

Lambert, the fellow who plays the

trumpet—thus he has been recognized and

designated for four years. The NA Ten
and Musical Clubs since the first jazz

band of Plebe Summer have continued to

occupy a large part of his time. In spite

of this each fall and spring have found
Dick out on the river pulling an oar.

With most of his time spent with the

Hell Cats, he missed a lot of good rifle

toting, but gained fame in his own
line. Not too frequent extra duty periods

have somewhat served to make his ac-

quaintance with Miss Springfield. Dick

found sea duty so interesting that he en-

joyed an extra cruise of some thirty days

during Second Class Summer.

We might add that he has great poten-

tial possibilities as a snake—they all like

him. In fact, we all do. Give him a

juice prob or a radio that won't work

and he's happy. More power to you,

Dick.

Crew; NA
2 Stripes.

Ten; Musical Clubs;
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WILLIAM WHEELER BROWN
"Wild Bill" "Henrie" "Cupie"

"Guillaume"

Knoxville, Tennessee

This, ladies and gentlemen, is "Henry"
Brown, prominent clubman of Au-

burn, Ossining, Atlanta and Knoxville,

snapped by our photographer in an in-

formal pose up in the Fourth Company,
where he has been spending this and

many other winters. He came from 'way

down yonder, filled with a desire to get

rich quick, but tries to deny that after he

makes his fortune, say in eighty or ninety

years, he's going to hire a regiment of

mokes so he can be called "Colonel."

For four years the weary workouts of

the swimming team have been lightened

by this portable sunshine in the man-

agerial sweatshirt, and many a time and

oft has the training table been lightened

by this same sunshine (not so portable

thereafter )

.

When the tumult and the shouting die,

and the classmates and what not depart,

the thing we'll all remember is the num-
ber of "first sections" he inhabited with

a minimum of studying. Great success

in the fleet, Bill.

HARRY CESSNA HUMMER
"Harry Hume"

Latrobe, Pennsylvania

Every great institution of learning

must have some mark that endears

it tO' the students, some wonderful thing

that makes them value their fellowship

with each other, some person or thing

that they enjoy being near at all times.

At the Naval Academy this great friend,

this pleasant companion is—Smoke Park;

and here during the hot tepid days' of

spring, fall and summer may be seen

Harry Hume, always resting, always bask-

ing in the sunlight.

But alas!—every great man must have

his weakness; Harry has about as much
chance keeping away from the fair sex as

an elephant has of keeping away from

peanuts. He (Harry) never fails to find

some new girl to think of in his hours of

sweet rest in Smoke Park. He has a

wonderfully big heart, however, and

there is room for all—but they are in

such a jumble that they fight continually

to see who reigns supreme.

As a final little flower in a roommate's

bouquet of roses
—

"Reveille, Harry

Hume!"
All quiet on the Western Front.

*******
Glee Club; Choir; Hop Commit-
tee; Manager Swimming; Lucky Bag
Staff; 2 Stripes.

Drum and Bugle Corps; B Squad-

Football; Star; 2 P.O.
.
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GEORGE NICHOLAS CARROLL
Malden, Massachusetts

Endowed by nature with a diminu-

tive stature George arrived at the

Academy to find a splendid place await-

ing him. By sheer virtue of a prodigi-

ous memory and an extreme fondness for

Christmas leaves he has continued to fill

that gap in that last squad, fourth platoon.

Through four years he has staunchly

maintained that academics are "fruit," and

that cruises are a luxury.

Having just completed a tour in the

Merchant Marine, via Hamburg, his Plebe

year and Youngster cruise passed in a

serenity that has remained undisturbed.

Although he has striven mightily for

aquatic glory and even for a time en-

deavored to assert his ability as a broad

jumper, he has conscientiously avoided

notoriety.

Numerous enduring friendships mark
his passing and his infectious tranquillity

has worked wonders with a roommate
who finds time to swear by him as

fervently as at him. Despite his self-

effacing nature favorable attention has

continuously sought him out, and what-

ever his future vocation good fortune

shall as surely travel with him as do the

sincerest wishes of his classmates.

• • *
Plebe Swimming; M. P.O.

ROBERT REED PORTER
"Bob"

Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin

tt-r-r t-ell, maybe that bell means thatW we had better go some place."

Thus for four years has Bob voiced his

futile protest against the bells which seem

to have the unhappy faculty of disturbing

him just as he slides serenely into the arms

of Morpheus. Despite an insatiable desire

to remain dormant he has proved himself

a scholar of no mean aptitude and aca-

demics have held no terrors for him. But

his energies are by no means limited to

academic pursuits. The balmy days of

spring find him covering himself with

mud and glory on the lacrosse field except

when his penchant for testing the bounc-

ing qualities of 5-inch shells forces him

to desist from his athletic activities.

A firm believer in the old adage of

safety in numbers, Bob has appeared at

each hop with a new drag but has allow-

ed none to occupy his thoughts.

Youngster cruise brought out the best

in him, as cruises will, and strengthened

his desire to become one of "them there

Marines." And the Marines' gain is our

loss, for during his four years here he has

proved himself a friend and pal.

Plebe Lacrosse 32; Plebe Fencing

32; Lacrosse NA; 1P.O.
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JOHN LESTER CHITTENDEN
"John L" "Chit"

Massena, New York

From the northern reaches of that In-

dian territory known as the Grass

River Country, located in the northern

part of New York, John Lester has come
forth from the town of Massena to carve

out his naval career. With the advantages

that can be gained from a post-graduate

course in high school, John has come to

test his abilities with the "cream of

American youth." Maybe it is this ex-

tensive preparation that has made the

academic struggle so easy for him.

In the time that we have known him,

John has gained a place in our hearts as

a friend. His customary smile brightens

many a gathering of the wise where

events of interest are discussed. His

generosity and foresight make him one to

whom the "snake" can turn in time of

need. Cupid finally sank his arrow in

the heart of John. It took him two years

to do it and it looks as though it is a

permanent job. The friendship and fel-

lowship that we have known with John
are the high lights of our stay at the

Academy and we will always remember
them with pleasure.

ROBERT LLOYD EVANS
"Ruby"

Sprague, Washington

Ruby hails from Walla Walla. After

spending his youth in the wilds of

Washington, he decided to see the world

and found himself stranded in Crabtown
without knowing why. He brought with

him both his good and bad points. His

bad habits are many, worst of which his

capacity for consuming great quantities

of chow, especially outside of the mess

hall, and his maniacal delight in wreck-

ing other people's rooms. These are

quite overbalanced by his good habits,

chief of which is his ability to indulge in

silent and peaceful sleep. It is then that

Ruben is at his best.

The lure of the cinders crept in Ruby's

blood as a Plebe and it is there that he

divests himself of his surplus energy. He
gained fame in the quarter Plebe year and

did still better Youngster year. His fu-

ture is even brighter.

A staunch friend's loyal comrade, Ruby
is well liked by all who know him and

the memory of his friendship will always

be a pleasure.

*******
Basketball 32; N Captain; Class

Football; N Club; 2 P. O.

Company Representative ; Track 32;
NA*; N; Class Football; Lucky Bag
Staff; N Club; Star; 2 Stripes.
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HARRY GRIMSHAW MOORE
"Red" "Pinky" "Grimshaw" "Hoishel"

Statesboro, Georgia

"/^ eorgia pines-pining for me."

VJ~ From the far South trails comes

this auburn-haired classmate of ours.

After a decade or so of living as a red-

blooded he-man in the back woods of the

South, Red looked around for new worlds

to conquer. The wide sea appeared as a

suitable opponent, so Red hied himself

to the Severn to learn the ways of the

deep. Here, being as amiable a fellow as

one might hope to meet, he quickly made
everlasting friendships with his easy-go-

ing and good-natured ways. Pinky easily

traversed the trials of Plebe year, at

the end of which he pronounced "fruit."

His ready talent as an entertainer will

long be remembered by those who have

gone before and those who are to fol-

low. With a winning personality, he has

been a port of refuge to "we woodens."

A naturally active nature would not be

contented with a membership in the Radi-

ator Club. Consequently, "the mighty"

is a familiar figure around the gym.

"Drop in and partake a skag"—and we
do drop in and in leaving we wish Grim-

shaw bon-voyage in both deep-sea and

dry-land sailing.

^\ ^^

Reception Committee; Plebe Football

32; 2 P. O.

ALFRED LOVELL COPE
"Al" "Doc" "Copie" "Alkapony"

Savannah, Georgia

CCt tas the mail been delivered on this

deck? My Savannah bum-wadH
didn't come yesterday." Although Al

early accustomed himself to life at the

Naval Academy, his thoughts are ever

roaming homeward, and we can't blame

him after meeting his Georgia drag.

"Well, tomorrow's lessons are fruit;

we can bone them between breakfast and

the first period." Al is noted for his

ability to obtain the maximum knowledge

with minimum effort. To "sketch or de-

scribe" or to "calculate the armature cur-

rent" is duck soup for him.

Al is one of Spike Webb's fistic artists

and every afternoon of the year finds him
engaged in some form of athletics. Soc-

cer is his hobby when he is not boxing,

he having been one of the Plebe team and

varsity squad for three years.

Al's winning smile and easy-going

manner have won for him close friends

of both sexes. He is a friend who can

be relied on in pinches—the kind of a

friend that counts. His good points may

be summed up in one sentence
—

"Take

him all in all, he is a man."

Soccer 32; Boxing 32; 2 P. O.
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FRANCIS EDWARD NUESSLE
"Noz"

Bismarck, North Dakota

Coming to us from the West via the

University of North Dakota, Noz is

one of those individuals who, having

looked at their lessons once, can say

"fruit," and then show us how easy it is.

North Dakota's loss is our gain.

Tall, dignified, and good natured, our

Francis always has a smile to offer, even

when his own troubles and woes bear

down upon him.

While the rest of us were dry land

cruising during Second Class Summer,
Noz pulled a fast one on us and added

some more time to his "days at sea." Al-

though his ship—the Reina—was off the

bottom only when it rained, Noz is now
the saltiest of the salts.

As a letter man on an Intercollegiate

Championship gym team, he has shown
us that his interests have extended in

more than one direction. He likes other

kinds of letters, too. The mailman stops

at his door quite often, and when "that

letter" arrives he gives a contented

chuckle and retires behind a dense fog

to read it. Fortunate indeed will be those

who can call him shipmate when we are

scattered throughout the fleet.

Class Football; Plebe Gym Team;
Plebe Track; Gym Team, N; 1 P. O.

SCOTT KENDALL GIBSON
"Hoot"

Seattle, Washington

HE never says anything about it him-

self, but some of us know that he's

from Washington State. Hoot once got

the ambition to be a Midshipman and

worked hard until he finally found him-

self all dressed up with gold anchors on

his collar. He didn't stop there, how-

ever, but kept plugging so that by the

end of his Youngster year he had earned

his "N," and was among the celebrated

few who are known as pretty savvy.

Keeping up the good work, he became

Captain of Cross Country in his First

Class year. Hoot can boast of one thing

that most of us can't; during all four

years he has never been on the Radiator

Squad. But maybe he doesn't know what

he has missed.

Scotty has one ambition which tops all

the rest—to be an electrical engineer. The
gusto with which he socks all the juice

exams gives us a hunch that his serious-

ness and his savviness are going to land

him at his goal in short order. We have

no doubt that in a few years we'll all be

proud to be able to throw out our chests

and say, "We knew him way back

when ."

* * * * * *
Track 32, NA; N; Cross Country

32, N, Captain; 2 Stripes; 2 P.O.
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SAMUEL STANHOPE LABOUISSE
"Sam"

New Orleans, Louisiana

The cheery visage you see smiling

benignly upon you is none other

than that of S. S. (The Great) Labouisse.

Sam's first effort as a ward of Uncle Sam's

was a trifle disastrous when the Feb.

tree came up, but undaunted, he returned

and '31's loss was '32's gain.

Chief's friends and Chief's fame are

legion. It is said that if a satisfactory

means could be found of writing his voice

with Joe E. Brown's oral cavity radio

would be a dead industry. If you needed
it, Chief would cheerfully give you his

last shirt or his only dollar. His

eternally buoyant spirit and flutelike tenor

have helped make the fourth deck a more
cheerful place.

Athletically, his abilities in that gentle

brand of mayhem known as intercompany

basketball helped in no small way the

fourth company to win the regimental

championship. In his halcyon days he
was no mean harrier as a "32" will at-

test.

Afloat or ashore, right side up or sink-

ing, Chief will always be remembered as

a true shipmate.

• • •

DANIEL SHINTON GOTHIE
"Dan" "LaGoth"

Tamaqua, Pennsylvania

We have with us above, in this

Rogue's Gallery, number 1654,

commonly known among his little play-

mates as "the Goth."

As men of the Navy, as well as of the

Legion, do not ask questions, we are in

ignorance of the reasons for his de-

parture from "somewhere in Pennsyl-

vania." Enough.

His seduction, by old college chums, to

our most excellent club, the Radiator, took

place at an early age, although it is true

he manages to elude their clutching fin-

gers long enough each spring to keep up

in his rifle and pistol shooting.

As water off a tin roof, so his affairs

of the heart. Yet have we to see him
pale at the sight of a telegram, or a

feminine epistle, though behind him at

Carvel Hall and other dens of our fair

city are left multitudinous bills, broken

hearts, and what not.

In the future we may expect anything

from Dan. He may not follow the sea

with the rest of us, but what e'er betide,

whether Admiral or not, he will always

be to us boys all there, and one of the

boys.

Plebe Cross Country 32; Plebe Ten-
nis 32; Company Basketball; 2 P.O.

Plebe Track; Class Football; Rifle;

2 P.O.
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ROBERT HARTLY KERR
"Bob" "Rob"

Baltimore, Maryland

"Wl
ell, shiver my timbers." This

is the usual way that Bob
enters the room and grabs his three letters

after knocking down a cold forty at the

first hour recitation.

Words haven't sufficient force to de-

scribe this handsome, well-mannered,

gracious young man who donned the blue

and gold four years ago. All Baltimore

is proud of their "local boy" who is mak-
ing good.

Robert is more than just good looking.

It takes but a minute of observation to

see that he is conscientious and hard

working plus many other things that go
to make up his wonderful character.

In athletics, Bob stood far from the

well-known Radiator Club and though he
did not make the varsity, the class always

found him one of the first to turn out

and fight for the Harvard Shield.

Those of us who know him, and there

are few who do not, have but little doubt
that to him will come the fruits deserved

by one so upright, loyal and true; and
above all, one with spirit, perseverance,

and will to win!

THOMAS WALTON HOPKINS
"Hop" "Tom"

Annapolis, Maryland

Any attempt to describe Hop adequate-

ly in the few words to which we are

limited is bound to be futile and result in

being insufficient to> do him justice. This

is primarily due to the fact that his per-

sonality is made of so many different and

almost conflicting characteristics.

Upon meeting him the first thing that

strikes one is his cheerfulness and interest

—no matter what the occasion may be.

One of Hop's outstanding characteristics

is his vigor. His football and lacrosse

indicate that his athletic career would
undoubtedly have reached the greatest of

heights if he had not had continually

to fight with the academic departments.

He is always ready to go through and

there is a certain strength radiated by him
that soon convinces one of his resolute

capability.

Four years with a man is enough to say

with some accuracy that Hop does not

have a single selfish motive in his make-

up. His personality is pleasant, his char-

acter irreproachable; consequently, he has

made many friends who all are sincere in

wishing him the success he merits.

*******
Class Lacrosse 32; 15o Pound Crew;
Hop Committee ; 1 P. O.

Plebe Lacrosse 32; Class Lacrosse 32;
Class Football; B Squad; Class

Wrestling; 2 P.O.
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HINTON ALLEN OWENS
"H. A."

Augusta, Georgia

Those who know insist that Hinton

never cracked a smile before the ripe

age of four. At that time the explosion

at a munition depot so amused him
that this marvelous record was broken.

Be that as it may, in the time since, only

the privileged have seen that famous

smirk, and those who have heard his

laugh are members of a most select group
indeed.

The Owens is one of Georgia's natural

wonders worthy of classification with Ty
Cobb, Bobby Jones, and peaches. He
stands ready to inform you of this too,

interspersing his eulogy with pungent

observations anent General Sherman and
all others who wore the blue in '61.

He sprang full-mouthed into our midst

direct from the service and Tia Juana, his

affections centering around the latter.

Promptly he gained the notice of the

powers that be by his method of wearing
a hat.

In spite of these troubles and his sol-

emn face his good nature is constant and
makes amends for anything else. The
result is a slightly temperamental but

staunch friend and is quite satisfactory.

STANLEY HOWARD JOHNSON
"Sammy" "S. H."

Rockford, Michigan

IF you have anything to say against

Michigan or the Middle West, don't

say it around Sammy or you will find

yourself drawn into a hopeless debate by

one who has at his command a staggering

array of facts. This knowledge is not

bound by geographical limits but has an

extent of the world at large and includes

the studies of all of the arts. His range

of reading is immense—the envy of most
of us who know him. Athletic partici-

pation and the restricted course outlined

for him have given way before his aca-

demic pursuits, but at almost any time

he has been able to adjust his marks at

will.

At most any moment during the day,

you will find him taking the floor in a

large "bull session" entertaining every

one with his unusual personality and stub-

bornness which is really humorous.

He is intensely interesting and has

drawn about him a circle of good friends,

who appreciate his company and wish him
every success.

* • •
2 P.O. 2 P.O.
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WILLIAM EDWARD KENNA
"Bill" "Billy"

Catlettsburg, Kentucky

IT is surmised that a Fox News Reel

was responsible for Bill's decision to

become a midshipman. He couldn't re-

sist the life of a midshipman as depicted

on the screen. After spending a year at

George Washington University getting a

collegiate atmosphere, Bill reached the

conclusion that white works would suit

him better than Oxford bags—for four

years anyway.

Bill is a confirmed Red Mike except

on the days that he rates liberty. His

letters come from almost every state in

the Union but he seems to be interested

most in those from Kentucky.

A flattened nose and an occasional

black eye lead us to think that Spike

Webb is involved. Quite correct; but

don't let the battle scars mislead you. The
other fellow usually sees a few gloves

too. Academically, there is not much to be

said. Not a star man, not wooden nor lazy

;

just a case of too many outside activities.

As a shipmate Bill can be given an un-

reserved O. K, and we are sure he will

make good out in the fleet as he has done

here at the Academy.

WILLIAM WINFIELD VANOUS
"Bill" "Venus"

Annapolis, Maryland

From Annapolis paper, summer of 1928:

CtTT TILLIAM WlNFIELD VANOUS,
VV popular member of the younger

set of this city, today reported to the

Naval Academy, passed his physical ex-

amination, and was sworn in as a Mid-
shipman, U. S. N. Mr. Vanous has a

host of friends around Annapolis and we
predict that he will be quite successful

during his Academy career, both aca-

demically and in the art of making
friends, an art at which he has always ex-

celled."

That's Bill—and the paper was right,

too. He got in, and what's more, he

stayed in—easily. A tendency to dis-

regard textbook methods has kept him
from the grades that might have been his

but academics have never worried him.

His athletic activities have been limited

to cross-country and rope climbing, both

unofficial. Maybe that is why he sleeps

most every afternoon? ? ?

His individuality and rare humor have

won him many staunch friends and they

are certain to do so for the rest of his

days. He has been a perfect classmate

and is sure to be a welcome addition to

the fleet.**•••••
Class Football; Boxing; Stage Gang;
Musical Clubs; 1 P.O.

2 P. O.
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Cross Country: Plebe Manager; Man-
ager. Fencing: Plebe Manager : Man-
ager. Track; Lucky Bag Staff ; Log
Staff; Trident; President, Reception
Committee; Vice-Chairman ; Christ-

mas Card Committee: Secretary-

Treasurer. Pep Committee : Press

Club. Costume Gang. 1 P.O.

w

THOMAS DAVID FRANCIS LANGEN
"Tom" "Hotshot" "T. D. F."

Dorchester, Massachusetts

Tom is everything that a real shipmate

should be. A hard worker, his same
genial self, he has gathered a host of

friends about him. Even the innumerable
lists this lad is forever confronting us

with have not altered the course of true

friendship.

Tom's ten activities are a measure of

his versatility. Occasionally he finds time

to study, that is if he has the daily letter

written.

The Navy is a love with Hotshot. Try
knocking it sometime and you will re-

ceive a real lesson in Naval Tradition and
seafaring life. Submarines are his chosen
field. The undersea fleet will gain its

greatest champion when Tom reaches it.

"It's only a short jump from the Eagle-

boats anyway," is the way he explains it;

and if you do not know the inner and
outer workings of these crafts, you do
not live in the Second Batt.

A fourth at bridge—never; but sug-

gest a hike and you have come to the

right place. Tom is a real pal and a

perfect roommate. This Boston boy has

made a splendid beginning on what can

only be a successful career.

JOHN BERNARD DON SMITH
"Jay Bee Don"

Brockton, Massachusetts

A man with an ideal has to have com-
mon sense if he is to maintain his

balance. Jay Bee has both. His popu-

larity attests to his balance. We all know
that the Navy is his ideal. The common
sense must be there. The class knows
that it is.

At no time does he show his love for

the Service as he does on a cruise. Young-
ster Cruise, there wasn't a happier man in

the Squadron. Up on deck or down in the

fireroom. Don didn't care. He was on
a man-of-war. Nothing else mattered.

Not that he didn't like his liberty—he
was ashore with the first boat and aboard

with the last one. But when he was
aboard, he did his job whether it was
bright work or notebook work, and did

it well. You have to love the sea to do
bright work well.

Selection boards will never worry him.

His is a natural aptitude for the Service

that the future molders will recognize.

'29, '30 and '31 know his Service reputa-

tion to be high. Those who went before

cannot be long in realizing the same
thing.

Class Swimming; Class Football:

Crew; Track, 32; 2 Stripes.
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ROBERT CRAVEN LEONARD
"Benny" "Bob"

Greensboro, North Carolina

Oh, we met that man from the South.

Instead of chewing a cigar he was

the proverbial fair-headed boy with the

Pepsodent smile.

The birds were singing merrily and the

leaves on the trees were a verdant green.

Benny said, "Gee, what a great place."

So he unpacked his bag and decided to

stick around for a while.

The Math Department tried to talk him
out of the idea during the course of his

second year, but he still maintained he

liked our noble institution too well to

leave just then, and he proved he was

right.

Only a select few have ever heard him
pour out his vituperations against things

which have for some reason gained his

disfavor, but they can assure you that if

he doesn't like a thing he doesn't like it.

The ladies, always the ladies. A dreamy

stare into blank space doesn't mean he is

trying to figure out that prob he missed

in the last class. Don't get Benny wrong.

He is just trying to plan how soon he can

have his fair one over to see him again.

JOHN DWIGHT SHEA
"Mike" "Dwigbt"

Washington, D. C.

From the battlefields of the "tea fights"

the local hero came. He came, he

saw, he conquered. Over all obstacles,

stubborn academics, blackmail, and pap
sheets, he surmounted with the tenacity

of an Irish terrier.

The fog may be thick, the awkward
squad may double time and overtime but

—it's all in a lifetime. "Whad'ya ex-

pect when you joined the Navy, a pic-

nic?"

He's the easiest man in the regiment to

find. Just go to the room from which
emanate the moans of a rundown vic-

trola and the first greeting on entering

the room will be, "How's to wind the

vie, I'm busy reading this letter from my
girl."

Which brings us to the next point. The
fair sex is, and long has been, his strong

suit. As far as Mike is concerned the

week is just an in between time to praise

the merits of the wonderful young Wash-
ington debutante he had down the week-

end.

In peace, as in war, the longest way
around is the shortest way home, Bon-
jour, bon voyage and good luck.

*******
2 P. O. 2 P.O.

fe-—
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ROLAND OMER LUCIER
"Rol"

Whitefish, Montana

To one part Montreal add two parts

life in the Rockies, two parts Navy
environment, and a pinch of salt. Mix
well. The result is somewhat different

than you ever experienced before, and

something to look forward to. Rol is

neither the product of a section nor an

organization. He can tell you about the

Canadian girls, the Western girls, the

Eastern girls, and the European girls with

equal fluency. And he knows whereof

he speaks. He is one of those persons

with the ability of enjoying himself un-

der practically any circumstance and at

the same time making it interesting and

pleasant for those around him. He has

a mind of his own and an individuality as

attractive as it is forceful. In his con-

versation—perhaps his favorite pastime

—

one feels the results of both experience

and thought. He is bound by no con-

stricted views or opinions, but rather takes

a broad outlook on life, and makes no
pretence to that which he has not. It

is these qualities which place him far in

advance toward that ideal of our earthly

existence to which love and success are

only means—happiness.

• *
2 P. O.

* •

RUFUS ALBERTSON SOULE, III

"Rufe" "Bud"

New Bedford, Massachusetts

From the port of tall ships and strong

men came Rufe with a smile on his

lips and a chanty in his heart. His child-

hood on the bleak shores of New Bed-

ford combined with his early sailoring fit-

ted him well for the Academy. Possessed

of a good mind which has kept him near

the top in his studies, he developed his

body by pulling an oar with the hundred

and fifties ; being slightly short in

stature kept him out of the first boat, but

many is the time he has stroked the

second.

Dragging from the four corners of the

earth, Rufe has shown the Library to a

large assortment of girls. He, however,

invariably must have several days in which

to recuperate after a strenuous week-end.

Retaining his New England accent, he

claims that the English language is spoken

incorrectly everywhere south of Connecti-

cut. Never quite so much at home as

when giving his impression in some bull

session, he usually has something of im-

portance to say.

In future pilotings there is no doubt

that Rufe will sail his ship through all

the rocks and shoals safely into port.

Class Football; Class Lacrosse; 150-

Pound Crew: 2 P.O.
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FRANCIS ALLEN VAN SLYKE
"Slap" "Van"

Flint, Michigan

SLAP joined the rest of his classmates

here sometime during June, '28, fresh

from that institution of higher learning

—Flint Junior College of Flint, Michigan.

All of his life Van has had an unbridled

passion for the sea and the navy. When
a mere youth, after having read the life

of "J. P. Jones," Van fell overboard and
thus nearly terminated a great naval

career. With such enthusiasm, it is not

unusual that we find him way up near

the top of his class. A rare combination

of mathematical genius and common
sense, our hero has been in the first sec-

tions ever since Plebe year. Selfish? I

should say not! Every evening he could

be engaged in some indoor sport or

pounding his ear, you will find Slap sur-

rounded by ten or twelve unsats (the

wife included) explaining dynamics of

a rigid body or integrating ex dx.

Not confining his efforts to purely

scholastic endeavors alone, Van earned a

place on the cross country training table

second class year and has been going
strong ever since.

LOUIS WILBUR MANG
"Loke"

Annapolis, Maryland

WHEN Loke came to this govern-

ment boarding school, Crabtown
welcomed back one of its most promis-

ing young men, a popular wide-awake
gentleman who was well known in the

field of athletic endeavor. Outboard
motorboating was his hobby, but Locus
the Focus found time to excel in many
other lines. Indeed, one of his most out-

standing characteristics is his versatility.

Along with his other activities, Loke
played basketball, boxed, swam and ran.

As an example of his versatility, he blew
a smoke ring the first time that he tried.

Loke might have become a savoir but

he always believed that the anchor sec-

tion was the best because he did not have

so far to go to formation and that is cer-

tainly logical enough.

A rare combination of natural ability

and energetic determination enabled Loke
to come through with the results when-
ever he started anything. If he doesn't

become a naval aviator, we expect to hear

of him as a successful designer and
manufacturer of outboard motorboats.

*••••*•
Track; Cross-Country ; G.P.O. Boxing: Track: Swimming; 2 P.O.
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ROBERT BREVARD MOORE
"Whitef

Charlotte, North Carolina

Folks—here is a man—a man in

every sense of the word. Webster

could have adequately lauded his self-

discipline, his point-blank honesty, his

perfectly functioning set of ideals and the

rest of those traits that go to make up the

Whitey that we know. We cannot do

that but we can say—he is a man.

When this tow-headed Southerner first

heaved into sight in the summer of '28,

with his guitar under his arm and a

gleam of warm friendship in his eye, we
put our okay on him without further ado.

To him Youngster Cruise was just an in-

teresting experience, and we all learned

that we were in for the fun if we went
ashore with him, in Barcelona, London,
Norfolk, or anywhere. Aviation sum-

mer was much to his liking and we found

that if the Navy sees fit to give him a

pair of wings, the Bureau of Aeronautics

is headed for success.

We've enjoyed these last four years

with Whitey—working, playing, laugh-

ing, groaning, and irking with him

—

four long years, and we are all hoping to

see lots more of him.

ROBERT TATE SIMPSON
"Tater"

Houston, Texas

'^""pATER" galloped across the Ap-

J_ palachian Highland with a little

"battleship busting" in view in the stead

of the famed bronco busting of his domi-

cile. As he entered the gate of this

enormous corral on the banks of the

Severn he realized that there were many
wild ponies to be ridden. He tossed his

chaps aside, donned the Navy blue and
gold, and with the song, "The Eyes of

Texas Are Upon You" on his lips, set

out to tackle the biggest with the best.

Plebe year passed along smoothly

enough and June Week found him "Tater

like" dragging the fairest of the fair.

Then three months at sea and the boy
was more than ready to steer for home.
At the beginning of second class summer
Tate took over a company and the next

two years treated him as well. He won
the highly coveted and responsible posi-

tion of Lucky Bag Business Manager and
proved to be, aside from a born leader,

a gentleman, and a son of the sea, a very

capable business man.

As a boy he is the best playmate possi-

ble; as a man he's among the world's

finest, ever full of diplomacy and the

ability to put across what he thinks right.

******
Rifle Team; Reception Committee

;

Class Bowling; Advertising Staff

Lucky Bag; 2 Stripes.

Plebe Lacrosse ; Plebe Boxing; Recep-

tion Committee; Hop Committee;
Ring Dance Committee ; Advertising

Staff Log; Business Manager Lucky
Bag; 4 Stripes.
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CHARLES KING MALLORY, JR.

"King"

Washington, D. C.

WHEN this tall, straight, and fairly

blonde young man was at the ten-

der age of two, he decided to come to the

Naval Academy. It is quite natural, there-

fore, that we find him some sixteen years

later, donning the unbleached white

works—the symbol of a brand new Plebe.

From the very beginning, King has

played the game in a one hundred per

cent way. His enthusiasm, energy and
personality have made him active in many
fields other than the academic. Tennis

and the Hop Committee have each claim-

ed large portions of his time.

King has three outstanding hobbies:

tennis, beautiful ladies, and entertaining.

Of the first, nothing need be said to any-

one who has seen his eyes brighten at the

sound of a smashing forehand drive. Of
the second, we can do no more than ask

you to go back with us to any Saturday

night when escorting privileges were

granted and to notice the charming com-

pany that he invariably kept. Of the

third, we have only to refer you to any

one of the multitude who have taken part

in those house parties for which the

Mallory home is justly famous.

• •
Tennis Team, Class Bowling; Hop
Committee ; Ring Dance Committee;
Farewell Ball Committee ; Reception

Committee: Lucky Bag Staff; Log

Staff; 2 Stripes.

WILLIAM ADAMS DOBBS
"Willie" "Bill"

Ackerman, Mississippi

One day his father called him in from
his favorite haunts where he spent

much time in hunting, fishing, and

"courtin' " to ask him his ideas on go-

ing to college. A year in Mississippi Col-

lege gave him the thought that perhaps

engineering might be quite the thing

—

hence a year at A. & M. Not satisfied

with the easy-going life of a Southern

college student "Willie" finally suc-

cumbed to the insistent, far-reaching call

of the sea.

Bill as a Plebe was a problem to the

upper classmen—as an upper classman has

been a problem to the Plebes ever since.

His first year he aspired to the glory of

a potential center on the football team

only a short time later to become the

hope of the wrestling team. Feeling that

these achievements were easily attainable,

he heeded the call of the little sailing

boats, the squash and tennis courts, not to

speak of the Radiator Club with its many
distractions, among them the harmony
so characteristic of the boy we know so

well.

Plebe Football; Wrestling; Lucky
Bag Staff; Rifle Expert; 2 P.O.
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MARVIN TIPTON STARR
"Emtee"

Spokane, Washington

DID you ever notice those men about

the ship who spend most of their

time polishing brass buttons and buckles,

cleaning rifles, and standing an occasional

watch at the "skipper's" or the "exec's"

cabin? Here's one of them. He won't

deny it, for he's rather proud to be an

ex-Marine in spite of having to learn the

Navy's favorite version of that famous

Marines' Hymn as a "plebe."

Though the "devil dog's" greatest

enemies are supposed to be sailors, he

found a new adversary when he met
Dago. Whether he took an aversion to

Spanish in his experience in Panama or

whether he just found it hard we do not

know. But if it was the former, he sure-

ly overcame that in Spain. If it was the

latter, we can say he overcame it too, for

he put Dago in the same class with the

rest of his subjects. Second class year

found him opening a book occasionally,

but he seemed to find little necessity for

even doing that. After all a Marine's

claim to recognition is not his linguistic

accomplishments, but his ability to fight.

He can do that.

FLOYD BERNARD SCHULTZ
"Chaplain" "Schmaltz" "Schultzie"

Bay City, Michigan

Saginaw Bay must have prompted the

urge that caused "Schultzie" to go

"down to the sea in ships." The Navy,

however, could not break him of his

savoir instincts. He has always stood at

the top, or very near the top, of his class

in spite of all the Academic Departments

and his "wives."

It was greatly feared at first that Floyd

might end his career as a Naval Con-

structor, but we are beginning to have

hopes that the line may claim him yet.

There are dire forebodings that he may
eventually skipper one of Uncle Sam's

subs.

Although not an athlete, he has in-

dulged in a variety of sports; it is even

whispered that he is a golf pro. He
almost broke his back at the end of a

Plebe crew oar; so he took up canoeing

instead—it doesn't interfere with drag-

ging-

Old pal, when you are out in the fleet

or building warships, remember that we
all have a hallowed spot in our memories,

dedicated to the best of "wives" and a

true friend.

*******
Class Football; Plebe Crew;
Water Polo; Juice Gang.
2 P. O.

Class Boxing, Assistant Manager; Recep-

tion Committee ; Class Football; Star;

2 Stripes.
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EDWARD BAXTER BILLINGSLEY

"Tecumseh" "Senator" "Dan"

Melbourne, Arkansas

"TT take me up about ten minutes be-

VV fore formation," characteristic

words of this broadly smiling, easy-going,

beatific son of the Southland. Raised

on hominy grits and razorback po'k, he

astounded the greybeards of the Uni-

versity of Arkansas with his grasp of

learning. Having seen and done every-

thing in Arkansas, he heard of a won-

derful place in the East, where young

gentlemen are educated at government

expense. Avidly pursuing the new sen-

sation, Baxter came, and conquered with

his invincible good nature.

His smile is the significant feature of

his character. Friends decry his amiabili-

ty, insisting that it sometimes passes good

judgment.

Life is a series of ups and downs for

our hero; when academics are not beat-

ing his unbowed head, he is in the fell

clutch of body-building.

Always ready to help a friend, to listen

to your joke, to do what you want to do,

may he always have the best of men for

shipmates.

WILLIAM RITCHIE WILSON
"Ike' "Bill"

Chicago, Illinois

FOUR short years ago the "City of the

Big Shoulders" lost one of its most

promising young citizens. Chicago's

loss was the Navy's gain.

If still water runs deep, then Bill must

have depths at which we may only guess,

as he is never demonstrative. Probably

only a few of his more intimate friends

have learned that here is a wise and

tolerant student of humanity who is able

to soften his criticisms with choice wit.

Academics have never held any terrors

for "Ike." Had not the lure of a good
book or magazine been so often appeal-

ing, he might easily have starred. By
dint of sheer natural ability he has been

able to stand well up in his class.

At various times Bill has tried his

hand at football, boxing, and track, but

swimming is his own true love. When
the days began to lengthen he could be

found in the pool every night, religiously

seeking perfection.

Whether Ike stays in the Service or

seeks his fortune in the world, we predict

fortune and happiness for him.

P^

Masqueraders ; Class Football; Class

Water Polo: 2 P.O.

Plebe Swimming, S32T ; Class Swim-
ming, 1932; Varsity Swimming,
S32T; SNAt; Class Water Polo;

Class Boxing: Plebe Track, 32; Class

Football; B Squad: 2 P.O.

f
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ALFRED RICHARD MATTER
"Dick" "Bennie"

Butte, Montana

After deciding in favor of a Navy
career and spending a few years in

ardent preparation, Dick came through

Number Three Gate that momentous
morning full of hope, ambition and plans

for big things.

In retrospect, these past four years

haven't been the easiest in Dick's life;

but, as they have been filled with fight,

determination, and the will to win, the re-

sult has been inevitable. Dick's time has

been filled with a variety of things that

make for a well-rounded existence.

Academics, athletics, and the company of

the fairer sex all have had their place.

His exuberance and vitality almost over-

whelm us at times. He is ready for any-

thing at any time, and his ready wit and
repartee keep us all on our toes every

minute from reveille to taps and some-

times after. Combined with all this he
has the right amount of common sense

to make for a well proportioned life.

We who know him are confident that

the boy will succeed despite any obstacle,

and we join in wishing him the best of

luck.

CHARLES MAURICE SUGARMAN
"Sugar Babe" "Rose"

Portland, Oregon

Straightway from Portland he came
with a fresh beaming smile bestow-

ing upon all the aroma of good nature

and friendliness. Without hesitation

"Babe" and his smile entered the

Academy, for they recognized their mis-

sion in life. The smile paved the way for

a successful career while "Babe" follow-

ing close on its heels was building a

staunch foundation.

Unpretentious, "Babe" is one of the

naturally "savvy." To the aid of all Math,

Steam, and Juice parties he came and

checked the answers in the books. Dime
novels and Western stories became his

obsessions and only when they or his

daily "specials" were encroached upon

did a frown displace his smile.

"Babe" is indispensable as an arbitra-

tor in arguments concerning the Navy

—

he knows his Navy from sea to sea. It is

his pride and glory and he derives as

much pleasure from it as he does from

forming generalities. If one can put

up with this and it is not hard, one finds

him otherwise quiet and unobtrusive,

two lovable and highly desirable qualities

which place him as the perfect room-

mate.*******
2 P. O. 2 P.O.
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ARTHUR HENRY VORPAHL
"Pop" "Vorp"

Laramie, Wyoming

A true son of Wyoming, Pop came
to us from the land of the high

wooded mountains and crystal streams.

His first year at the Academy was spent

amidst varying degrees of fortune and

misfortune until the latter finally won,
by a mean trick of fate. It was with

great sorrow that '31 was forced to give

him up and with open arms that '32 re-

ceived him.

An athlete of no mean ability—if it

so pleases him to be such. Swimming
first claimed his attention, but his inter-

est soon turned to Lacrosse, in which his

success would have been unlimited, but

for a knee injury sustained early in

Youngster year. Pop has been like a

father to us for four years, and more
than once his fatherly advice has turned

us from the path of wrong-doing to that

of righteousness.

With his foot on a table and a skag

in his lips, with a fluent line of conver-

sation that never tires, and a listener who
will allow himself to be browbeaten by

remaining passive, we have a perfect pic-

ture of Pop that we will never forget.

• •
M.P.O.

• • • • *

2 P.O.

ROBERT LAWRENCE STRICKLER
"Strkk" "Son' "Albie" "Bobby"

Enid, Oklahoma

s
trick came to us from '31. Their loss

was our gain, and a real gain it is.

Strick hails from Enid, Oklahoma, and
if Enid feels the same way about him
that we do they must have been sorry

to see him leave his native heath. They
should be perpetually proud of a product

like Strick, and no doubt they are.

Strick is one of our staunchest support-

ers of baseball. Every game, be the

weather foul or fair, will find him in

the stands lending his moral support to

the team and ready with plenty of ex-

pert (?) advice. Though baseball is

his first love he supports all athletics

to the best of his ability.

Strick has graced the afternoon swim-
ming squad since Plebe year and his

manful efforts find plenty of apprecia-

tion in the large audience that never

fails to gather when he makes his ap-

pearance in the pool.

Strick is a man of strong character and
generous impulses, a true friend and a

delightful companion.

Here's luck to you, Strick, and may we
all be shipmates with you in the future.
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PAUL JAMES SHOVESTUL
"Shovie" "Paul"

Clearfield, Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania lost a good volunteer

when Shovie decided that sailing

would be preferable to coal-mining, and

we all agree that the Academy gained

by his choice. Plebe year found him busy

trying to convince the Math Department

that he wanted to stay here; but still he

found time for two sports, with dragging

a third. However, the following years

offered no great difficulties, enabling

him to devote more time to athletics.

That he met with success in these lines

may be seen by the N's he has earned.

Shovie has such a lazy and carefree

manner that those who do not know him
sometimes fail to recognize his real abil-

ity. But a man who can devote the great-

er part of his study hours to reading and

still fool the Academic Departments, who
can stay on the excused squad most of

the time, and still make N's, who can

drag a couple of Crabs at the same time

and make them like it must have rare

ability.

As Shovie leaves for the Fleet, we wish

him the best of luck. We know that he

will make an excellent officer.

ENNIS WALTER TAYLOR
"Ennis" "Walt"

Clarendon, Texas

Some twenty-three years ago this bright

young chap blinked into the mysteries

of this life and has since been wonder-

ing what it is all about. Perhaps this

explains the arrival at the middle of each

term of a note from the superintendent,

which begins, "The superintendent notes

with concern. ..." However, when the

final marks came in he had through

strenuous efforts managed to satisfy the

Academic Departments with at least a

2.5.

Those who have formed their ideas

of Texans from books were much sur-

prised at Walt's quiet and dignified de-

meanor. He isn't an athlete and we
don't seem to remember him as a strip-

er, but we find there are few men of

better judgment and more common sense

among the star men of this class. Mod-
est in manner, his idler moments are

spent in swimming (sub-squad) , sailing,

or reading rather than in social pursuits.

Ennis comes to us from the service

and when we send him back it is with

the greatest confidence that the rest of

his career will be as successful as the

beginning.

,^\ ^^ ^^ ^^ '^\

Plebe Baseball; Soccer, N; 2 P.O. Cross-Country; Juice Gang; Lucky
Bag Staff; G.P.O.
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LEVERING SMITH
"Rosie" "Red"

Grafton, Illinois

From Mississippi to the sea describes

the life of Rosie to perfection. Acad-

emy rings from their early beginning

have borne his family crest and it was
his ambition and tradition to carry on

the good work. A little preliminary

work at Hall's and a Plebe Summer made
a Midshipman of Rosie, and despite a

few battles with the 20-20 chart on the

fourth deck, he is still firmly set on the

course to a commission.

Academically, he has fallen in at the

head of the column for quite some time,

seemingly without much difficulty, and
still has time left over for Company soc-

cer in the Fall, track in the Spring, and
a letter or two in the evening.

As a roommate, Rosie has been the

best of friends, and when it comes to

arranging week-ends he's a man to know.
As a Midshipman he qualifies among the

best, and to his future life at sea or

ashore Levering will carry the best tra-

ditions of an officer and a gentleman.

TRAVIS ROBERT LEVERETT
"Tex"

Wortham, Texas

AN insatiable curiosity being a trait

of character, and quite a commend-
able one, of our young Texan, and he

having further an honest desire to follow

the intricate paths of higher learning, it

was quite natural that he gave up his

idea of Chemical Engineering to investi-

gate Uncle Sam's course in Naval Science.

A memory and intelligence quite above

the average coupled with the running
start that a college year gave him made
it possible for "Tex" to investigate many
other fields than those prescribed by the

"Ac" departments.

Though to many of us the Gym is not

a particularly attractive place it has a

peculiar attraction for Leverett and as a

result his name is known and respected

by almost as many horsemen as there are

in the Intercollegiate Gymnasium League.

The same painstaking care and persis-

tence has brought him recognition in the

field of music and incidentally quite a

few occasions to answer to "All those

excused from drill, report to Batt office

and initial the list."

• * • :

2 P. O. Orchestra, Assistant Director: Gym-
nasium, G32T NA: Juice Gang;
Expert Rifleman; 1 P.O.
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WILLIAM CRAWFORD JONSON,
JUNIOR
'

"5/7/"

Greenville, Kentucky

Somewhere in Kentucky will be found

the small town of Greenville, which

was far too small for this ambitious son

of the South. With all the optimism of

youth, Bill entered the Navy as an Ap-
prentice Seaman with the express purpose

of finding a career in the Navy through

the Naval Academy, and by hard work
he has realized his ambitions.

Through the maze of four years of the

eternal grind he has fought his way,

moulding into one all the traditions of

the Navy. Bill is not one of those bril-

liant academic stars, nor is he athletically

inclined. He is more of the quiet, peace-

ful type, with a marked personality. His
straightforwardness, earnestness, and sin-

cerity have won him many friends who
greatly admire and respect his cjuiet

Southern dignity.

William Crawford Jcnson now stands

on the threshold of a Naval career, a

friend to be admired, an enemy to be

respected, and with best wishes of us all.

2 P. O.

EARL TWINING HYDEMAN
"Earl" "E. 77'

Piqua, Ohio

"t 'll argue with you on that question

JL all night,"—a characteristic state-

ment of Earl's which brings to our minds

memories of many pleasant hours we
have spent discussing the pros and cons

of numerous subjects. It takes a good
man to equal Earl in an argument, and

as far as beating him goes—well, it just

isn't done. He can always find a loop-

hole somewhere.

Earl comes from the old "Buckeye

State," and spends quite a bit of his spare

time in fond reveries of home and the

leaves he has spent in dear old

Ohio. When leave is granted he leaves

for home just as soon as possible

and returns with the accuracy of an effi-

ciency expert.

Academics have always been "fruit"

for Earl, although some of the mathe-

matical subjects' have troubled him at

times, but never seriously.

Never too busy to explain a knotty

problem to his classmates, always will-

ing to do a little more than his share,

Earl has been a good roommate and

friend.

Plebe Cross-Country ; Piebe Track.

32; Small Bore Rifle; RNAT; Light-

weight Crew ; 2 P. O.
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EDWARD ABERLE RUCKNER
"Ed" "Count"

Westwood, New Jersey

One summer day this blonde-haired

chap left his native haunts to answer
the call of the sea. From the first days

of Plebe Summer were his numerous
talents shown, and everyone realized that

here was a man among men. Academics
are Ed's delight; each month Tecumseh
smiles upon him and knows him as a

favorite son. Is he savvy? Just ask some
of the wooden ones who is bringing light

into the darkness of their academic strug-

gles.

New Jersey is the home of many an
illustrous one, and "Ruck" is a true son
of the state. Of course, we cannot pre-

sume to proclaim him another Edison,

but the "Count" will have no trouble

etching his name in the sands of time.

His disposition is truly as sunny as the

glint of his hair; when things start to

go wrong, Ed never hesitates to cheer
one over the rough spots. As for the

fair sex, ah—the eyes are sparkling, for

"Ruck" is not averse to feminine charms.
As you leave the Academy and Severn

days become memories, Ed. we salute

you—the best of luck.

• •

HENRY HARRIS McCARLEY
"Mac"

Charleston, South Carolina

From Charleston, a city full of tra-

ditions of the past, to a service re-

plete with traditions just as honorable,

came this young man, full of ambition

and desirous of reaching the heights in

the Naval profession. Hard work

claimed him immediately, and he buckled

down with vim and vigor, and something

of vitality, intent upon getting the better

of the Academic Departments, regardless

of time and effort required. So, we have

our hero endowed with persevering qual-

ities, a most conscientious worker when
there's work to be done.

Mac possesses a stubborn good na-

ture, the stubbornness of which some-

times obscures the rest, but, withal, there's

none better, none truer; his generosity

sometimes amounts almost to a fault . . .

none of the old Army gag for him. As
for the ladies . . . Hke most Lotharios

he disclaims any tendencies in that di-

rection, yet we have not doubts, but dis-

beliefs, well founded ones, too. Shades

of Sept leave and Second Class Christ-

mas! A man's man and a gentleman;

what more could one be?

Stars; Fencing; Baseball, Assistant

Manager; Reception Committee

;

C.P.O.

Class Football: Company Soccer;

Juice Gang; Masked N; Thompson
Trophy; 2 P.O.: Lightweight Crete.
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HUGH LEE HENDRICK, JR.

"Hugh"

Fort Worth, Texas

Texas may seem to most persons to be

one region which would be least

likely to produce enthusiastic mariners,

but it is a surprising fact that the Navy
can boast of many natives of that state

among its best men. Hugh comes from
there, and as for being enthusiastic about

the Service—well, he has lived for noth-

ing else ever since coming to the Acad-

emy.

He has pursued his way during our

time at the Academy almost totally un-

touched by academic trouble. Efficient

enough in this work, his worries, such

as they are (even these don't seem to

bother him much, though) have been

caused by—well, we won't say, but if

you could see the industrious way in

which he spends his time writing long,

and we feel sure, interesting, letters, you
might be able to tell the answer. These
letters seem to be all addressed to one
certain person who lives quite far away.

Athletically speaking, Hugh has found
boxing most interesting, with track and
class football to occupy the other seasons.

WILBUR GRAHAM HOWLE
"Hoolie"

Florence, South Carolina

Wilbur, the pride of the Third Batt.

Radiator Club, is one of those fel-

lows one hears about but seldom meets—

a

real friend and a true pal. Hailing from
the hotbed of secession, he has neverthe-

less learned to control his fiery temper and

is looked upon by all, especially the

plebes, as one of the best-natured men
in the class.

Congenial and sociable by nature, he

makes friends easily and has no diffi-

culty in keeping them. If we may judge

the size of his circle of friends by the

number of letters he writes, it appears

that he has almost more than he can keep

up with. Does he ever let a day go by

without writing to at least one of them?

Not Wilbur! "Hey, Gadget, are you

going by the mail chute?" and he hands

over anywhere from one to six letters.

Only two things kept him from star-

ring—the Saturday Evening Post and

Steam. This latter subject has been his

Nemesis throughout his four years at the

Academy.
Aside from being a fresh air fiend

and a Steam savoir, he is the champion
bridge player of the Sixth Company.

^C "K" ^T *W "J^t m rC

Plebe Track, 32; Class Football, 32;
Boxing, B32T; 2 P. O.

2 P.O.
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JOSEPH CLARK PHIPPS
"Cokey Joe"

Galax, Va.

WHEN this mere stripling left the

wilds of Virginia to come up to

the Naval Academy little did he realize

the great events that lay in store for

him. Few people would have thought

that some day Joe would become the radia-

tor sitting champ of the Naval Academy,

which title could probably include radia-

tor sitting champ of the world. For two

years he spent his leisure hours in close

contact with the radiators, but it was dur-

ing second class year that he weakened
and moved up to the rail above it. Near-

ly every afternoon from that time on,

Joe could be found perched on his rail

expounding political ideas and telling of

Democratic conventions that he attended

at the various ages of from four to twelve

years, back in the good old days when a

convention was a convention.

He might have been a potential ath-

lete, but that is something that will al-

ways remain a mystery, as Joe never felt

the call of the sweat clothes.

We can't prophesy for the man, but

I reckon he'll get by in most things.

* * *

* •

GILBERT NORTHROP STEVENSON
"Steve"

Nebraska

IT can be said of Steve that he grows

on you. He came to the Academy
from Gothenberg, the city beautiful, a

quiet, unassuming lad, with a wealth of

wavy hair and a football physique. He
was determined to garner all the East

coast football honors, but after some time

confined his activities along that line to

class encounters. He then took a turn

at practically every sport in the Academy,

and finally captained the class bowling

team his youngster year—and we can't

forget boxing—although he never trained

under the Navy coach he put on many a

bout that would have made Spike sit up
and take notice. Many a man about these

parts will testify that Navy missed a good
bet when Stevenson failed to go out for

boxing.

But Steve's greatest passion is for his

books. He is a constant, eager reader,

and has a large personal library contain-

ing none but worth-while books. His

ever-widening circle of close friends hope
to see him take more cruises on modern
battleships and fewer on obsolete Spanish

cruisers.

2 P. O. 2 P.O.
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WILLIAM JOHN WIDHELM
"Thug" "Bill"

Humphrey, Nebraska

With many tales of Nebraska and
Creighton University, our Bill came

to seek his niche within these four walls,

and he found several. Never to be seen

without his bit of humor and famous
smile, Bill has permanently secured the

Academy's best—many, many friends.

'Most any sunny afternoon will find

him on the tennis courts with a very

tricky brand of tennis. That does not

hold for weekends, however, for a hop
is never complete without him.

Plebe year came and went, and Bill

had tried his hand at track, lacrosse, and
football. Spare time was always his, for

it was a disdainful study hour that he

gave to any class. Dago stumped him
for a while, but all of us remember the

uncanny luck that he had with the tongue

in Barcelona.

With rare enthusiasm and unbounded
good humor, he can scarcely fail our

prediction for a colorful career. Our trib-

ute to him will always be that instinctive

memory of an ideal roommate, a good
fourth at bridge, and the life of any com-
pany.

ALBERT ALOYSIUS WELLINGS
"Duke" "Gus" "Al"

Boston, Massachusetts

Anyone who has heard of beans and

tea and ships has heard of Boston.

From this old seafaring town our Duke
came to cast his lot with Father Nep-
tune. He is the last, but hardly the

least of four brothers to enter the naval

profession. Duke followed the call of

the sea by shipping out at an early age

and he came to us with the salt still in

his hair.

His robust constitution and natural en-

ergy impelled him along athletic lines to

the B squad and to his favorite sport,

baseball. One of Duke's well-known ac-

complishments is his ability to flip a cig-

arette butt through half an inch of open
window without even looking.

Academically he has always given a

good account of himself as a result of

a dogged aptitude for learning, which

has resulted in excellent standings. As
for feminine conquests, he has a way
with the women that is not to be denied,

but if you ask him, he'll say that his true

loves are his sleep and his pipe.

Whatever Duke does, or wherever he

goes, we know he will be a leader among
men.

*******
2 P. O. 2 P.O.
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GEORGE ERVIN HUGHES
"Algy" "Hughsey" "George"

Shawnee, Oklahoma

Two famous men came from Okla-

homa. The other one was Will
Rogers. Both had an inherent belief in

the supremacy of their state and set out

to put it on the map. Will went west

and George came east. When Will left

all the humor went with him, and when
George shoved off he brought all the

sunshine, leaving a barren state indeed.

A confirmed sandblower, he quickly

expanded his chest, took a deep breath,

and by our second class year entered the

sport spotlight as Navy's stellar wrestler

in his weight. Many meets have seen

him ably doing his bit.

In academics, George has given an ex-

cellent account of himself by virtue of a

practical mind, and has successfully avoid-

ed the tricky pitfalls in that direction.

Study periods seldom claim their entire

due, for his incoming mail is a constant

source of despair and envy to his three

wives.

No matter where we go, or what we
do, we will have lifelong memories of

the good times and pleasant hours in his

company.

• • • •
Wrestling, N, NA; M.P.O.

•

2 P.O.

OTTO AXEL SCHERINI
"Ott" "Otto A."

Seattle, Washington

It is a far cry from Seattle to Chesa-

peake Bay, but a naval career induced

Otto to forsake the Golden West for a

balmier clime, as he cast his lot with the

other thirty score of us in the summer
of '28.

His natural restlessness and love for the

sea led him to ship out at a tender age.

His early travels took him to far-off

Japan, China and Alaska. Thus was the

die of his seagoing life cast, on the

turbulent Pacific.

His life at the Academy has been a full

one, indeed, as every form of athletics

has taken its due of his time. His chief

interest lay in the javelin and the Plebe

record that he set in same was a noble

start.

A persistency in everything under-

taken invoked the pleasure of the "God
of 2.5" and thus afforded him time for

invaluable extra-curricular activities.

Otto's sunny smile is one of the latter

and has made our four years much
brighter.

No matter how we may be separated,

we will always remember Otto—let's

hope we're shipmates some day.
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MARCUS W. WILLIAMSON
"Red" "Willy" "Marc"

Brown's Valley, Minnesota

To a few demure young ladies he is

"Marc," but to the rest of the world,

"Red." Can he help it? Not until his

hair turns white.

Red wanted to be both a good student

and a good athlete. When the trees for

Plebe October enveloped him in their

branches he decided that one thing well

done is better than two done poorly. He
dropped athletics.

Is he a snake? Yes, and his venom
seems to be effective. When Red strikes,

the end is near.

Red's self-composure is startling. He
did not even lose it once youngster year,

when, having arisen upon the sound of

the alarm clock and having shaved was
setting out to close windows, only to dis-

cover that the alarm setting had been

thoughtfully changed from five to two.

As Red shoves off from this Academy,
here's good luck to him. He's got the

tenaciousness and the stick-to-it-iveness

—

he's got the will-to-win. What more
does he need except his life's task itself?

EMERSON EVANS FAWKES
"Haivkshaiv" "Foxy" "4.0"

Des Moines, Iowa

He came to the Academy singing the

"Iowa Corn Song" and although four

years have passed the chords of that tune

are still vibrant in his heart. The lure

of the salty wave was a great call, though,

and Hawkshaw succumbed to its wild

overtures. Always a bit reserved until

you got to know him—then just a good-

humored guy. Keenness and insight into

difficult academics gave him a high place

in the upper forty per cent. Hordes of

fellows from all classes and walks of life

"Who didn't get this stuff so well"

swarmed into Hawkshaw's habitation be-

fore an exam and took up his last study

period. The problem always became

tractable under his microscropic eye and

acute memory.
Although the reserve made of him a

veritable "Red Mike" it was more or less

because he had no time for women; they

didn't fit so well in his mathematical

conception of the universe. Hence we
would find him learning probability

after nine-thirty on hop nights.

Math never hindered his aspirations for

gym, and almost every afternoon he was

out to develop that bicep.

*r * * * 1k *
Trident Society; Class Basketball;
Plebe Football; Track; 2 P. O.

Star; Gymnasium; Class Cross-Coun-

try; 1 P. O.
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JAMES GRAY CRAIG, JR.

'Jim" "Jzmmie'

Chattanooga, Tennessee

When one asks this chap from
whence he hails, he joyfully an-

swers, "God's Country," which, in the

vernacular of the less fortunate, is the

state of Tennessee. In answering the

call to the sea, Jimmie left his pursuit of

studies at the University of Tennessee;

but we shall always feel that what
Tennessee lost the Navy gained. He is

a man of accomplishments; studies have

never had terrors for him. The suicide

club claims him as an active member,
and he spends most of his spare time in

the pool trying to break some record.

Jimmie's other diversion is the fair sex.

He was making great strides toward hav-

ing them all at his feet when he abruptly

fell for a fair damsel from the mid-west.

He spends a great deal of his time writ-

ing letters which usually have the same
address, and no day is a complete success

for him unless he receives a letter from
that place.

He is an ardent admirer of character

in others and is himself a living example
of it. No one can have a truer and finer

friend than Jim—happy, patient and
square—a gentleman

!

ROBERT EDWARD GOODGAME, JR.

"Bob" "R. E."

South Pittsburg, Tennessee

Down where the muddy Tennessee

River unwinds itself from the fa-

mous "Moccasin Bend" lies the town of

South Pittsburg, famous for its femmes
and "mountain dew."

Why Bob allowed his thirst for knowl-

edge to lead him away from such a charm-

ing place we do not know. It is a fact

though that, during his one year at the

Alabama Polytechnic Institute in Auburn,

Alabama, and during his four years here

at the Academy, his greatest desire was to

be able to visit his folks and "give the

girls a treat."

Bob pledged Kappa Sigma before he

became a Plebe. How he developed this

taste for "pledging and plebing" he won't

say; but he must have developed one to

take such a drubbing and enjoy it.

His innumerable drags and friends are

very thankful that his broad grin is con-

stantly visible

His sunny disposition, added to his

determination "not to allow his books to

interfere with his college education," has

made him a fine chum.

• * •
Water Polo; Class Football; 1P.O. Football; Wrestling; Baseball; Drum

and Bugle Corps; C.P.O.
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GEORGE CORSON
"George"

Staten Island, New York

Gentlemen, meet the wife. Hailing

from Staten Island in New York
Harbor, it was only natural that his first

thoughts were of the water. During the

days of his boyhood he learned of the sea

from true sailormen. When he became a

young man the call of the sea lured him
away from home. In the seafaring

atmosphere he gained, for all time, the

qualities of perseverance, determination

and faithfulness. These have been in-

strumental in making him a success in

his chosen profession.

Seafarers are hardy men and George is

no exception. He is a clean, hard fighter,

and we have been proud to have him as

a fellow member of a fighting organiza-

tion. Second class year fulfilled one of

his greatest ambitions with a regular posi-

tion as fullback on a mighty good soccer

team. Youngster and Plebe years he also

did fine work on the track team as a half-

miler.

George does have a weakness. It is

for the climate down old Virginia way.

We wish him success in all his undertak-

ings.

ARTHUR ARCHIBALD GOODHUE
"Art"

Saugus, Massachusetts

Here is a hard worker, a man whose
name has appeared on many a

"tree," a subject of several "notices of

concern" on the part of the superin-

tendent, still a classmate who has fought

and won. Academics have left him very

little time for outside activities, yet he
cheerfully accepts his work and its re-

ward, be it encouraging or not—a true

man of the service.

When work is over no one is more
willing to cooperate toward the good time

of all. Few worries are capable of

disturbing such a good nature and his

greatest pleasures are found in "Caulk-

ing off," beating the late bell to forma-

tion and attending every hop within the

city limits. The ladies make little im-

pression on this man even though Art

seldom misses an opportunity to acquaint

himself with their whims and fancies.

His ambitions lay in the service and after

five years he remains happy in the choice

of his profession. With high hopes and

confidence Art prepares for the future,

and knowing him as a classmate and a

shipmate we firmly believe in that future.

it -jfc 1% -jAr *
Soccer, 1932, NA, N; Track, Com-
pany CPO

Class Football; 2 P. O.
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RONALD LEE WILSON
"Cotton" "R. L."

Hurst, Illinois

Ronald Lee Wilson—a man of the

world in spite of his expression of

innocence. Childhood spent in a coun-

try of flying bullets and one hundred per

cent American, Williamson County, Illi-

nois—capped by a year at Southern Illi-

nois Normal University, left no doubts in

his mind as to the harshness of the world.

Having little faith in men, and none at

all in women, he suffers not at all from
the disillusionment that so often unnerves

more credulous mortals.

Considering his happy-go-lucky dis-

position, his desire to be up and doing

something is amazing. That, perhaps, is

a hangover from his farming days. Is it

not conceivable that he acquired his fond-

ness for running by chasing in the cows
every night? What is to be said concern-

ing his marvelous ability at addition and
subtraction, and his fondness for all

forms of math? Does it not seem possi-

ble and even probable that such aptitude

and taste may be a result of his counting

the numerous eggs laid by the hens out

on the farm?

Always alive and full of fun, "R. L."

is the very best of company.

• *••*•
Track, 32; Class Basketball; Choir;
Star; M.P.O.

• •

'

HARRY STANDISH COOK
"Cookie" "Cocinero"

Delta, Colorado

^Ct-iar from the Madding Crowd" of

_T mountains which comprise the high-

lands of his native state to the more mad-
ding crowd of Midshipmen that inhabit

the decks of Bancroft Hall came this

young "giant" of the Old West to try

his luck on the Brine.

Harry's first attempt to become a Mid-

shipman in 1927 ended in a rather bitter

disappointment for him, as a result of

which he set about with a more dogged
determination to enter the Naval Academy,

and this young "Jacksonian" entered with

the Class of '32—a good class, a good
man.

Propriety, bulldog tenacity, firmness,

a satisfaction in doing things as they are

supposed to be done, and a readiness to

help a friend at any time—these are a

few of Harry's finer qualities; add to

these a no little talent for music and a

natural fondness for the gentler sports

such as soccer and rough-and-tumble

—

what have we? Is he worth Uncle Sam's

thousands? Here's to you Harry.

juice Gang; Choir; Plebe Wrestling;

1 P.O.
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AQUILLA GIBBS DIBRELL, JR.

"Dib" "Professor" "A. G."

At Large

As a Navy Junior, Dib has seen Aus-

tralia and the South Seas from a de-

stroyer's deck; so we little wonder that

he was attracted to the Academy.
Academics kept Dib from participation

in several sports in which he would have
shone. The first two years were a series

of ups and downs. Plebe and Youngster
math accounted for two Christmas leaves

and one re-exam. But with Baker two-

blocked and the desks cleared for action,

the Professor came out on top. He might
have done better but he was often too

eager to prove the text wrong and back
it up with conclusive argument.

As a Red Mike, he knew no peer. For
two years and a half hops and drags went
by unnoticed. Sleeping held a much
greater appeal for him—at least that's

what he said. We wonder; Tennessee
must have some charms!

We've spent four enjoyable years with

Dib and we're sorry to have to part ways
with him. He has always proved himself

a friend in need. Best of luck, old man.

RALPH CLARENCE JOHNSON
"Doctor" "Hijo" "Johnny"

Galesburg, Illinois

After seventeen hard years of living

up to the name of the "Galesburg

Flash," Doc bade farewell to the old gang
and came to the Academy for a rest.

Plebe summer found him giving his all

for the third company in the art of self-

defense. However, when the academic

year rolled around, Doc decided to spend
the majority of his afternoons giving

loyal support to the Navy teams and Plebe

bull sessions. The check-up after the

Penn game in '28 caught him with a

cherished banner of ol' '98 well wrapped
around his middle.

Second class summer—but why bring

that up? Doc was in the hospital that

week!

Academics never seemed to worry him

;

in fact, nothing did. He looked at the

bright side of everything and enjoyed life

in general. He even wore overshoes with

a smile!

After graduation we know that Johnny
will uphold the Navy tradition of doing
whatever work is assigned—and doing it

cheerfully and well. We wish him the

best of luck and hope that he continues

his jaunt through a successful career.

******
Plebe Baseball, 32; Class Football;

Class Swimming; Boxing, B32T;
2 P. O.

Boxing, B32T; Class Poo/ball; 2 P. O.
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TERRELL ANDREW NISEWANER
"Andy" "Nize" "Niece"

Boise, Idaho

Look! A curly-headed brunette from

away out West is sighted on the hori-

zon. Each femme turns to her companion

and says, "Who is that good-looking

boy?" The invariable reply is: "You

must be new here, everyone knows Andy."

Youngster year Nize began to step out in

society. Aided by his charming ways,

winning smile and impregnable heart he

has developed into a snake of the first

water. No hop is complete unless Andy
is there to stir pangs of jealousy in the

hearts of the unlucky damsels who do not

receive his attentions.

Andy, however, has not spent all his

time giving the girls a treat. His ex-

tremely versatile nature has answered the

clarion call of a multitude of sports. His

favorites have been football, lacrosse,

swimming, and gym. Although he has

not always been at the top of the pile, his

ruggedness and tenacity have made him
indispensable.

These qualities which he has developed

here and elsewhere in military life should

carry him to the top of the Service. His

friendship cannot be evaluated, for it is

limitless in value.

* t: :': *
Lacrosse; Football; 2 Stripes.

DAVID FREDERICK KINERT
"Dave" "Snooks"

Vancouver, Washington

Yes, girls, he is perfectly a darling,

but beware! His winning personali-

ty has been the cause of many a broken

heart. While he has the appearance of

a normal chiid, deep mystery surrounds

him and it is sadly believed he is lost to

the cause of love.

Athletically Dave has starred only in

that event for which if letters were

awarded he would be wearing crossed

knives and forks ; but fortunately his pas-

sion is juice, and early Plebe year he be-

came a loyal member of the "juice gang,"

in which organization he has faithfully

devoted his efforts toward bigger and

better "prop" rooms.

Naturally savvy, Dave rarely bones

long but gets his old 3.3 by shooting a

heavy line. Once he bilged a Nav. exam
and Luce hall trembled for a month. De-
spite a voluminous correspondence which

keeps two pens busy and his roommate
out of stamps, Dave is always willing to

help a wooden classmate gain the coveted

2.5. Dave is a true shipmate and friend

who is bound to find a brilliant future in

any calling.

Juice Gang; Chief Electrician ; I P.O.
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GEORGE LIEINBERGER BELLINGER
"Jorge"

Oneida, New York

One whom his classmates found ex-

ceedingly quiet—a little fellow also—"six-foot one in his stockin' feet," up-

holding the dignity of both the Naval

Academy and the home State. Of his

early life little is known, and it cannot,

therefore, be "treated within the scope

of this book."

His ship of destiny sailed up and down
the courses of Plebe year and Youngster

year, threatening to break up on the rocks

and shoals of the Steam Department, find-

ing peaceful waters only when on the

home stretch of Youngster year.

Now was to come his failing moment,
his bugbear—a handful of all that is

bad, twenty-five feet of rope. Endless

days of tireless effort to drag his 190
pounds to the top seemed in vain. When
all other methods had failed, however, he

just up and climbed it and got his much
cherished Christmas leave. There being

no more worlds to conquer, he had only

to wait for that bright sunny day in June,

1932.

KENNETH PEARLE LETTS
"Ken" "Kenny" "Rollo"

Flushing, Michigan

CL~r want to go back to Michigan" may
JL be the plaintive wail of some people,

but the reverse is quite true of Kenny;
hence his decision to cast his lot with the

salty sons of the sea. He had to stand on

his tiptoes while being measured to fool

the Doctor into thinking he was tall

enough to be a sandblower. His size,

however, did not prevent him from try-

ing his skill at most sports worth trying,

until he finally found his niche, water

polo, the legion of suicide.

Content to let the savoirs take Aca-

demic honors, Kenny has been known to

fall from the graces of Tecumseh. Once
unsat, however, the results of work and

ability combine to place him at the top

of the heap. His preference for a cruise

to flight instruction won him his big

black N * * *

His is a complex nature, defiant of

analysis, at the same time gay and serious.

Surely, when his big smile appears, his

function seems to be to brighten this drab

world, yet his depth of vision is apparent.

His readiness to lend a sympathetic ear

to a woeful tale is well known.
Who could want a better friend?

**••*••
Plebe Football; B Squad; Plebe

Crew; Class Swimming; 2 P. O.
Water Polo, W32P;
ming; 2 P. O.

Class Swim-
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CHARLES JOHN WESCHLER
"Wesch" "Charley"

Erie, Pennsylvania

^s~> o West, young man, go West,"

\J but heedless of this good advice

he, none other than Charles Weschler,

came East. Oh, the pity of it! Yes,

when the Naval Academy claimed its own
"Wesch," Pennsylvania's staunchest sup-

porters and one of '32's savviest volun-

teers, found himself marking ink in one

hand and piccolo in the other.

Wherever you travel with "Wesch"

—

whether on the heights of Tibidabo, drift-

ing through Pompeii, knocking about Lon-

don, or merely rambling up and down the

Seaward Terrace—you will find him your

true pal and constant friend. Keeping
"Wesch" happy is a problem no bigger

than his appetite. In fact we attribute

the major portion of his academic vic-

tories to a plenteous supply of baked

"spuds," although when the Hill and
Dale season comes around "Charley" is

apt to be a shade slimmer than usual.

If it were Einstein's privilege to know
"Wesch," that eminent scientist would
wonder with the rest of us, "That one
small head could carry all he knew."

. • * i

GILBERT HESSER MITCHELL
"Mitch" "Hesser" "Bert"

Shamokin, Pennsylvania

"npHEN the tuckets, then the trumpets,

J_ then the cannon, and he comes.

Hesser, the pride of Shamokin, is rid-

ing to the sea."

A cherubic grin characterized Hesser's

early days and bears with him to the

present. True, there were times when the

going was rough and a sunny smile was

a mighty effort, but the old order passes

and after an eternal chauffeuring of vic-

trolas, impersonating of Omar the bunk

maker, and masquerading as ye olde tyme

printer's devil for the Cut Exchange, there

are "no more plebes."

Of course there is another side to

the little giant. As a wrestler Mitch

shames Samson and Hercules.

Hess can read and write. He speaks

a little Spanish. He can differentiate be-

tween a cheese-headed stud bolt and a

guess warp. And so it is with little

hesitation that we say we know he will

make things pop wherever he goes.

* ^ * * * }'

Cross-Country, C32C; Track, 32; Cut
Exchange Manager; Lucky Bag Staff

;

4 Stripes; Star.

Cut Exchange; Log Staff, Advertising

Manager; Wrestling; Lucky Bag
Staff; 3 Stripes; Star.
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WILLIAM EDWARD TOWNSEND
"Bill" "Slim"

Ohio

Unlike many of us Bill made up his

mind to be one of us a mere two
weeks ahead of time. Since then he's

been thinking farther ahead and manag-
ing to get what he wants with equal suc-

cess.

Plebe year crew and good grades were

the goals. Taking the year as it came and

biding his time Slim came out on top.

With that thin gold stripe Bill became
himself. Swimming vied with academics

for first place and social life was post-

poned. The year showed the results of

concentration in both branches. Second

class summer saw him knocking off the

laps, developing the stamina that was to

mean so much later.

September leaves left no lasting im-

pressions and the letters that followed

were soon neglected. Slim soon became
engrossed in pursuit of those two stars:

one on the collar and one alongside an N.
As a reward for straight thinking Bill

steps on the threshold of life well pre-

pared for its tests and backed by the

respect and friendship of his associates.

Plebe Crew; Swimming, SNAT ; Star;

2 Stripes.

JOHN DOUGLAS ANDREW
"]ack" "Andy'

San Jose, California

FROM some place in the far West, some
say California, others British Colum-

bia, or even Wisconsin, this young man
heard the call of the deep and answered

by wandering East to join the Navy.

One of the few of us who manage to

actually enjoy themselves no matter where

placed, he soon made a niche for himself

in the life of the regiment. Every time

he returned from leave there was another

girl, or two, or three, who flooded the

room with letters, special deliveries and

telegrams. He always obliged, even to the

extent of attempting to drag two girls on

Saturday afternoon when he had the

watch, some extra duty, and other dis-

tractions.

Class football found Jack on the field

digging for thirty-two until he went up to

B-Squad. Studies never worried him
seriously, and he always managed to be

well on the safe side of things by Christ-

mas. He is generous and kind hearted

as you find them, though he sometimes

tries to hide it, rather unsuccessfully.

When Andy finds his place and gets

under way for the long cruise through

life, the boys in front will have to stand

clear and let him through.

• ***•••
Class Football; Football, B Squad;
Track; Boxing; Juice Gang; Press

Club ; 2 P. O.
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THOMAS GLOVER WARFIELD
"Tom" "Tarzan" "Buzz"

Beatrice, Nebraska

Wild Indians and buffalo herds

chased Tom over the bleak Ne-
braska plains in his youthful days and,

eventually, up to the portals of the state

university. The lure of brass buttons and

gold anchors finally caused the transfer

of this young man from the laborious

life at that institution of higher learning

to the ease and comforts of the Naval

Academy.
Very shortly after his arrival he began

to draw a set of teeth for the Plebe Log,

and this famous signature has since be-

come known far and wide to the readers

of that magazine. Then, as chairman

of the Class Crest Committee, he super-

vised the selection of the most distinc-

tive crest in the history of the Academy.
Academics have merited but slight con-

sideration from him due to the lack of

opposition, but the English Department
occasionally forced him to desert Tarzan

in the midst of some perilous adventure.

In spite of all his duties Tom is al-

ways willing to take time from his new-
est invention or his latest momentous
project to give a pleasant word or a little

aid to whoever needs either.

• * • •

MALCOLM EVERETT GARRISON
"Mac" "Garry"

Chicago, Illinois

Young Sinbad Junior came out of the

West with Iowa cornsilk on his vest.

Having lived by the sea and rocky coasts,

naval ambitions stirred in Mac's heart.

Finding life at the University of Iowa

much too soft, he decided to try Ban-

croft's loft.

Many were the times after bloody bat-

tles with academics that he wished to de-

sert his stern mistress, the sea, for the

hayfields, but his expert aim, with a 2.5

at a bull's-eye, always left a perfect score.

This far-famed mathematician endeavored

to change some principle of Napier and

Newton, but the Math Department never

was convinced. His academics were well-

balanced by his popularity with the Execu-

tive Department.

Mac had a lot of fun Plebe year playing

company football and teaching the upper

classmen naval matters.

Mac has always been the personification

of the saying, "Still waters run deep."

His few words are important ones. He
is the kind of man you want to play

squash with, study the principle of deep

meditation with, have around all the time

—a true gentleman.

2 P.O. 1 P.O.
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FRANK DeVERE LATTA
"Fire Department" "Sparrow"

Burlington, Iowa

Frank felt the call of the sea when
only a mere youth among the islands

and channels of the Mississippi. He
took an active part in all the maritime

activities that the river afforded. The
Mississippi was only a step to the Severn

;

and when the opportunity offered, he

made the step in a single stride.

Sparrow immediately became famous by

standing 1 in steam, Plebe year. All the

unsats relied upon him for extra instruc-

tion. But for him, the naval careers of

many might have ended before they were

fairly begun. His other studies did not

come so easy, but academics have never

given him any grave trouble.

One of his early ambitions was to be-

come a boxer, and he has spent many
hours in the gym learning the art of give

and take. He was ever the handy man.

When anything needed repair or improve-

ment Sparrow always came forward with

some ingenious idea. Automatic stops

for vies were his specialty.

Sparrow's good nature and winning
smile have won him a host of friends who
wish him the greatest success.

Plebe Cross-Country; Class Football;

Boxing, B32T; Ring Committee

;

Hop Committee; 1 P. O.

ALLEN BOND ADAMS, JR.

"Red" "Tudy" "Rojo" "Salty"

MOUNDSVILLE, WEST VIRGINIA

Came a gay cavalier-hillbilly from the

dykes and moonbeams of West Vir-

ginia. Born with a sword in his mouth
he slashed his way to an Academy saber

championship in two years. The "pride

of the Ohio Valley" set his heart upon
an N* and long and many were the days

Red strove for this honor.

Chief "Fire-on-Gonk" met with the

Academic Departments at a very tender

age. He retired to his cave at night for

deep meditation, then sallied forth each

morning to hound purveyors of knowl-

edge, throwing into the startled eyes of

the referees the iron-clad gauntlet of

perseverance and determination. At the

end of Youngster year beaten and torn

Academic Departments found surcease

from the bloody and painful battle they

had thus far unsuccessfully waged. Dur-

ing Second Class year they listened at-

tentively to the young Archimedes, and

in sheer desperation granted him that

which he sought.

His hobby is, apparently, a knowledge
of ships and their ways, which proved a

boon to his classmates his Plebe year, and
a despair to the plebes ever since.

• *•*•*•
2 P. O.
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MARION ARTHUR FAWCETT
"Fuzz" "Spigot"

Logansport, Indiana

INDIANA has never given us a president,

but then we have our Spigot. Besides,

presidents have to work and that word
"work" has no meaning in his young but

eventful life.

Starting life as a young lad in Logans-

port, he decided to wander, and finally

came to rest along the Severn. Emphasis

must be placed upon the word "rest"

—

with ten minutes to go he can sleep for

eight
—

"I love my sleep!"

Academics? Yes, we have to study,

but it has never seemed to bother Spigot.

"That's all right; the prof will explain it."

Leaving the struggles to his fellow class-

mates he has glided unmolested by the

powers that be.

Women—ah—he loves her ! And fair

ones, you are just too late. Still, one
cannot keep dark curly hair and big blue

eyes away from the unfair sex ; so our
hero has had his moments.

His virtues are many and his faults

—

first, a constant desire and a phenomenal
ability to sleep, anytime, anywhere; sec-

ond, a very beautiful but exceedingly

odoriferous pipe. He has been a good
wife and a wonderful classmate.

* * * * *
Rifle Team; Pep Committee; M.P.O.

HERBERT LOLLIS JUKES
"Herb" "Herbie"

Little Rock, Arkansas

If Little Rock had been a few square

miles larger it might have retained its

best hope for worldwide fame; but Her-

bie got the wanderlust, put on his shoes,

and started on the long, hard route to the

Naval Academy.
Academics found Herb a hard and de-

termined opponent. Several times the

books nearly won, but the indomitable

will to win and the ability to dig when
the digging was hardest have earned his

position with Uncle Sam's best with the

opportunity to go far and high.

Coming to us with a working knowl-

edge of the spectacular art of tumbling,

he has developed into a real champion.

Academic setbacks and ankles cracked in

his never-ending search for some trick

more difficult than the rest kept him from
making an early rise to the position he

deserved; but the gym team is better for

having had him with them.

A whole head of curly black hair, an

abundant supply of wit, and a knowledge
of the intricacies of the light fantastic

have gained him a host of friends wher-

ever he has gone.

Cheer Leader; Gym Team Captain;

2 Stripes.
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MAXIMILIAN GMELICH SCHMIDT
"Mack" "Emp" "Dutch"

Boonville, Missouri

Back in the summer of nineteen

twenty-eight a long-eared Missouri

mule came galloping up to the Naval

Academy gate and lo, there sat Mack as

blithe and happy as when he left the

Ozark Mountains back in old Missouri.

He began Plebe summer backed up by

plenty of military experience and there-

fore went through the long hot months

of training easily and entered "ac" year

with his best foot forward. The end of

Plebe year found Mack well up in his

class and a member of the Plebe Inter-

collegiate Rifle Team. Having lost two

roommates early in his life at the

Academy, he decided to take no chances

and acquired three all at once at the be-

ginning of second class year. Mack has

an affinity for wagers, but we know one

"Bet" that was his downfall.

He is a steady, easy-going fellow who
always has a ready smile for everyone,

and fortunate will be those who are ship-

mates with him. His courage and de-

termination plus an inexhaustible pa-

tience will enable him to go far in his

chosen profession.

A. DOUGLAS CALEY
"Doug" "Red"

Rochester, New York

Today, when knowledge is a sought

for and a popular thing, a few men
stand out because of the success which has

attended their efforts both in the pur-

suance of that ever-elusive knowledge and

their relations with their fellow men. By
leadership and fine character they change

the baser metals of discord and cross pur-

poses to the pure gold of harmony and
cooperation.

Such a man is "Doug," and New York
State, we are sure, has been poorer as we
have been richer by his four years here.

He stands high in his class, and, like

many other great men, obstacles only spur

him on to greater efforts and almost al-

ways greater success. "Doug" has balanced

his academic life by means of the soccer

field and a shell on the Severn and his suc-

cess in these fields rivals that which he has

achieved in his studies. He is not a

"Red Mike" in any sense of the idiom,

and his social life is a full and pleasant

one. A well-balanced man you are

"Doug" and we predict for you a great

future.

***•**•
Rifle, 32; Plebe Soccer, 32; Lacrosse,

32; Choir; Musical Club; N. A. Ten;
Lucky Bag Staff ; 3 Stripes.

Soccer, 32; ANAF; 15o-Pound Crew,
NA; Star; 3 Stripes.
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DENNIS STAFFORD CROWLEY
"Staff" "Ford" "Dionisio"

Roanoke, Virginia

""V T o Suh ! There is nothing like

J»\| Southern hospitality," says Staff.

"Just come down to ole Virginny and

spend this leave with me, and " Staff

has put Roanoke on the map at the

Academy with his winning ways and

ability to make friends. Although he

had passed up the many opportunities of

commercializing his dramatic abilities by

coming to the Academy, he did not give

up acting entirely. He has taken the

lead in the majority of the plays produced

during his four years as a midshipman.

Staff seems to like the Plebe rate of drag-

ging sisters, even though he did not drag

his "Sis" until his Youngster year, and
has been dragging her ever since.

Every man excels in one thing and has

a pet hobby, and Staff is no exception.

He excels in the Spanish lingo and polish-

es his cigarette case for a hobby. He is

a man who is easily pleased and possesses

the faculty of adjusting himself to any

conditions. "A cigarette, a cup of good
coffee, and I am happy." Good luck to

you, Staff, we know you will succeed.

^\ ^%, F*i ^^

Masqueraders, Masked N; Director

Masqueraders : Christmas Card Com-
mittee; Company Representative

:

M.P.O.

TRUMAN ERNEST CARPENTER
"Carp" "Tru" "B. B. B."

St. Johnsbury, Vermont

"/^arp" hails from the rocky hills of

K^_j Vermont where they don't have a

Navy and his life has been one surprise

after another ever since he left the little

farm back home. Plebe summer "Carp"

stepped in the ring for the first time and

captured the heavyweight boxing cham-

pionship of his class. Not content with

this he proceeded to paddle one of those

shells all over Severn River and its

tributaries. His "Youngster" cruise con-

sisted of a shell, a transatlantic liner

full of co-eds, and finally a battleship.

"Carp" is just six-feet two of good fel-

lowship and a real pal. He doesn't have

any trouble with "Acs" though he isn't

especially fond of the language they speak

in Barcelona. However, he has never had

to burn the midnight oil. When "Tru"
came to the Academy Plebe year he really

had an O.A.O. but now try to count 'em!

Oh, no, he isn't a ladies' man though we
suspect the ladies wouldn't mind as the

weekly and sometimes daily box of fudge

proves. "Carp," you have the right stuff

and we wish for you and know that you
will achieve success.

Plebe Crete: J. V. Crew, NA; Class
Boxing; Boxing, NA: Lysistrata

Cup; 2 Stripes.

;mm,
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JOHN McGAVOCK GRIDER
"Ironman"

Memphis, Tennessee

The South bred him but couldn't hold

him. Memphis cradled and nourish-

ed him, but she offered too peaceful a fu-

ture to her son born to unrest. John
Grider came to the unchained sea as

naturally as his Prussian forbears sought

the military.

Despite his independence the Big Shot

is too wise to abjure hard work. With
the patience and persistence of a wily

tribesman he stalks the elusive integral

to its lair, and with the forbearance of a

Buddha he marshals an imposing array

of facts on reducing valves, star sights

and flat trajectories.

Action was his father's bequest to a

turbulent son. He yields to discipline,

but he slips the leash at times. His bat-

tles to the death at water polo are epic.

A fighter born, his drive and will make
him a pleasant ally and a dangerous op-

ponent. He stands on his own feet and

backs his own decisions. Subtlety is not

his forte.

He's a man's man and a man's friend

—a credit to the service he loves and to

the Southland he calls home.

JOHN STANLEY MILLER

"Jerry"

Clarendon, Texas

Powder River! Mile Wide and an

Inch Deep! Wahoo! And much
loud griping is good evidence of Jerry's

presence. He can gripe more with less to

work on than a farmer wanting relief.

But just let anyone help him out in his

work and he will turn on him with so

many arguments that they sink to the

deck—his left to the solar plexus being

the best.

Jerry is one of those rare people who
have superb self-confidence that can't be

called conceit. After spending his win-

ters in Spike Webb's lair he has become
a little punchdrunk, but can still muster

his brains to the task and star in a few

subjects. Not a savoir, but able to hold

his own without a lot of effort, leaving

time to work on the Log and otherwise

divert himself.

The great world has no terrors for this

young man and he is out to make it his

oyster. Jerry is always ready to help out

a pal in anything from a fight to a dago
lesson, and those who are counted as his

friends have a jump on the enemy. Here
is to happy days, Jerry, and a long honey-

moon !

*******
Water Polo, 32; Football, Class B
Squad; 1 P.O.

Log Staff; Log Board: Boxing,

BNAT, Soccer: 2 Stripes.
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DANIEL CROSBY GOODMAN
"Don" "Danny" "Schmaltz"

Paynesville, Minnesota

A man from Minnesota who "bane not

Swede," despite his love of a little

"snooze" now and then. He left the

lakes, fish and farm, and turned his eyes

and feet seaward.

Wrestling, his only consistent love,

lured the "man from the lakes" to the

seaward end of the gym daily. Again

we saw proof of the old maxim "prac-

tice makes perfect." Second class year

found Danny at the "top of the heap" in

this he-man sport.

With the plaudits of the multitude, and

the admiration of the fair sex, life would

seem to be a "path of roses" for Dan;

but the Academic Departments did their

best to provide the "thorns." Steam and

Math were his particular Nemesis, but a

courageous heart, hard work, and

perseverance brought him off quite a few

jumps ahead of the Academic "Reaper."

A lovable personality, minute and lik-

able failings, and more than his share of

grit, served to make Dan a perfect room-

mate. Many a would-be weary hour has

passed swiftly in the presence of his good

humor and cheerful reminder, "Oh, so

the war is on, huh."

* * • •

WILLIAM DANIEL KELLY
"Daniel" "Bill"

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Bill rolled into the Academy fresh

from the Quaker city and "Bobby's."

He set out at once to prove his worth to

the Navy by playing in all of '32's soccer

games. Youngster year and Second Class

summer found him gaining experience in

his favorite sport. Second class year he

blossomed forth as a regular and won the

coveted "N."
Academics never worry him, his high

standing being achieved without any ap-

parent effort. He is ever ready and will-

ing to lend a helping hand or to "run"

someone. "Now, Jim, don't flinch—

I

won't slug you." As far as we can see,

his worst habit is knocking off smoking.

"Well, Danny, this is my last skag. Moe,
two swats if you catch me with another

one." His Irish humor and fighting

spirit have made him many friends among
both sexes. Although frequently exercis-

ing the sailor's right to gripe and long

for freedom, Bill would rather lose a leg

than leave the service. We send him to

the fleet confident that the rest of his

career will be as successful as its begin-

ning.

Class Baseball; Reef Points; Wres-
tling, W32T, NA, N, Captain; 2

Stripes.

Soccer, N: Reception Committee :

1 P. O.
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JAMES DAHLMAN COLLETT
"Jed" "Jim"

Washington, D. C.

^TOW, just in round numbers, how

<S many letters did I get?

Jim came to the Academy after hav-

ing lived in Washington, Newport,
Omaha, and Santo Domingo, to fulfill

his ambition of becoming a naval offi-

cer. He still likes to spend his leaves

in Washington, and sometimes can't wait

for leave to start again.

Owing to the aggressiveness of the

steam department he found many obstacles

in his path ; however, with a lot of hard

work, and an uncanny ability to pull sat,

he has won many an uphill battle with

the academics.

Jim is a combination of cheerfulness

and good humor, mixed with an abun-

dance of common sense. Another of

his great failings is his desire to argue,

which he will do at any time, under any

circumstances. Worry has certainly

never been one of his afflictions, and his

motto seems to be to take things as they

come, and to face life cheerfully.

During Youngster year he started an-

other conquest, that of dragging the

fairer sex.

STEPHEN MORRIS ARCHER
"Moe" "Steve" "Father"

New Bremen, Ohio

STEVE hails from Ohio, and his broad

gleaming smile portrays the fact that

he is proud of it, when the "De donde
es vd?" comes from a Dago prof. After

a commendable year at Ohio State, he

decided that the foundation of his ambi-

tion lay within these very grey walls.

His infant naval career has been a

great success. Although not of the real

savoir type, his natural aptitude and

thorough conscientiousness have kept him
near the top in academics. He is always

ready to lend a helping hand to any less

fortunate, and as a "prof," there is none

better. Steve writes with no mean talent

and attained positions on the staffs of the

Log and Lucky Bag. Athletics also claim

their share of his time; Second Class

year he made the B Squad and likewise

showed the old Navy fight as a wrestler.

With a keen sense of humor, an ex-

ceptionally active mind, and a serious

nature, he cannot help but rise in the

Service he loves, and the best wishes of

his classmates go with him.

"Whenever I see you birds haggling

over cigarettes, I'm always glad I never

started smoking."

*******
Plebe Football; Plebe Boxing; Plebe

Track; Gym Kbana; 2 P.O.
Plebe Football; Football, Class B
Squad; Plebe Track; Wrestling; Log
Staff; Lucky Bag Staff; Press Club,

President ; Pep Committee ; 1 P. O.
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JOHN ANDERSON MOORE
"Johnnie"

Bisbee, Arizona

Johnnie left Arizona and came to the

U. S. N. A. more out of curiosity

than anything else. When a boy he had
heard about water but things have to be

proven to Johnny. Johnny is a great

little man. Wherever Johnny is there

will be something going on. He is never

lacking in enthusiasm, energy, or ideas.

If nothing else presents itself a rough

house or so is always good.

Johnny is not exactly savvy, but he has

seldom been below section five or six.

He has had his little tussles with the

English Department, but he got that 2.5

the same way he has won everything else

he has undertaken. Johnny is a little

scrapper. Of sports, he likes boxing best

and woe unto the man that gets in front

of his right hand in a pugilistic way.

Johnny is a real friend. He is the

kind a man likes to have along when an-

ticipating a scrap—a true friend through

and through. With his pleasing per-

sonality and ability to make friends,

Johnny is sure to go far. He is the kind
that is sure to succeed in the Service or

in any branch of endeavor on the outside.

Our best wishes travel with him, always.

* * * *

JACOB CHRISTIAN MYERS
"Jack"

Hollywood, California

JUST another son of California! Al-

though Annapolis doesn't seem much
like Sunny California, Jack doesn't seem

to mind a little thing like that. Aca-

demics hold no terrors for him, for with-

out apparent hard study he seems to be

always a member of one of the leading

sections.

Jack seldom, if ever, drags and might

readily be termed a Red Mike of the first

water, but whenever a leave period rolls

around he is always among the first out-

side the gate and1 on his way to North

Carolina, which speaks for itself—or one

might ask for particulars about his little

Southern beauty.

Whenever there is any excitement go-

ing on about the Hall or any little game
in progress Jack is always one of those

present, one of the originators.

Plebe and youngster years found him
decorating various athletic teams and

training tables, but since that time he has

somehow never been able to find time

for such pastime; it might be attributed

to his experimenting with gyroscopes and

electricity.

Soccer; Boxing, BNAT; 2 P. O. 2 P. O.
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HOWARD E. SHELTON, Jr.

"Bobo" "Peewee" "Bo"

Paducah, Kentucky

Straight from Paducah came our Bo
on the way paved by Josie Clifton.

Early in Plebe year he realized that aca-

demics would hardly prove a serious

handicap to his career. Most of his time

was devoted to stopping dashing backs on
the gridiron or stroking the crew up the

Severn.

Bo's early ambition was to stroke the

Navy crew, and he was not long in at-

taining his goal. Plebe year he pulled

a sweep in one of the heaviest Plebe

varsities the Academy had ever known.
Youngster year he stroked the Varsity

to a most successful season. Critics at

the Poughkeepsie Regatta described him
as the most powerful stroke on the Hud-
son. In the fall the gridiron demanded
his efforts and Plebe year he held down
a berth at tackle. Youngster and second-

class years he performed on the "B"
squad—punishing the highly touted

varsity.

With his easy southern ways and
gentlemanly manners, he has won him-

self an army of friends. Our true ship-

mate for four years—lots of luck, Bo.

Crew, Stroke, Intercollegiate Cham-
pions, Captain; Ring Committee,
Chairman; Ring Dance Committee;
Hop Committee ; Class Supper Com-
mittee, Chairman; N.A.C.A., Sec'y-

Treasurer, Vice-President ; 3 Stripes.

HOWARD E. BORN
"Mac" "Marly Doiken" "Mike"

Racine, Wisconsin

Out of the wilds of Wisconsin from

the neighborhood of Racine came

our malted milk classmate Marty Doiken.

From reveille until taps his favorite topic

was football—something like this: "Gees

guy, I wish I could play football like ole

Chuck and Ben. Did I ever tell you of

the 1926 Army and Navy game when
they played against each other? Gees!"

In spite of this endless line, Howard
brought to himself and his class honor
in athletics.

Plebe year found him under the

tutelage of his brother, Ben, on the foot-

ball field. Although not very large, he
made himself a well-known figure on the

Plebe varsity. Having the stature and
profile of an Indian, he grabbed a la-

crosse stick and went on the war path

during the spring. Youngster and second

class years Howard stepped out on the

gridiron and pasture doing his best to at-

tain that block "N."
Dry humor and his jovial nature have

gained for him many lifelong friends.

With his strong desire to follow in the

footsteps of his brothers Marty should

have no trouble in his future career.

*****-**
Football, 32, NA; Lacrosse, 32,

NA, N; 2 P. O.
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WILLIAM McCLINTIC HOLMES
"Burr-Head" "Wee Willie" "Bill"

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

FROM the land of "oil" came our Wee
Willie to begin where John Paul

Jones left off. During his Plebe year we
found him on the football field helping

the class of 32 procure a successful sea-

son. Not satisfied with being a lone foot-

ball man, he took up wrestling in order

to find a billet for his some two hundred

pounds. Here, fate took charge and

caused Bill to give up this career due to

a knee injury.

Bill never aspired to be a savoir, thus

he found himself at the Academy during

his youngster Christmas leave. It was

at this time that the fun-loving nature

and the thrill of a midnight escapade

caused him a mid-winter cruise on the

Severn.

At least we know that he has won our

hearts and our friendship and we would
more than like to be shipmates with him
in the years to come, even though his

sunny disposition but changeable manner

have proved a problem to his three wives.

w *

EDMOND GEORGE KONRAD
"Ed" "Heinie" "Konny'

Oshkosh, Wisconsin

What! You never heard of

Oshkosh? Meet Ed and he will

tell you all about it. From the land of

many waters he set forth to gain what

the Navy had to offer. It was not long

before he found out that knowledge ac-

quired at college would keep him off the

trees, so he devoted practically all his

time to athletics and caulking off.

The football coaches opened their eyes

wide when they saw Ed send the pigskin

sailing down the field. Plebe year he

held down a regular position at halfback.

Youngster year he came back with the

varsity squad and played on the "Yellow

Zephyrs" The "A" squad claimed Ed
second class year and played him as full-

back in many of the games. Being a

track star in high school and college, he
has devoted much of his time to the

cinder path. However, football injuries

would not allow him to continue his

former pace.

The four years past have proven to us

that Ed is a true and loyal friend.

• *•••* t*

Football, NA, 32; Captain, "B" Squad;
2 P.O.

Football, N, 1 Stripe.
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JOHN GARDNER TENNENT, 3rd

"Jack"

Fredericksburg, Virginia

WHEN John, alias Jack, cut his first

teeth on the ornamented buckle of

his father's sword belt, the Gods winked

knowingly and said among themselves,

"We'll send him to Annapolis." Various

trials and tribulations were encountered

in the interim between cradle days and

the summer of 1928, but according to pre-

diction, Jack became one of us, a Plebe

in a voluminous suit of white works and

a white hat that tired his ears.

The fight with academics began in

October and since then studies have of-

fered no little opposition to Jack's am-

bitions, but nothing daunted, he has sur-

mounted all obstacles and, by persever-

ance, has maintained his head above the

academic sea.

A sunny disposition, a desire to please,

and a ready smile have made Jack a

valued member of our class and they have

helped to make our lives a little more
cheerful. A detailed account of his quali-

ties would be too lengthy, so suffice it to

say that he has been a classmate of whom
we are proud. What more could you

say of any man?

GEORGE FRANK RICE

"Red" "George" "Rojo"

Manchester, New Hampshire

A man with Titian locks—a stern New
Englander from the rockbound hills,

through a mere manifestation of nature,

became a sailor.

His assiduity and perseverance lend to

him an enviable degree of proficiency.

Only one endowed with the Greek spirit

of insatiable inquiry could listen so at-

tentively to the most tiresome of lectures

—and never drop a lid

!

Though not a stellar performer in all

athletic activities, Red is always out for

some he-man sport and usually manages

to maintain a berth on the training table.

George is one of those few who strive

to attain the ideal and yet in so doing

appreciates the quiet pleasures of life and
understands the foibles of his fellow men.

He accomplishes his work thoroughly,

but unobtrusively, and for Red the

greatest joy of life is achievement. His

ability to intersperse business with pleas-

ure, coupled with a pleasing personality

and a good nature, should bring him suc-

cess wherever he may be.

Red has been a friend amongst friends

and a corking good roommate—and in

every sense of the word a gentleman.

*•*••*•
Water Polo; Reception Committee;
Plebe Lacrosse; 2 P. O.

Soccer, A32F, ANAF; Lacrosse, 32;
Gym, G32T; Orchestra; Choir; Glee
Club; 2 P.O.
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Tennis 4; Class Tennis 3; Squash
Racquets 3, 2, 1; 2 P. O.

yr *

EARL ROLAND PINKSTON
"Pinky"

Parrott, Georgia

In the real old southern town of Parrott,

Georgia, Pinky was brought into the

world, and the first thing that was in-

stilled in him was the spirit of a gentle-

man who lives in the sweet but mixed

atmosphere of cotton and peaches.

As he grew up his interests carried

him into other fields. He spent one year

at Georgia Tech and one at Alabama
Poly, learning the fundamentals of en-

gineering before entering the Academy.
His congeniality and good humor soon

won for him a wide following of frfends.

Academics never caused him any trou-

ble, but he didn't attempt to star because

of his interests in other lines. He had
a thirst for collecting books of a more
serious nature, and soon expanded his

analecta into a small but complete private

library.

We hope to have him with us out in

the Fleet, but if Georgia claims him in-

stead, we shall always remember him
and his ingenuous spirit as a gentleman.

2 P.O.

REYNOLDS C. SMITH
"R. C." "Smitty"

Alma, Michigan

That there is an end to everything was

proved to Doc (his father is a doc-

tor) as he dismounted the step of the

W. B. & A. and thereby finished the long

trip from Michigan to the U. S. N. A.

Two summers at Culver Naval School,

and a natural love for the sea, had fixed

in him a single purpose—a naval career.

As other than a spectator, Doc has had

no interest in athletics; his chief and sole

ambition having been to possess a more

thorough knowledge of boats and things

pertaining to the sea. Even girls haven't

been able to tear him from his ambitions

;

he has never "dragged" unless forced

to by some designing or unlucky class-

mate.

Here, at the Naval Academy, fellows

are very closely associated; so, a young

man must be exceedingly fine to win and

hold the respect of all with whom he

mingles. Doc does just that thing.

Equally good in knowledge of ships

or "radiator sessions." May you be as

fine a Naval Officer as you give promise

of being, Doc.
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MARK EDWIN DENNETT
"Mark"

Phoenix, Arizona

From the rocky canyons and the sandy

deserts of Arizona to the shores of

the Severn is a mighty leap and it must

have taken some pressure to persuade

this westerner to forsake his beloved land

for the sea. After once entering the gate

and saluting the jimmylegs, however,

Mark decided it was all worth a try; so

he became one of us on the 15th of June

in '28.

Mark devoted the first term of Plebe

year to battling Dago. Since mastering

this threat, he has turned his attentions

into far more interesting channels. He
pays not a little attention to the fairer

sex, much to their apparent delight. In

the spring we find him across the river,

peppering away at a bull's-eye.

Aviation wings are Mark's ambition.

Ever since Plebe year he has been look-

ing forward to Pensacola. And somehow
we feel sure that he will make a name
for himself in the air. His reliability,

sound judgment and common sense will

serve him well in this branch of the

Service. Here's wishing him the best of

luck and hoping that we'll be shipmates

with him again soon.

:

SELDEN CLOBRIDGE SMALL
"Lem"

DOLGEVILLE, NEW YORK

On the fifteenth of June Matt Small

arrived at Gate No. 3, but ever

since he has been "Lem" to us all. Lem
has been shooting bears and whatnot all

his life up in the wilds of New York;

so he went out for the rifle team.

Lem has always been a consistent Red
Mike, but we hear rumors of some adven-

tures during second class September leave.

Academics come rather easy to him, but

while he has high ambitions he most in-

variably just has to turn in during eve-

ning study hour. During the winter

you can often find him down at the

bowling alleys on a Sunday afternoon

slamming strike after strike down the

alleys.

Lem is a baseball fiend of the first

water. He likes to play and he likes to

follow the Big Leagues. Lem is con-

stantly offering to bet on the Yankees or

Babe Ruth. Any time anyone wants to

know anything about baseball ask Lem.

He likes the Navy, thanks to "The
Admiral," but we expect to find him in

the future back there with his dog and
greatest pal, "Jerry." We are confident

of his success in whatever he attempts.

* * * * * * *
Rifle Team; 2 P.O. Rifle Team: 1 P.O.
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ELLSWORTH NEIL MURRAY
"Elite" "Neil" "Squawk"

Duluth, Minnesota

JUST why this handsome lad from the

land of the lakes dropped his gay life

and became a plebe we do not know.

His love for the military is not in keep-

ing with his love of a high time—but

he never fails to put the right one first.

Femmes are taken for granted with

him, and the same something makes him
a would-be victim of every "how's to

drag for me"- proposition. Academics

never put his name in print but the week

never passed that Neil didn't offer to bet

that his name would be on the weekly

tree. Being unacquainted with the tech-

nical world when he entered, his chief

enemy held forth in Isherwood Hall.

This was accounted for, though, by an

unusually fair batting average in other

departments.

Athletics caused much long-winded ex-

postulation. Without knowing why or

how, he went out for fencing and left his

name on the squad with many victories

after it.

Four years of Bancroft Hall with a

real friend have brought a resolution not

to end it there. We hope to spend many
a good time with you again.

• •*••*
Fencing, 32; NA Foils Champion;
Juice Gang; 1 P. O.

JOHN GILMORE SPANGLER
"Johnnie" "Strangler" "Fuzzy"

Lincoln, Nebraska

ON a bright summer day in 1928 this

dark slender boy assumed the duties

of a midshipman, officer and gentleman.

Whatever the reason, Johnnie's white

works had hardly begun to shrink when
he decided that the Navy was his pro-

fession.

There is nothing from tinkering with all

sorts and descriptions of electrical and

mechanical contrivances to gracing Dahl-

gren on a Saturday night that he cannot

do. Because of this there has been little

time for him to devote to academic pur-

suits. Notwithstanding, he is one of the

outstanding scholars in the class.

John has not taken athletics very seri-

ously. In fact, he thought so little of his

swimming that both Plebe and youngster

years found him a member of the sub-

squad. But when second class year rolled

around he devoted a little of his abundant
energy to aquatics and stayed clear of

Henry's deficiencies.

It is needless to say that John will go
far in his profession and will cut himself

a deep niche in the annals of our Navy.

Juice Gang. Captain; Masqueraders

;

Masked N; Ring Dance Committee

;

Log Staff; 1 P.O.
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DeWITT CLINTON McIVER, JR.

"Scotty" "Sivabo Mac"

Maxton, North Carolina

Tales of the sea drifted into a tiny

hamlet in North Carolina; tales of

the glamour and glory of the Navy. The
call o{ the Navy went forth, and our hero

was one of those who answered. He
gathered together his belongings and went

forth into a new world, the life of the

Service.

The first sight of those grim walls with-

in which he has withstood so many trials

and tribulations did not deter him. Bold-

ly he pushed aside the curtain and en-

tered into the existence of that lowliest

of mortals, a Plebe. Four years of work
and worry; determination and persever-

ance have brought him safely over the

hurdles of Math, Steam, and Juice, to

the ultimate goal of all of us.

His nicknames have come, one from
the temporary difficulties he sometimes

encounters in the academic departments,

and the other not from the traditional

penuriousness of his race, but from other

qualities not used in joke books. Cour-

age, nobility of mind, sympathy, and sim-

ple friendliness, have earned for him a

host of companions who are glad to claim

his friendship.

JAMES GILBERT MARSHALL
"Jim"

Nashville, Tennessee

^T T EY, you! Where are you from?"

_L JL A big broad smile comes over

Jim's face and he answers:

"Tennessee, sir."

"I thought so."

Although the Chesapeake Bay was the

first body of salt water this stalwart son

of the Volunteer state had ever seen, it

was a lucky day for the "ole Nyvee" when
he decided that the life of one of Uncle

Sam's "spoiled and pampered pets" would

be the one for him. Coming to the

Academy direct from Hume-Fogg High
School, he expected to find the Academic
Departments good ones for a fight. The
first month, however, convinced him that

he had the upper hand.

He went out for crew his Plebe year,

and because of his long arms and strong

back had no difficulty landing a seat in

the first shell. Unfortunately for Navy
crew he had to turn in at the hospital just

before the season opened, and that ended

his efforts for an "N" with crossed oars.

Because of his physical and mental fit-

ness and a natural ambition for a naval

career, we feel that Jim's name should

be among those we predict as future ad-

mirals.*******
Wrestling; Baseball Manager; Re-

ception Committee ; Radio Club; N
Club: 2 P. O.

Crew; Class Football; Radio Club;
2 P. O.
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JOSEPH FRANCIS WITHEROW
"Joe"

Sausalito, California

The sea with its natural beauty and

mystery made an early and everlast-

ing impression upon Joe. Living in Cali-

fornia and Hawaii where he could view

the fleet and appreciate the sea, Joe was

filled with the desire for a naval life. He
obtained an appointment to the Naval

Academy, passed his entrance exams, and

found himself as a member of the class

of 1932.

At the Academy the lesser part of Joe's

time was spent in studies. What chance

had the "Ac" departments in competition

with athletics, women, and the latest

novels ? Joe was quite an athlete in High
School and Junior College and continued

this interest in sports at the Academy.
Football was Joe's principal sport but he

has spent considerable time with crew and

track during his first years at the

Academy.

Joe is a big man and always does well

in whatever he undertakes. He has but

little to say but what he says is exact. His

popularity alone can speak for his sterling

character and I am sure that he will al-

ways be most successful in whatever he

may attempt.

******
Football; Crete; Track; 2 P.O.

• • •

mmona

ALEXANDER BACON COXE, JR.

"Alex" "A. B."

Fort Riley, Kansas

THE call of the sea was heard in far-

off Kansas, and from an Army post

came Alex. Knowing what the Army
was like, he chose the Navy—a choice by

which both he and the Navy profited.

Academics held little terror for him,

but they got monotonous at times. He is

a hard and conscientious worker, boning

Nav or Juice in fancied weakness instead

of the Cosmo.
During his youngster year he nearly

succumbed to the charms of a certain

young lady in Washington, but since then

our "Baba" has struck a happy medium
between a snake and a Red Mike.

He is a lover of athletics and one may
always find Alex on the diamond during

baseball season. He is an ardent follower

of football and no practice is too small

for him to watch.

All in all, this light-haired, blue-eyed

son of the Mid-West has made a host of

friends with his happy smile and sterling

character. Wherever he goes friendships

will spring up, for he is a man among
men, and a real shipmate.

Plebe Baseball; Class Football; Class

Swimming; 2 P. O.

\\\S
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RAY MAURER PITTS

"Zasu" "Ray"

Breckenridge, Texas

IF,
as has been written, all men have

a moving spirit an inner flame, then

Ray's is music. But it's not narrowed

down in him the way it is in some others

we've met—he'd be content to play

"Tannhauser" on the vie from reveille till

taps, but he likes the other sort, too.

Didn't he start out waving that clarinet

around wildly as the Ten cut loose on the

"Tiger Rag"? And hasn't he tooted that

same horn for us through Friday nights

in Smoke Hall, Musical Club shows, foot-

ball rallies, and first class hops, to end

up waving his baton out there in front

as his boys start up "Anchors Aweigh"?
Ray has never had the slightest trouble

with the academics, but he's always so

darned busy dashing to the Fourth Batt

for Musical Club dope or down to the

Music Room to take charge of a Ten re-

hearsal (and incidentally keep the First

Batt awake half the night) that he's never

had time enough to do justice to himself

in the matter of standing.

Stand clear, all along! The Navy's

premier aviator is coming through!

DAVID HAROLD McDONALD
"Mac" "Scotchman"

McKenzie, Tennessee

One day in June the Paymaster on the

Reina handed a discharge to a bugler

second class, shook his hand, and

wished him luck. An hour later the Com-
mandant of Midshipmen administered an

oath to this same ex-bugler—Mac was a

Midshipman at last. Three years is a

long time to try, especially when salvaging

lost subs on the Vestal or weathering

Florida hurricanes on the Bobolink.

Mac brought a quality with him from

Tennessee, stubbornness in the raw. Not
exactly that either; better said, a firmness

of purpose, determination, a will to set

a goal and reach it. The Academic De-

partments had not reckoned with his

Scotch nature when they put him unsat

Plebe Christmas. Mac called a meeting

of the clan, absorbed all the extra instruc-

tion they had to offer, and hasn't been

unsat since.

Fencing has claimed Mac's athletic

ability although some of our would-be

pugilists have rubbed sore chins after

getting in the way of his glove. He is

especially fond of entertaining the young

and unsophisticated with tales of the old

Nyvee. "Now, when we raised the S-51."

* * * * * * *

1 io-Pound Crew; Trident Society;

Log Staff ; Hop Committee ; NA Ten
Leader; 1 P.O.

Fencing; Company Soccer: 2 P. O.
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CHARLES HENRY EVERETT, JR.

"Charlie" "Hank"

Olden, Texas

It's hard to tell how word ever pene-

trated way down thar into Texas that

there was such a thing as a sea-going

Navy, but somehow or other Charlie con-

tracted the ambition of making himself

a real salt. He bought a correspondence

course on success, and popped up in Crab-

town bringing a personal flavor that was

a strange mixture of sand, oil, cactus and

sea-dust.

He's been right at home ever since,

probably because his early experience

gave him a good idea of what to expect.

He has given most of us the impression

that he's just as easy-going and good-

natured as he can be, but he doesn't show
to everyone the rest of his nature. He is

the possessor of a store of dope (alas, not

always good) on everything from Afirm

to Zed, and he'll solve for you—even if

you ask him not to—any and all of your

problems.

Charlie isn't sure whether he wants to

go into the Fleet, the Marines, the Supply

Corps or Aviation, but when he gets

there—he'll do!

• • • * *

Musical Club; Glee Club: 2 P.O.

JOHN FRANCIS JACOBS, JR.

"Johnny" "Jake"

Plainfield, New Jersey

There used to be a diminutive and ex-

tremely ratey plebe in the Third

Battalion. At the end of youngster Sep-

tember leave we found his cruise box

parked alongside ours, and in the room

to welcome us back was Johnny himself.

He wore a smile you "could see a mile,"

and he's been wearing it ever since. It's

just a part of him that's never missing.

We don't know much of his Plebe year

activities, except that he emerged a wise

and non-reg capped youngster. This

extreme secrecy can be laid to his leading

role in the Masqueraders. No one sus-

pected that charming Miss who captivated

our hearts in "The Devil in the Cheese"

was Mr. Jacobs.

One day youngster year the moral

pressure of the room coaxed him over to

the crew shed and Johnny began his

career of coxswain. Some distant an-

cestor named Legree returned from the

shadows to coach him in his new-found

avocation. Ask the Fifties!

Some J.O. mess out in the fleet is go-

ing to be a happier place to live when

Johnny moves in.

Masqueraders. Masked N: Baseball.

Assistant Manager, 32; Lightweight

Crew, 32; Cross-Country: 2 P.O.
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WILLIAM KEITH ENRIGHT
"Bill" "Willie"

Los Angeles, California

This native son, who was born in

Greeley, Colorado, enlisted to see the

world. He saw it—or as much as can be

seen while chasing prisoners across the

reservation at San Diego. About then he

conceived the idea of becoming a midship-

man and combine an intensive course in

travel through Europe with a few studies.

'Twas a long hard struggle to get in—es-

pecially with a top kick who sent Bill

down to the dock in full equipment with

every detachment bound for China—but

like in all good stories perseverance won
out.

Bill has not demonstrated his athletic

prowess excepting in the wrestling loft

—

where he can be found most every night

during the season giving someone a hand-

ful or three. A trick knee has kept him
from winning laurels in the realm of

sport.

The same dogged determination which

has characterized his work here will surely

carry him far along his career. May he

have luck when he returns to San Diego

to command a hard-boiled company
around the parade ground.

EARL PECK FINNEY, JR.

"Earl"

At Large

WHEN this Finney boy hit the Naval
Academy he was out to knock 'em

dead. Earl soon found out, like a great

many of the rest of us, that stars are few

and far between. But the discovery

fazed him not at all. He tackled the

academics with a will and was quite suc-

cessful. A temporary setback by the

Math department during youngster year

failed to upset his equanimity; and by

dint of hard study he managed to pull

out of the hole. He's been riding on the

top ever since.

Earl is a steady-going, consistent sort

of chap. He applies himself diligently

to whatever task he has in hand and

doesn't rest till he's finished it—and

finished it in the way he thinks it should

be done. He possesses the ability of at-

tending to fine details as efficiently as to

general ideas without losing his sense of

the proportionate importance of both.

He shows a keen interest in all things

naval as well as a readiness to absorb

such subjects.

These characteristics together with his

dogged will to win will make Earl a suc-

cess and a credit to the Navy.

**•••*•
2 P.O. iWasqueraders, Stage Director: Stage

Gang; Masked N: 1 P.O.
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ALBERT WILLIAM DICKINSON
"Al" "Dick"

At Large

ON the fourteenth of June, 1928, a

young Navy Junior named Dickin-

son entered the Naval Academy as a

Plebe. Dick had a number of ideas about

the Navy, and ever since the beginning

of Plebe summer has been trying to de-

termine if his ideas were correct. Owing
to this, he is rather cynical at times, but

all those who really know him will never

hold this against him. Dick is a fairly

bright boy; so he gets by in all of his

academics without much effort. The fact

is, if he used a little effort he probably

would be a star man. There is only one

department that is able to hold him back

some, and that is the Athletic Depart-

ment. As Dick never was much of an

athlete he found himself on the weak
squad at the beginning of each year. How-
ever, when Christmas leave period came
in sight he would become a temporary

athlete, pass all of his tests, and then

be ready for a big leave.

Although he does not appear to be a

social lion, he has a good many friends in

the Academy and all those who know him
respect him a great deal.

* * • •

J.
HARRY HAYES

"J. Harrf "Harry"

Haddonfield, New Jersey

After spending two years at Villanova

and one at Swavely, Harry decided

that he had missed his calling in life and

began all over again in the Navy.

Plebe year found him on both the foot-

ball and crew training tables. Plebe year

academics seemed to bother him not at

all; in fact, he almost ignored them, but

despite this he stood well.

Youngster year was the usual round

of new rates, et cetera, but the chief dif-

ficulty that Harry experienced was that

of having two dates at the same time.

Second class year found Hayes on the

football training table again, but this

time he was seriously handicapped by in-

juries. Outside of a sojourn on the well-

known Reina Mercedes, this year was as

successful as the others.

During his stay at the Naval Academy
Harry has contributed liberally to sports.

The regularity of Hayes' mail was al-

ways a marvel to behold ; a man must

have something to rate that.

Harry will, without doubt, be an asset

to any service, and we feel that success

will follow him into later life.

G.P.O. Football; Basketball; Plebe Crew;
Baseball; Orchestra; Lysistrata Cup
Crew; 2 P. O.
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ROLLINS HARRY MAYER
"Rollins"

St. Louis, Missouri

Once, in the much sung city of St.

Louis, there lived a young radio

operator named Rollins Mayer. This

Rollins Mayer happened to be a mem-
ber of the Naval Reserve, wherein he was
developing his knowledge of his beloved

subject, radio. Back in Rollins' mind lay

the idea that he wanted to get ahead;

and to do this, he knew that he must ex-

pand his education.

And so it came to pass that, after tack-

ling the terrific task of absorbing a high

school course in thirteen weeks, this lanky,

earnest, rapid-fire radio operator entered

the gates of the Academy.
Within these walls the life of Rollins

has been one of strenuous endeavor and
of achievement. His battles with aca-

demics have been continuous. First it

was Dago. He made a 1.2 the first

month, and people laughed when he
vowed he would NOT bilge out. But

he didn't, and his dogged determination

has stood him in good stead in other in-

stances since.

HARMON TISCHER UTTER
"Harmon"

Neville, Ohio

The ideas of Harmon became the most

important intellectual forces when
he cashed in his civilian clothes

for a Midshipman's uniform on the

twenty-second of June, back in 1928.

From this date, they steered him so wisely

and efficiently that today we have that

much demanded type of Naval Officer,

who came with a suddenness that sur-

prised us all.

Many and various were the causes that

hampered our boy's academics, but some-

how Harmon never went unsat. His de-

termination to win always predominated.

He always got his way, regardless, but

sometimes without dividends. As a plebe

and as a youngster he had no sympathy

for the ladies—but times have changed.

Harmon always had many friends, which

probably accounts for his attractiveness.

We hope he carries his ideals and tradi-

tions into the fleet with him; we know
that, no matter wherever he may be, he

will always be the same, well-liked

friend and shipmate that he was to us.

**•**••
2 P.O. Basketball; 2 P.O.
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WILLIAM BECKWITH PERKINS, JR.

"Si" "Perk"

Fork Union.. Virginia

Si
is one of those sons of the South,

and like all such, is mighty proud

of it. Coming to the Academy after a

brilliant military school career and a

promising year at college, he started right

in building that reputation for "putting

out good dope" for which he is so well

known. A sound background and the

ability to grasp the principles of any sub-

ject have kept him consistently off the

trees and well up in the class without

greatly extended effort on his part; and,

together with his conservative nature, they

have caused his opinions to carry much
weight with his classmates. A knack he

has for injecting humor into seriousness

and vice-versa has made him an interest-

ing companion in work and leisure.

What is the secret of Si's success?

What is it that enables him to win his

way so easily into the hearts of men and

women alike—any time, any place? Prob-

ably Si himself doesn't know; we can do

no better than call it an "indefinable

something." But none can doubt that

—

whatever it is—he really has it.

• • • •
2 P.O.

it

CHARLES MELVILLE KEYES
"Chuck" "Charlie" "Charlie Key"

Greeley, Colorado

Chuck is the type of man who dis-

tinguishes himself in everything that

he undertakes. Thus we have found him
during his four years at the Academy.

Having completed two years at the Uni-

versity of Colorado before deciding upon

a life in the Navy, the usual academic

stumbling blocks of Plebe year and

youngster year held no horrors for him.

However, his modesty and reserve mis-

led us for a while, and it was not until

we began to look eagerly at class stand-

ings that we recognized a genius in our

midst. Few can boast of a record better

than his.

As an athlete, the wrestling loft was

his home. Here persistent work brought

him some measure of success. Coupled

with intellectuality, in him is found an

abundant supply of good common sense,

an inborn cleverness and facility for es-

timating quickly any situation and a well-

developed sense of humor.

Dignified, but far from aloof; amiable,

but rarely intimate; always helpful, but

never patronizing; intellectual, with no

evidence of the pedantic—this is Charles.

Log Staff: Athletic Editor, Lucky Bag:

M.P.O.; Wrestling; Reef Points; Pep

Committee; Class Crest Committee.
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FRANK JOSEPH BIGAOUETTE
"Big" "Bagout"

Minneapolis, Minnesota

After spending three more or less

laborious years pursuing a study of
civil engineering at the University of

Minnesota and finding it to be too evasive,

Bigaouette wafted forth from the portals

of his Alma Mater to begin anew his

search for knowledge in an entirely un-

familiar field. So we find this enigmatic

Hibernian studying the contour of coast

lines instead of hills and the sextant seems
to be more to his liking than the transit.

His powerful frame and natural ath-

letic ability availed him little in winning
a cherished position in the first boat on
the power end of an oar but did serve to

open wide a berth for him on the suicide

squad. With this man physical fitness

is a religion and for the reason of keep-

ing himself in condition his selection of

sports extended over a wide area.

In reviewing his routes, we treasured

his vocal contributions to first-class cruise

—and there are never any perceptible

limits to the extent of his repertoire.

Big's erratic but nevertheless jovial dis-

position and his attractive personality will

never cease winning friends for him.

RICHARD ODEN GREENE
"Red" "Stop-Go"

Sapulpa, Oklahoma

A red-headed man cannot be un-

friendly ; strangers invariably address

him as "Red" on sight and act as if they

had known him for years. Ever since

"Stop-Go" first smelled salt on the breeze

blowing through Sapulpa, gathered his

impedimenta together and set out to in-

vestigate the possibilities of a mariner's

life, his ready wit and effervescent person-

ality have assured him a place in our af-

fections.

His energetic nature and splendid

physique made him promising athletic

material and despite the fact that Okla-

homa is not usually credited with an

abundance of water, Red proved to be a

merman from the plains. Youngster year

he won his block "N" as a member of

the relay team which broke the pool rec-

ord.

For four years his lusty bass has

resounded in the choir and the glee

club. Unknown to any save his intimates

is his love of poetry; he can and will

recite at the slightest provocation endless

verses of the classics of literature and such

old favorites as "The Shooting of Dan
McGrew."

*******
Plebe Football; Plebe Crew; Water
Polo, N; Crew; "N" Club; Pep
Committee ; 2 P. O.

Swimming, N; 2 P. O.; Glee Club: Choir.
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RICHARD DRURY HARWOOD
"Dick" "Bunny"

Trenton, Tennessee

Just twenty-two years ago this hardy

son of the South opened his eyes upon

this scarred but generous world. After

spending his early years in more or less

agricultural pursuits, we find him setting

forth from his native Tennessee at the

age of seventeen to follow a career in

the Navy. His first year developed into

what proved to be the battle of the cen-

tury—a contest with the Steam Depart-

ment, still spoken of in awed whispers

by those who witnessed it. Bunny lost

the first round, but came back strong in

the second and has been plugging man-

fully ever since with never a halt.

When he isn't struggling with aca-

demics, you can always find him penning

innumerable letters to the One whose pic-

ture temporarily adorns the locker door

—

or, more often still, reclining blissfully in

the arms of Morpheus. His greatest

claim to fame has been his unfailing good

nature, which nothing has been known

to disturb, together with an astounding

ability to sleep at any time, any place,

and on the slightest provocation.

May he have the greatest success and

the best of luck in years to come.

HARRY SOSNOSKI
"Hairy" "Ski"

Lorain, Ohio

While attending Ohio State Harry

felt the urge, so he finally decided to

join us—thereby the Navy gained exceed-

ingly. It did not take him long, in spite

of the over-sized clothes, to gain recogni-

tion, and his musical talent went far

towards making our new life happier.

Academic work was just another of those

things to him, and he soon established

himself among the favored few to whom
the "trees" were an unknown quantity.

Harry is one of those fortunate indi-

viduals who, once they become interested

in anything, can invariably succeeed in

it; this ability, coupled with his inevitable

good humor, should assure his success in

all that he undertakes.

To predict his future is beyond us, but

we know, what with his keen sense of

humor and his engaging personality, we
need have no fear. Harry has endeared

himself in the hearts of all who have

come in contact with him—what more

can we say than that we are proud to call

him friend?

• • • •
Gymkhana; Class Football Mane
2 P.O.

Musical Club; NA Ten; Glee Club:

Lucky Bag Staff; Mandolin Club:

Ring Dance Comm.; Star; 2 Stripes.
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WILLIAM RICHARD FRANKLIN
"Frank" "Dick"

Buffalo, New York

What an eye for business! Yes,

that's Frank, the blonde from Buf-

falo; a real business manager and savoir.

But no, business never interfered with

pleasure, nor kept him from seeing the

latest "It" picture shown in Crabtown.

One would think that he was trying to

acquire a devastating "It."

The hospital claimed the greatest part

of Frank's first year and delayed the ar-

rival of his first "Drag." So you see the

class of 32 profited by this misfortune

and received a real classmate and friend

before some little "lamb" could run off

with his heart.

He was not a varsity athlete, but did

his share in intercompany sports. The
majority of his recreation periods were
spent working with the business staff of

the Log or entertaining visiting athletic

teams. The secret of his success is his

idea that "A thing worth doing is worth
doing well." This characteristic was evi-

dent in the results of all his undertakings.

May he have an enjoyable and prosperous
career in the service.

JOHN HOLLADAY KAUFMAN
"Jack"

At Large

Jack is one of those boys who think

that the sun not only sets but rises in

the Golden West, and being from Cali-

fornia his sojourn at the Naval Academy
has seemed to him to be four years of

exile.

Jack's keen understanding of the work-

ings of the human mind, coupled with an

exceedingly facile tongue and far-famed

sense of humor, enables him to render to

all and sundry a ready, sardonic, and

sometimes fantastic explanation of the

brass hats and higher-ups.

His pen being as ready as his wit, he is

responsible not only for the design of the

1932 Class Crest, but also for sketches,

some unpublished and others appearing in

the Log.

After a long-drawn out and soul-satisfy-

ing sleep, contemporary literature will hold

his attention and if the casual visitor were

able to wade through a sizable barricade

of clothing and enter the room he would
find our hero in bed, hiding behind a

Cosmo.
Friends will always remember his ready

humor, his unfailing friendship, and his

generosity. So we say "good luck."

^ & 7% A 'A *k

Masqueraders ; Reception Committee

;

Log Staff, Business Manager; Lucky
Bag Staff; M.P.O.

£K
2r

Log Staff; Ring Committee ; 2 Stripes.
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ALBERT EUGENE GATES, JR.

"Whitey" "Gene"

Washington, D. C.

Whitey left the quiet Potomac in

answer to the call of the glamorous

sea. His career has apparently been in

the hands of the fickle goddess, Luck. He
has impartially graced both the savvy and

the wooden sections. Academics, at cer-

tain times, have been of paramount in-

terest to him; at others, merely a succes-

sion of boring hours.

He is not a Red Mike, but neither is

he a tea fighting snake. He drags more
or less frequently, pursuing his search for

his ideal.

Athletics in the form of boxing, foot-

ball and track have claimed his efforts.

Boxing, however, is his favorite, and each

winter finds him in the gym pushing and
stopping leather.

It is difficult to say which he enjoys

most, a good fight, chow, sleep, drag, or

a bull session. At times, chagrined and

griped at tough breaks, but never truly

down-hearted, he grins and takes them for

the best. This same grin and tenacity of

spirit will carry him through the battles

of the future as it has through those of

the past.

PAUL DARWIN WILLIAMS
"Pablo" "Pee Dee"

Mitchell, South Dakota

Paul was ushered into the Academy in

the early part of Plebe summer and

they plumped him spang into a four-man

room without even asking him if he had

any preference for roommates. Nor did

they ask him how he wanted his eggs for

breakfast, either! However, Paul just

began by becoming company C.P.O. for

the summer months.

Academic year found him ready and

willing and his studies worried him little,

though he always managed to emerge

from the examination room confident of

a fairly good mark. Paul has worked

diligently, both on the basketball court

and on the football field, and though he

did not star in either of these sports he

contributed his share toward the honor

and glory of our big blue team.

At any rate he has cruised through the

four years with flying colors and here at

the portal of a new life in the service

we bid him Godspeed, confident that

he has the right spirit and ability to

achieve great success.

£k

* * • •

Boxing; Football; Track; C.P.O. Basketball; Choir; Masqueraders

;

2 P.O.
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JAMES LAWSON KEMPER
"James Laivsori' "Kemper" "Jim"

El Monte, California

IT was four long years ago that Jim left

the sunny shores of California to come

East and brighten Bancroft Hall with his

smile and never-failing source of good-

nature. After piloting a broken-down

motor boat in California waters, he de-

cided to give Uncle Sam the benefit of his

experience by joining the Navy and con-

vincing the powers that BE that he, too,

was capable of commanding.

Although not athletically inclined, as

a youngster, he won his numerals in

Navy's far-famed "Suicide Club," with

the result of much publicity both here

and at home. While not a regular at-

tendant at the hops, he is famed locally

for the quality of bricks that he is fre-

quently seen with, although on some oc-

casions one must admit that he was not

responsible. This has resulted in making

him somewhat pessimistic, when asked

to drag for anyone. Thus has James

Lawson brought no little sunshine into

our midst, and, here's wishing him all

of the luck in the world.

JOSE HECTOR de ZAYAS
"Hec" "Diz" "Dizzy" "Snooks"

San Francisco, California

Knowing something of the sea from
an earlier contact with it in various

capacities this scion of an old Spanish

family thought to further dare the terrors

and mysteries as his ancestors before him
—and so came here. The terrors and

mysteries were real enough, as he soon

found. Not of the sea, however, but of

that which leads to power upon it

—

knowledge. Diz, however, had no thirst

for power, and the academic departments

several times took toll. Indeed, until

second class year he knew not the giddy

exhilaration of a Christmas leave. Did
it embitter him or, on the other hand,

lead him to delve a little deeper into his

books for knowledge ? No, indeed

!

Ever he would go his blithe and cheery

way. Spare time and study hours were
ever synonymous to him.

Needless to say, Hec and his easy-going

ways should succeed admirably in the

Gyrenes—his unalterable choice. Beneath

that pleasant exterior is a firmness and
will rarely displayed. With it is a

knack for making friends and a certain

touch of genius which should carry him
far along the road.

*•*•*•*
Water Polo, W32P; Class Water
Polo; 2 P.O.

Wrestling Manager; Masqueraders :

2 P.O.
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Class Football; Class Boxing, B32T

,

M.P.O.

* •

ALTON E. PARKER
"Al"

Burley, Idaho

The West lost a true son when Alton

decided upon the Navy as a career.

This choice caused him to take leave of

many friends in Burley, but due to his

amiable nature he has made many more
here.

The first term of Plebe year caused him
a little concern, but by hard plugging he

was able to survive the first of the many
"rocks and shoals." Since then there

have been few academic difficulties due

to his conscientious efforts.

He did not take to any particular ath-

letics during his first two years, being

afraid to take too much time from his

studies, but he did keep himself in good
shape by participating in company sports

and by frequent workouts in the gym. In

his second class year, Alton took up the

genteel art of boxing in which sport he

has ranked with the best of them.

In regard to his character we can say

that Alton has all the qualities necessary

for an officer and leader. It will be a

lucky ship that acquires his good-natured-

ness, level-headedness, good fellowship

and respect for others.

RICHARD STARR CRAIGHILL
"Dick"

Washington, D. C.

Dick began centering his interest on

the Academy back in his early kay-

det days at Western High. It wasn't un-

til after spending two years at George
Washington University that he finally de-

cided to cast his lot with the rest of us.

Since the day Dick arrived he has won
the respect and admiration of all those

with whom he has come in contact.

His favorite sports are football and

wrestling, to which he has devoted most

of his afternoons. Besides these he has

spent many odd moments helping those

who find it difficult to obtain the ever-

necessary 2.5. Barring Saturdays and

Sundays, and allowing for sleep and let-

ter-writing, he spends a reasonable portion

of what time is left on his studies.

Dick can hardly be classed as a Red
Mike, for he seldom misses a week-end
without mingling with his great weak-

nesses, the femmes.

Always a good wife, a true pal, and a

well-informed classmate, Dick will remain

always in the future as a most desired

friend and a splendid shipmate.

Class Football: B-Squad 32; Wrestling,

W32T; Class Basketball; Plebe Track;

Company Representative ; 2 Stripes.
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HORACE PRIEST ROUNDS
"H.P." "Cbelsa"

West Newton, Massachusetts

One of those famous Newtons in the

old Bay State gave up a promising

son and the Navy gained a man. Mix
the sturdy and sincere qualities of New
England with amiable good nature and

biting humor—that's Horace. A smooth

actor and a good one, for he lives his

parts. This accounts for his success in

the Masqueraders.

While squash and tennis are his ath-

letics, executive ability has bound Horace

so close to track and cross country that

managing takes a great deal of his time

and energy.

Sat but not savvy would be his aca-

demic classification if hastily made.

Upon closer observation, however, Horace
is found to be one of the men who
places the true value on breadth of mind
and attainment of knowledge gained

through activities rather than through

high academic standing. Thus studies

slide along in an easy and enjoyable

fashion. If they drop, the result is a bit

more concentration.

On the stage of life, continue your

happy and successful role "H.P."

SHELDON WILLIS BROWN
"Shell" "Brownie" "S. W."

Erie, Pennsylvania

Folks, allow us to present Sheldon

Brown, Esq.—why esquire?—because

he owns the world. Not that Shell

is a boastful Monte Crista shout-

ing, "The world is mine"; rather he is

quietly satisfied with its possessions and

gladly shares it with his pals—the last

apple in his locker, chow from home, and,

most important to his struggling class-

mates, dope on any sort of probs.

Like his "orbis terrarum," Brownie has

plenty of light moments. Most any after-

noon you can see him gracefully back-

stroking his way across Henry's grand

swimming pool ; while of an evening with

the Vic grinding out a hot melody he

will gladly demonstrate the latest Shag

step he has learned. But beware, in a bull

session, if you bring up a question that

has two sides—how that boy dotes on an

argument. He knows his world and has

convinced many of us that it is foolish

to take life too seriously. "After all,"

says Shell, "the world is just a playground

where novel ideas may be toyed with and

strange fascinating things are waiting to

be done."

* * * rt * • *
Track Manager; Piebe Tennis; Mas-
queraders, Staff ; Musical Clubs, Staff

;

Log Staff; M.P.O.

Swimming; SNAt; Christmas Card
Committee; Star; 1 P.O.
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LOUIS JOSEPH KIRN
"Lou"

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

UP in the press box during the Navy-

Dartmouth game back in '29 there

was a big commotion. "Who is the little

fellow, number 27?" 'Where have they

been hiding him?" and various other

cries as our "Bullet Lou" tore that big

Green line to shreds. This was perhaps

the first time the Regiment or the foot-

ball world heard about Kirn of Navy.

However, it surely hasn't been the last

time.

He was an eminent figure in Plebe

Football, wrestling, and track. But this

was just a start. Lou had a bit of hard

luck at the beginning of his Varsity com-
petition and slaved on the "B" squad for

two months. He wasn't satisfied with

himself and so he dug in his cleats and

began his rise to fame. But unlike a

meteor he has not been just a flash in the

pan but is still carrying the Blue and

Gold with distinction.

He manages to keep his class standing

high and is one of the most popular fel-

lows in the Academy not only because of

his football ability but because of his

ready smile and pleasing personality.

WALTER DAN COLEMAN
"Walt" "Wally"

Lincoln, Illinois

Only a short time ago Walter arrived

at the portals of the Administration

Building from the plains of Illinois. It

was all strange to him, that his dreams

of becoming a sailor were at last to be

realized. Not long after Wally had be-

come finally acclimated and was already

doing his bit to help the Academy.

His track work Plebe Summer was
nothing short of marvellous. Three firsts

every Saturday didn't seem to be the least

bit difficult.

More often people are satisfied to do

one thing well, but not this lad. He
proceeded to show his ability on the grid-

iron, winning the coveted Plebe Numer-
als.

Truly here was a fine athlete; but un-

like the type which had the reputation

for having a weak mind and a strong

heart, for studies were hurdled with as

much ease as those in the track.

That's not all, by any means, for

despite all these other virtues he became

one of the most popular men in the class.

Athlete, scholar, Beau Brummel, popu-

lar, all in one, that's Walter Dan
Coleman of the plains of Illinois.

*••*•*•
Football, "N"; Track, "NA" ; Class

Wrestling; Ring Dance Committee

;

June Ball Committee; Pep Commit-
tee; N.A.C.A.; 3 Stripes.

Football, "NA"; Track, "N" Star;

Plebe Basketball; Goatkeeper; Hop
Committee ; 2 P. O,
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CHARLES ELLIOTT PERKINS
"Cy" "Colonel"

Wendell, North Carolina

JUST like a Tar Heel should be, amiable

and happy. Cy has all of the quali-

ties to make him the popular drawing

card of every gathering and is the kind of

a man that men and women alike want

for a friend.

The other day out at Carvel Hall some
midshipman was overheard handing out

a line that could belong to no one but

Cy. His lambs are famous throughout

the country because of their astonishing

number and variety. This time some little

lamb from way down South is captain

of his varsity, but by next month she

will have given the controls to a luckier

and fairer drag. No hop is complete

without this cavalier to look after his

friends. His leaves are spent in gaining

a wide range of new friends and ad-

mirers and, as proved by his locker door,

his success is remarkable.

Lazy, easy to get along with, carefree,

the biggest snake in the Academy, dragger

of lambs, and many more adjectives are

needed to do justice to this good rebel,

friend and classmate.

^^ ^^ i.*-. ;•"-«:,

Plebe Football; Piebe Crew
Football.

Varsity

ALFRED GUSTAVE WARD
"Corky"

Mobile, Alabama

'£/^ORKY" got his name from his in-

\_j herent love of corking, a pastime

in which he broke all previous records.

It is remarkable to view his accomplish-

ments in the academic and literary field,

taking into consideration the amount of

time he spent in the arms of Morpheus,
and that devoted to helping his less

gifted classmates.

His shark-like keenness does not apply

to the classroom alone. As Editor of the

Lucky Bag his many associates agree that

here is a man possessed of a practical as

well as an academic mind.

His natural congeniality, spirit of

camaraderie and Southern drawl have en-

deared him to the hearts of old and
young. A snake—only when he has time

for such.

"Corky" has had no difficulty in gain-

ing the confidence of his superiors, the

respect and cooperation of his classmates,

and the devotion of his subordinates.

Four years with him have been a pleasure

that none of us will ever forget, and may
his future be as glittering as his past.

Editor-in-Chief of the Lucky Bag;
Manager of Lacrosse, N; Class La-

crosse; Reception Committee ; Com-
pany Representative : Pep Committee

;

Vice-President Class of 1932: The
Trident Society: Stars: 4 Stripes.
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EDWIN CHARLES ASMAN
"Happy" "As"

Marysville, Ohio

HIS love of the sea made Happy for-

sake the peace and quiet of a home
in Ohio for the more varied life of a

Midshipman. In preparation for a naval

career he put in a year at Marion In-

stitute, and arrived at the Academy with

a Southern accent and a collection of

photographs of a number of Alabama
femmes.

Never to worry about the present and

to let the future take care of itself is al-

most religion with "As." This trait, to-

gether with a ready wit and a disposition

as mild as a Mediterranean evening, am-
ply justifies the sobriquet "Happy," con-

ferred on him early in Plebe year by his

doting sea daddy.

Except for a skirmish with the Skinny

Department, youngster year, Happy has

always been several jumps ahead, although

he has experienced that supreme aca-

demic thrill of pulling sat. In the realm

of athletics, "As" has confined his atten-

tion to wrestling and the radiator club.

To all who know him, Happy is a gen-

tleman, but above all a true friend. Here's

luck to you, Hap.

NICHOLAS JOHN NICHOLAS
"Nick"

Portland, Maine

Out of the frigid glare of the North-

ern Lights comes this mighty little

man, bringing with him a "Life of

Napoleon," one mandolin, and a decided

Maine accent. Mingling with the rebels

made him lose most of the accent, but

Nick is a foxy lad and he always stopped

before he lost the mandolin. One of the

few men who recognized the merit of

that Epitome, Bowditch, which, aided by

his Life of Napoleon, made academics a

veritable sea of roses and bed of ease, it

was only by the expenditure of great ef-

fort and much boning of the "Cosmo"
that Nick escaped starring.

Although he resembled Napoleon in

stature, he could put Michelangelo on the

spot any time when it comes to drawing.

If this Navy had all the ships in com-
mission that Nick has drawn for the Log,

something would have to be done about

finding sufficient water to float them in.

At various intervals he would sally

forth and do a little dragging. Not that

he was a Red Mike—far from it—but,

like the lightning, he never stayed long

in the same place.

*****••
Wrestling; Expert Rifleman; Class

Rifle Team; Class Football; 2 P.O.
Wrestling; Musical Clubs; Log Staff

;

2 P.O.
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HORACE PETERS BUSH, JR.

"foe" "Bushie"

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

This business of enumerating, com-

memorating, tabulating, or fabricating

a roommate's virtues, abilities and out-

standing characteristics is sometimes dif-

ficult.

Quiet, but that's all right because who
likes a noisy person; reserved, but where

would one be if all one's resources went

at once? Pretty savvy, if you exclude

Math, juice, steam and ordnance.

Good-natured and always smiling, and

that's a good asset any time. This addi-

tion to an already forceful personality

has carried him far in "affairs de coeur"

because he is constant—never more than

one serious love a leave, but then he has

only had about seven since the beginning

of his career here. Before that we can-

not vouch for his constancy.

Athetically, his natural aptitude and

liking for the oars and shells led to his

being selected for captaincy of the light-

weights.

Last and most important, the thing that

makes this matter most acceptable to the

press is the never-failing answer to the

question, "How is he, this Bush?" Sim-

ple and concise, the response is always

the same, "good egg."

* * • •
Crew : Lightweight Varsity

(NA), Captain; 1 P.O.
Crew

NORWOOD BROUSE RHOADS, JR.

"Dusty" "Rowads"

New Orleans, Louisiana

Step right this way, ladies and gentle-

men, and behold Apulius, son of

Fatima and Victrola, heir apparent to the

Mazda of the tribe of Zola-Zola, the

eighth, ninth, tenth (who cares? we have

plenty of numbers) wonder of the uni-

verse, dressed in his varied garb which

portrays the various countries from which

it has descended. The top vesture with

the cone-shaped object signifies he be-

longs to the famous clan of crooners

known as cheer leaders, the rah-rah boys

from Agaga, in Southern Honolulu. The
middle garment—known as white trou

—

portrays the finished product of evolu-

tion from Monkeyland; Darwin was
right—just watch any gym meet and be

thoroughly convinced. The last remnant,

sandals (?), carry this wonder to the

four corners of an arid waste of the

Sahairsa (marked with white lines and
at times a net or so) chasing bouncing

balls.

Hereupon lies the glorification of his

many merits and demerits.

Cheerleader: Tennis; (NA) ; Man-
ager Gym; Lucky Bag Staff; Recep-

tion Committee; Pep Committee

;

Musical Clubs; 2 P.O.
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JAMES MARKLAND CLEMENT
"]im" "Mark" "Clem"

Nashua, New Hampshire

Where 're you from, mister? New
Hampshire, sir. What are you

famous for? Nothing in particular, sir.

Well, anyway, Jim is a rather quiet, con-

scientious chap with a big heart and a

ready smile. The academics bothered him
quite a bit, but his persistency finally

pulled him through. Although not a star

athlete, he always took a great interest

in sports and usually had a good work-

out to his credit at the end of the day.

He was a strict "Red Mike" for over two
years and then he about faced and be-

lieved there was safety in numbers.

Jim is pretty "reg" but we'd never ac-

cuse him of being a greasoir. His mili-

tary walk was always a puzzle to upper
classmen, especially his plebe year sway-

back, but once he straightened that out

he had a carriage to be proud of. He
has been a fine roommate and a great

friend.

JOHN STUART HORNER
"Jack" "Sampson" "Homer"

Newberry, Michigan

From the wilds of Northern Michigan

he came, to cast his lot with other

sea-minded men. His lot has been cast,

and now, but not until now, he gathers

his laurels. And truly he merits them,

as he has been unusually successful with

academics and other ogres. Most first

sections know only too well his confident

smile, as he prepares to do battle with

some confounding problem. His ability

is almost uncanny, and to the casual ob-

server it would appear that he did much
practicing on the side, but we can vouch
that this is not the case.

Nor are "Sampson's" activities limited

solely to academics. He has done well as

a "pin pusher," reads a large amount of

literature, and is strongly attracted to

music. He is not the typical Red Mike
that one would suspect him to be, but

often appears at hops and other social

functions. In plain words, he is an all-

around good sport.

May the Navy be good to you, Jack, and
may your days as a Naval officer be long

and prosperous. May good fortune fol-

low you all your days, as it has through

your career as a midshipman.

*******
Boxing; 2 P.O. Fencing; Orchestra; Radio Club;

Star; Juice Gang; M. P. O.
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DANIEL LYNN CARROLL
"Dan"

St. Paul, Minnesota

Dan heard the call of the sea, and left

his home in Minnesota to join the

rest of us. Perhaps the lakes, or a de-

sire to learn about the oceans at the other

end of the Mississippi, were what in-

fluenced him.

He has never had any trouble with aca-

demics; strange to say, he rather likes

them.

Although an enthusiastic follower of all

sports, no sport to him can equal baseball.

He has played on all teams, from com-

pany to varsity, and that very well.

Dan has a great liking for reading, and

seems to find a lot of time to follow this

inclination. Always ready for an argu-

ment, friendly, you understand, he will

take either side of any question.

It is his great ambition to fly. There

is no doubt that his ambition will be

realized, since it is not possible to fail

with determination such as he has.

Although not a "snake," Dan certainly

is not a Red Mike. He is always to be

seen at hops, usually not alone. During

these four years he has proven himself

a most likable fellow and the best of

friends. He carries with him our sincere

wishes for his success which we know
he will obtain.

* 7'7 7% v?7
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HENRY CLAY DeLONG
"Hank"

Bath, Maine

Henry's choice of a naval career was

not a strange one, for he was born

and bred on the rocky coast of Maine.

A penchant for technical subjects and

summers spent afloat gave him the cor-

rect foundation on which to begin. Com-
ing to the Academy was merely the logi-

cal step for him, and he took it without

undue effort. His interests are all linked

up in some way with things nautical.

Crew is his sport, and he has been an im-

portant factor in Academy crews for four

years. The Poughkeepsie Regatta was

one of his ambitions.

Quiet and reserved in manner, he is the

possessor of an unfailing sense of humor
which, combined with a true sense of pro-

portion, brought him through Plebe year,

youngster cruise, and all academics, with

equanimity. Loyalty, friendliness and an

ever-readiness to help us in our difficulties

are attributes which will ever make him
a good companion. Four years of asso-

ciation with him through the various

phases of Academy life have shown us

that which makes an excellent shipmate

and a staunch comrade.

2 P. O.
Baseball

Crew; 2 Stripes.
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JUAN PAUL DOMENECH
"]uan" "Johnny"

San Juan, Porto Rico

Juan hails from Porto Rico, "the Isle

of Enchantment," and he has in his

character all the romance, gallant air and

politeness to be found in a colony of old

Spain, and all the idealism, vigor and

practical ability to be found in this same
colony of new America.

The first thing one notices about Juan
is his likability. It doesn't take much
effort to be his friend, and it's an effort

well worth making. To be his intimate

friend, in the sense of having his fullest

confidence, is not quite so easily attained,

as he is a bit wary and trusts all society

only up to a certain point.

Johnny is a great sportsman and lover

of athletics, and knows everything of im-

portance about the world of sport. He
won his numerals Plebe year in water

polo and youngster year in boxing, show-

ing his loyalty by sewing both awards on

the same sweater.

Good nature, an eye for beauty, smart

appearance, love of fun, and good sense

are valuable to anyone, and combined
as they are in John they insure for him
a very successful future.

Water Polo; Boxing; Baseball;

2 P.O.

FRANCIS MALCOLM DOUGLASS
"Doug" "Mac" "Fran"

Tucson, Arizona

A few service traditions and a penchant

for navigation made Doug sally forth

from the desert country of Arizona to

land nearer the sea. Just then an R. O.

T. C. lost a very military man, and a uni-

versity a promising student.

Doug's several characteristics are mar-

velously compatible. He claims he would

have been a lawyer; at times he had

thought of being a doctor. In a drawing-

room he is always at ease. Doug, too,

might have been a diplomat. But more
than anything, this young man was at-

tracted by the call of the sea, and—we
think—he is to be one of our future ad-

mirals.

At Annapolis Mac has been tremen-

dously successful. Friendships were al-

ways awfully easy to make. The more
important matter of academics means

much to many, but to Doug was just an-

other part of the regulations. Regulations,

to him, too, were always easy to observe

—and never with a criticism. Thus, years

have come and gone in which a lot of

things have been accomplished. Now
we are looking forward to a famous fu-

ture life.

*******
Fencing; Baseball; Cross-Country;

Expert Pistol; 1 P. O.
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Swimming; Soccer.

HARRY EDSON TOWNSEND
"Harry"

Catskill, New York

Harry entered the Academy after

many experiences upon the water-

ways of the Hudson. In fact, small boats

so intrigued him that oftentimes during

Plebe summer one would find him the

leading light in a little party on the

Severn. This love of boats and boating

has been educated until it now encom-

passes all types of ships.

Athletically speaking, Harry hasn't had

much of a chance to show his prowess be-

cause of frequent trouble with the Aca-

demic Departments. He has shown
potential strength, however, in class and

company meets; nearly every afternoon

finds him in the pool or gym, working

out. Swimming and soccer, in season, are

his chosen sports.

Harry's social life at the Academy has

been confined mainly to the bright-light

district of Crabtown, meaning a Saturday

night sojourn at the well-known "Opera

Houses."

It can be assured that Harry will be a

success wherever he goes, and that every-

one who meets and knows him will look

upon him as a valuable friend and ship-

mate.

ROBERT ERNEST COOMBS, JR.

"Bob" "Lefty" "Tripod"

Brattleboro, Vermont

Bob found in the Green Mountains of

Vermont an excellent opportunity for

ski jumping during the long winters and

he has some fine records too, but his other

ambitions took him from these green hills

and now we are proud to say he is in the

Navy.

Finding little trouble in accustoming

himself to Academy ways he soon became

very much interested in athletics. After

being a member of the Plebe varsity foot-

ball squad, he finally decided that base-

ball was much more to his liking, and

since then he has "lived" baseball during

all seasons of the year. Starting without

any box experience he has developed into

one of the best of Navy's pitchers.

Academics were of little trouble to

Lefty, in fact reading short stories was

preferred to boning an easy math assign-

ment. He has always had a deep interest

in all functions, whether a hop or an

after-chow bull season.

The femmes have added particularly

to his happy existence, and much and

varied has been that precious fan mail.

Plebe Football; Baseball, NA; N;
Pep Committee ; 1 Stripe.
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HERBERT McCLELLAN COLEMAN
"Herb" "Biff"

Huntington, West Virginia

A mountaineer by birth and a sailor

by love of adventure, the Academy
gave Herb his first taste of the briny

deep. Since Plebe summer, Neptune has

laid his course to carry him clear of all

rocks and shoals, finding in him the true

sailor.

He is most prominent for his ability to

maintain a high standing in the class.

Secondary to this, but by no means a

negligible quantity, is his batting average

for dragging. Boxing, lacrosse and foot-

ball have all made their contributions in

producing a model Academy product.

As an officer, an unlimited future awaits

him, for he has mastered many of the

necessary qualities, and there remains only

experience to complete the finishing touch.

Two years in college sent him to us a

polished gentleman, placing him in that

position toward which we all strive. Fol-

lowing him closely in his career are his

informality and ready friendliness, which

serve as a reminder of his native haunts.

With a grin he is ready for anything from
giving consolation to pleasure.

ROBERT CUMMINGS YOUNG
"Bob"

Huntington, West Virginia

BOB is a big hairy-chested man from the

happy hunting grounds of the sidehill

murk, West, by God, Virginia. He came
down from the hills with a year's experi-

ence at Virginia Tech, and a big broad

smile. He told us of the first, but the

other spoke for itself.

Due to a slight error in judgment on

his first math exam, he didn't see his

native heath again until youngster Septem-

ber leave. But except for that ancient and

honorable enemy, the Math Department,

academics bothered him no more than the

usual inconveniences.

He has no vices. That is, he doesn't

sing. He whistles a bit off key and studies

Dago aloud, but he has a steady foot on

the rail and an excellent judgment con-

cerning the better things in life. There-

fore, could he not be forgiven a multi-

tude of sins? He will give you his shirt

and lend you his pay; he will drag your

girl's roommate in time of need and she

will turn out to be the best-looking girl

at the hop. The femmes can't keep their

fingers out of his blond curly hair and he

dislikes to say "no" to a sweet young
thing. In spite of it, though, he is still

happy and free.

• '!

' * •
Boxing (NA) ; Lucky Bag Staff;

Company Representative ; Hop Com-
mittee; G.P.O.

1 P.O.
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NATHANIEL MINTER DIAL
"Sun"

Washington, D. C.

FOUR years ago Minter's school annual

predicted that the W. B. & A. would

be putting on special trains to accom-

modate his many admirers after his en-

trance into the Academy. The Defense

Highway Commission did them one bet-

ter by putting a new shoulder on the

road. But, all for naught, for Wash-
ington's fairest femmes all faded from

the picture one October afternoon of

Plebe year, when he met the Ultimate

Woman. Since then, his steadfastness in

that regard, as well as in other things,

would make a gyro stabilizer look like

an autumn leaf in a wind tunnel.

His friends have all searched futilely

under his even regularities for at least

the semblance of a minor vice, but even

Europe, with its dry martinis and Tom
Collins, found him adhering to "cafe

con leche." Neighbors have long since

given up trying to bum skags from him.

There is one reward, at least, for

abstinence.

Lacrosse is his sport, and he plays a

man's game well.

• • • •
Lacrosse: N 2 P.O. Plebe

2 P.O.

CHARLES KEENE, JR.

"Charlie" "Chuck" "Bud"

Washington, D. C.

Charlie's ambition to sail the high seas

has always been paramount. Long
before that fateful day late in June of

'28, when the first step toward attaining

his aim was taken, he could tell you more
about the Academy than most graduates.

Four years, two European cruises with

long stretches at sea, a near-drowning

in the Blue Grotto, and three years on the

sub-squad haven't dampened his ardor.

His love of the Service and his untiring

energy will carry him to the top.

Gay moods, coupled with his almost

natural tendency to break into song,

make him, at times, a most desirable

wife. At others—oh, well, who wants

to study anyway?

His substitutes for boning are: sleep,

chess, backgammon, and, since youngster

year, yearning for a West Coast cruise,

which brings us to that always difficult

subject of the fairer sex. Suffice it to say

that all those who have been fortunate

enough to be the recipients of some of

of his prose compositions, masterpieces of

literature, know his ability in this art.

Lacrosse; Class Lacrosse;

Masqueraders.
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JOHN LEAK EVERETT, JR.

''John L."

Rockingham, North Carolina

" A ND -^arse Jim beat that nigger 'til

A. he was daid." Thus our first intro-

duction to the rebel-born, mammy-reared,
and plantation-bred John L. The story

is of no importance—but he's got all the

ideas in his head that the quotation im-

plies, such as Legree-esque overseers and
rolling fields of cotton and pickaninnies

playing around the barns and the coach

rolling up to the door with the "marstuh

back from the woe." Our John is a real

Southern gentleman.

But he's a tea houn'. Doggone his

soul, he is. With his other Tarheel com-
panions in crime, he makes the rounds

of the Annapolitan parlors of a Sunday
afternoon. Thus has he earned himself

entree into all the back parlors and salons

which, to the common chaff standing on
the outside looking in, have assumed the

proportions of a mystic shrine.

He dabbles here and there in athletics.

His chief claim to fame is as a swimmer,
but he has, at various times, touched

lightly, as becomes a Southerner, football,

lacrosse, water polo, and the faintest sug-

gestion of soccer.

GEORGE WASHINGTON PRESSEY
"Butch" "Tug"

Hampton. Virginia

Having lived within sight of Hampton
Roads for the greater part of his

life, "Butch" has felt the call of the sea

for years. Not only that, but his Euro-
pean jaunt aboard the tanker has given

him a deep-rooted desire to go down to

the sea in "battlewagons."

The only reasons for hesitating to liken

George to that master of his art, Romeo,
are that the homes of today are sadly lack-

ing in balconies and that we who know
him believe that in him we have one who
has "outmastered the master." His
ability to make and hold friends is not
limited to the fairer sex, either. That
carrot-topped man adds to any gathering

with his wit, stories, and general ability

for making fun, especially after chow.

Just ask the "General Board."

"Butch" has spent his afternoons in

much and varied style. He has derived

the pleasures of life from atop the "win-
dow seat" in the winter, and from the

"ham-and-egger" squad in the spring.

It is a very excellent system of training

for June Week ; at least, it seems to have
brought the desired results.

* ***'**
Swimming; 2 P. O. Football ; Lacrosse; 2 P. O.
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ROBERT LYNN GAMBLE
"Bob" "Gumbo"

Fairmont, Minnesota

Without a worry for the next day,

Bob's attitude from the start has

always been carefree and untroubled. De-

termined to be himself, he has created and

adhered to his own precepts, choosing at

all times to be an individualist. Humor-
ous and fun-loving, his ready wit has

livened many dull and routine days by a

well-timed joke or pithy observation.

Gumbo is ever-willing to desert books

for a good round-table discussion, being

willing to argue any point, however ob-

scure. But he is not unreasonable in his

arguments, and after convincing proof, is

willing to accept the viewpoint of an-

other.

Although he has never taken part in

varsity sports, he has found diversion in

swimming and tennis and has frequently

participated in class competition.

Bob is always ready to take what is

coming to him, doesn't consider life too

seriously, and thoroughly enjoys a good
game of bridge. Those that make this

big fellow's acquaintance in the future

will be lucky; what better recommenda-
tion can any man give?

• * • *
Class S't'hnming; Class Water Polo,

2 P.O.

DAVID DARWIN SCOTT
"D. D." "Scotty"

Waubay, South Dakota

DD. is one of the reasons that biog-

. raphies are written as it is almost

impossible to successfully make a picture

of him without writing a whole book.

One could easily call him a deceiver—
it being implied, however, that he is prone

to let you think what you will of him,

leaving it up to you to uncover the man
within. His outstanding achievement in

that line was the way he hid a most un-

usual brain, even going unsat a couple of

times Plebe year to add pathos to the plot,

but since he has become ultra-savvy, is

able to star without endeavor. A world

of travel has done much to round out his

excellent mind, and in counting the num-

ber of books he reads one loses all track.

A lovable nature backed by congenial

humor, an excellent personality combined

with a Scotch nature and business brains

that can't be denied, and a knowing con-

sideration—these qualities join to form

Scotty. Whether this "formation will be

inside or outside" of the Navy remains

to be seen, but we will place our bets

and give odds in either field.

Assistant Manager of Lacrosse; Stars;

C.P.O.
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PAUL HERBERT HARRINGTON
"Honky" "Bone"

Rochester, New York

££~K yTIDSHIPMAN HARRINGTON. Sir,

iVJ_ from Rochester, New York, sir,"

was Honky's answer to the eternal query,

"Where from"? Rochester, indeed, he

hails from, and entered our midst with

full hopes of success, having passed

through such corridors of learning as

Irondequoit High School, and Schad's

War College in Washington. He justified

all our hopes, and even pulled sat after

eight weeks' stay in our "Health Home."
This rather nipped his athletic aspirations

in the bud, but his later work on the Var-

sity Wrestling Squad has given our light-

weights something to think about.

Youngster year and second class year

have only served to strengthen that

monthly cry, "Bilged that Nav prof a

point four again." What between his in-

satiable desire for sleep and his vo-

luminous mail, he seems well able to take

care of his time.

His desire to please is not confined to

the fairer sex for his generous actions and
his never-failing supply of good humor
have won him a high place in our hearts

BROOKS JARED HARRAL
"Jason" "Booford"

Canandaigua, New York

Jason first opened his eyes and viewed

this vast world in New Orleans, but

soon deserted, the rebel cause and cast his

lot with the Yankees of New York. He
came directly from Canandaigua High
School to the Naval Academy, where he

received his first taste of boning, so Plebe

year was quite a shock. But soon he

caught on to the wiles of the Academic

Department and has never been in danger

of falling into its clutches.

He was quite an athlete in high school,

and early Plebe year vented his kicks on

the soccer field. But desirous of using

his large size and weight to better advan-

tage for Navy, he went out for water

polo and is now a charter member of the

"suicide club."

He has a world of information at his

fingertips, can always hand out the

straight dope on any subject, can quote

from any number of poets, and is truly

a valuable friend. His easy-going and
fun-loving ways, and his inherent, gen-

tlemanly manners make us sure that he
will be a good shipmate, an excellent of-

ficer, and, above all, a real man.

*******
Wrestling; 15o-Pound Crew; Class

Soccer; M.P.O.

Water Polo; Plebe Varsity; Soccer;

Class Tennis; Track; 1P.O.
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THEODORE SMALL LANK
"Ted" "Uncle"

Lewes, Delaware

BORN and brought up in the coastal vil-

lage of Lewes, Ted as a tot was sent

to gambol on the beach and longingly

watch the warships as they passed out

through the breakwater. Both of these

hobbies have remained with him through

these long years; he still likes to gambol,

and the sea is still his first love.

As uncle grew, his interest in the sea

became deeper and after having finished

high school it was decided that he spend

a year at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

before entering the Naval Academy. So
fate smiled on him, and in due course he
became one of the forty per cent.

In his life at the Academy, Ted al-

ways showed his characteristic seaman-like

attitude, and as a result stood well in aca-

demic work and also in athletic activities.

Though he has spent much time "win-
ning his periscope" on the sub-squad, Ted
found time to excel in soccer and rifle.

Other moments have shown him to be an
ardent lover of bridge, with Morpheus
a close second.

Ted's winning smile and sense of hu-
mor have made him a host of friends dur-
ing his academic career.

•
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* • • •

JOHN HALL HOOPER
"Red"

New York City

This happy-go-lucky red head is from

the wilds of Morningside Heights!

After the eye had become accustomed to

the fiery aura which announced Red's

presence, the most noticeable feature was
his carefreeness. The transition from the

din and glare of the Great White Way
to the sleepy old village of Annapolis did

nothing to dull his vivacity. He has al-

ways refused to take things too seriously.

"Red" was far from wooden, and had
little trouble keeping ahead of academics

;

having once accomplished a fair amount
of work he preferred to spend his time

on something more animated than the sta-

tical stability of a coal barge. For him, the

quintessence of animation was the

rhythmic ragtime of Duke Ellington's cot-

ton king.

"Red" regarded athletics with the same
attitude. He tried everything from crew
to soccer, and had a great time playing

around. He never reached the state of

suspended animation necessary for the

Radiator Clubman, and was always busy
at something.

Soccer; Rifle; 2 P.O. Small Bore Rifle;

2 P.O.
lJ>o-Pound Crew;
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JULIAN GRAY HUMISTON
"Jewel" "Hutnmy"

Potlatch, Idaho

Tall and lanky, with a Western drawl

and an unbounded love of horses,

Hummy came to us as a character from
the old West. His way in academics has

not been untroubled, but he has always

managed to "get there."

Four years have not been able to change

him in the least. At intervals he brings

to the surface some hidden aptitude and
makes us marvel all the more.

In the West he learned to shun the

attentions of ladies, finding pastime in

a glowing pipe and book or a canter along

the trails. He has not abandoned the

pipe whose mellow odor gives notice of

his presence, but he has forgotten his un-

founded prejudice against fair company.
Now not a week passes but he is found
slicking down his hair and scraping the

stubble from his chin, to sally forth once

more and try his wiles against the in-

nocent and gaping girls.

Taciturn at times, fluent at others,

Julian has amused us for uncounted hours
with legends of mountains, ranches, and
gold mines. Level-headed and practical

his counsel has proved invaluable.

WALLACE CLARK
"Wallf

Malone

SHORT, JR.

"Savvy"

New York

When Wally entered these portals,

the regimental snakes little thought

that they would be pushed into the back-

ground. This, however, was inevitable,

and Wally deserves to have his name en-

graved near the top of the list of these

reptilian gentlemen. His feminine con-

quests extend from Montreal to Miami,

and are so numerous that he is faced with

the necessity of listing them in a catalog

to prevent disastrous mistakes in cor-

respondence.

When it comes to academics, our hero

has had his share of the battle. But when
the marks are posted, he always finds more
than a 2.5. Dago has given him the big-

gest fight, but hard work has overcome

even that.

An ear drum, broken Plebe year, kept

Wally from becoming the water polo star

he would have undoubtedly been other-

wise. Even so, he is often seen in the

pool going through a few fancy dives and
other aquatic manoeuvers. Apparently he
has benefitted by his wide experience on
the beach at Miami.

Whatever befalls Wally in the Service,

he will always succeed, and will have the

good wishes of his many friends.*******
Plebe Crew; 2 P. O. Class Water Polo; Class Track; Var-

sity Boxing; 2 P. O.
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JEROME ELMER MURPHY
"Awgee" "Jerry"

Washington, D. C.

Early in August, 1909, the capitol city

was blessed by the advent of a little

toothless lad, destined to bring many a

tribulation to the heart of the Murphy
family. But time changeth all things.

This young man now stands six feet two

in his toeless socks, has all his second

teeth, and a sound body. The same can

almost be said of his mind. However,

his allotment of gray matter has served

him well for he has never needed to bow
to old Tecumseh.

During his first two years, "Awgee"
plodded his weary way to the boathouse

each afternoon but seemed to escape

"Old Dick's" eagle eye. He then tacked

a few pounds onto his hitherto sparse

frame and set out to bend the sweeps

in earnest. His boat is usually in the

money and he earned a Poughkeepsie trip

by virtue of his labors second class year.

Jerome has been active in numerous

lighter Academy activities. Here we see

him in a jovial vein and hanker for his

jugular vein. His tin whistle and har-

monica charm even the unappreciative

audiences which so often gather within

our cold grey walls.

* * * * *
Crew, NA; Musical Clubs; 2 P.O.

•

WILLIAM BEAUVEAU BORIE
LYONS

"Beau" "Booboo"

Washington, D. C.

When the world was awarded its

prize one rare June day, the

event took place in the Quaker City.

At that period "Booboo" began to do

all he could to destroy himself. But

after breaking a few bones and landing

on his head several times in the most ap-

proved manner, his attention was di-

verted towards athletics. In prep school

he succeeded in attaining the desired

pinnacle and started on the same trend

during Plebe year. Then the academics

stepped in and nearly threw him for a

loss, so his athletic career was nipped in

the bud. Despite his lagging but some-

what necessary pursuit of knowledge,

"Beau" has retained his much-envied

ability to make people laugh. It may be

his face, it may be his laugh, it may be

his style, but whatever it is, it is suc-

cessful.

When taken seriously, he appears as a

mass of conflicting ideas, emotions and

ambitions, but under this exterior there

is a steadfastness of purpose that will

carry him through all difficulties to the

end.

Plebe Soccer.

2 P.O.
Plebe Basketball:
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JOSEPH JAMES LOUGHLIN
"Joe"

Lansdowne, Pennsylvania

Joe's home port is Wilmington, North

Carolina, where he found the sea and

learned to love it. From there he sailed

a steady course and landed here with his

cargo of sunshine and good fellowship.

We know that he will always be ready

to give us a helping hand and cheery

encouragement. Perhaps we have re-

ceived grades too soon— or are unoffi-

cially detained on Saturday afternoon

—

see Joe. So it was in wrestling—he said

he never could but somehow he did, and

to his own satisfaction, won that much
coveted letter. Yes, when Joe is wres-

tling they all stop—even the D. O.'s—if

for that bout only.

His numerous friends are the best in-

dication of his charming personality and
sincere character. Though always happy
and seemingly carefree, under the surface

he is a real man.

If we could know such men as he every

day, we could look forward to the fu-

ture with as much confidence and with

as many happy thoughts as we look back

upon the past four years.

WILLIAM AURAND STUART
"Willy" "BUI"

Bluefield, West Virginia

As you can tell from his walk, Bill

came to us from the mountains

—

from West by—I mean West Virginia

too! He decided the Navy needed some
good men so he packed up and came to

Annapolis. And the Navy got one.

During five years of intimacy with him,

the author has known him to get mad
once, and that was caused by a long

series of dire events leading up to the

crisis. And savvy? He has not only

pulled his wife out of all of his mathe-

matical mudholes, but also part of '33.

What-a-man.

Bill's got a keen brain and a level head
and is expected to make good out in the

fleet

—

if we get commissions ! At any rate

he won't be disliked for lack of personal-

ity or character. Everybody in his class

likes him and he certainly is easy to get

along with—ask his wife! Willy has

taken it and suffered for four years in

serene silence, and this is about the only

reward he's going to get—that is from
here—but THE lady is waiting back home
in Bluefield and, from all the dope, that's

where Willy is going to get his reward.

*•*•**•
Wrestling, N ; Hop Committee, Chair-

man; Ring Dance Committee ; Chair-

man June Ball Committee ; Pep Com-
mittee; 2 Stripes.

1 P.O.
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THOMAS PINCKNEY LOWNDES
"Pinkey"

Greenville, South Carolina

You see pictured above a young man

who has been both a trial and a di-

lemma to his long-suffering roommate.

For four years he has been a worry, and

it is time someone else took charge.

He has had quite a few sharp bouts

with the academic departments, and has

managed to fool them more than once

when they thought they had him dead

to rights. However, he is really rather

savvy in most things, and has helped the

writer to fathom many a problem and

Steam sketch. Get him in a jovial mood
sometime and he will tell you how he

got four 2.5's on four exams, once upon

a time. Incidentally, he expects to be

asked to become a member of the Dago
Department any day now.

By glancing at his first and middle

names you can easily see that he has been

handicapped by endeavoring to follow in

the footsteps of his illustrious forbears.

"Pinkey" is harmless except when he

gets his hair in his eyes, then he's a bad

actor and everyone had better stand clear.

Anyway, he's there when you need him,

and that's what counts after all.

• * • •

EVERETT LANG PHARES
"Pharo" "Galahad"

Washington, D. C.

What would you do if you were

over six feet tall with broad shoul-

ders and a clear, steady eye? The an-

swer of any normal man would be, "Mix

a bit of social life with interludes of some

good healthy sport,—say crew, for in-

stance." We don't like to admit that

Pharo is normal, but that seems to be

the answer. A gay blade and a mighty

swell oarsman. Six months of society

and six months on the water. It seems

to be a good philosophy to follow as

he has prospered in wisdom and grace

during these last few years under the

cure, and could now be admitted to al-

most anyone's home.

Big ideas about living are his ruling

passion. Ever onward and upward with

the might of his conscience to guide him,

he has placed himself on a plane above

us all. As proselyter for the reprobates

he has kept them on a steady, narrow

path and they have profited from the

friendship. But after all he must be a

pretty swell fella or he wouldn't even be

in the organization.

2 P.O. Crew; 2 P.O.
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JOHN RAYMOND LEEDS
"Bud"

Jenkintown, Pennsylvania

Bud is another of the famous volun-

teers. In fact, he is practically from

the stronghold itself, and has ever been

loud in the praises of Philadelphia and

the Athletics. One of his chief con-

solations has been that we have jour-

neyed there several times during the foot-

ball seasons.

For unknown but potent reasons, he

left the big city to become a member
of '32, and joined the number of

those who navigate the rocks and shoals

of Plebe year. Safely past the Scylla of

Math, Bud went gunning with a sextant

for any Charybdis that might lie in wait-

ing for him, and passed unscathed.

Bud is noted for the quality of his fruit

cake, but he didn't need fruit cake to

make him popular, for his usual cheerful

nature and obliging disposition have made
him many friends. He is rarely blue, ex-

cept after those wonderful leaves in

Philly, and even from those he recovers

quickly.

We feel sure that wherever he goes

Bud will continue to make friends and
that he will be a shipmate well worth
having.

Track; Boxing Manager; Plebe Foot-
ball; 3 Stripes.

ROBERT HARPER WEEKS
"Bob"

Springfield, Massachusetts

Coming from Massachusetts, Bob
proved capable of upholding the Bay

State's standard of producing "savoirs."

He had no trouble in conquering what
proved to be the downfall of many. Al-

ways up toward the top of his class, never

worrying, never complaining, Bob is one

of those lucky mortals who make the best

of everything, and find contentment in a

job well done. He whiled away most of

his time in reading, and the library

found him a frequent borrower.

Those that knew Bob from Plebe year

noticed a great change that was made in

him. He was a misogynist pure and simple

until a bit of femininity broke through

his reserve during Second Class Sep leave.

Athletically, Bob spent most of his

time on the cross-country and track teams,

helping his class teams win several times

in both sports.

Modesty is one of Bob's virtues; he

never boasts of his conquests or accom-

plishments. Those who know him, and

there are but few who don't, have little

doubt that to him will come the fruits

deserved by one so upright and loyal.

*******
Track ; Class Cross-Country ;

Soccer; Stars; 2 Stripes.

Class
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ROBERT EDWARD VANDLING
"Bob" "Van"

Clearfield, Pennsylvania

Bobby was born in Clearfield way back

when '09 was quite the thing. In

case you don't see Clearfield on the map

it's at the intersection of a couple of me-

ridians. In his parlance it is much more

—the only town in the United States

having a nickel mill, facing south, with

a red tile roof.

Early in life he evidenced his natural

bent toward things military, for one day

when his mother wasn't home he shaved

for the first time and found he had

grown up, so he ups and joins the Cav-

alry—the over, under, and through bri-

gade, mostly over. Then he heard the

call, saw the light and found himself

in the Navy.

Versatile and volatile—red heads,

brunettes, blondes, Blake-Knowles and

juice profs, they're all alike to him and

he treats them all with the same warm
affection. Good natured, energetic, am-

bitious, enthusiastic, savvy, square-shoot-

ing, by the way, he was on the rifle team

four years, he is always welcome at any-

thing from the loudest bull session to the

roughest tea fight.

SAMUEL ALDO McCORNOCK
"Sam" "Whitef

Stambaugh, Michigan

Sam suddenly decided to throw in his

lot with us back in the early summer

of '28, so he managed to tear himself

away from his beloved Upper Peninsula

long enough to come down to find out

what it was all about. If his loss meant

as much to them, at that time, as it would

now mean to us, there certainly must have

been many, many mournful notes float-

ing around in the old woods.

Cheerfulness is his ever-present ally,

but it is only a beginning. Behind it

you'll find a very interesting seriousness,

a keen perception, and a love of argu-

ment that receives as much practice as

can be made possible. A good imagina-

tion, coupled with a liking for telling

yarns, makes a combination that must be

heard to be appreciated.

An active mind usually means an ac-

tive body, so rather than be an exception

to the rule, you'll find him running

around with the cross-country bunch in

the fall, and out on the cinder path when
Spring wends its way back again.

• * • • *
Rifle; 1 P. O.
Plebe Creiv.

Cross-Country : Track; Plebe Wrest-

ling; 2 P.O.
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VICTOR B. McREA
"Mac"

Montpelier, Ohio

A few years ago Mac decided to quit

tilling the soil, preferring to ride the

furrows of the sea. Coming from Ohio
it must have been the picture of a ship on

the wall that led him to make such a

drastic change.

Mac first attracted the attention of the

class by his ability as an oarsman in the

Plebe Summer crew. In the fall, by vir-

tue of his sterling performances on the

Plebe varsity football team, he proved

that football was another of his assets.

Next Spring, he further enhanced his

athletic reputation by winning a seat in

the first Plebe boat. For the remaining

three years he has devoted both Spring

and Fall to football, proving himself a

valuable addition to the team.

His only enemy throughout the four

years was the Academic Department;
however, lesson assignments rarely inter-

fered with whatever else there was to be

done. In spite of that, he always kept

his head above water, and was ever will-

ing to lend a hand to a submerging class-

mate.

MAGRUDER HILL TUTTLE
"Tut"

Lenoir, North Carolina

Born a Tarheel, Tut developed a pas-

sion for the sea, and came to the

Naval Academy. As he was from the

South, he had developed a way with the

fair sex which helped him to spend many
a pleasant evening, while his natural

prowess as an athlete kept him busy

during the afternoon.

In his high school days, and later at

Duke University, King Tut was a star

football player. Ever since he came to

the Navy, he has been a big shot on

the team, being captain during his first

class year. Playing center, he caused our

opponents lots of worry on the defensive,

while on the offensive he was ripping

great holes in their line. He was also

an outstanding success in boxing, both

on the Plebe team and on the Varsity.

It is seldom that one finds a chap so

reserved, and yet so greatly interested in

the many amusing things of the world.

His penchant was the singing of all sorts

of funny songs, and the reading of po-

etry, spending many of his leisure hours

in that occupation. Tut is a man who
combines a quiet nature with a real and
deep-rooted character.

• * * * * •
Crew; Football; 3 Stripes. Football, "N"; Captain Football;

Boxing; Track; 2 P.O.
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MAX CHAPMAN MATHER
"Max"

Toledo, Ohio

Introducing the man who has en-

dured our failings for three Academic

years, Max Mather. "Max" has his own
philosophy of life, a sort of "laissez

faire," and judging from the number of

his friends we should say that it works

well. His interests are few: a smoke, a

book, and a place to indulge both; a

conversation on any topic, or an after-

noon on the rifle range give an every-

day picture of our roommate.

And he has a way with the women

;

ask anyone who frequented Dorchester

on the Youngster Cruise. About the

only times he betrays evidences of en-

thusiasm are when spilling a yarn about

the years spent in France, or when the

conversation turns to rifles and hunting.

Academically, he has been uncomfort-

able but once. Usually he shows a versa-

tility in treating all subjects alike and

keeping a few jumps ahead in each.

We know that this .is one chap that will

get along, and we express the hope of

many in wishing him good luck in future

life.

^ W fC ~^K rk.
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JAMES VINCENT REILLY

"Red" "Indian"

Richmond Hill, Long Island

AN honest, hard working chap who
sprang from the wilds of New York

City, Red delights in argument, but never

waxes angry. Always good natured, he

can't hold a grudge longer than a few

minutes at most.

"How many days, Mister." Red
spends a lot of his spare time thinking

of leave when he can strut his stuff and

give his version of the Navy Line.

He has little trouble with Academics,

and doesn't need to grind. The Steam

Department got in a few good blows in

the early part of his career here, but he

has had the situation well in hand ever

since. This leaves him time to devote to

the various activities which go to make
this school more than a mere institution

of learning.

Much water has passed over the dam
since we first gazed at that flowing red

hair, and heard that distinctive New
York drawl, yet time has served only to

confirm that first good impression. He
will have little trouble if he only con-

tinues to follow the good example he has

set himself.

Varsity Rifle; Expert Rifleman; 2 P.O. Log Staff; Feature Editor; Stage

Gang Manager; Cross - Country

;

Track; 1 P. O.
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WILLIAM REYNOLDS MILLER
"Bill" "Dusty"

Baltimore, Maryland

AS A very small chap, Bill decided

that when he had finished High
School he would choose a college close

to home. Of course, he's a Baltimore

Boy, so naturally he came to the Naval

Academy. Each year when the Academic

Departments train their guns on the class

of 1932, we're all certain that Davy
Jones' Locker will be our fate, but not

so with Bill. He merely shrugs his

shoulders and says, "Shucks, now at Poly

we did it this way," and that's why he's

been wearing a star these last three years.

When Spring comes and most of us

turn poetic, Bill breaks out the old

Lacrosse gear, lets out a blood-curdling

ward whoop, and is off to crack some-

body's skull.

As a gentleman of true worth and
versatile accomplishments, it is to Bill

that we instinctively turn in time of

trouble, whether it be a juice prob, a ring

design, or "une affaire de coeur." To
be his shipmate would be a privilege, but

just to be his friend is a pleasure. It

brings an appreciation of him by which
we know him to be a real man.

THOMAS JEFFERSON
MONTGOMERY

'Monty" "Tom"

Youngstown, Ohio

TO write a short hiography of "Monty,"

for whom so much can be said, is a

difficult matter. For here is a man whose

friendly disposition and fair dealing have

made him liked and respected by upper

classes, classmates, and under classes.

For him academics have not always been

easy, and a successful struggle for Christ-

mas Leave in Youngster Year showed his

ability to work when the occasion de-

manded. Monty comes from the Queen
City of the Mahoning and one glance

at the portrait will explain why he usu-'

ally returns from leave disorganized.

Although one affair turned out badly,

Monty sought solace in a pipe, turned

philosopher, and is now (latest report)

enthralled by another. Just how valuable

a friend Monty is was revealed Second

Class Summer when a hospital gold-brick-

ing experiment back-fired. He has always

been the finest fellow in the world with

whom to do anything in the world. No
success can be too great for what he de-

serves, and we hope that wherever he at-

tains it will be where we can continue the

friendship so pleasantly begun.

*******
Chairman Class Ring Committee;
Class Crest Committee ; Lacrosse, N;
Stars; 2 P.O.

Basketball; Track; Reception Com-
mittee; Reef Points: 2 P.O.
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JOHN HENRY MORSE, Jr.

"Jack" "Cap'n Bill" "Horse"

Sumter, South Carolina

FOUR years ago there came to the banks

of the Severn a boy from the wilds

of South Ca'lina. He was equipped by

nature with habits of industry and sobri-

ety, tempered with humor and good na-

ture.

Jack's natural energy impelled him to

become rather a workout hound, with the

result that he is a valued member of the

Gym and lightweight crew squads.

Academically, too, Jack has always given

a good account of himself, combining

natural aptitude with a dogged conscien-

tiousness.

Still another facet of his nature is his

love of travel. For months preceding

each cruise he was deeply engrossed in

travel literature. The knowledge gained

in this manner was freely distributed and

proved very helpful to all his friends.

In all, Jack's accomplishments during

his years at the Academy have exceeded

even the most sanguine predictions made
by the editor of ye home town bumwad.
May his future career be as bright as his

many friends have reason to believe it

will be.

SPENCER LORAINE SHAW
"Pete"

Bishopville, South Carolina

Pete is a shining example of the home
town boy who made good. Coming

from a small South Carolina town he was

at first a little pessimistic about his chances

of success. However, he has accomplished

far more than even so sanguine a prophet

as the editor of his home town bumwad
dared predict, and his savvyness was a

benefit to many less fortunate classmates

who never found him too busy to explain

a knotty problem or sketch.

Along with his academic ability and

common sense, Pete has a sense of humor
and carefree manner that have won many
friends. Always cheerful and gay, he has

never been known to have the blues.

"Why worry" and "Run and let run"

expresses his philosophy, while his con-

tinuous good humor and wit make it im-

possible for anyone to remain angry with

him more than a few minutes at a time.

If Pete decides to enter the Service, he

will be a welcome member of any ward
room group.

• • • •
Wrestling; Gym; Expert Rifleman;
15o-Pound Crew; M.P.O.

Plebe Crew; 2 P.O.
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READER CLARENCE SCOTT
"Scotty" "Gil"

Peoria, Illinois

WHAT would the Navy do without

"Scotty"? Plebe year he started

to repair things, and has been at it ever

since. Nothing ,is too great or small to

claim his attention—and it holds no in-

terest if there is nothing wrong with it.

His desk, locker, and strongbox are full

of gadgets and tools for repairing, from
a watch to a radio. The password to

his room is "Scotty, there is something

wrong with my. . .
." There is no other

known method of arousing him, but this

method has never failed.

Perhaps the most outstanding charac-

teristics we think of when someone men-
tions "Scotty" is his unfailing good
nature. Practical jokes he takes in good
part, and "renders unto Caesar that which
is Caesar's." If anyone was dragging and
had the guard, it would be "Scotty, how's
to take my watch?" And the invariable

answer: "Sure."

fOUt

JOHN MUNHOLLAND
"Munny" "Rosy" "Inez"

Monroe, Louisiana

A gentleman from the South, always

with that ruddy complexion. He
says it is an accumulation of the sun's rays,

picked up on a farm at home, and we
believe him. His speech belies his place

of origin, however; in fact, we cannot

attach it to any one section of this great

country. This fact fits his wanderings,

made at various and sundry leave periods.

In him we find a weli-rounded man.

He is able and willing to do the many
tasks placed before him. In his scho-

lastic work, although never fortunate

enough to achieve a place among the

stars, he has acquired commendable suc-

cess. Athletically, we can pronounce a

similar verdict. His efforts and accom-

plishments point toward a career full of

happiness and fine achievements.

His ambition is to become an aviator;

we surmise that this is the result of Sec-

ond Class Summer. His thoughts are

all on the time when he will be able

to go as the wind, wherever he pleases.

It's all right, we know, for Nature and

Munny will take their courses, and John

will secure that extra bit of insignia.

* • t^\ ^% ^^

2 P.O. Football; Class Rifle; 2 Stupes.
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DONALD IRVING THOMAS
"Scotty" "Don' "Tommy"

Richmond, Virginia

Every now and then you run into a

chap who knows his job and is more

or less of an authority on any subject

bearing on it. Don is one of them. He
has a great liking for all things Naval,

and he has read most of the books on

the Station that have anything at all to

do with the Navy. Anyone wanting the

dope on Naval affairs usually gets hold

of him.

After 4:30 every day Don turns his

attentions to the more strenuous side of

a Midshipman's life. In the Fall

he can be found booting a soccer ball

around among the Varsity soccer squad.

Then, in the Winter, the swimming pool

claims his attention, while Spring usually

catches him doing things with small boats

or lacrosse sticks. This, together with

Don's attitude that nothing is worth do-

ing unless done well, doubtless has some-

thing to do with the fact that he stands

well up near the top of the class.

All the above is really secondary,

though. The thing that makes Don such

an agreeable roommate is the fact that he

carries out the old Virginia Tradition

—

he is a gentleman.

• •

WILLIAM OUTERSON
"Bill"

Los Angeles, California

Bill is rather a mystery to all except

the fortunate few who know him

very well. He has a ready smile for

everyone, but only a few know the per-

son behind the smile. Easily amused,

though rather reserved, hard working

along his many lines of endeavor, and

serious at times; yet he possesses a rare

sense of humor, and the best disposition

in the world.

As soon as Bill is freed from Henry's

clutches, and "submarine school," his

spare time is taken up with gymnastics,

working with Mr. Mang's "Greek Gods."

Although he has suffered a broken nose,

he can boast more than ordinary prowess

in his chosen sport.

Academically, Bill takes things more

or less as they come, without having any

serious difficulties. His knowledge of

"Juice" and Radio have not only helped

his standing, but benefitted the Radio

Club, where he spends a great deal of

his spare time. In "Dago" he has been

closely pursued by that Department ever

since he entered the Academy, but has

managed to elude them every term.

CT

; :

Boxing; Soccer N; Swimming; Re-

ception Committee ; Class Lacrosse;

Christmas Card Committee ; 2 Stripes.

Radio Club, President (1) ; Secretary-

Treasurer (2); Gym Team; 2 P.O.

f_
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MILTON FRANK PAVLIC
"Peter" "Pav"

Rittman, Ohio

Anew star appeared in our heavens

four years ago—not a real star, but

just Milton from the constellation Ritt-

man. In finding his way here he fol-

lowed no gravitational law, but simply

drifted in. Western Reserve University

with its chemistry, biology, and other

pre-medical bores made him decide that

breaking bones must be more fun than

mending them. This idea, backed by

others of more patriotic origin, won the

day for the Navy and here he is.

"A vigorous youth, with lots of dash,

daring, and dexterity." This phrase sums
up his outward characteristics. It tells

why his roommate suffers with envy every

time the mail comes and why he dons

his monkey jacket as a matter of routine

on Saturday nights. The dexterity part

explains the existence of a number of

rather strangely constructed but useful ar-

ticles in his room. These are products of

an inborn desire to invent which often

crops out in spare moments. In spite

of these drawbacks, Milton sails smoothly

through academics without a care and
never a moment in the ranks of the

wooden.

Plebe Fencing; Class Swimming;
Juice Gang; I P.O.

SAMUEL FRANK QUARLES
"Frank" "Country" "Sam"

Lenning, Virginia

Squirrel hunting was beginning to

grow tiresome; the farm was becom-

ing boring; the University of Virginia

was just another place to study. It be-

gan as an idle fancy, and the more he

thought of it the more his interest grew.

This fancy developed into an appoint-

ment, then entrance examination, and fi-

nally the oath.

Plebe Summer, with its infantry and

seamanship, was at first bewildering.

With a thirst for knowledge, and a keen

desire to learn, these obstacles were soon

surmounted.

Outside of Steam, the Academic De-

partments never made a threat. When
necessary, he studied hard ; otherwise he

took things as they came, trying to make
them as enjoyable as possible.

Because of his friendship and good
humor, his place will be hard to fill. He
never refused a debate, and always

showed the utmost respect for the opin-

ion of others. When he was wrong he

cheerfully admitted it, and laid claim to

that much additional knowledge.

Here's to a most successful career in

the Service, Frank, we know it is in you.

* V * * * *
Class Baseball; Class Water
Class Football; 2 P.O.

Polo;
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JAMES ALFRED THOMAS
"Tommy" "Shorty"

Columbus, Ohio

Hail the nonchalant, affable fellow

from Ohio. Naturally one should

be proud of his home state, but Tommy
stretches this fact beyond its elastic limit,

and makes the one-time territory of Con-

necticut the greatest resource on earth.

Still, there is always a little good in the

worst of us, and, too, a little bad in the

best of us.

Tommy's best motto is "What's the

use of worrying, it never was worth

while." And he uses it in an efficient

manner. Days may come and days may
go, but classes go on forever. When
examinations come around, there is Tom-
my, absorbing in a few hours the month's

work, with the optimist's expectation of

hitting them. He is, likewise, fond of

sports, boxing being his favorite. In

collaboration with this, pre-reveille jogs on
Farragut Field and their resulting disturb-

ances aid much to the quiet sleep of oth-

ers.

Yes, Tommy makes a wonderful wife.

Here's hoping, wife, that in the Service

you make out equally well.

• * * •

WILFORD TENNYSON STANNARD
"Whale" "Doc"

Clinton, Connecticut

Wilford started out in life as a

chubby little boy running along

the shores of Connecticut hunting "musk-

rats" and tearing up the countryside in

general. He grew up, a boy of the soil,

the pride of the Podunk, and as a boy of

the soil and as just another pride of some
Podunk, he came to Crabtown and be-

came one of us.

Plebe year was one "of those things"

to Wilford, and with the combination of

a glorious past and a hazy but glittering

future he managed to dream the year

away. He had the redeeming habit of

loud snoring, however, which kept him
awake enough of the time to do his bon-

ing. His lithe form and graceful move-

ments prompted those about him to dub
him "Whale."

Inertia characterized "Whale" in his

endeavors. Football and wrestling were
the outlets for his primitive instincts.

It took him some time to get rolling, but

now that he has built up momentum,
thanks to the same inertia, he is going to

be a mighty hard man to stop.

Boxing; Mandolin Club; Chess Club;
2 P.O.

2 P. O., Football. (NA) Wrestling
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JOHN VAUGHAN
"John" "Admiral''

Adrian, Michigan

Some of us merely stumble into the

Service for want of something better

to do. Others, because of an inherent

love of the sea and all that it stands for,

shape their whole scholastic career with

that one end in view. "Admiral" is one

of that more fortunate second group.

One of the faults that our contempora-

ries find with the Naval Academy is the

tendency towards narrow professionalism,

neglecting the so-called cultural side,

which a wide range of well-chosen books

may instill. John is not making that

sacrifice. After enough time has been

spent on the technical books to attain

better than average grades, the other

phases of symmetrical mental and physi-

cal development are well taken care of.

The veneer of a gentleman "by act of

Congress" only will soon wear off under
the influence of the intimate contact to

which roommates are subjected. When
it hasn't, under all the vicissitudes of an
Academy career, rest assured that the prod-

uct is sterling, and a friend and shipmate
for whom to be thankful.

Track; 2 P.O.

WILLIAM WINTER JR.

"Bill" "Willie"

Devil's Lake, Michigan

There was acclamation and blaring of

brasses ; after leading his class in High
School and spending two terms at

Michigan State Normal, another lad from
the "Big Mitten" set out for the Naval
Academy.

After a short argument over a few cus-

pids Bill was launched, in more ways
than one, on his career. Plebe year he
became convinced of his eligibility for the

radiator club and he has remained a

charter member since then.

Strange to say, his interests did not

turn to the other sex. Of course, there

have been spasms, but nothing to be re-

garded as lasting or serious. Youngster
year old man Calculus formed an associa-

tion (although strictly forbidden in Navy
regs) with the hospital. The cessation

of bridge games and some overtime acro-

batics on a slide rule soon righted this

little matter, and during the ensuing

terms his academic equanimity has been
carefully preserved.

As long as there is a Service there will

be "Bills" who will help a man just this

once, and it is such people who make that

Service what it is.

*******
Plebe Track; M.P.O.
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GEORGE ROBERT LUKER
"Luke"

Staunton, Illinois

From the rolling plains of the Illini

and fair green campus of Champagne
Luke came East and he liked the Navy
so well that he decided to spend four

years on Severn's shore.

In the fall you will see him on Farragut

Field playing touch football and in the

spring he will be out there with a base-

ball glove or a lacrosse stick, but in win-

ter you will have to travel over to the

pool where he can only be found under

several feet of water which he has come

to regard as the only life-supporting

element. If you should see a hand

clutching a water-polo ball emerge sud-

denly from the briny depths followed by

a triumphant face, you can be sure that

it is Luke, scoring again for Navy.

He will tell you that you should not

take the femmes too seriously, but a thing

of beauty is a joy forever and Luke is

sure to be found dragging to the next

hop. His eyes still turn toward the West,

but a little less longingly every now and

then.

Serious at times, but when not in love

he is easy to get along with, and a darned

good classmate.

* • i,y

Water Polo, "WNP" ; Class Lacrosse;

Class Football; M.P.O.

BARRY KENNEDY ATKINS
"Barry"

At Large

After sixteen years of restless roam-

ing over the seven seas, Barry once

more dropped anchor in his home
port. The lazy warmth of Samoa, the

chill of London's fogs, the roar of New
York's subways could not rob the Navy
of a rightful son. Could it have been

otherwise? Thus Barry gained his sunny

disposition in the Southland—his intel-

ligence in the ancient Halls of West-

minster—his salty swagger in Crabtown.

It was but natural for him to turn to

the water for a chosen field. Unlimited

energy and a fighting heart have won his

place on the Water Polo team. His

strange maneuvers have worried many a

back through the wintry Saturday after-

noon. Yes, sir, Barry is a good man to

have around when a couple of tons of

beef are trying to drown you, and his

natural swimming ability has added many
points to our swimming scores.

We have watched his transition from
the reddest of "Red Mikes" to a devotee

of the femmes. But, still he dreams on
of blue skies and is very happy. In fact,

Barry gets a big kick out of life.

Water Polo, N, All-American ; Sirim-

ming, N; Soccer, 32; Class Lacrosse;

2 Stripes.
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JOHN WILLIAM RAMEY
"Bill"

Stanford, Kentucky

WE say "Kentucky" but Bill is more
of a cosmopolitan by nature and

travel. Nautically intended and adven-

turously inclined, with hardly a thought

for the future, Bill bid farewell to the

tall Blue Grass and his wanderings carried

him far and wide. Bill dreamed of

bigger things while plying the seas along

the West Coast and Plebe Summer found

him in our midst.

Since we met Bill, he has proven him-

self a man well worth knowing. He is

congenial and sociable, never down-
hearted, and always willing to lend a

helping hand. He will lend you his last

"skag" and make you feel as if you were
doing him a favor by accepting it.

His pet theme is his aversion toward

work, on which he will argue with any-

one. Being a man of leisure, he is too

busy for athletics, but like all gentlemen

of that class, his abilities have found an

outlet in the field of literature.

All in all he's a good pal—the kind

of a fellow you like to have around when
you're in a tight place. The best that

the world can offer, Bill.

Lucky Bag Staff

;

2 P. O.
Plebe Baseball;

ROBERT LOUIS BAKER
"Bob"

Carrollton, Kentucky

Coming from down ,in Old Kentucky,

Bob has proved himself a true and

loyal product of the sunny South. Tact,

generosity, unfailing good humor, and a

natural tendency to remain quiet while

the other fellow talks are his outstanding

characteristics. He is one of those rare

fellows whom you meet and like, and the

longer you know him the greater your

liking for him.

During these years at the Naval

Academy "Bob" has found many lines of

endeavor outside the realm of athletics

by which to entertain himself and at the

same time further activities and help those

of us who are less gifted to enjoy life.

His remarkable talent and ability to repro-

duce on the drawing board beautiful

girls known or imagined, and his ability

as a cartoonist make him a valuable mem-
ber of the Log Staff.

It is only necessary to know Bob to

account for his many friends. Striking

a happy medium with the Academic De-
partments and unknown to worry, he is

a good sport, a true friend, and, in short,

a Southern Gentleman.

*******
Class Football; Log Staff; 2 P. O.
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RICHARD DONALD ADAMS
"Dick" "The Adams"

Ambridge, Pennsylvania

From Dick's earliest moment, avia-

tion has been his chief thought.

Added to his ambition to wear wings

was a love of the sea, and combining

these two, it was but natural that he

should decide to become a naval aviator.

So he ventured away from the Ohio
River to the labyrinths of Annapolis and

the Naval Academy.
A talent for music, combined with

a goodly amount of clown in his

make-up, has made him a member of

the Orchestra and Glee Club. Not
that he confined his attention entirely to

things inside the Academy; far from it.

Just ask some of the Annapolis fair sex

about those moonlit evenings second class

summer, and watch them blush.

In any undertaking to get up a smoker
or show of any sort, Dick was one of the

moving spirits, and while there are a. lot

of things of which we are not sure, we
know one definitely. That is, if Dick
does as much to make himself agreeable

aboard ship as he has done around here,

his ship will be fortunate to have him.

• • • •
Glee Club; Orchestra; Gym; Plebe
Crew; Musical Club; 2 P.O.; Mas-
queraders.

;?nsa3fflo

FRANK HARDEMAN BRUMBY, JR.

"Admiral"

Athens, Georgia

Admiral is a quiet, modest boy from

the balmy climes of Georgia, land

of peaches and stone mountains. Being a

Navy Junior, the call of the sea was

strong within him, and he came to the

Naval Academy as a matter of course.

If you don't think he knows his lan-

guages, have him relate to you how he

used his French to talk the caretaker of

the Spanish summer royal palace into

showing him and a group of his class-

mates through the interesting royal home,

while in Barcelona on his youngster

cruise. His importance can further be

realized when you know that the Officer

of the Deck almost broke out the side-

boys, band and even the captain for him,

for this promising midshipman had been

returned from a visit to his father's flag-

ship in an admiral's barge.

Admiral's aspirations are not conflicting

—a career in the Navy for him; truly an

admiral-to-be. Is it necessary to wish

him a happy voyage? We don't think so,

for he has the esteem of all his class-

mates, and the respect of all who know
him.

Boxing; Lucky Bag Staff ; 3 Stripes.
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JOSEPH CALDWELL WYLIE JR.

"Bill"

Glen Ridge, New Jersey

Bill got the jump on us as regards

knowledge of Annapolis by prepping
at Bobbie Werntz's for a year. Maybe
that is the reason Academics have never

bothered him. At any rate he always

stays well above the 3.0 mark with plenty

of time left over to read all the good
magazines and books, though we'll admit
he doesn't use many of his spare moments
writing to the fair sex. Yet he always
drags—Bill can keep more friends on one
book of stamps than any other man I

know.

Bill started his love for the sea "way
back when" by taking a deep interest in

crew. When he found out he was too

light for the Varsity and too heavy for

the Lightweights, he set his eye on crew
managership and attained that difficult

position after months of hard work.

Here, Bill, are a few reminders for the

evenings in the future around the fire-

place—just remember plebe summer in

the third
—

'32, the Utah, and American
women—4340—Aviation Summer.

PAUL GORDON OSLER
"Squilgee" "Ossy" "Pat"

Ottumwa, Iowa

Truly one of the "forty percent" is

Squilgee. Comfortably non-reg, more
than savvy, and never known to be

despondent or gloomy, he has been the

best of companions these varied years.

The first thing he did when he joined

the Navy was to break his ankle, but, in

spite of that, he has played basketball

every year and played it rather well at

that. But for all his athletics and savvi-

ness, Squilgee's weakness is women. Not
woman, friend, but women. He has that

happy faculty of being quite in love with

whomever he happens to be dragging at

the time, and the beauty of it is they

seem to like it. Maybe it's because he

can always make you laugh with him.

Get him to tell you about Rome, or New
York, or Copenhagen or some place, be-

cause if anything ever happens in a town
it always happens when he's in the middle

of it.

When Squilgee refers to "back home"
he means that thriving community of

Ottumwa, and though most of us have

never been there, it must be a pretty fine

town to produce the man we've all known
and liked so well these last four years.

Crew Manager ; Reception Committee

;

Regimental C.P.O.

*******
Basketball, N; Reception Commit-
tee; Usher; Choir; 2 Stripes.

f_
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JOSEPH THOMPSON
"foe" "J" "Smoky"

Sanford, Maine

All roads lead to Sanford! Even

though Joe hails from that bleak

and barren (ouch) yet beautiful state of

Maine, we nevertheless caught him from

Alabam', and some of his southern lingo

still sticks in spite of it all. From the

day he entered, Joe has made and been

a true friend to us all and where physical

stature was not so helpful he has used

his unrivaled personality to pull himself

through academic difficulties and the

fairer sex, both necessary evils.

In sports, baseball seemed to draw

most of his interest, and in this line he

has proved himself to be a pitcher of no

mean ability. Joe has tossed 'em up for

the Company and 'Varsity, to which he

graduated as early as Youngster year.

Any Sunday afternoon, when not drag-

ging, you would find him burning up the

golf course, playing havoc with old man
par. Then, when not indulging in out-

door life, you might find this man beating

out a fanciful tune on the piano.

Whether in the Navy or out, Joe, we
will always look on you as a 4.0. 'Tis

a lucky crowd that will get you as a

shipmate.

T^T y^ ^ "^ ~j?r

CYRUS BREWER
"Cy" "Cavvy" "Charlie"

Boston, Massachusetts

Cy
hails from that town that is famous

for its patriots, dear old "Bawston"

—is it any wonder that he joined our

ranks of "Pampered Pets" as a brave

defender of his country?

It is said that every man has his bad

qualities as well as good, but we have

failed in finding much of evil in Cy, who
is an addition to any gathering with his

hearty laugh and ever-ready smile.

Cy has had no difficulties with aca-

demics, taking nothing too seriously and

breezing along with plenty of velvet. In

an athletic way he has confined himself

to baseball, although any winter's after-

noon he may be found over on the squash

courts. A good tennis player, and you

should see that man hit a golf ball.

He has his own ideas of femmes in

general and one in particular. True, he

may appear outwardly unconcerned, but

a close observer can easily see that there

must be some reason for him to make
such a rush for the mail.

A true friend—one of the best. We
shall always remember "Charlie" as a man
among men and a sport among sports.

Baseball ; Class Football ; Class Basket-

ball; Pep Committee; 1 P. O.

Plebe Swimming; Baseball: 2 P.O.
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FREDERICK OWEN VAUGHAN
"Oiven"

Morristown, New Jersey

A sunny day in June brought this man
to us, with an ever-present smile, a

wealth of good fellowship, and an in-

domitable spirit.

That smile well indicates his jovial per-

sonality, but that does not mean that he

takes all things lightly. As we all know,
when matters of importance are concerned,

he is seriousness personified. Owen
doesn't mind work—he actually likes it.

The minutes that escape his eagle eye are

few. For him, a minute means sixty

seconds of work, whether in the class-

room or in the gym. You can find him
most any afternoon in the gym, imitating

gracefully the antics of South African

monkeys as he swings hither and yon on
the flying rings, falling on head or feet

with equal cheerfulness, always trying

some new stunt, and usually mastering it.

You will find him like that—give him the

breath of a chance, and the thing is done,

and done well.

You will find him a very likable chap

;

he possesses all those desirable qualities

that make a capable officer. We predict

a bright future for you, old man.

RICHARD VICTOR GREGORY
"Greg" "Richy"

Petersburg, Virginia

THIS serious-minded individual hails

from good old Virginia, yes, suh!

He has shown us why the Cavalier State

has reason to be so justly proud of her

sons.

We fear that he has a serious case of

heart trouble, but he insists that his spare

moments are too valuable to be given to

the ladies— (which we doubt). Just drift

over to MacDonough Hall most any after-

noon, and you will see Greg hard at work
on the parallels, improving his execution.

When it comes to academics, Richy

can hold his own, too. "Gee, that steam

prof gives low marks. I received only

a 3.4 today." Greg claims that he can

get more out of a "Cosmo" than he can

from a textbook, and if we may judge

by his marks, his theory must be ap-

plicable—to him. Just ask him anything

about the service; he's a walking bureau

of information.

In a few years you will find him com-

manding one of our new subs—his am-
bition realized. The fleet will find him
a welcome addition; his seniors, a com-
petent officer; his associates, a gentleman

in every respect.

**••*••
Gym, G32T; Class Gym; 2 P.O. Class Water Polo; Gym,

1 P.O.
G32T;
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DALE RODERICK FRAKES
"Dale"

Magnolia, Minnesota

What was that word just passed"?

Dale is a product of America's

own miniature Scandinavia, and is as

amiable a boy as can be found anywhere.

Along in the spring of '27, for lack of

anything more exciting to do, he de-

cided to join the Navy and consequently

was soon a real sailor. His ambition and

his somewhat inquisitive nature along

with his natural liking for the sea gave

ample reason for his desire to become an

officer, and hence his presence at the

Academy.
Always a savoir, always reading, Dale

has seldom been worried by the Ac. De-
partments, Dago being his one weak sub-

ject. "Say, Dale, did you get that last

prob? Yeh, well how did you start it"?

He is an earnest follower of all ath-

letics, and we find him very interested

whenever any sport is mentioned. You
will see him at a workout, even if his

sports are out of season, if there are any
other games going on. Soccer takes up
a lot of his time and when the soccer sea-

son is over he is usually found playing

basketball.

* * • • A

Soccer, A32F; 2 P.O.

"k *k

EDWARD ELGIN BURROWES
"Eddie"

Independence, Kansas

Becoming dissatisfied with life in the

wilds of the Cyclone State, Eddie

joined the Navy, thereby taking the first

step toward Crabtown. His early train-

ing was received chasing natives and rab-

bits through the wheatfields of Kansas

This probably explains why the Ac. De-

partments and the D. O.'s have not suc-

ceeded in catching up with him. Never
worried, sometimes near the edge of a

2.5, yet each year he manages to pull sat

without apparent effort.

As for women, he has taken his fun

where he found it, and has learned a lot

from them all. He falls hard, and
though he's recovered each time so far,

some day he may completely collapse and
meet his final doom. Although spending

much of his time writing to his numerous
femmes, he finds time for boxing and
track, not to mention the numerous covers

he has drawn for The Log.

Here's to you, Eddie. May your suc-

cess in life be as great as has been your

success during your four years as class-

mate and roommate.

Class Football; Track; Boxing, NA;
Reef Points; Log Art Editor; Crest

Committee ; 2 P.O.
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NORMAN EARL BLAISDELL
'Toot" "Clipper" "Neb"

Foxboro, Massachusetts

Kt ights! Action! Camera"! That's

I 4 the old way of doing it, but the

summer of 1928 was different; to use his

own words, " Tis I in person, not a mo-

tion picture." (No advance in prices.)

Having spent the most tender years of his

life around Boston, little wonder he de-

cided to "go down to the sea in ships."

Although his "figure serieuse" marks

him as an idealist and a true appreciator

of the arts, he has not been blind to other

lines of worldly endeavor.

Too much unofficial cross-country work
from Upshur Road to the Rotunda ruined

his chances for the varsity during Young-
ster year, so the scene of his activities

shifted to Mahan Hall midst the death

moans of doomed men.

For him an extra hour is either an

hour of study, or an hour of enjoyment

—

enjoyment derived from reading the latest

books on humor and poetry, or in com-
posing a bit of poetry to his Inspiration

—

whoever that may be at the time.

Happiness in life will surely be his;

a life which the past predicts will be full

to the brim.

Cross-Country ; Plebe Crew, Masked
"N" ; Masqueraders President; Recep-
tion Committee; Glee Club; Associ-

ate Editor Trident; 1 P. O.

THOMAS GRAYSTON WARDER
"Tom" "Honey"

Grafton, West Virginia

True to himself and all who call him
friend,

Each new-cut facet showing diamond
worth;

A generous nature brings him dividends,

To live life fully marked him from his

birth.

An optimist, he takes things with a smile,

Serenity and balance lend him charm;

A modest manner gives to him a style

That we, who would succeed, ourselves

must arm.

Who thinks of others first to their ad-

vantage,

His character "The Happy Warrior"

shows

;

In "Tom," we're proud to know a per-

sonage

Who, o'er his head, Four Years no
"Tekel" knows.

Our glasses to you, "Pal"; our hearts en-

grave

To you Success, Long may you Wave!

*••••••
Boxing, BNAT; 2 P.O.
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JOHN LAWRENCE COUNIHAN
"Jack" "Couny"

Norwich, Connecticut

It was the fulfillment of an ambition

of some years' standing when Jack en-

tered N. 3 gate as a candidate that un-

forgettable day back in Plebe summer.

When he was sworn in as a Midshipman
he was a happy boy and he has remained

that during his four years as a Midship-

man.

During Plebe summer Jack was wholly

occupied with the strenuous business of be-

ing a Plebe and had little time for other

things. He found his stride, however,

Youngster year. Hardly a week-end went

by but Jack was found entertaining some
member of the fair sex with a "line"

surpassing that of the original "Snake."

So many girls, upon hearing his name,
say, "Oh, yes, I know Jack, etc.," that

one wonders how one man can know so

many of them. His explanation is that

there is safety in numbers.

Academics caused few worries for Jack.

He was one of the boys who devoted

much of their athletic ability to helping

their company.

• • * * *
Baseball, 32; Class Football, 32;
Reception Committee; NA Ten, Or-
chestra; Battalion C.P.O.

'

GORDON WAITE UNDERWOOD
"Undy" "Bud" "G. Washington"

Portland, Oregon

Here's one of the bulwarks of Navy's

athletic prowess, as the champion

shot-putter holder of the Academy record,

and the outstanding lineman in Navy's

forward wall. In the latter capacity he

was the famous number 13, a rather un-

lucky number for the opposing team.

When we saw him start clicking second

class year, we knew that one of the

coach's line worries was over for the next

two years.

Back in 1928 he proved himself one

of our best. His football, wrestling

and track work of that year des-

tined to him a big place in Navy's

athletic history. And he fulfilled our

fondest hopes. Youngster year his shot-

putting endangered the Academy record,

and second class year he shattered it with

a good margin.

Socially a self-styled Red Mike, Undy
fascinated many members of the fair sex

by that famous formula of the silent

strong man, not to mention the magnetic

effect of his wavy locks. An outstand-

ing man, a square-shooter, a warm friend,

and a great roommate. In short, just

Undy.

Football, N;
1 P.O.

Track N, Captain

;
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EARL RUSSELL EASTWOLD
• "East/' "Skipper" "Swede"

LeRoy, Minnesota

"'""pEN thousand Swedes came through

J_ the weeds at the battle of Copen-

hagen." Here's a blonde headed Viking

who came through the trees at the great

battle with the Academics bearing
—

"mid
snow and ice, a banner with the strange

device, 'Excelsior' !" Ever onward is an

excellent phrase to describe the lad. One
has to keep striving to reach the heights

of achievement and popularity that this

man from the Middle West has attained.

But back to the plain facts. Earl did

not arrive until late August of Plebe year.

After the prairie dust wore off, and after

the Dago Department gave up and de-

cided to let him by, and following a hec-

tic Youngster Cruise, he returned with

one diag and a certain nautical cynicism.

He has been taking everything in that

manner ever since.

He has hit his stride, and it is one that

will carry him to great heights in the

future. We wish him all success, but

we know that our wishes though earnest-

ly meant are really not necessary. He is

of the stuff of which success is made,
failure is not in him.

Plebe Wrestling; Class Football;

Boxing; 2 P.O.

EDWIN CHARLES WOODWARD
"Woody"

Mendon, Vermont

Here we have an Army junior who
forsook the sheltered existence of

that service for a tempestuous life on the

deep water. It seems that early in life he

became interested in the "Old Sea," sail-

ing ships, marline spikes, and all. For-

gotten technical nomenclature such as

clew-garnet, fore-to 'bo'line, and seeming

intricacies like the lead of the mizzen

to' gallant braces are familiar to him be-

cause of early childhood misspent in bon-

ing now useless books.

Academics never gave him any trou-

ble, 3.4's came too easily, and if it were

not for time spent trying to become a

Ford mechanic, a builder of ship models,

and a connoisseur of old-time ballads he

would have worn a star on his collar.

In the line of sports we find him wres-

tling in the fall and winter. In the

spring he becomes one of the men that

hold 'em and squeeze 'em, doing well

with rifle, but pistol is his specialty.

One who remembers him as a friend

always finds him ready and willing to

help, which, coupled with his ability for

perseverance, will send him far along the

road to success.

W[ f% J^T "HT "^C W ^

Plebe Soccer; Wrestling; B Squad,

W32T; Class Rifle; Second Class

Medal for Proficiency in Small Arms;
Rifle, RNT Captain; 2 Stripes.
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CHARLES CARY GOLD
"Goldie" "Rube"

Ford City, Pennsylvania

Goldie is a product of Pennsylvania's

"smoky district." Ford City is the

name of the podunk of his nativity, and
it was there on the banks of the 'ole Al-

legheny that he first heard the call of

Mistress Sea. Following close on its

heels came the ardent ambition to become
one of Uncle Sam's "spoiled and pamper-
ed pets," and so it was that '32 recruited

another member.
Early in his career Goldie proved to be

a savoir, and it was only the "Proverbial

hair" that kept a star from lending en-

chantment to the collar of his full dress

blou. Snaking was also one of his many
accomplishments and he gave them all a

break. That far-famed "rogues' gallery"

on his locker door gave ample proof of

his success with the Navy line.

In the realm of athletics, a "trick knee"
proved somewhat of a handicap. You
can't keep a good man down, though, as

Goldie demonstrated by four years of ex-

cellent tennis (sometimes on one leg)

,

and the coveted TNT was his.

Again the Regiment's loss will be a

gain to the service. A true friend and a

real shipmate—his success is assured.

• * !>

PAUL EDGAR EMRICK
"Paulie" "Emmy"

Butler, Pennsylvania

From the ranks of the long-famous

Pennsylvania Volunteers came one day

a lanky lad to prove to the Navy that the

good old Keystone State is still without

parallel in producing strong men and true

for Uncle Sammy's torturous task of con-

quering the sea.

Because it seemed to be his pet hobby
to coast through academics without exert-

ing himself, he was prevented from par-

ticipating in athletics by the ever-evasive

two-five. Navy never had a more ardent

backer when it came to lung power in the

stands, and he might easily have been an

equally ardent participant if the sub-

squad and math department had not been

so cozy with their passing stamps.

In his four years as a member of '32

he has fitted into the cog of affairs like a

true son of old Neptune. If he remains

in the embrace of the Navy's alluring life,

his success is assured, but should it be his

intention to penetrate the vastness of the

world as a civilian, the U. S. S. "Outside"
will gain what we in the Service will lose

and mourn—a true friend and comrade

—

ever.

Tennis, TNAT, TNT; 2 P.O. 2 P.O.
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JOHN SOUTHWORTH FAHY
"Jack" "Johnnie" "Bishop"

Newport, Rhode Island

Neither from the waving wheat fields

of Kansas nor from Minnesota as

his blonde hair might betray, but instead

from a Navy town and you know it when
you meet him, for he is proud of his

podunk.

Plebe year found "the Bishop" a con-

scientious Plebe, plugging at books and
showing a clean pair of heels on the cross-

country course until one day he decorated

a tree.

Socially, Johnnie never did care to

prove himself a snake—not that he

couldn't for he always did manage to eke

a sigh from the drags at the hops

No ordinary man is John as he reaches

for the highest rung of the ladder of life,

and in reaching follows that one path by

which he believes it can be gained—the

straight and narrow. Being conservative

his past deeds wouldn't fill volumes, but

indeed one worthy of the costliest bind-

ing, for he can be proud of his past. A
man of positive action, believing what
he says when he remarks that, "A job

worth doing at all is worth doing well."

Cross-Country, C32C ; Track 32 ; Com-
pany Representative; G.P.O.

RALPH MARTIN HUMES
"Heinie" "Tiny"

Newport, Rhode Island

Most of us met Ralph during the lat-

ter part of June in the summer of

1928. Then we were first acquainted

with that now famous smile and the boy

back of it.

As a student, there were no stars on

his collar, yet the anchor sections were

seldom graced by his presence. Except

for a slight struggle with the Math. Dept.,

which cost him, along with so many of us,

a valuable leave, his passage among the

academic rocks and shoals has been with-

out danger.

From Thanksgiving to the middle of

March the wrestling team has claimed his

spare time in the afternoons. He has been

a true devotee of the sport. Many a morn-

ing in the dead of winter an unknown
head poked around the door with "Hey,

Heinie, ya gonner run this morning"?
Invariably the answer would be, "Sure,

be right with you."

The superabundance of life and vigor

always made him the center of every

gathering graced by his presence. Many
were the political rallies that were held

on the fourth deck at which his now
famous Mayor's speech was given.

• •*•***
Cross-Country ; Track;
Class Football; 2 P.O.

Wrestling

;
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JOSEPH ALOYSIUS McGOLDRICK
"Joe" "Mac"

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

From the Quaker City came Joe to ful-

fill his dreams of wearing the Blue

and Gold. He graduated from South

Philadelphia High School and left be-

hind him an enviable record both in ath-

letics and extra-curricular activities.

Plebe year found him going along well.

He did, however, fall just below the line

in academics at Christmas and lost the

leave over the holidays. Discouragement

was no word in his vocabulary. He pull-

ed sat and coasted along for the rest of

the year.

Youngster year Mac carried on, in-

spired, though again slightly unsat at

Christmas.

He studied hard, pulled sat, and sailed

through the rest of the year. Second

class year he found rather easy-going and
enjoyed his first Christmas leave. A
month later he appeared with the Mas-
queraders as the door-smashing hero in

"The Donovan Affair."

Joe has always had high ideals

and has never lost the dignity element,

but has tempered it with a personal charm
and excellent judgment which makes him
a most attractive and valuable shipmate.

* ) r

Plebe Football; Plebe Baseball; Re-
ception Committee; Masqueraders

;

2 P.O.

St ' • •

JOHN FRANCIS FAIRBANKS, JR.

"Jack" "Muscles"

Quincy, Massachusetts

The massiveness of the "Lexington,"

then under construction near his home,

was perhaps a decided factor in John's

entering the Naval Academy. Soon he

had taken his oath of "I do" in the

Commandant's office and, his life's am-

bition attained, he at once took his job

seriously with excellent results.

Although his home for the past few

years has been in the "City of Drags,"

John's speech betrays the fact that his

earlier years were spent in the heart of

New England. But there is another ele-

ment in his make-up—perhaps of Vir-

ginia, his mother's home—for there is in

him the dreamer, surely not born of rug-

ged Massachusetts.

John is quiet and reserved. At times,

however, he bubbles over with enthusiasm

for some event or other to which he might

turn his attention. Inherent American
aggressiveness and tact, coupled with

Scottish canniness and a keen sense of

responsibility have produced in John
those desirable qualities necessary for a

successful Naval career.

Class Football; Wrestling; 2 Stripes.
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BURDETTE EUGENE CLOSE
• "Dutch" "Bert" "Dirty"

Moravia, New York

"tt tuxtry ! Wuxtry ! Local boy goes

VV to Indianapolis"! That was what

the paper boy told the conservative com-

munity of Moravia one fateful day back

in twenty-eight. Dutch wrapped up his

duffel in a triangular piece of cloth and
headed south'ard. Four years with Uncle

Sam and now a burning ambition to re-

turn to the land that gave him birth, not

as the prodigy of the countryside, but as

"the grand old man of upstate political

circles."

His accomplishments are many, but the

piano offers the greatest outlet for his

good nature. On the mats, however,

Dutch is another man who specializes in

bone-crushing holds and they know that

they are licked when he pins them.

When the week-ends roll around, out

come the cabinet files and the lucky lady

of the hop is chosen with the precision

of a Beau Brummel. One always stands

out, however, as is demonstrated by the

predominance of one type of feminine
calligraphy in the influx of epistles. Your
destiny, Dutch, is not in your own hands!

IRWIN CHASE, JR.

"Chevy"

Bayonne, New Jersey

'^t've wrung more salt water outa this

X skimmer than youse birds ever sail-

ed on."

The iron-barred gate swung open, then

shut again, admitting in the short space

of five seconds a blonde head, a big smile,

and an atmosphere of brine and Bayonne
oil. Thus did Chevy begin his four-year

vacation on dry land.

Even the influence of four walls, a table

and chair failed to make a "dry land sail-

or" out of New Jersey's pride for these

long winter afternoons of Plebe year

found him with Henry's proteges disprov-

ing the old adage that a true sailor never

gets his feet wet. In the spring his yearn-

ing for a wet sheet, a flowing sea and a

wind that follows fast made Chev, a boat

and the waters of the Severn one and the

same.

Like a true son of the sea, he still re-

tains Neptune's age-old antipathy towards

mermaids, but few, if any, have
ever entangled him in their meshes.

True, his ready wit and flashing repartee,

added to his Nordic visage, made him the

object of longing sighs from the gowned
ranks.

*******
Plebe Lacrosse; Class Lacrosse; Class

Wrestling; Musical Clubs; Mas-
queraders; Choir; 2 P.O.

Plebe Swimming; Plebe Rifle

Swimming; 2 P. O.

Cla
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JOEL CLARENCE FORD, JR.

"Hank" "Henry"

Hartselle, Alabama

Every once in a blue moon the salt

of the earth is increased by the ar-

rival of one of those rare personages who
can put up with the shortcomings of a

roommate and still keep his sense of hu-

mor.

Hank, or Henry as some will persist in

calling him, comes from that mysterious

land of candied potatoes and candy lambs.

Of course, with so much sweetness run-

ning around on the hoof it shouldn't be

difficult to cultivate a hearty laugh, and
this lad certainly did.

Women flock from foreign lands right

here to Crabtown and all they beg is to

be allowed to bask in the sunlight of his

countenance, so of course we have given

him up long years ago as a confirmed

tamer of the fair ones. But when the

shouting and tumult dies our bet is that

he drops anchor down in old Alabama
and goes back to some charming young
lady he has always kept in mind.

As the years pass I shall see in the

smoke of my pipe a broad smile, and,

in the true manner of the Southland, shall

sense a warm greeting that Time will not

dim; so I say, Au Revoir, roommate!

I^i. ^^ ^^ ^^ ^\ ^\

Log Staff, Associate Editor; Wrest-
ling Manager; Lucky Bag Staff ; Foot-

ball, 32; Musical Clubs; Reception

Committee ; 2 Stripes.

WILLIAM RUFFIN COX
"Bill"

Raleigh, North Carolina

Bill is one of the big fellows who
hail from North Carolina and is

proud of it. Having come from a family

of Army people, he wanted a little variety

and so joined the Navy. And if you'll

dig back into the traditions of North

Carolina's army men, you will find that

we feel pretty lucky to have converted him
to the sea.

Athletics instead of dragging have

occupied most of Bill's time, and he has

shown his versatility by going out for

football, crew and track. His ability

in track has stood him in good stead in

getting to formation on time as anyone in

the first platoon of the Eighth Company
can tell you.

To call Bill an idle conversationalist

would be blasphemy; for when he has

something to say, it is usually worth while

to listen. A square shooter and a good
friend, he has every requirement for a

good officer; and wherever he goes we
know he will make a success. Luck to

you, Bill.

Football; Crew; Track; Class Swim-
ming; Reception Committee; 1P.O.
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ALBERT SIDNEY MAJOR, JR.

"Al" "Maje"

Clifton Forge, Virginia

With the deeds of Stonewall Jackson

and Jeb Stuart and Robert E. Lee

as his heritage, Al rode forth on his horse

from Clifton Forge, Virginia, to battle the

world and its evils through the medium
of the Naval Academy. Shoeless, hatless

and on a flea-bitten nag, he presented any-

thing but an imposing figure as he rode

across the Shenandoah Valley on his con-

quest. But a sojourn at V.M.I, for a few
years put him in the right frame of mind
for the outside world and he placed him-

self in the kind offices of the govern-

ment, a fine, upstanding, essentially mili-

tary young gentleman. With the man-
ners of the Old South as his background

and a naturally cheerful mien as his call-

ing card, he secured for himself a posi-

tion in the world behind these gray stone

walls that is second to none. His adven-

tures and his jousts with the ladies are al-

ways a source of much interest to his

friends and the latest developments are

digested with more excitement than

would be aroused in any seminary for

select young ladies.

CHARLES BURROWS LANMAN
"Hank" "Charlie"

Washington, D. C.

WITH the eyes and the interest of the

world turned on Washington and
the presses of the country clamoring for

the latest releases, Hank first opened his

eyes there to a cold, cruel world. He didn't

like the looks of it, and went back to

sleep. For twenty odd years he lived under

the delusion that all the interest on his

birthday was directed at him, and it was
quite a shock to learn that it was only

a coincidence, with President Taft hold-

ing the center of the stage.

"Our strength is as the strength of ten

because our hearts are pure." Struggling

ever onward and upward, despite his own
private Hoover boom and the adversities

of a midshipman's life, he finds his

little watchword as quoted above quite a

prod to the lagging spirits of a Sunday

evening, when the young lady of your

choice has returned to Washington and
the curtain of despondency has descended

upon you. "Sunday night and sore as can

be," has ever been a Navy proverb, but

the other breaks through this gloom caster

and the Department of Ordnance, Nav,

Steam, et al., find their little tasks faith-

fully discharged.

"W IT ^k ^T ^
Track; Plebe Football;

ball; 2 P.O.
Class Foot-

le
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THOMAS BENEDICT HURLEY
"Pat"

New York, New York

ONE hot June day four years ago,

Tommy, with a broad Irish smile,

came into the yard and proceeded to make
a thousand or so friends. Tom Hurley,

or Pat, if you must confuse him with the

Secretary of War, is one of the few peo-

ple liked by the D. O.'s, the upper classes

and the plebes. Without studying much,

he absorbed enough to keep from worry-

ing about the eternal 2.5. As for athletics,

turn to the sport section.

Tommy comes from a home only a

few blocks away from the scene of the

Army-Navy Salvation-bathrobe benefit in

'30. His prep education was acquired

in Stuyvesant High School along with let-

ters for various sports.

After High School, Tommy let a lit-

tle time pass, then fell for the "call of

the sea." The Congressman for his dis-

trict lived next door; so it didn't take

long for his wish to be gratified. Then
came Plebe summer and what followed,

Youngster year, which he divided be-

tween the Fourth Batt and the hospital,

second class year with lots of printer's ink,

and finally this picture up above and four

years finished.

• * :: •
Football, N; Baseball, N; 2 P. O.

* • *

LEWIS OSCAR SMITH
"Lo" "Sonny"

Fairmont, West Virginia

Mountaineers often take to the sea.

In the summer of '29 West Vir-

ginia sent another one East to carry on the

tradition. Well over six feet and of wiry

build, he soon acquired the marksman's

gold circles—the true mountaineer.

A disposition that made many friends

and a character founded on an instinct for

right made Lewis the ideal classmate.

His inspiration was usually music. Be it

jazz or classics he would go a long way
to hear a good orchestra. More or less

periodically other inspirations entered his

life.

A more than usual ability in basketball

and tennis left him off the Executive

Council of the Radiator Club; on the

other hand a natural savviness and a clear

conscience permitted him to erase his

deepest worries with nine or ten hours' of

Dr. Morpheus' treatment.

A gentlemanly reserve neutralized by

a democratic enthusiasm brought him
esteem. A warm heart brought him strong

personal attachments, and together these

qualities will bring him deserved pros-

perity and success.

Ring Committee ; Basketball ; 2

Stripes.
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LeROY bartlett halsey
• "Gus" "Mad Anthony"

Charleston, South Carolina

With the Stars and Bars floating

above the fort and the old massa at

home from the wah, suh, the Francis

Marion Hotel completed and the ferry to

the Isle of Pa'ms on a business basis,

Charleston, South Carolina, felt herself

in a position to indulge in a few luxuries.

From this outburst of fiendish spending

burst Mad Anthony—Southern Gentle-

man, dilettante, iconoclast, care-nothing-

for-what-you-think. Successive trials at

the Citadel, stronghold of Southern

Militarism, and the University of Charles-

ton, cradle of American culture, convinced

him that he was totally unfit for the

Naval Service.

A casual observer, perhaps a roommate
of four years' good standing, could not

fail to notice that he is inclined to be a bit

too destructive with anything breakable

and is not to be trusted with anything that

one values particularly—especially the

light of one's life. Gus has always had
a trenchant weakness for the feelings of

the young ladies, and at times it takes the

form of some good advice to a perfectly

strange young lady on how she might im-

prove her looks or her mode of attack.

Clean Sleeve

AUGUSTINE JOHN TUCKER, II

"Jack" "Sophie" "Ajax"

Moylan, Pennsylvania

Above is one Ajax from Chester, Pa.,

or thereabouts. Boyhood days spent

around shipyards and pulling an oar for

his prep school crew, then a trip or two

on seagoing tramps and a try at railroad

building—result, another "aspirante."

From a somewhat ambitious and serious

youth, he has deteriorated into a swell

fella.

Follows a cross-section of his room-

mate's mind. Serious to a certain point,

but blessed with a sense of humor. Do
not disturb while reading. Journalism

his chief passion—a line which he has

followed until it has caused the men, who
are, to notice him, and, it must be con-

fessed, occasionally with disapproval. A
crew enthusiast—at first a successful par-

ticipant, but now consigned to the ranks

of a spectator, too light for the heavy-

weights and vice versa. Academically

inclined (?)—no. "It's the last month and

we have velvet." Religious—yes, and one

of the few that live up to it. The ladies

find him very pleasant. Smokes a very

large and very obnoxious pipe. His

crowning achievement thus far is that he

is a guiding light among the Reprobates.

Ak, "W ~^\ IK "K ~K 1WT

Crew, 52; Log Athletic Editor ; Chair-

man Pep Committee ; Lucky Bag
Staff, Associate Editor; Reception

Committee ; Company C.P.O.
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ROBERT DOWNING ROBLIN
"Bob" "Robby"

Watervliet, New York

Picture for yourself a medium sized

handsome young blond fellow with a

balanced portion of that well-known New
York self-confidence and you have a fair

idea of our little Robert. Bob has

spent the better part of the last few years

trying to convince the rest of his class-

mates of the advantages of getting duty

in the submarines after graduation. Oh,

yes, and don't forget the Merchant

Marine and the Army. Bob also gives

us all the dope on these two services.

Along the line of athletics Bob has di-

vided his spare moments between getting

scratched up in class water polo and light-

weight crew. A bit of Cat Fever during

the spring of his second class year caused

him a little hard work in the latter sport.

Since Bob was born at, and brought up

in, the Watervliet Arsenal we can hardly

blame him for his rather warlike character

and utter dislike of all peace treaties and

other diplomatic conferences. It is prob-

ably this characteristic combined with his

early acquiring of sea-legs by playing with

toy boats in the Hudson that gave the

Navy such a great break.

^^ W^ ^^ W^ ^^t ^^

Crew; Water Polo; 1 P.O.

* • • • r:

CHARLES HENRY KRETZ, JR.

"Hank" "Mouse"

Okmulgee, Oklahoma

HANK came to us from the sunny state

of Oklahoma where the "oil flows

and the gas blows" and the Indians drive

Rolls-Royces. Sometimes we think that

he may have learned a few of his tricks

from the noble red man, as a more fun-

loving disposition can't be found any-

where within these walls. A war whoop
that would make the aforementioned

natives sit up and take notice, and a bag

of tricks were his heritage when he came,

and the years have only added to his in-

ventive genius along these lines.

As far as academics are concerned,

Hank has never had to worry particularly.

Perhaps he did find "Youngster year"

math a little hard, but then that's a habit

with every Youngster class. A natural

bent for the more scientific subjects, such

as "Juice," certainly more than makes

up for any weakness in any other subject.

Hank has always been a keen devotee

of the more warlike pursuits. Numerals

in small-bore, numerous activities in pis-

tol, and a fondness for machine guns

certainly have qualified him for brother

Capone's right-hand man.

Class Football; Piebe Small Bore, 32;

Crew, Coxswain; Reef Points, Busi-

ness Manager ; 2 P. O.
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CHARLTON LEWIS MURPHY, JR.

"Spud" "Murpb"

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

One bright day in June, '28, a future

member of Uncle Sam's "Spoiled

and Pampered Pets" was seen struggling

through Number Two Gate. His attrac-

tion for the sea began while navigating

about the islands of Casco Bay in his

youth, and was furthered by the sound

of the big gun off Lynnhaven Roads.

From the beginning of Plebe year the

sound of the typewriter could be heard

in his room, "clicking out" dope for the

Log. The added work on Reef Points

and editing the '32 edition also kept him
busy. Aside from this, much of his time

was spent in keeping his violin in tune

for the orchestra presentations.

One glance into his locker would con-

vince you that Murphy is not a woman-
hater. He always has had time enough
to take care of the "Sugar Reports" and
listen to the recordings of Tschaikowsky,

Wagner, and Beethoven.

His ability to see the happy side of

the worst annoyances, his genial disposi-

tion, and his amiability all help to make
him the good shipmate and true friend

that he is. May our paths cross often.

T

LLOYD HIRAM McALPINE
"Mac" "Scotty"

Salem, Massachusetts

When Mac came to Crabtown he had
the Navy pretty well figured out

until the Academic year began. It wasn't

entirely to his liking, and he had plenty

to say about it, like a true salt; but he
remained—perhaps to growl—but in

spite of everything he remained.

The Academics gave him a royal battle,

but Mac never could work as hard as

when he had to. He never let down, and
always managed to pull himself out of

a hole with his own bootstraps.

When he wasn't pulling sat, you could

always find him in the wrestling loft. If

he was pulling sat, he could always be

found in his room with some of the

Boys; "Now what good is all this theo-

retical stuff anyway?"

He always manages to be on hand at

the hops, solo or in harness, and never

misses a party. A ready wit and an en-

gaging manner makes him good company
on any occasion, be it an all night stand

after a football game, or a game of

bridge.

Self-reliant, straight shooting, and
keen, Mac will do well in all that he
undertakes.

* * * • • • •
Log Staff; Orchestra; Reef Points,

Editor; Pep Co?nmittee; 2 P. O.

Wrestling, W32T; 2 P. O.
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MALCOLM TOWNSEND MUNGER
"Mai"

Stoneham, Massachusetts

Stoneham may be a small town, but it

certainly did itself proud when it

turned out Mai. Every inch of his five

feet seven is just as Yankee as his state.

Loyal, straightforward, honorable, he has

all the traits of the true New Englander

with the exception that no one could call

him in any way puritanical. No, that

would be stretching a point. He is not

what is known as a savoir, but perhaps

that could be laid to the fact that books

never held any charms for him. That
old two point five, however, never held

any fears for him, and the end of the

term always found it buried with plenty

of velvet.

As an athlete Mai's small stature was
no great handicap, and his sense of bal-

ance and nerve made him a strong man
on the gym team.

Mai seldom drags, but he is in no
sense a red mike, having a quiet, smooth
way with the femmes. His good nature

and ready smile added to his gentle sar-

casm have endeared him to all who know
him. He is forever griping, and yet is

always cheerful; never the same person,

though naturalness personified.

^ ^% ^^

CARLTON ELBRIDGE HOLLOWAY
"Jo" "John" "Hollie"

MlDDLEBOROUGH, MASSACHUSETTS

""\1 7"ANT see you
'"

—

m tne NewW England tones and twang as only

the true sons of the North East can

characterize them, often marks Carl's

entrance. Calm self-assurance in that

tall quiet poise and clear perception with

frank straightforwardness are evident in

those large, piercing gray eyes. The
mixture of Yankee shrewdness, frankness

with biting humor, kindness with good

nature, makes up Carl's manner. This

personality attracts depth and violently

repels shallowness, thus producing friend-

ships of the sterling quality that never

die.

Academics, the grey walls, routine and

the rest were taken as a matter of course

and adopted so quietly that Navy life

seemed an inheritance. Studies slide by

with knowledge and interest as the chief

aims and marks a secondary matter. A
deep interest in athletics and activities

made Carl an activity fan and a delver

in all sports without specialization.

Swing along the trail of life with that

naturalness of manner, big boy, and the

summit of success is yours.

Gym, GNT; Reef Points; 2 P. O. Plebe Baseball; 2 P. O.
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CLAYTON ROGER SIMMERS

"foe"

Brooklyn, New York

Joe, having wandered about the globe

since infancy, could do naught when
the time came but follow the parental

footsteps Navywards. The initial step

was much easier than the following ones,

which necessarily led through that laby-

rinth of mysteries called the Math De-

partment. The maze had to be retraced

once early in the game, but from then

on the footing was more even. In sub-

jects not requiring a mathematical fine-

ness, he could, and did, grapple with

the best the first section could offer.

Juggling with pdp. dO required too

much of Joe's time to allow him to row,

with the consequent blasting of a prom-
ising career as an oarsman.

Joe is one of the best informed' men
of the class, a quality which was both

an advantage and a disadvantage to many
Plebes.

Joe's wit and humor, combined with

his flair for expression, always made him
the center of any gathering. Joe is as

true a friend as one could want, and
truer than most have the good fortune to

find.

HARRY WOODWORTH SEELY
"Hank"

Hammondsport, New York

BORN among the vineyards of Northern

New York, Hank learned to make
his first estimate of the situation at

Ridley College, Ontario, ostensibly safe

from the influence of all things nautical.

But the Finger Lakes Region had its in-

sidious effect, fortune favored our water

polo team, and Hank came among us to

spend five first-string years in the Plebe

and Varsity "suicide club." This he did

most successfully, for he gained all-

American ranking as early as Youngster

year. In addition, he varied his athletics

by playing soccer during the fall.

He is perhaps most famous for his

under-water prowess, but he is plentifully

endowed with other and less spectacular

qualities. He is an equable and amiable

disposition with an unruffled demeanor
that cannot hide his innate consideration,

helpfulness, sympathy, and loyalty. Be-

neath a deceivingly quiet exterior lurks an

insatiable desire to go places and be up
and doing, making him an addition to

any party.

A gentleman, a real friend, and the

best of shipmates.

/^^ ,^\. ^^ ^% i^^ ^^

Plebe Crew; Class Football; 1 P. O. Water Polo: Block N, Captain; Soc-

cer, ANP A32F; Class Swimming;
Company Representative ; Class Foot-

ball; M.P.O.
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JOHN RANDALL SPIERS

"Jack" "Spartacus"

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

We've always imagined Welshmen
as very small, quick people with

impossible names, but Jack is our human
paradox. Six long feet of him convince

us that crew is not for us. Intractable

brown hair and hazel eyes complete the

picture.

Jack was born and brought up in Phila-

delphia. Penn Charter was his stamping

ground before the lure of the uniform

got him. We will always feel that

Jack has gotten a great deal more

out of this our vale of tears than most.

He believes implicitly in his ability to

shape his life after his own ideals, though

he is never obtrusive about it.

Athletics appeal to him in their ulti-

mate importance to health. Music has

charms to soothe him, but he seldom

raves over it. His keenly inquisitive

mind, coupled with his inherited con-

scientiousness, keeps him booming long

after we have knocked off for the day.

Somewhere in the service we will meet

him again and will be reminded of the

good it has done us to know him. Always
considerate, interested and active, we
know his success is assured.

WILLIAM TAYLER VROOMAN
"Brum-Brum" "Bill"

Schenectady, New York

Bill is a handsome lad from that far-

famed producer of reliable gadgets

—

Schenectady, New York.

He likes books and claims that some

day he will write one. He has a way
with the girls, too. But they are not

always to be outdone—for it seems that

he is falling at last.

His chief characteristic is energy. Every

waking moment he is doing something

—reading, writing, swimming, dragging,

making a racket, playing the Vic, or off

to NA. Ten practice. He has his

serener moments, too, which indicate that

there is something behind all his restless-

ness—a desire to get on in this world

and concern for his friends. He gets by

in his studies and that is all that worries

him. The rest of his time is spent in

whole-hearted indulgence in his other

activities.

In a word, Bill is a great little guy. We
wish him luck—and hope that the tale

of our friendship will not end with our

Academy days.

* * * * *
Soccer; Crew; M.P.O. NA Ten; Glee Club; Swimming

Team; Pep Committee; 2 P.O.
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ADOLPHE WILDNER
"Adolphe"

Seneca Falls, New York

Adolphe has but one weakness; a

strong one at that. He would sac-

rifice anything from a Navy breakfast to

an hour's study of navigation for an

opportunity to enter an argument, and he

could convince a host of Darwins that

the hen jumped out of the egg.

Unlike the nose-led and spoon-fed

who travel in the ruts left by others, he

created his own sphere of thought and

proceeded as his ideas dictated.

Like the better half of Academy men,

he occasionally found his name on the

short end of the monthly student versus

professor game, but he always ended the

season with enough drive to look back

and smile at the nearest academic evils.

GENTLE, MEEK, and MILD? Well,

hardly, for he did his share of work on
the wrestling squad, jogged through thick

and thin with the cross country runners,

and spent more than one Sunday playing

lacrosse for '32.

Adolphe was a generous friend to all

who knew him; a pleasant classmate, and
the sort of fellow who was welcomed in

any company.

LINDSEY WILLIAMSON
"Willie" "Schmaltz" "Bucky" "Windf

Boston, Massachusetts

The University of Rochester lost a

great son when Willie took to the sea.

He was not only a great part of the ath-

letic teams, but shone in the classroom

as well. Gifted as he was in these re-

spects, the fellowship and idealism of

college attached him to the institution

with the affection and loyalty of a true

son. Yet, the lure of the sea was too

great, so he entered the Naval Academy.
With his one-hundred and sixty pounds

of brawn packed in a stature of five and

a half feet, a jolly disposition and "une
air de savoir," he was at once as much
at home in the Navy as a duck in the

water. No academics ever disturbed his

peace of mind. If it weren't for so many
Cosmos to read and so many different

kinds of solitaire to master, he could

easily have earned the gold stars.

In soccer and baseball Willie has

great natural ability. In each he loomed
as a stellar player until a too flexible knee

curtailed his activity. Yet every fall and
spring sees him with the old gang. And
here, as everywhere, he receives a hearty

welcome.

*******
Wrestling, W32T; Cross-Country;

Class Lacrosse ; 2 P. O.

Baseball, 32; Soccer, A32F; Class

Basketball; Choir; 2 P. O.
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MARRY BLYTHE
"Goo-Goo" "Dream Daddy"

He's tall, he's dark, he's handsome

—

not too tall, not too dark (Heaven

forbid), but none the less handsome.

His talents are unlimited (to him at any

rate) . He is equally at home on the golf

course, dance floor, in the saddle or be-

hind the plough. His favorite pastime

has been chasing balls for the ham 'n'

eggers until someone mistook Goo-Goo
for a ball and threw him for a goal.

His one great fault is going around

smashing feminine hearts, but what girl

wouldn't like to be loved by a dark,

handsome brute in brass buttons? How
would you like to see this face before

breakfast every morning? Four years

with Dream Daddy has been an experi-

ence none of us will ever forget. We
feel sure that he will not be among the

first to report to the Chaplain at gradu-

ation, for, having broken the heart of

every girl he knows, he will have to make
new conquests before he is taken off our

hands. Meanwhile you take him, I'm

unsat.

* * * * *

RICHARD SHAI MANDLEKORN
"Dick" "Kelly"

Peoria, Illinois

Dick is a regular fellow and just the

man to have around if you need

some encouragement or help. He is a

most unselfish chap and will willingly

lend a hand whenever necessary whether

you are out of luck in academics, finances,

or love. Never having to worry about

academics himself, he is usually in a

position to be a great help to one less

fortunate.

Having had more experience than the

rest of us in matters of the heart, Dick
can usually find a solution to the most
intricate problem. He likes athletic

activities but has so many non-athletic

interests that he has never been able to

put in enough time on any one to excel

in it. He is a good diver, enjoys swim-
ming and likes nothing better than an
occasional game of tennis or a friendly

bout in the boxing ring.

Dick is famous for his unfailing good
humor. He laughs at trouble and the

most appalling tragedy appears to him
merely funny. Perhaps that explains why
he gets along so well with his many
friends.

Radio Club; Class Swimming: Mas-
queraders; Trident; Plebe Boxing;
Press Club; Stars; 2 P.O.
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LEON SAMUEL KINTBERGER
• "Leon" "Kinty"

Baltimore, Maryland

The A course at Baltimore Poly and a

year at Johns Hopkins seemed not

quite to fill the bill, so late in the sum-

mer of '28 Leon joined the ranks of the

class of 1932.

Standing well in his class with a

minimum amount of boning, he always

has time to lend a helping hand to those

less fortunate than he. Of course, that

doesn't include dago. Dago is the pro-

verbial thorn in Leon's side and one noun
does not exist for him in its relation to

French.

He's not quite a snake but on every

occasion he can be seen dragging a girl

from Crabtown. Yes sir! It is the same
girl every time.

Ever there with a cheerful word for

all and a quick, deep sympathy for any

mishap labels Leon a real bright spot in

the sometimes drab routine—and what a

boon at table, for he doesn't like milk or

ice cream.

We hope to meet him on the outside.

Best of luck, Leon.

WILLARD FELDSCHER
"Bill" "Will"

Rock Springs, Wyoming

There has been altogether too much
talk about the secret of success. Suc-

cess has no secret. Her voice is forever

ringing through the market place and
crying in the wilderness, and the burden

of her cry is—-"Will."

"Will," or Bill as he is better known,
has those qualities that spell success, as

anyone who knows him will tell you. If

his studies at college compare with his

favorites here, he certainly did some real

work back home.
"Bill" is a happy combination of seri-

ousness and pleasure. Academics are but

a necessary evil, still he manages to keep

with the best of them. One could run

on like this forever, singing loud hymns
of praise to his many virtues, but the

regret with which we take leave of him
is conclusive proof that he has made a

warm place for himself in the heart of

his roommate.

In short, picture a pleasant, congenial

fellow, and you will have a valuable ad-

dition to any commercial enterprise.

Plebe Wrestling; 2 P. O.

• *•••••
2 P. O.
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Casualties—Class of 1932.

Plebe Year

William A. Adams, Jr.
Charles E. Beers, Jr.
W. C. P. Bellinger, Jr.
Charles F. Bliss, Jr.
Horace N. Broyles
Harvey A. Bush
Leonard J. Carmouche
Charles E . Clark
Paul J. J. Connor
William L. Culbertson, Jr.
Conrad L. Dixon
Andrew G. Doedeyns, Jr.
Augustine P. Donnelly, Jr.
James R. Driver
Robert T. Dunn, Jr.
Theodore W. Duvall
Clark M. Ellis
Roy D. Engel
John N. Gilligan
Robert L. Grantham
Edward E. Greene
Raymond J. Greenwood
Elmus K. Hanby, Jr.
Paul T. Harney
Adam B. Hart
Julian Hatcher, Jr.
Clement M. Hendren
Joseph F. Hendrickson
Frank D. Hollowell
Harry J. Hubbard
John W. Hughes
John W. Joyner
George W. Kennedy, Jr.
Orville P. Kerwin
Clifford Larson
Robert J. Lawrence
Charles T. Lyle
Stephen Malina
Costello P. Massey
George H. McCain
John W. McCalla
George W. Meyer
Samuel W. Morris, Jr.
Rollis S. Nelson
William H. Noyes
Walter Orzechowicz
William T. Partridge, Jr.
Arthur A. Peters
Carl C. Petersen
Allan W. Pickard
William H. Pragnell, Jr.
Luther S. Pugh
David I. Pursley
John B. Read
James F. Richards
William E. Robey
Francis D. Roper
Virgil P. Sanders
Frederick R. Schreiter
Ralph H. Schucart
Bruce V. Scott

Plebe Year—Contd.

Ethan A. Scott
Jester J. Sedore
George H. Selin
William C. Shellberg
Edward P. Simonson
Lee C. Snoeyenbos
John W. Still

Dwight E. Styne
Ashford Todd, Jr.
Maurice L. Vaillancourt
Donald H. Webster
Robert H. Wheeler
Clarence M. White, Jr.
Walter H. Wooding

Youngster Year

John D. Akstull

John F. Anderson
Charles M. Andrews
James E. Backstrom
Walter F. Bell
David E. Bitterman
Joseph H. Boyle
Eugene C. Bulkeley
Jesse B. Burks
William R. Byers

John B. Conway
John A. Croghan
Frank M. Davis
Thomas W. S. Davis
Arthur A. Denton, Jr.
Francis Donaldson, Jr.

Robert D. Drysdale
Robert E. Duell
Louis B. Ely
Ralph W. Fackler
Frank S. Fernald
Halford R. Greenlee, Jr.

James F. Grove
Rush B. Gunther
Karl F. Haworth
Verburt N. Hayward
David E. Hughes
Edward L. Hutchinson
Robert H. Kashower
Frederick J. Kirch
Roy F. Leverenz
Kenneth Loveland
James M. Manwaring
John S. Matthews
Hudson L. McGuire
Warren H. McKenney
C. R. McKibben
Robert L. McVay
Glenn A. Milliren, Jr.

Robert C. Moore
Francis J. O'Brien
Charles H. Parks
Robert V. Philburn
Francis M. Rain

Youngster Year—Contd.

James M. Rodgers
Joseph P. Ronan
Charles Rosen
Emmett C. Ross

Leon M. Rouse
John C. Saunders
Edgar H. Schaid

Joseph D. Schantz
Hugh L. Sheridan
Thornton Sherwin
Henry D. Sturr
Donald F. Van de Water
George R. Van Horne
Louis E. Von Woglom
Vaughan D. Williford
Harold C. York
Peter W. Young

Second Class Year

Claude F. Bailey
H. A. Baldridge, Jr.

Francis S. Bell
Frederick W. Bond, Jr.

Frederick S. Bronson
Miller S. Burgin
Earl S. Coleman
Harry G. Francis

Charles Hitchcock
Eugene Janz
Frank I. Kerr
Franklin G. Keyes
Charles H. Keyser
Douglas C. McDougal, Jr.

William P. Montgomery, Jr.

Lawrence L. Myatt
Harold E. Ruble
Thomas D. Schall, Jr.

John W. Seager
Hugh B. Severs
Howard E. Smith
Frank H. Threlkel
Kenneth S. Todd
John R. Van Slyke
Donald A. Weaver
John J. Willson

First Class Year

Clark H. Barr
Colwell E. Beers
George R. Fink
William P. Holloway
Phillip C. Holt
Equen B. Meader
John R. Parks
Joseph C. Phipps

George A. Rooney
Robert D. Ross

Earl S. Schweitzer
Gilbert N. Stevenson
Allison F. P. Wilder





ENNETT'S HEROISM
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Class History

ACTIONS speak louder

- than words and pic-

tures never lie. On these two

platitudes we base our story, pre-

senting it to you with the famous

classroom war cry,

The Ticture Works

The Trob.



WINTER in Panama and Fleet Concentration. Fingers of light cutting the
gloom from the searchlights of the gray sided men-of-war—that swing idly

at anchor in the Roadstead. Purring motor launches, distinguishable in the murk
only by a red or green sidelight and the phosphorus of their wakes, weaving in and
out of the monsters who mother them. Liberty Parties and Shore Patrols and white
linen suits. Old Panama and the Locks and visions of Morgan. And, finally, the
Hotel International and the Miramar.

The door swings open in the Miramar and in stroll four red-cheeked ensigns

—

the ink still wet on their commissions, the eyes still wide at the concentrated power
of the Fleet, their amazement and wonder at their sudden rise to officer status not
leavened even a little by eight months in J. O. Country. The place is filled with
people whose faces they recognize as members of the higher order of stripes and as

they stand in the doorway absorbing the smoke and the atmosphere and the gayety,

the realization strikes them that maybe they are of the lesser fry and should be shy
and retiring in such a gathering of superiors.

"Back corners for us," says the taller—and apparently more practical one. "A
nice quiet table tucked off in the gloom is just the thing for us at this point."

"You're right, old hoss."

"Suits me." Complete approbation all around and they seat themselves at a

wicker table that looks across the Bay of Panama.

"Garcon. Mozo. Vakmeister. Waiter. Somebody bring us four beers."

Tall and cool and dark it came, and they settled themselves to the panorama that un-
folded itself before them. The lights that outlined the locks, the ships coming in

from the Pacific to anchor and wait for dawn, the incessant flashing of the light on
Flamingoe Island,—it all lay before them as an unreal fairyland.

"This is the sort of life to give the troops. As a matter of fact, I'm all for this

Fleet business. It's a whole helluva lot different from the cruises that we made."

"You're right, it is. All the time at the Academy, I wondered if it was any-
thing like the life that we led there. There's something about it that sort of gets

you. It's a different attitude, all the way around. And, men, I like it."

"You men out of this year's class?" Some stranger in a white linen suit and
panama hat sitting at the next table with an aperitif. And, unmistakably, the

Academy ring.

"Yes, sir. Fresh as paint, I guess."

"How do you like the Fleet by this time?" With every word that he spoke, he
hitched his chair around a little more, until, finally, he had joined the group. A
couple of more cool ones around and they were fast friends.

' 'We were just saying how different it was from the Academy life and how much
we liked it." The tall one was doing the talking, but all the others were nodding
assent. "What class were you?"

"I'm out of Thirty-two. Ten years seems like an awful short time when you
look back on it. And I'm still a Lieutenant. Well

—
" with a sort of grin-and-

bear it look,
—

"I guess I can't kick much. You guys that have just come through
don't know what good times are. They're turning out an awful lot of sissies now-
adays. The Navy's shot to hell.

Now When I Was A Midshipman
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Beached on the Severn



The hurricane

hit us.
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Buckingham Palace Guards
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On to Princeton

[ Two Hundred Ninety-two ]
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"Ca« Spring be jar behind?"

"Let go the jib halyards"



"E" agitated, I have made an error

It'll soon be over
Easter Sunday
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The second time around—for the movies
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Champagne tea Tennis
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Shades of Trafalgar

[ Three Hundred Thirteen ]



And Virginia Beach

[ Three Hundred Fourteen ~\
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"Close excitation switch"

[ Three Hundred Seventeen ]
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Foreword

DjESPITE the fact that pages and pages of

this book have been devoted to eulogies

of the Class of Nineteen Thirty-two, in all honestv it

must be confessed that there are other people in the

Naval Academy who contribute as much to the life and

activities as do the "serious seniors."

In these mass pictures that follow, everyone loses

his identity and becomes mere background for the fortu-

nate souls who got in the front ranks. But in and

among the background, there are mixed the people that

we have known and liked and with whom we have been

shipmates. And there are men who are only delayed

action classmates and whom we will be willing to wel-

come to the fold when they, too, have completed their

course and become eligible for fitness reports. Thev
have all been material aids to making pleasant the three

years that have elapsed since we became elevated to the

somewhat doubtful honor of being a Youngster.

We give vou

THE CLASSES



Class of 1933

WITH "three years behind and one to go," it doesn't seem so far back to that dim, dark,

distant summer of 1929 when, seven hundred strong, we congregated here in Annapolis,

from all over the country to solidify into the Class of Nineteen Thirty-three.

Plebe Summer passed before we realized it and it was only when we had really gotten

into Academic Year that we really understood how Plebe Summer was a fool's Paradise

and probably the most carefree time of our entire careers.

We became Youngsters and earned that greatest of all privileges—to drag. And we
saw another class graduate while we became Second Class. Second Class Summer with its

week-ends and its "cits" and its freedom was more appreciated than the Summer as a Plebe



and enjoyed more fully. And then we settled down to learning the process of command

from the class we were to succeed as S. O. P. Three dollars more a month, another stripe,

our introduction to Ordnance and Nav, the "Book of the Month Club" and currents that

would not alternate. But as we get down toward the end, we realize more fully that it is

the best year of them all, the transition from irresponsibility to responsibility notwith-

standing.

We've tagged along behind the Class of 1932 for three years and from them learned

most of our lessons. But above all, we hope that the lesson we have learned the best from

them is the sane and thoughtful handling of the Academy while "lords of all that we

survey."

[ Three Hundred Tiventy-five ]



Youngster Class

W 7TTH two years of Naval Academy life to look back on, Thirty-four reaches the

* » mid-way mark with joyful anticipation of a companion for that lone "diag" which

seemed so elusive one year ago. Not twice the plebe year sweat which earned that narrow

gold band seems comparable with the mental whirlwind from which we are yet recovering.

On the verge of mental collapse, Thirty-four views with wonder the mystic crystal which

holds the secret of Second Class summer and the two years to come.

Looking back on its baptism by fire-hose and its teething in the hard ring of discipline,

the Youngster Class sees a plebe year as long as youngster year seemed short. To our minds

the two blend together over the gap of June Week and the summer cruise while memories

{_
Three Hundred Twenty-six ]



of that first September leave lend enchantment to the future. Two Army games, too, stand

out as vivid towers in our memories of the past.

So Thirty-four approaches that point in Academy life where the past and future lie

well balanced on the scales of time. Only time will reveal the multitude of pleasantries

and disappointments that await in the uniform with "two diags" as only time has revealed

the quantity of fun and pain dressed in Plebe and youngster garb. Thirty-four hopes to

fit its new raiment with the carrying on of the old spirit of the class, the regiment, and the

service.

Three Hundred Twenty-seven ]



Plebes

AS our one diag changes from a dream to a reality, we look back upon plebe year and
- realize that from the heterogeneous assembly that wandered into the Administration

Building twelve months ago we have been made into a class.

The transition had its tribulations. For a long plebe summer we strained our backs

to the cutter's oars, groveled in the dust of the rifle range, and learned that "Squads right"

is something more than a quotation from a war novel. For eight Academic months we
bore the brunt of the best, or perhaps worst, efforts of the various departments to send us

back into the darkness whence we came.

[ Three Hundred Twenty-eight



There have been pleasures as well as trials. We found our Navy Spirit at the athletic

games. Our first Christmas Leave brought us a never-to-be-forgotten thrill—that of re-

turning to once familiar sights and friendships, and seeing them from the standpoint of our

new environment.

Our experiences have unified us. We have come to know the man who squares his

corners, braces up in the mess-hall, and answers the eternal "Plebe ho!" for a friend. Our
class spirit is born of these trials, but it will not end when they are over. Never again will

we be merely a group of plebes, nor even of youngsters. Now and forever, we are THIRTY-
FIVE.

[ Three Hundred Twenty-nine }





HE CALL OF THE SERVICE
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A 1MIDSHIPMAN has

become an ensign

—a boy has become a man, and

we find him here bidding his

sweetheart goodbye. Soon he will

take up his duties in the fleet. His

future life will be governed by the

exigencies and demands of the

Service. He may never be called

upon to rescue a party of refugees

or to salvage a submarine, but the

fact remains that he will always be

ready to answer such a call. Here

is no portrayal of daring rescue,

no illustration of dauntless bravery,

but it is a typification of the Vol-

unteer.

s



JUNE WEEK
5? 99. 5?





. . . goal of four long years of

endeavor for the First Class . . .

realization of the ambition of three

years for the Second Class . . .

reprieve for the book weary Young-

sters . . . deliverance second only

to that of the Judgment Day for

the long downtrodden Plebes . . .

these are the real meanings of June

Week for the Regiment . . . mean-

ings which are almost obliterated

by the glittering and confusing

kaleidoscope which prevails . . . glamour and romance reign for a

week in an unforgettable pageant

. . . sweethearts and mothers . . .

debutantes and retired admirals . . .

rioting colors and white uniforms

. . . gray ships and yellow road-

sters . . . diplomas and hop cards

. . . hurried goodbyes and long

hours of parting . . . promises and

Chapel weddings . . . this the one

and only . . . the incomparable

. . . this is ... .

[ Three Hundred Thirty-one ]



the first days . . . send-

ing frantic telegrams . . .

waiting for trains . . .

wondering why all the

trouble . . . the first

glimpse of the o. a. o.

answering that why . . .

realizing that the long

dreamed-of June Week

is a reality . . .

{ Three Hundred Thirty-two ]



already forgetful of the

past eight months and

lost in the excitement

that is June Week . . .

round table meetings in

the morning . . . settle-

downs in the afternoons

. . . the crowd is gath-

ered and there are no

strangers . . .

[ Three Hundred Thirty-three ]
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up to the Chapel behind

the Hell-cats with her

eyes following you all

the way . . . "Sob Sun-

day" with all its color

and crowds . . . out in

the bay with the gun-

wale running under . . .

Sunday evening .

alone together

[ Three Hundred Thirty-four ]
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Worden Field covered

with glittering bayonets

. . . color girl covered

with flowers . . . officers

covered with gold braid

... "I propose three

cheers for the color com-

pany" . . . movies in

charge . . . "Three men

absent, sir" . . . good-

bye to you, Miss Spring-

held . . .

[ Three Hundred Thirty -five ]



narrow streets full of

laughter and crowds . . .

picture hats and white

caps close together . . .

mothers beaming as their

sons march by . . . hur-

ried goodbyes as forma-

tion sounds . . . color

company flaunting its

golden banner . . . lov-

ers' lane in the moon-

light . . .

[ Three Hundred Thirty-six ]
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Second Class with their

rings . . . First Class

with their cars . . . Car-

vel steps crowded with

drags . . . cameras in

the streets . . . crowds

at the parades . . . old

grads with their tales of

yesteryear . . . cares for-

gotten for a week . . .

[ Three Hundred Thirty-seven ]



physical drill under arms

dedication in a

sweltering heat ... af-

ternoons in a canoe . . .

gold braid at the Garden

Party . . . white trou at

the Ring Dance . . .

useless programs at the

June Ball . . . glorious

moments in the park . . .

[ Three Hundred Thirty-eight ]



precious diplomas . . .

"I propose three cheers

for the ones that we

leave behind us" ...

brand new shoulder

straps . . . that broad

new stripe . . . the ren-

dezvous at the Chapel

for some . . . Thirty-

three takes charge . . .

Tecumseh, we bid you

goodbye . . .

{ Three Hundred Thirty-nine ]
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The Shenandoah...

lb
HE Shenandoah just

before her fatal

crash. Her crew—but a moment
ago — performing their routine

duties, now are called upon to face

the supreme test. These men are

volunteers without the thought of

being such, for they follow blindly

wherever line of duty takes them.

We have here the spirit of non-

chalance as to what the future

holds with the thought of service

reigning supreme.
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"The

Command

Performance"

N. E. Blaisdell

President

Associate Professor Pease

Coach

"How's the House?"
"Packed!"
"Let's gol"

THE House lights dim. . . . The conversation subsides. . . . The last strains of the overture fade

into the corners of the balcony. . . . There is a brief hush of expectancy. . . . Up curtain and the

play is on! . . . THE COMMAND PERFORMANCE.
"I thought this rehearsal was called for eleven o'clock this morning!", and Close, in the guise of

the terrifying, bewhiskered Sabidoff stalks across the stage towards his Stage Manager Milosovic
(McGoldrick to you!) who proceeds to chew a cigar.

It seems there was to have been a rehearsal and . . .

"Well, Lydia, where have you been?", thunders Close at Lydia, the Company Ingenue who has

just made her entrance in that inimitable style which only Longshore can put across.

"I was accosted by three men," Lydia attempts to explain when . . .

Enter Peter: "Well, I'm here at last, Masoch," he remarks, in passing Tiedeman, who is ably

acting the part of Stage Director, and Peter then proceeds to breathlessly explain, "... Crash went



A

Masquemder

Production

D. S. Crowley
Director

R. B. Little

Business Manager

my fist into the newcomer's teeth and nearly knocked his head off. I was wonderful, wasn't I, Lydia?
Lucky I happened along. . . .

' Thus Keene introduced himself in the first of his dual characters in

a manner that gave the audience at once the impression that here was a role handled with remarkable
inherent talent, the more so since this is the first year that Keene has been a member of the Masquer-
aders.

The Act continues with the arrival of the Gendarmes (Adams and Erwin) under the command of

the Sergeant of Police (Merrill) who have come for the purpose of taking into custody Our Hero
for alleged assault on His Royal Highness, Prince Alexis of Moldavia. Just at the moment when
Keene is to be dragged away to a living death at the salt mines there is a disturbance in the audience;

a spot focuses on a sartorially correct Vellenborg (complete with high silk hat!) who appears in the

limelight as a disinterested spectator but who later directs the destinies of the entire cast. Foote
gave a remarkable performance in a difficult part, that of a cold-blooded, astute Chancellor whose love

for Country and Intrigue blinded him to human affections.

New complications occur in the Second Act when, in the Palace of Moldavia, Prince Alexis refuses

to seek the hand of the beautiful, alluring Katerina of Wallachia, and Peter, who as his double, is
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chosen to take Alexis' place that the beautiful Princess might be gained and the Treaty (of course there

had to be a Treaty!) might be signed.

We follow the trials and tribulations of Peter in pleading the suit of the man whose place he had
taken, Prince Alexis, and we are charmed by the urbanity and remarkable acting of Queen Elinor of
Moldavia; the part was taken byCotten, whose histrionic abilities were no less matched by his ability

to wear the latest creations of Poiret and Boulanger with "chic".

In Queen Elizabeth (acted by Sapp), and her ' 'lesser half,
'

' King Nicholas (Hoover, to his friends !),

we see that even in Wallachia "Uneasy lies the head that wears a Crown!" The domestic storms, the

play of humorous lightning about the King's head produced laughter at the psychological moments
and credit is due to both Sapp and Hoover for the able manner in which they developed their char-

acterizations.

But we must not forget that in every romance there must be a heroine; Erskine, in the role of

Katerina, that young lady whose ultra-modern views had proved the stumbling-block to her previous

suitors, and whose hand is the quest of Peter, proved to be one of those rare, adaptable persons which
make casting of feminine leads not as great a difficulty as one might be led to imagine.



Nor is any play complete without those all-important characters which furnish successful con-

tinuity; in Dissette and Fell as Manservants, Kilmartin as the King's Secretary, Packard and Anderson
as Actors in company with Roenigk as Yana, we have the remainder of the Cast which succeeded in

putting on what has generally been admitted as one of the most colorful, spectacular, and amusing
plays yet to grace the boards of Mahan Hall.

In the final analysis, then, any historical sketch resolves itself very easily into the biography of

the few earnest persons whose love of the Dramatic finds expression each fall in the auditorium of

Mahan Hall and whose volunteer spirit results in a play worthy of those that have gone before.

The Masqueraders of 1932 leave the Regiment with still greater triumphs to be attained; yet, we
who leave carry away with us the feeling that in "The Command Performance" we found more
interest and gave more varied diversion than has heretofore been attained. For those who remain,

however, it is but the beginning, for

' 'Achievement is but another milestone along
the Highway of Progress

The End of the Journey lies ever beyond!"



"Station

NAMC

Broadcasts'

H. Sosnoski

Director

PASSING through the corridors in the late afternoon one always hears those six o'clock shower
tenors or a Radiator Club quartette; and after chow there is always an audience for those twos or

threes who get together on their mandolins. The boys all like their music, hence the Combined
Musical Clubs' Show.

Keeping up with the times, the show this year depicted the high lights and some of the comedy
that takes place in a modern broadcasting studio. Tommy South, as chief announcer, proved to be

quite a wag; we wouldn't be surprised to see him grabbed off to sub for Walter Winchell.
' 'Good evening, everybody, Station NAMC first brings you The Collegians

. '

' With this announce-
ment the Glee Club, directed by "Alpha" Bowser, appeared before the mike to put across some mighty
tuneful melodies. During a pause for station announcements some of these lilting larynx artists got
loose in pajamas; they, if not their garments were a study in close harmony.

"Back on the air again, folks, with Enoch Knock, maestro supreme, and his symphony orchestra."

For the first time in years the orchestra was up on the stage where it belonged. Such melody as that

rosewood baton of Enoch's could draw out of his musicians!
' 'Come along with me now, over to the Harlem side of Little Old New York.

'

' This time Tommy



The Combined

Musical Club

Presentation

Lt. Comdr. A. E. Glann

took us on a journey to hear Jack Lewis' "pick and string" boys. Hearing some of those old negro
spirituals one would think they all had had experience with the "chain gang" down in Mississippi.

Were they ever good

!

"Now, ladies and gentlemen of the radio audience, we are turning the microphone over to Ray
Pitts and his famous Bancroft Hotel Smoke Hall orchestra, possibly more commonly known as the

NA-10." Indeed that band would do credit to any genuine broadcasting studio. How the audience

followed them through the entire program, swaying, humming, inclining forward slightly to get

every note of the soft choruses. They could have answered encores all night.

Between the feature acts Lambert and his Royal Trumpeters persuaded his listeners to book a

cruise on the Wyoming. Correct time came through the courtesy of Pitts' Boilermakers; while that

"stay at home with an El Ropo" feeling was perfectly put across by Dave Shumway on his synco-

pated xylophones. A special added attraction of the evening was the television transmission of

McCrosky's contortive dancing, or may be the picture was just distorted, any way it all but rolled

the audience out of their seats with laughter.

We admit the show was a big success and take this opportunity to thank Lieutenant-Commanders
Glann, Ziroli, and Shelley, and all the rest of you who helped us put our show across.

\_
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The

Glee

Club

A. L. Bowser
Director

THE last notes of "Taps" reverberate, echo, and die out in the spacious rotunda; one by one the

lights of Bancroft Hall go out. It is sleeping time for everyone but those who live on the First

Battalion Court; they are kept awake by those blood enemies of Morpheus, the Glee Club. Up from
the Music Room in the deep, dark recesses of the basement float the harmonic strains from the throats

of a score and a half of young vocalists practicing for the annual Spring Show. First may be heard

a rip-roaring he-man ballad, next, a sweet negro lullaby, then maybe a popular song, one of those

you like to hum in the shell pink ear of your O. A. O. As 10:30 rolls around the stirring strains of

the Club's signature song "Navy Blue and Gold" float out the window, up over the roof into the

dark night; then in a few seconds dead silence reigns.

Certainly, they're the Glee Club you heard in April; so you remember them too. Well, join us

then in congratulating them on their excellent performance, and don't forget their technical skill and
smoothness were the result of patient coaching by Professor Crosley.

Mighty fine going, fellows; here's wishing those of you who carry on many happy practices on
the cruise, and some lively hours next year.
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Top Row: Wheeler, Davis, Wideman, Erwin, Reday, Stuart, Robertson, Banzhaf, Coffin, Cameron
Second Row: Powell, Smith, McKeithen, Dissette, Gibbons, Black, Bowen, Jones, Isely
Third Row: Davis, McLean, Hay, Slatyon, Benedict, Lee, Thomas, Neyman, Harris, Tinker

Front Row: Zimmerman, Brindupke, Ernst, Adams, Bowser, Hurst, Everett, Colley, Odend'hal
Silling: Tharin, Knowles, Derickson, Adams, Gage, Gamon



The

Academy

Symphony

D. C. Knock
Conductor

THE so-called Naval Academy "symphony" orchestra is one organization in the Regiment in which
each member plays his own personal part. A successful concert is accomplished by all players

doing their individual best; and there are so many necessary units in such a club that credit must be

given to all hands for making possible an entertaining performance.

In the 1932 Musical Show, the orchestra strength was cut slightly because of the nature of the

presentation—a broadcast parody with small musical units filling the "mike." As a result, the

directors of the four clubs, especially of the "symphony," attempted to produce the same effects with
reduced ensembles that in previous years were accomplished with almost twice the talent. The
trial brought great success; the orchestra not only demonstrated the classical masterpieces but also

introduced itself as a new unit—the concert orchestra—by delving into modern music with a few
melodies like the celebrated "Rhapsody in Blue" and one of the latest orchestrations, "Lady of Spain."

So this versatile ensemble scored its fourth success—leaving nothing to be desired in the way of

entertaining the Service music lovers.

Top Row: Wallis, Prueher, Garrets, Schantz, Hatcher, Gabbert, Leon
Second Row: Sheppard, Sharp, Foerster, McClintock, Wade, Cutter, Richards, Logsdon

Third Row: Isely, Yost, Lee, Sanger, Hallock, Counthan, Howard.. Harrell, Shepard, Lambert, Coye

Front Row: Schwartz, Hayes, Beer, Ltetwiler, Knock, Lewis, Murphy, Adams, Leverett
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The

Mandolin

Club

J. S. Lewis
Director

THE MANDOLIN CLUB offers to the regiment an outlet for practically all stringed instrument
talent. In spite of the name, during the last few years the club has become more and more domi-

nated by banjos, due, no doubt to the more universal appeal and to the greater number of that in-

strument.

In each Musical Club's Show of the past the Mandolin Club has had a vital part and has con-

tributed no little to the success of the show. They have appeared as everything from wandering
gypsies to darkies in a Harlem night club. And the music has varied from the near classical to the

latest of the hot dance numbers.
The members of this organization have always enjoyed putting on a show. There is a certain

satisfaction and fascination in having done something well, which repays in full the long hours of

practice. And there are other benefits, such as missing a few formations and the inevitable good
fellowship of the dressing room.

As the men of the Regiment realize, the Mandolin Club has been growing and improving. For
with all the radios and victrolas the day will never come when people will not get a thrill out of

playing, or listening to someone play, the mandolin or banjo.



R. M. Pitts

headtr

EVEN the extra duty squad knocks off work once in a while, but this organization, composed of a

few lucky ones from each class, spends two or three hours a week, all year long, having a good
time practicing new tunes, murdering old ones, and hoping they'll stay sat.

Each Friday evening we hear,"Now the N. A. Ten has permission to leave the mess hall at will,"

and the result is the band's latest idea of a good, warm dance program. All the first class are present

in their bald-headed row seats, yelling for "Tiger Rag," "St. Louis Blues," and similar possibilities,

while the others stand in the smoke-filled room trying to get close enough to actually hear what's
going on.

Once each year the Ten is allowed to play for a First Class Hop, as much to the enjoyment of the

dancers as to that of the would-be Lombardos, Weems, or Arnheims. And during the summer cruises

the N. A. Ten spends many happy hours on deck, in a casemate, or in the wardroom.
The great climax for each N. A. Ten, a yearly event, is the Spring Musical Club Show. The

Ten is always awarded the position of honor in the show, their part of the program coming last.

With a smart setting, and the biggest musical numbers, they draw the final curtain of an evening

that will always be remembered.

The

Naval Academy

Ten

Standing: Wood, Metcalf, Langston, South, Ingram, Bullock, Innis, Lee, Travis, Schmidt, Schwartz, Cline, Lambert, Sosxoski

A I the Piano: Pitts
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R. L. Evans—Class Hisloi

W. J. Catlett—Cruises

B. L. Bailey—Activities—C. J. Weschler

THIRTY TWO'S
EDITORIAL STAFF

ON board ship every lost article, be it a pocket

knife or a sweetheart's portrait, will find its

way to the "lucky bag", and if the loser has pa-

tience he will eventually get it back. Similarly our

lost memories are collected in this, our Lucky Bag.

For four years we have lived only for the present

and the future ; we have been too busy to

give much thought to the very pleasant past.

However in a few years our days shall not be

only for studies and sleep, rather there shall be

many peaceful evenings when memories will

come streaming back. On such occasions we
have only to leaf through the pages of this

book in order to relive those happy hours

that were only fleeting moments as we raced

through four years of Naval Academy life.

J L. Everett (5. H. Mitchell— Associate Editors
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E. B. Header—Biographies Professor McCormick H. M. Coleman—June We

LUCKY BAG
Yes, that is what our Lucky Bag is, a memory book
for the class of '32, and a book that will convey to

our parents and friends what a midshipman's life is

—its high lights, thrills, and commonplaces alike.

How well we have succeeded is for you to decide.

In the summer of '30 all this was but a dream
as we sat around and talked things over with
"Corky" Ward. On the Cruise most of it was
tangible only in the smoke from our pipes,

but once back from September leave waste
baskets were filled with noble struggles to ex-

press our pet ideas; and packs of film were
exposed in an effort to bring to life the events of

the past. Before we realized it, January was at

hand, then things happened in a hurry; page
layouts were completed, dummies made out,

copy written, engravings cut. Finally the fin-

ished pages were in the hands of the printer.

Two anxious months, then the Book, our

"brain child" for your approval!

W. A. Dobbs—Yard

Uhlelics M. Archer

H. I. Allen W. H. Raymond C. K. Mallory G. P. Rogers
Photographic A ssistants
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R. T. Srvrpsox

—

Business Manager Lt. Comdr. \V. G. Greenman

M.M. Koivisto—Office Mgr.

R.M.Pitts W.W.Brown W.A.Dobbs
Company Representatives

THIRTY TWO'S
BUSINESS STAFF

AIRCRAFT and gun design may be a series of com-
. promises but the publishing of a Lucky Bag al-

most requires a corps of English diplomats. When
the Executive Department said "Cut expenses"
there was, of course, no argument; but when the

Business Staff repeated the story to the Editorial

Gang the dollar signs really flew. Ward insisted

on having eight full color pages, Simpson said

"OK, but then you will have to use panels in

place of individual cuts." So the discussion

went on, and after spending many long, hot
nights poring over previous expense accounts,

and bidding farewell to thoughts of expensive

layouts, a budget was produced. That budget
was a masterpiece of finance; not a department
suffered, yet it left each manager and editor

with the task of remaining exactly within his

limits, so that all, including you, dear reader,

might be satisfied.



-Circulation Manager M. J. Hamilton—Advertising Manager

LUCKY BAG
"Mace" Hamilton really set the pace with a smash-
ing advertising campaign that never stopped a min-
ute until it was way over the top. If his assistants

felt even a nibble for a half page they never rested

until they had sold a four color full page layout.

While the advertising forces were at work outside,

the circulation squadron under Joe Jaap swooped
down on the Regiment to convince all hands that

mother, sweetheart, and congressman should have
a copy of the Lucky Bag. They had to have a po-
tent line to break down that "depression resist-

ance."

So the money came in; once in, Simpson's role be-

came that of the cold-hearted banker reluctantly

paying out the cash, but "Corky" never had a

need to call him ' 'Shylock.
'

' The reason for this

harmony among the whole staff can be traced to

those regular eighth day meetings with Com-
mander Greenman when Ward, Simpson, and
Hamilton gathered together to untangle prob-
lems and make plans suitable to all.

E. W. Taylor—Files Manager

J. W. Ramey F. H. Brumby
Company Representatives

J. W. WlXTLE



The

Log

F. J. Foley
Editor

COMDR. G. J. McMlLLIN

WHO stole my scissors and paste?"

"Hughie, what's happened to the censored galleys?"

"Will someone please apply themselves to the highly-appreciated task of thinking up a caption

for this cut?"
' 'Hey! My girl hasn't received her copy of the Log for three weeks—I want something done about

it."

Yes, gentle reader (if any,) you have guessed it: the above is an intimate revelation about what
goes on in the Log office on any Wednesday afternoon. For the first hour everything is bedlam.
Gradually, however, the dissenters and fault finders wander out, leaving a half dozen frenzied souls to

struggle with the dummy until 5:30. The editorial staff always quit at that time because the plaintive

notes of sick call unconsciously struck a responsive chord within them. You, as the great mass of

unprotected subscribers, didn't have to read the product of our drudgery unless you cared to; but we
not only had to read it, we had to write it—so cheer up!

The Log had a fairly successful year from the standpoint of those who were responsible for it.

The prime requisite of any publication is, of course, stable finances. Thanks to the substantial adver-

Tt'CKER

Flenniken G. W. Bailey J. S. Miller

DeWitt Foley Raring Baker
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W. R. Franklin
Business Manager

G. H. Mitchell
Advertising Manager

rising bequeathed to us by our predecessors, plus the untiring efforts of our business and circulation

staffs, we managed to pull through the year without showing any red marks on the ledger. The
literary gang, usually at odds with the business department, was able to smile contentedly throughout
the year because of the happy discovery of former Lucky Bag color plates which proved most suitable

for covers. The general satisfaction shown by the Regiment upon the appearance of these covers lent

great encouragement to the editors. There is undoubtedly much more material such as this stored

away, awaiting the probing eye of some enterprising midshipman Sherlock Holmes to bring it to light.

When the year first began the editors were hopeful that they could transform the Log into a more
literary type of magazine than it had been in the past. But this effort did not meet with much success

—mainly because of the rebirth of the Trident, our toneful contemporary. Other additions were
made, however, which proved quite popular, notably: The Hall of Fame, by means of which we
endeavored to do justice to our outstanding athletic heroes; the reestablishment of the West Point
Letter, the good natured parodies of "Familiar Figures About the Campus," and the occasional pub-
lishing of anecdotes apropos the naval service. As usual the femmes responded nobly to our requests

for material. Somehow the girls have always stuck by us, even though we may have tramped on their

literary brain children and artistic efforts with a ruthless ferocity.



I !

BURROWES Flenniken Mahoney
Art Editors

Bingham
Cut Exchange

Weschler

Many were the letters received from the great outside asking us why such and such a contribution

had never appeared in print, or what was the point of this or that cover? To the first of these queries

we can only reply that everything really good has been saved and, though this generation, or even
the next, may not see it, your grandchildren probably will. Great and ponderous (as well as dusty)

are the archives of the Log office, and what goes into them let no man put asunder. To the one about
some of our covers we can only reply—you try to get a good cover for a magazine each week for a

year and see how far you get. True, we always had a good supply of color work on hand (why there

was one potential cover up in my room for four months which made mates of the deck gasp, E). O.'s

swoon, and Plebes forget to sound off)—but such things cost money, and we had to keep ourselves

financially "sat" or Foley and Franklin would have gone without their graduation outfits.

We listened to your complaints and endeavored to improve, realizing that an issue was not suc-

cessful unless the first class took it down to chow on Friday evenings. But whether you liked the Log
or not, we really got a lot of enjoyment out of publishing it, and it is our sincere wish that the years

to come will see it steadily improving and occupying a significant niche in the hearts of Navy men.

Top Row: Blenman, Taylor, Meyer, Nutt, Poor, Robertson, Stevens, Sargent, Snyder
Second Row: Kintz, Driver, Shepard, Joachim, Roenigk, Sellars, Ellis, Roe, MacPherson, Herbert
Third Row: Smith, Sowerwine, Walsh, Aiken, O'Connell, Raymond, Brown, Garrels, Robbins, Phillips

Front Row: Mitchell, Murphy, Warfield, Bailey, Foley, Keyes, Miller, Tucker, Archer
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Friday night for some

Means read the Log

But we poor "Contribs"

Turn out more copy

Sunday comes

Last call for comics

DeWitt packs the dope

Off to Baltimore.

J. W. Roe C. H. Murphy A.C.Smith H. Foote

J. C. Ford C. E. Phillips C. J.
Weschler J. V. Reilly

Clear the decks on Wednesday

Tho' not the Log

Plebes areadin' proof

Foley's scissors snippin'

Tucker cluckin' over sports

Mitch afussin' with his ads

A sigh, a cry

"OK, Mr. Rosenau."



.J. DlMITRIJEVIC
Editor

T. D. F. Langen
President

Lr. (jg) W. P. Folk
Officer Representative

W. J. Catlett
Business Manager

The Trident Society
ABOUT ten years ago a group of LOG, LUCKY BAG, and REEF POINTS staff members decided

- that there should be some outlet within the Regiment for the literary efforts of our budding
authors, something different from any of the publications then existent. These people formed The
Trident Society. A magazine named the TRIDENT was born and flourished well—for a short while.

Somehow the society began fostering other ideas to the detriment of the periodical. These new
things were good. Everyone knows THE BOOK OF NAVY SONGS; most of you have heard of

ANCHORS AWEIGH: and the upper classes remember the NAVY DESK CALENDAR.
This year the society felt that its true mission lay in the continuance of the magazine. Every ef-

fort was bent to that end. This year saw reborn the old TRIDENT, yet somehow a new TRIDENT.
Following the modern trend, color found its place in the editorial pages. On the day of its issue the

new book took its place among the best literary quarterlies in the East. Distinctly, '32's TRIDENT
was a success.

However, the society must not rest. It must press on to greater success, to higher levels of attain-

ment. It must produce each year a finer record. The history of our Service must be written by Navy
men. Let the Trident Society lay the keels for those future books.

Back Row: McKeithen, Fischer, Stuart, Zysk, Whitaker, Raymond, Pitts
Middle Row: Sowerwine, DeWitt, Mahoney, O'Connell, Dietz, Smith, Brown, Purdy

Front Row: Blaisdell, Williamson, Counthan, Dimitrijevic, Langen, Catlett, Kauffman, Jahncke, Lambert
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C. L. Murphy
Editor

ORIGINALLY published as the official organ of the Naval Academy Christian Association, the

Reef Points has since become an individual activity in the Regiment. The success attending

the venture has thoroughly justified this step, and the publication now occupies a leading role in the

life ofJoeGish.
The Reef Points is the official compendium of information concerning the Naval Academy and

the Service. In it the newly fledged Plebe finds the story of the Naval Academy itself; a description

of the sports and the activities in which he is expected to participate; and as many of the unwritten

laws of the Navy as he can absorb and understand through reading alone. From it he must glean

his first ideas of Naval Tradition. Finally, all hands use the book for keeping a record of the pain-

fully acquired horde of academic "velvet."

The 1931-1932 edition was an outstanding success, both editorially and financially. The staff

worked hard to broaden the range of usefulness of the book, particularly for the Plebes. They suc-

ceeded in arousing the interest of the Academy and the authorities in its importance, and with this

foundation, Reef Points should enjoy a successful and prosperous future.

M. T. MUNGER
Advertising Manager

Lieut. W. A. Swanston

Officer Representative

C.H. Kretz

Business Manager

The Reef Points

F. E. Brown Sargent Isely Callister Porter
Montgomery Keyes Burrowes
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The

Stage Gang

J. V. ReILLY
Stage Director

HAVE you ever been back stage? Perhaps not, but you'll admit having a yearning to investigate

those mysterious regions ever since your first stage show, won't you?
Then meet the Stage Gang. We are just a bunch in whom that yearning grew so strong that we

couldn't resist the admirable opportunity the Masqueraders offer to satisfy our yen. Through the

long winter months we gather daily to do our bit, so that when show time rolls around we can present

a smooth-working crew in the professional manner.
Such are the labors. The joys are not to be measured in the concrete—even though we do get

our masked "N's;" rather, they are such things as the pleasures derived from the good fellowship

developed in many a "Joe Fight," the realization of work well done for a cause which holds our
interest, and finally the thrill that a first night always produces when we hear the whispered cry,

"Ready Props? Ready Juice? Ready Stage? Standby .... UP CURTAIN!"

Back Row: Miller, Peters, Snerringer, Shilling, Finney, Reilly, Wright

Front Row: Pinney, Coffey, Denby, Cole
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J. G. Spangler
Chief Electrician

DO you remember the red to amber to blue lighting effects at the Ring Dance last year; the light

that revealed Tecumseh in war paint when we left for the Army game; and those acrobatic electric

signs on Mahan Hall that reminded you of a first night performance on Broadway?

All credit for these and innumerable other feats with A. C. goes to the Juice Gang, those savvy
satellites of Prof. Howard. Day in and day out these fellows are over in their work shop armed with
rubber-taped pliers, blowing fuses, circuit-breakers and lights. No, not with the idea of just fooling

around, rather in developing new signs and preparing novel lighting effects for the stage.

At each performance of the Navy Relief Show, the Masqueraders, and the Musical Club Show
these men can be found either at the switchboard back stage or in the coop in the back of the Audi-
torium, manning the spotlights. It was the hearty co-operation of this group that helped to make
the performances this year a success.

The

Juice Gang

Back Row: Chambers, Schulz, Knoertzer, Edwards, Foust, Clift, Caldwell

Front Row: Taylor, Kinert, Starr, Spangler, Moreland, Titus
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Little
Business Manager

Petrie Drumtra Mayberry Ingersoll

G
The Business and Property Gangs

ENTLEMEN: In reply to your letter of the 15th, we are enclosing etc." Thus may you
always recognize the atmosphere created by the Business Gang of the Masqueraders and Musical

Clubs. Beginning in January the offices of the Business and Advertising Managers present scenes of
frantic and desperate activity concerning contracts, bids, subscriptions, costumes, scenery, programs,
tickets and all other cares encountered by any organization. And out of the confusion comes order

—

an attractive program and another production successfully financed. From this the Gang derives

its pleasing satisfaction.

Over in the "Prop" room of Mahan Hall, just before the curtain rises, you might hear some-
thing like this, "Who saw Charlie's bottle? Doesn't anybody know where anything is around here?"

Then you would know that the Property Gang was having its trying troubles. Nevertheless, every

article, from the King's costume to 's newspaper, is ready to go on the stage at the right instant.

Little as the average spectator realizes it, the success of the production hinges fully as much on these

small details as on the actions of the leading character.
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Mayer Acker Gill Mandelkorn Outerson

The Amateur Radio Club
ONE of the more romantic activities at the Naval Academy is the Amateur Radio Club. During

the connection of 1932 with the club, two way communication has been held with several South
American countries, Hawaii, Canada, Panama, and Santo Domingo. Reports have been received

that signals transmitted by station W3ADO, the Naval Academy Radio Club, have been heard in

Spain, France, Germany, Soviet Russia, Austria, and Africa.

Aside from the thrill of communication with far-off lands, the club has done useful work, too.

Many messages have been handled . . . informal notes sent by or addressed to midshipmen.
In the "shack," Room 1109, may be found a maze of intricate apparatus, whose complications

and functions are intelligible only to the initiated. To the end that more may understand the opera-

tion of our three short-wave transmitters and necessary receivers, missionary educational work in

amateur radio is a part of the club's program each year. That it has borne fruit is shown by the

steadily increasing membership. All of us who have been "brass-pounders" for W3ADO are sorry

to sever connections with it; and we hope to "work" it over the ether some day.







The

Crest

Committee

T. G. Warfield
Chairman

NEPTUNE supporting the world—that is the central figure of our crest. The Crest Committee
felt like so many Neptunites that evening three years ago when the sack was placed in their

hands for them to investigate and select a crest that would symbolize the class of '32 down through
history. It was the class's first official act and had to be well done. Ideas came; jewelers had splen-

did artists; in two months "32" was casting ballots in favor of the design that now shares with the

Academy crest the honor position on our rings.

June Week came and September leave—tiny pins of gold shifted from natty black neckties to

dainty blouses. Never before did King Neptune win so many favors. He appeared on belt buckles,

stationery, watch fobs—announcing to the world at large that the class of '32 was ready to render

service and loyalty to the country.

Let all who wear the crest remember that, and may many class pins become joint property.



H. E. Shelton

Chairman

THE RING. It probably means more to us than any other concrete thing in our lives. It is a

thing of beauty worthy of all the admiration given to it by us and by the friends to whom we
proudly show it. But its significance to us comes not so much from its intrinsic beauty as from the

things it symbolizes: the bonds that tie our class together, the traditions of the Academy, the honor
of the Service, the goal achieved by each one of us. Years may come and go, and its surface may be

worn smooth, but time can only enhance our esteem for our Ring.

At the end of second class summer we elected our Ring Committee, one member from each com-
pany and one member at large. All second class year they worked, considering all the designs sug-

gested and coordinating the best features into one which would adhere to tradition and yet be dis-

tinctive of our class. Then the contract had to be concluded, and fingers had to be measured. Fin-

ally, when second class June Week rolled around, it was ours, to keep and to wear forever.

The

Ring

Committee

T. F. Williamson

Latta Foley

Moncure Shelton

W. R. Miller

Tagg

L. O. Smith
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The

Hop

Committee

H. M. Coleman
Chairman

A REGIMENTAL HOP—the June Ball—what pictures of courtly splendor such affairs conjure
in the minds of all those who come to Annapolis, be they uninitiated Plebes or fair damsels arriving

for a week-end. To the Hop Committee falls the pleasant task of seeing that these functions main-
tain their reputation for social and military finesse.

By their sword belts you shall know these men, courteous, ever ready to help a fair guest in her
difficulties; be it to find a lost drag, to meet a chaperon, or announce the loss of a rhinestone buckle.

They can always be found on the dance floor, keeping back the stag line, introducing members of the

visiting teams, and tending to those hundred and one minor details that make the evening run smooth-
ly. Oh, yes, little girl, they find time to dance too.

But being a member of the Hop Committee brings not only the privilege of wearing the sword
belt, but also the honor and pleasure of assisting the hostess in receiving our guests. Could there be

any rarer treat than meeting all the drags present, and appearing, in their eyes, the beau of the ball?



The

Ring Dance

Committee

H. E. Shelton
Chairman

A N elfin grot by multi-colored lights made bright—silver strains from the harp of Orpheus produced
-^ *- —a magic ring with faery queen endowed—awaiting warrior by magic ring and faery queen en-

thralled. They pause, the lady fair and warrior proud. She breathes a sigh and drops her glance.

He watches and waits as gently she clasps his hand and slowly places thereon a replica of the magic

ring in which they stand. And then a knight of the golden circlet made, he takes his lady fair and

wafts her away with knightly grace, in cadence slow, as softly fall the silver strains beneath a canopy

of gold and blue.

Indeed, the Ring Dance Committee, formed several months before, had, by dint of much toil

and splendid endeavor, made the occasion a memorable one. The giant ring, the colored lights, the

streamers of blue and gold were all the results of their tireless efforts. So it is to them we express our

heartfelt appreciation for the dance of dances, the Ring Dance of June, 1931.



The

Christmas Card

Committee

W. L. Tagg
Chairman

A MERRY CHRISTMAS and a Happy New Year;" with that, we merely jot down an address

on one of the Regiment's Christmas Cards and call ourYuletide duty finished; but few of us

stop to realize all there is behind that Christmas Card, the vast amount of time and labor spent in

its preparation. There is considerably more than dashing out to the printers a few weeks before

Christmas and ordering several thousand cards. On the contrary, we have hardly returned from
Christmas leave and settled down to the routine life again, when the Committee commences to func-

tion. Many long hours are spent during valued week-ends by members, in interviewing representa-

tives of various reputable concerns desiring to compete for the contract. Work goes on until gradua-
tion draws near, and the contract is awarded to the best company. The summer sees the printing of

proofs of the card and it is a proud group of midshipmen on the Committee who return to U. S. shores

from the cruise and view the finished product. But even then, there are numerous changes to be

made and time goes far into October before the finished card, tissue, envelope, and all, is finally ac-

cepted. One month for printing of some thirty thousand copies and it is presented to the Regiment
on Thanksgiving. "Do they like it?" Well, I'm afraid the answer is altogether up to you and
them. We know we are proud of it.



The

Class Supper

Committee

....
.

.

H. E. ShELTON
Chairman

BACK in September, 1928, we had our first meal all together—we were alone in the mess hall. There
were many squabbles over milk and extra desserts. Now it is May, 1932, and we are sitting

down to our last meal in a body. Captain Schumann and Lieutenant Thompson worked loyally

with the committee in providing this well laden table. Tonight there is no need for fights for food.

It is a totally different picture from the scene of six hundred boys dressed in wrinkled white works.
Three years in the Academy have made us men, wearing the blue uniform which in a month will

trade its collar anchors for one broad stripe and a star. Even the decorations reveal the situation;

the flags of all nations surround the banquet tables, silent reminders that soon we shall be scattered

to the corners of the world.

In spite of such sober thoughts it is a gay night; all formality is banned. One group is singing

with the band; at another table they have remembered a practical joke on Burt Davis and are re-

peating it.

How quickly the evening has passed; already we are all congratulating the committee on their

good work as we leave the mess hall, talking of a reunion later on.



R. M. Wilson
Chairman

The Reception Committee
ACTING upon the axiom that first impressions are always the most lasting ones, the Reception

. Committee lends all its efforts toward the hospitable entertainment of all the visiting athletes.

The favorable or unfavorable opinions which these men form of the Regiment are the basis of its

reputation throughout the colleges of the country. It is up to the members of this Committee to

make this reputation the best possible.

The work consists mainly of meeting the teams, escorting them to their rooms and meals, and
showing them around the yard. It is profitable and entertaining, too, because of the number of

acquaintances that are made with men from other schools.

The Reception Committee is one of the most important of the non-athletic activities that are

associated with athletics. It acts to promote sportsmanship and good feeling between the Naval
Academy and the civilian colleges of the country, and endeavors by its position as official host to

perform its duties in such a manner as to bring credit not only to the Academy but to the service as a

whole.



Chaplain Lash

HOW do the midshipmen keep track of what is happening out in the Fleet, or in the world beyond
the Yard?" The Naval Academy Christian Association answers this question. Each day cur-

rent newspapers and periodicals are distributed in Smoke Hall and at the Hospital. Then each Sun-

day evening in Memorial Hall speakers are introduced to the Regiment; these men bring news of

the situation in Russia or Japan, tell stories of adventure and life on the '"ole devil sea," or mingle

lively wit with current events, to send us to our rooms in a good humor, ready to begin another week.

IMPRESSIVE is a word that characterizes our chapel services. Not a little of the military aspect

and dignity of these services are provided by the smart surety and courtesy with which the people

are conducted to their seats by these, our Chapel Ushers.

Standing: Church, Sullivan, Shellabarger, Thompson, Hampson, Tinker

Sealed: Bowers, Davis, Bryan, Shelton, Kirn

The N. A. C. A.

The Chapel Ushers

Payne Hull Loughlin
Willard Kaufman Konrad Thomas

Prince Osler Sosnoski Connaway Schultz Brown
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The

Choir

Asst. Professor Crosley

IT is Palm Sunday—through the stately portals and stained glass windows of the Chapel float the

beautiful strains of "The Crucifixion" filling the air with celestial music. First soft tenor notes

fall, then the volume swells as the basses join in. Every week for months the choir has worked
under the excellent leadership of Professor Crosley, in order that this most beautiful cantata might
be rendered for the edification of those who attend our Chapel services.

There are many things out of the ordinary to impress the visitor to the Naval Academy, but there

is no picture quite so impressive and indicative of the character of our training as the sight of the

Regiment standing with bowed heads while our own choir sings a hymn of praise to our Father.

Back Row: Bowling, Brown, McLean, Davis, Kirkpatrick, Babo, Newton, Chase, Sheixabarger, Stevens, Collins, Bronson

Second Row: Davis, Thorn, Curtze, Martin, Erwin, Coffin, Christie, Artz, Eslick, Rakow, Derickson

Third Row: Tinker, McLean, Rodier, Weintraub, Blatchford, Wilson, Neyman, Smith, Schacht,

Ruehlow, Rutherford, Campbell, Zimmerman, Davis

Fourth Row: Barrows, Theis, Giesser, Cameron, Mericle, Wheeler, Metcalf, Davis, Winters, Knowles, Prickett, Messner, McKenzie

Fifth Row: Sherman, Kirby, Ingram, Mann, Neet, McKeithen, Orr, Black, Isely, Ingersoll, Kramer, Bright

Sixth Row: Benedict, Pfotenhaijer, Langston, Bartlett, Parks, Bristol, Wallace, Greene, Slayton, Peacock, Schutt, Scherer

Front Row: Schmidt (in charge), Cook, Bowser, Little, Wilson, Rice, Professor Crosley
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The

"N"

Club

Captain J. W. Wilcox

THE friendships made at the training tables, the "bull" sessions in the back of buses or in Pullmans,

the thrilling contacts on the field or in the gym—these bind us in a fraternity all our own. Jonas
Ingram remembered this spirit of his Academy days and organized the "N" Club for the purpose of

binding together those who learned sportsmanship, courage, and comradeship in the school of Navy
athletics.

All who leave us wearing the golden "N" are its life members. They are bound to return; and
in the years to come the Club's rooms in Hubbard Hall shall be hallowed with memories. Even the

plaques, pictures, and trophies will come to life as three or four old "N" men gather in a corner to

review the days when they wore the Navy Blue and Gold.
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Bac* ^<?w: Roudebush, Geist, Turnage, Cooper, Sowerwine, Woodward, Baker, Richards, Van Evera, Dillon, Haskins, Grubbs. Burton,
Gibson, McDonald, McCampbell, White, Kelly, Hunter. Cann

Second Row: Murray, Harral, McDougal, Mustin, Hardman, West, Anderson, Reiter, Gold, Bunce, Thomas. Greene, Thompson. Tyler,
Pfingstag, Pasche, Frazer

Third Row: Blouin, Kane, Fulmer, Davis. Jukes, Fulton, Wigfall, Corry, Rice, Corson, Dimttrijevic, Langen, Dial, Pressey, Miller,
DeWitt, Nuessle, Thompson, Ford

Fourth Row: Chung-Hoon, Denny, Kirn, Bryan, Shelton, Davis, Underwood, Hodgkins, Campbell, Coleman, Bicaouette, Coombs, Hurley,
Tuttle, James, Jewitt, Chambers, Smith

Silling: Phillips, Curtze, Ready, Konrad, Goodman, Born, Seely, Becht, Atkins, Griffith, Ferguson
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The Cheer Leaders
HERE are the All-Americans, four caper-cutting, white clad cheer leaders, two brave goat-keepers

(one red), and "Bill" with his family. Last fall they were on hand every Saturday to lend color

to the gridiron and to bring forth the thunderous volume that lay in two thousand throats.

"Dusty Rhoads" and "Jack Lamade" never tired exchanging repartee with the two front rows
nor ceased to exhort the boys in the stands to "get hot." "Herbie and Harvie," the vaudeville troupe,

went all season without a tumble, each back flip was better than the one before. Did you ever count
all the cameramen around them?

We've often wondered whether it really was "Bill" who attracted all the femmes; some think
it must have been "Wally" Coleman and "Red" Quirk. Even the goat guessed this, and to win back
some attention he appeared at the end of the season with two kids.

The cheer leaders were truly the throttlemen who cut the "old sixty" into the turbines. They
helped us show the big blue team that we were behind them on every play. Let's go! "4-N, Cheer
Leaders

! '

'

Dusty Rhoads, Herby Jukes, Wally Coleman, Red Quirk, Jack Lamade, Harvey Head
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Stunt Committee: Hodgkins, Tucker, Warfield, Foley, Todd, Barnum,
Fawcett, Bird

The Pep Committee
SOMEONE once described the Pep Committee as being composed solely of people who were willing

to work at odd hours and do odd jobs toward helping out the football team. It covered getting

out dope sheets, running rallies, and preparing a Pep Log for the last football game. In general,

working for the common good and closer co-ordination of the Regiment and the Football team.

Last year the colored card stunts were introduced as a mid-game attraction, and the job was
turned over to this year's gang. They really carried out the idea to the fullest extent and prepared

a series of stunts that took the people out of their seats at every game away. Little is known of the

work that went on before the games, filling out instruction cards for days before, only to find at the

stadium that the arrangement would have to be revised. Such were some of the breaks, but the

Committee was partially rewarded for its efforts when the Regiment was again awarded the title of

"The All-American Cheering Section."

Back Row: Todd, Rowe, Konrad, Sargent Bobo, Blakely, Taylor

Front Row: Foley, Hodgkins, Fawcett, Tucker, Rhoads, Keyes, Jukes
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Huntley Aboard

the Oregon...

WHILE making her

famous run around

the Horn, the Oregon developed a

serious steam leak in one boiler.

Catastrophe was imminent. Boil-

ermaker Huntley, bravely volun-

teering to risk his life, crawled over

banked fires into the inferno of gas

and heat to repair the damage.
After three long minutes he was
dragged out fainting and nearly

unconscious—but successful.
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ATH LETICS
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THE TROPHY ROOM

NO other part of the daily life at the Academy involves the Spirit

of the Volunteer so much as does Athletics. Over the field of

sport and in Macdonough Hall this spirit hovers, ever inspiring those

who strive.

As we follow the story of the year in Navy Athletics we find

that there have been ups and downs. But the record, viewed as a

whole, is an enviable one—one that cannot be equaled by any other

institution in the world. It is one that could never be achieved but

for the ever-present, impelling influence of the Spirit of the Volunteer.
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Football

NAVY'S 1931 Football Season was one of transition. A new coaching staff took charge, and
their task, which was no light one, was to perfect the Navy squad in the intricacies of the

Rockne system of play. Although Rip Miller, the new head coach, had served several seasons as

line coach under Bill Ingram using the Warner system, he resolved to make no compromise in the
change, and set out to establish the new system in its entirety. He was seconded by a staff well
qualified to assist him in this. Christy Flanagan was appointed backfield coach, and Johnny
O'Brien came later as backfield coach. Both were former stars at Notre Dame. Ensign "Plug"
Hughes, former star Navy center, returned, for his second year, as line coach.

In the spring, several weeks of practice were held and a large number of men turned out.

There was much enthusiasm, and the new coach and his system won the confidence of the players.

When the squad returned from leave in September, the real work began. There was much
to do before the opening tilt, which marked the beginning of an eleven game schedule, one of the

hardest ever played by a Navy team. The results of the season, although not all that might have

iMMnm

The Regiment Performs

Tuttle, Captain Miller, Head Coach
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The 193

1

Season

been desired, were highly successful in view of the difficulties of getting adjusted to the new
system. In line of statistics, the Navy team played before more than 326,000 spectators during

the season. The Army game, the second to be played with Army for the benefit of charity, earned

for that cause over $300,000.

Captain Tuttle, at center, was probably the most outstanding player on the team. His per-

sistence in breaking through and nailing a runner behind the scrimmage line made him a terror

to all opponents. Harbold ably filled this position as a substitute. Underwood, Reedy, Thomp-
son, and McCrea handled the guard assignments. Bryan and James were the outstanding tackles,

and Kane showed up well. Elliot and Smith did good work at the end positions, with Born and
Pray frequently receiving the call and Murray developing nicely toward the end of the season.

Many players saw service in the backfield during the season. Moncure, Denny, Davis, and Becht
took turns at quarterback. Kirn and Tschirgi were the stellar halfbacks, but Konrad, Samuels,

Chung Hoon, and Waybright all did good work. Campbell and Hurley handled the fullback

assignment capably.

The Cadets Test Their Lungs

Hall, Officer Representath White, Manager
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WILLIAM AND MARY
WE started the season off by downing William and Mary 13 to 6. The day

was hot, and the game therefore a bit slow, but as Navy's first attempt to

use the new system in a game, it was quite satisfactory. Tschirgi, Konrad, and
Campbell did most of the ball-carrying, the former two accounting for the scores.

The second team started, and they succeeded in keeping the opponents
from the Navy goal, although most of the first period was played in Navy terri-

tory. The first team took the field early in the second period, and after a punt-
ing duel, Tschirgi tossed the ball from midfield to Konrad, who galloped across

for the first score. The try for point failed.

The opening of the second half provided a thrill. Campbell received the

kickoff and ran it back 65 yards to the Indian 25 yard line. On the next play,

Tschirgi tore through tackle for another touchdown. Konrad kicked the extra

point. During the remainder of the period the play seesawed back and forth

near the center of the field. In the fourth quarter William and Mary resorted

to a concentrated passing attack. Completing four passes in eight attempts,

they advanced the ball seventy yards for a first down on the two-yard line.

On the fourth try, Chalko put the ball across for the visitors' only score. Then
Navy began to substitute freely. There was no more scoring, but as the game
ended, the second stringers were sweeping through the Indian line for long gains.

Kane NAVY GOES THROUGH
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MARYLAND
FOR the second game, we went over to Washington on the hot afternoon of

October 10th, and met Maryland in Griffith Stadium. We had really expected

to beat the Terps in spite of their weight advantage, but although the statistics

chart gave us perhaps a slight edge, we were unable to cross the goal, while the

opponents scored once on a long pass that came in the third period.

The first half provided several thrills. The first was Maryland's opening
drive which penetrated to Navy's 25-yard line. Here, however, Navy stiffened

up and took the ball on downs. Then Tschirgi took the ball and twisted through
for a 23-yard gain before being tackled by Woods, who was a bulwark of Mary-
land's defense throughout the game. Tschirgi fumbled on being tackled, but
Campbell recovered. A minute later, Campbell intercepted a pass and Navy
drove to the 12-yard line, but could get no further.

Just after the opening of the second half, Maryland recovered a Navy fumble
in midfield and executed a triple pass, Chalmers tossing the ball 30 yards to

Pease, who ran the remaining 20 yards to the goal unmolested for the lone score

of the game. In the fourth period, Elliot blocked another kick, and Navy drove
to the 10-yard line, Chung Hoon tossing passes to Samuels and Smith. Navy
lost the ball on downs, and Maryland's punt went out on the 20-yard line.

Maryland again took the ball on downs, however, and Navy's chance to score

was lost. The game ended with the score: Navy, 0; Maryland, 6.

Born

Elliot
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DELAWARE STOPPED

DELAWARE
ALTHOUGH scheduled as a breather, the Delaware game turned out to be a

thriller. Navy scored in the first quarter, but in the last Delaware jumped
to a 7 to 6 lead. And then we had the satisfaction of seeing a first string back-
field take the field with the definite assignment of making a score, and do that

thing.

The second team started and remained in for most of the first half, keeping
the ball in Navy's possession most of the time. The first score came after a

Navy drive in which Chung Hoon and Hurley carried the ball to the 15-yard

line. Here the Delaware defense tightened, but Moncure tossed a beautiful

pass to Samuels, who was standing on the goal line. Then a long punting battle

ensued, Kane getting off some nice boots.

As the second half opened, Delaware took the offensive, and gained con-

siderable ground on aerial work. Green tossed one pass from the 40-yard line

to Kempske, who romped to the goal from the 10-yard line and tied the score.

Lane kicked the extra point to give Delaware a lead. With eleven minutes to

go, Campbell, Konrad, Tschirgi, and Denny went into the game. Their first

drive was stopped, and punts were exchanged. Then Campbell and Tschirgi

tore through for long gains, and Konrad dove over right tackle for the touch-

down which cinched the game. Score: Navy, 12; Delaware, 7-

Hurley

Chung Hoon
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TIGER STRATEGY SMOTHERED

PRINCETON

ON October 24, we journeyed to Princeton, and in Palmer Stadium on the

stately Nassau campus won a hard fight from a brave foe.

The first quarter was scoreless. Navy started poorly, and Princeton flashed

a strong offensive. However, Konrad's punts, many of which soared over 70
yards, kept them out of striking distance. Early in the second quarter, Tschirgi

and Campbell made two first downs. Then when rushing failed to gain, Under-

wood was called back to try a dropkick from the 35-yard line. He put it neatly

over the bar, as Whitey Lloyd had done three years before against this same
opponent. That started us. Bryan recovered the fumbled kickoff, and Konrad
ran wide around left end for a touchdown.

Opening the second half, Navy made a long drive, Campbell, Konrad, and
Tschirgi carrying the ball. After two first downs, Princeton took the ball and
advanced to the Navy 35-yard line, but were stopped here when James recovered

a fumble. Then Kirn entered the game, and hurled a pass to Konrad to put the

ball on the Princeton 26-yard line. The fourth period started with a bang,

Samuels romping around left end for 20 yards. Shortly after, Kirn intercepted

a pass. After first down, Smith caught a pass and fought to the 9-yard line.

Samuels put the ball on the 1-yard line, and Denny dived over center for a score,

which made it Navy 15, Princeton 0.

I SI ML '

James

Konrad
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WEST VIRGINIA WESLEYAN
ABIT overconfident after our success of the previous week, we were unpre-

pared for the determined defensive battle put up by West Virginia Wesleyan.
Navy showed greater offensive power, but were ineffective within the 10-yard
line, and the result was a scoreless deadlock.

Navy's second team began. Wesleyan made a first down, but were forced

to kick. Navy then made a march of four first downs, Chung Hoon and Hurlev
making some pretty runs. But bucks and passes failed, and the Bobcats booted
to Becht, who was downed all but over his goal line. Navy made a second
long march before the quarter ended. The second period began deep in Wesleyan
territory, but twice they held for downs.

Beginning the second half, Konrad and Campbell carried the ball for a first

down, but Wesleyan recovered a fumble and kicked. Konrad and Kirn made a

first down, and Campbell plunged 10 yards for another. Kirn got off a quick
kick as the quarter ended. Wesleyan kicked, and Navy made two first downs.
Konrad's long punt was downed by Elliot on the enemy 7-yard line. Denny
ran the Bobcat punt back 15 yards. Navy fumbled, but Kirn recovered by inter-

cepting a pass. A little later, Tuttle recovered a fumble, and Denny passed to

Kirn for a first down on the 13-yard line, but the Bobcats held for downs. The
game ended shortly after. Score: Navy, 0; Wesleyan, 0.

Thompson

Campbell
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OHIO STATE

ON the rainy Saturday following, the team journeyed to Columbus to play

Ohio State in the homecoming game, before 60,000 spectators. Navy out-

gained their opponents, scored more first downs, passed them dizzy, and acted

very little as though they were losing a game, but Ohio took advantage of every

break and won. Kirn was the big gun of the Navy attack, fast in carrying the

ball and accurate in passing.

During the first period, Navy's punting was poor and most of the play was
deep in their territory. State failed to organize their offensive, however. A
short Navy punt early in the second quarter was fatal. State made a first down
and passed for a score. Then, as Konrad's kick was blocked, a Buckeye scooped

it up to run 25 yards for Ohio's second score. The balance of the first half was
played in Ohio's territory.

In the third quarter, Navy threw a pass deep in their own territory which
was intercepted by a Buckeye who crossed the goal for Ohio's final score. Navy
threatened three times during the period. Kirn's two passes, one to Tschirgi

and one to Smith, put the ball on the 18-yard line, but his next heave was inter-

cepted, as was another a bit later. Davis tried one drop kick, but it fell short.

In the fourth quarter, Navy again took to the air, and once penetrated to the

Buckeye 15-yard mark, but the Ohio line held here and Navy never threatened

thereafter. As the game ended, the score stood: Ohio State, 20; Navy, 0.

Samuels

Den
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NOTRE DAME
IN Baltimore Stadium, packed to capacity, the somewhat crippled Navy team

engaged the powerful football machine of Notre Dame, which had already
trampled roughshod over some of the strongest teams in the country. Navy
lost, but in holding the Irish scoreless throughout three periods they rose to such
defensive heights that after the game the feeling we had was one of pride.

As the game started, Notre Dame received and made two first downs, but
Navy stiffened in time. At a strategical moment, Davis called a quick kick
which took the Irish completely by surprise and was downed behind their own
goal line. Early in the second quarter, Schwartz, behind perfect interference, ran

16 yards for a touchdown, Jaskwich kicking the extra point. Receiving the

kickoff, the Irish made another march for their second touchdown, but Brooks
blocked the attempted placement. Navy received the next kickoff and made
first down, but Notre Dame took the ball and a long pass brought them their

third and last touchdown.
In the third quarter, Notre Dame would drive for one or two first downs,

only to be stopped as they approached the goal line. In the final quarter, three

scoring threats were broken up when Davis and Harbold intercepted passes and
Underwood recovered a Notre Dame fumble. The period was played almost
entirely in Navy territory, but the Blue refused to let the Irish pass the broad

.stripe for another score.

. \

MoNCURE
A LEFT END RUN
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THE MUSTANGS' BACKS TO THE WALL

SOUTHERN METHODIST

THE Southern Methodist game, played in Thompson Stadium before a crowd
much smaller than had been expected, was a thrilling one but a heartbreaking

one. The opponents were as yet undefeated, and had beaten us decisively the

year before, but after we had led them in the first quarter and swamped their

running attack throughout the game, the defeat which came as a result of two
long corner passes was hard to take.

S. M. U. ran Navy's first punt back 55 yards, but fumbled, Tuttle recovering.

After an exchange of kicks, the Mustangs fumbled again, and Murray recovered

on the 17-yard line. On the next play Davis caught a pass in the corner and
stumbled over to give Navy six points. Early in the second quarter, Travis of

S. M. U. threw a pass to Mason, who romped over the goal to tie the score. A
short Navy punt gave the ball to the Mustangs on the Navy 30-yard line. Fail-

ing to gain through the line, they worked the same pass combination for another
score, and added the extra point.

During the scoreless second half, the battle waged even more fiercely than
in the first. Another Mustang pass put the ball on the Navy 4-yard line, but

Navy made a valiant four down stand to avert another score. In the final period,

Navy hurled passes and made substantial gains through the weakening Mustang
line, once penetrating to the 10-yard line, but passes were intercepted at critical

moments, and in the gathering dusk the game ended.

Smith

TRYING THE LEFT END
^TANNARD
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Pray

Becht

THE last home game of the season was played against Wooster, on a wet and
sloppy field. Navy's victory was quite decisive, but the Ohioans put up a

noble fight.

Navy started slowly, but toward the end of the first period, Campbell and
Kirn were making consistent gains which put the ball in Wooster territory for

the first time. The drive continued into the second quarter, but a determined
Wooster line and an incomplete pass prevented a score. After an exchange of

punts, however, Kirn, Konrad, and Tschirgi carried the ball to the 23-yard line,

from where Tschirgi, behind the goal, caught a pass for Navy's first score.

Early in the second half, Chung Hoon, Waybright, Denny, and Becht took
over the backfield assignment, and they went like wildfire. The first march
ended when Chung Hoon went 12 yards around right end for Navy's second

score. Costly fumbles and penalties kept the ball in midfield from then

into the final period, when Samuels wriggled down the sideline through a maze
of would-be tacklers for Navy's final touchdown. This time the point was
converted. Waybright made a 75-yard run to the goal which, unfortunately,

didn't count, and a Navy kick was blocked, which gave Wooster the ball on
the Navy 1-yard line. Navy wouldn't give an inch in three downs, but on the

last Wooster bored through for their only touchdown. Final score: Navy, 19;

Wooster, 6.
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STOPPED IN MIDAIR
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PENNSYLVANIA

THE sixth of December brought the most thrilling game of the season so far.

Weather conditions at Franklin Field were ideal, and 60,000 people saw Navy
execute a 51-yard pass play to defeat the favored Quakers. It was the only

pass which Navy completed, but it brought the touchdown that spelled a Navy
victory, the fifth out of six games played by Navy on Franklin Field in four years.

Navy had a slight edge in all departments of the game except punting,

according to statistics. However, during the first three periods the play was
mostly in Navy territory. Five times the Penn eleven had first down within
the Navy 35-yard line, but on these occasions the Navy defense was impregnable.

The defensive work of Captain Tuttle and of Murray was outstanding.

Shortly after the start of the second quarter, Tschirgi picked up a Penn
fumble in midfield before it had touched the ground and raced to the goal. But
the referee had blown his whistle, and the score was not allowed. However,
that didn't worry Tut and his team.

With seven minutes of the game remaining, and the ball in Navy's possession

on their own 49-yard line, third down, Lou Kirn dropped back and passed far

down field to Tschirgi. The latter was in the clear, and caught the ball with-
out losing a stride and continued on his way to the goal. The Navy stands rose

to a joyous roar. The victory was Navy's, 6 to 0.

McCrea

Murray
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The Army
AT last the great day came. We swung into Yankee Stadium, and the Army

- game, for which we had been waiting since early in the season, was close

at hand. The Cadets were already in their places. Secretary of the Navy Adams,
Assistant Secretary of War Payne, Generals, Admirals, and hundreds of other
officers were among the 75,000 spectators who filled the rest of the stadium.

Navy won the toss and elected to defend the South goal. Army kicked oft

and the battle was on. Punts were exchanged, and then Kirn ran 12 yards off

left tackle for first down. Then a punt was blocked, and Army took possession

on Navy's 42-yard line. But they failed by a foot to make first down. Punts
were again exchanged. Here a Navy fumble gave Army the ball on the Navy 32-

yard line, but Tuttle threw Brown for an 8-yard loss and Army had to kick.

Army began the second quarter with a drive that reached the Navy 7-yard

line, where the Navy defense tightened and held for downs. When the Gray-
legs failed to gain in three downs, Brown dropped back and place kicked a field

goal. Score: Army, 3; Navy, 0. Then play seesawed until Major Sasse sent in a

new backfield. A pass from Fields to Kopcsak put the ball on the Navy 1-yard

line for a 34-yard gain, and Herb carried it over for a touchdown, kicking the

extra point. The half ended soon after. Score: Army, 10; Navy, 0.

TsCHIRGI

THE KAYDETS PASS IN REVIEW
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ARMY STOPPED AGAIN

Game
Between the halves the Navy stands were tense, silent. But Navy had not

given up yet, and the team came back in the third quarter with a vengeance.

James blocked the Graylegs' first punt, and Bryan recovered on Army's 30-yard

line. But Stecker intercepted a pass, and Army kicked. Navy punted in re-

turn; the Army receiver dropped the ball when tackled, and Elliot recovered for

Navy at midfield. Navy tried passes, but one was intercepted, and again Navy
was set back. But next time, with the ball in Navy's possession on their 45-

yard line, Kirn dropped back and heaved a tremendous pass down to Tschirgi,

near the right side of the field beyond the last Army man, and he crossed the

Army goal. Becht made the placement good. Score: Army, 10; Navy, 7.

Early in the fourth quarter, an unbalanced exchange of punts gave Army
the ball on Navy's 35-yard line, and from there, with Stecker doing most of

the carrying, they pounded to the 1-yard line. On the fourth attempt, Herb
plunged through for Army's final touchdown, and then kicked the extra point.

For the rest of the game, Navy kept the Graylegs from gaining, and fought
valiantly to score. Navy completed a pass for a 24-yard gain to the Army
40-yard line as the game ended. Score: Army, 17; Navy, 7.

It had been a great battle, and the Navy team to a man had fought well.

Bryan
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Captain Corry Coach Taylor

Soccer

AS soon as we returned from September Leave the freebooters headed for Lawrence Field, armed
with heavy shoes and shin guards. A good squad turned out and hopes for a successful season

were high. A fine bunch of veterans reported, led by Captain Red Corry, one of the outstanding

halfbacks in the East. Hutchinson, ail-American fullback of last year was there, along with such

old timers as George Corson, Bill Kelly, Shovestul, and Dillon.

Tommy Taylor, head coach, taught the boys lots of good soccer. Tommy is one of the best

coaches in the game.
The team had a fairly successful season, winning 4, losing 3, and tying 1 out of 8 starts. The

boys played superbly at times, but they had their off moments too. "Red" Corry, captain, was the

star, winning all American honors. Shovestul was one of the best attack men in the game. Kelly,

Hutchinson, Sowerwine and Dillon also did excellent work.
The season opened with Franklin and Marshall providing the opposition and a close game resulted.

The Blue and Gold won 5~3 to open the season in a blaze of glory. Geist, Shovestul, Wigfall, and
Ellenberger starred on defense, while Corry and Hutchinson played fine games on the offense.

Then came Haverford with another of their well balanced veteran teams. Navy and Haverford
always seem to be about equally matched on the soccer field and each year the fur flies when they meet.
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THE SQUAD
Back Row: Lennox, Campbell, Zysk, Morland, McGoldrick, Magoffin, O'Connell, Roenigk, Geist, Stirling, Price

Middle Row: Farrell (Representative) , DeWiTt (Manager), Spiers, Lavery, Sowerwine, Dillon, Rice, Moore, Keating, Ramee, Seipt
Bottom Row: Wigfall, Thomas, Roudebush, Corson, Corry (Ca.pt.), Kelly, Cooper, Sweeney, Ferguson, Masterton, Taylor (Coach)

( Four Hundred Two ]
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Farrell, Rep

.

Dewitt, Mgr.

Haverford won 2-1, but only after one of the most thrilling soccer games ever to be played at the

Academy. Navy played excellently and only the very super-excellence of the Haverford team enabled

them to win. T,

The first quarter was scoreless, each team playing closely and feeling the other out lhen in

the second the fireworks started. Haverford scored first, 1 minute after the quarter started. Shove-

stul evened it up as he scored on a corner kick from Ramey. Then the scoring ceased as both sides

fought to take the lead. Well into the fourth period Haverford made it 2-1, and although Navy

pressed hard another goal was not forthcoming. The Navy offense of Hutchinson, Seipt, Sowerwine,

Shovestul, and Geist kept the Haverford team on the defensive most of the time but couldn t quite

score

Western Maryland was next and under the ideal playing conditions Navy romped home to victory

on a 7-2 score Navy scored first in the first quarter and was never headed afterwards. The half

ended 4-2 The Blue and Gold attack slacked up a bit in the next period which was scoreless In

the final stanza the Navy boys hit their stride to boot in three while holding the opposition scoreless.

The Navy was superior throughout and a marked improvement of play was noted. Kelly, Geist,

and Shovestul starred on the offense while "Hutch" and Red Corry played stellar games

defensively.

A BOOT THAT SCORED

[ Four Hundred Three ]
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Shovestul
DOWN THE FIELD

A fighting Bucknell team fought in vain to stem the tide of Tommy
Taylor's freebooters, but the best they could do was to hold the Blue and
Gold to a 8-2 win. Navy was never in danger but couldn't get going

until the second half. Navy led 2-0 at the half. The next period was
all Navy, four goals being driven home. In the final frame the visitors

rallied to tally twice while Navy scored twice. Outstanding for Navy
were Corry, Price and Shovestul. Kelly and Dillon also played well.

The Brown and White from Lehigh brought a surprisingly strong

team down to battle Tommy Taylor's boys to a stalemate. The game
was close throughout. Lehigh scored first but Geist knotted the count

early in the third quarter. The entire first half was hotly contested,

but the Navy defense was not up to its usual high standard. Late in

the third quarter Geist again drove in a nice side kick to send Navy out

ahead 2-1. The fight was on, both teams trying to score again. With

15 seconds to go Lehigh got a penalty kick and Gould made it good.

The game ended 2 to 2 and darkness prevented a play off. Geist was by

far the star of the game.

The Freebooters lost to Syracuse 3-2 in the rain in a hard fought

game. While the field was dry the Blue and Gold ran up two goals to

Kelly

THE GOALIE STOPS ONE
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KELLY PUTS THE BALL IN ITS PLACE

take the lead, but with the rain came Syracuse luck, as the Taylorites

failed to score again. The Orange-clad men seemed to be better mud-
ders, and so another was chalked up on the red side of the ledger.

The Gettysburg kickers bowed to the Navy eleven 7-0. Numerous
substitutes were used and after the first half with Navy leading 5 to

the scoring slackened a bit. The Navy team led by virtue of their

better heading and footwork and superior defense work. Clatanoff,

the visitors' goalie, kept the score down only by some superb stopping

of shots.

The Soccer season ended with a trip to Yale in which Navy was
defeated 3-0 in a closely played game. At no time was the Navy really

outplayed or outfought, but goals just weren't. Yale tallied in the first

quarter, again in the third and the final shot was sunk just as the game
ended. The day was cold and cloudy and a strong wind was sweeping
across the field to make play at times a bit erratic. The Yale defense

each time stopped Captain Corry and Shovestul. Corry, playing his

last game, was outstanding for Navy.

Thus the season ended. The record was not a perfect one, but yet

may be looked upon with pride.

Hutchinson

Corson

A TIGHT DEFENSE
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Captain Gibson

Blouin

Coach Thompson

Cross Country
THE material for cross country this year was excellent, about seventy

men turning out at the first call. Although Navy lost two out of
four meets, the season was not a failure by any means. The outstanding
men were Captain Gibson, Captain-elect Blouin, Burton, Rogers, Has-
kins and Van Slyke. Hardman, star track and cross country man of

last year was out for the entire season due to a bad muscle, and his loss

was severely felt.

The season opened with Virginia, and the Hill and Dalers took
them into camp, 21-34. Captain Scotty Gibson led for three miles,

but Tauck of Virginia overtook him on the home stretch to win . Holden
of the visitors was third but the rest of the Navy boys finished in a row
to cinch the meet. The team showed good balance and for an opening
meet the times were fine.

Maryland was the next victim and fell 20 to 35 before the Navy
troops. Seven of the first ten were Navy men. "Scotty" Gibson took

Burton

THE SQUAD
Buck Row: Vogeley (Assl. Mgr.), Hommel, McKibbin, Haley, Lindsay, Fang, Hardman, Bowen

Front Row: I/r. Cdr. Shelley. Griffith, Haskins, Gibson (Cap!.), Blouin, Burton, Thompson (Coach)
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Shelley, Off. Rep.

Haskins

m t* e.

ft f in

Langen, Mgr.

an early lead and gradually increased it. Shore of Maryland was sec-

ond. Griffith, Blouin and Burton finished abreast for third place honors.

The Mountaineers of West Virginia ended Earl Thompson's three

year record of supremacy by a 20-35 win. West Virginia took the first

four places with Captain "Scotty" taking fifth; Griffith, Blouin, Fahy
and Haskins finished in order.

Led by a fleet-footed Sophomore the Blue Devils of Duke gave the

Hill and Dalers their second successive defeat in the last meet of the

season. This left the team with a 50-50 record, two wins and two losses.

Dependable "Scotty" Gibson took second in almost record time to

close his cross country career. The visitors had a well balanced team
and the score, 23-32, is fairly indicative of the relative strength of the

teams.

While the season was not as successful as previous ones, an "off

year" should not be taken too hard. Next year's squad, with Hardman
well, Blouin, Griffith, Burton and McCutchan back, and Burdick up
from the Plebes will be a new power in cross country circles.

Griffith

w m

NAVY LEADS THE PACK
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Capt. Chittenden

Frazer

Coach Wilson

Basketball

Bedell

WITH only three losses as black marks in a sixteen game season,

the basketeers enjoyed one of the most successful years in the his-

tory of the sport at the Naval Academy. Under Coach Johnny Wilson,
the game has progressed by noticeable amounts from year to year and
this fact, plus a good hard schedule, made the record worthy of com-
mendation.

The losses of the season were at the hands of Penn, who wasn't
beaten by a Navy basketball team during the class of Thirty-two's four-

year stay, of Maryland, who made it a clean sweep in their competition
with Navy teams during the year at the dedication of the new gym-
nasium at College Park, and of American University, who although a

small college, are nevertheless the leaders in local basketball circles.

The pre-Christmas opening was with Lafayette which was defeated

by a 35-23 score. It was evident in this first game that the squad had
a number of possibilities, but they did not fully bloom until later in the

season.

The Maroon was followed by Lehigh. At no time did the Brown
and White even threaten, and Coach Wilson took the opportunity to

ii
THE SQUAD

Back Row: Sei.lars, Guthrie, Chambliss, Murray.'Avise, Smith
Middle Rnw: Wilson (Coach), Duncan (Assl. Mgr.), Cameron, Bradbard, Stephan, Batcheller, Miller, Dry, Ens. F^rrin (Assl. Caach)

Front Row: Lr. Cdr. Wild (OJJ. Rep), Rankim, Osler, Loughlin, Bedell, Chittendex, Kastein, Christie, Campbell, Randolph, Parker (Mgr.)
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Wild, Off. Rep.

season a few subs. But the Bethlehemites were impotent even before

the subs and the score mounted up to 38 to 19 as a final.

The Wednesday games started with Franklin and Marshall which
was easily downed, 37 to 15- For the week-end tilt, the team traveled

to the strongholds of Virginia University where they displayed the

reputational prowess of the Navy and came home with a 25 to 24 vic-

tory. Virginia scored fifteen points before Navy was able to find the

basket, and it looked like a sad day. However, a rally put us only six

points behind at the end of the half and things looked better. After

the rest period, the defense became impregnable while the offense func-

tioned perfectly. With six minutes left, Navy dropped a basket to tie

the score at 21-21 and in the remaining time scored just enough to eke
out the victory.

Then came the first defeat. Lon Jourdet's Penn squad broke the

victory record in a home game, 27 to 25 in a last minute rally that had
the fans on their feet most of the time. Navy led most of the way and
it was only in the closing minutes that the Quakers were able to drop
three baskets that won the game for them.

In the Saturday game of that week, Duke University was taken,

36 to 25, and Navy was avenged for the defeats of two years at the hands
of the North Carolina Blue Devils.

Parker, Mgr.

Osler

LoUGHLIN

NAVY LOOPS ONE THROUGH
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It seemed to be a bad time all around at this point, because the Maryland loss and the American U. defeat

came right together. At the dedication of the Ritchie Gym on the Maryland campus, the team failed to pull the
dedication act that usually means defeat for the home team and after a tough battle had only fifteen points to show
for the opponents' twenty-six.

American pulled a surprise by flashing a strong attack and a defense that staved off the Navy's rally at the end
to hold a precious two point lead in a 22 to 20 game.

From this point on, the season was a clean sweep. The V. M. I. Cadets were powerless before the rejuvenation

and were swamped 39 to 19- Western Maryland could gain no more than nineteen points, too, in the Saturday game,
while the local team rolled up a total of forty-nine. In both games the attack functioned perfectly and there was
never a doubt about the outcome from the opening whistle.

Then the Ohio State game and the Randolph-Macon. The latter team was hopelessly outclassed and were downed
48 to 22. In the Buckeye game, the team showed the best form of the whole season and gave a sterling performance
against two smooth State outfits. At half time we led 20-16, but insofar as the Ohio coach had used his regulars

only for a few minutes during the first frame, it was apparent that the second half would be a thriller and result a

toss-up.

After the rest period, Navy started right in pounding on the enemy defenses. With eight minutes gone, the lead

had been rolled up to eight points, which was the largest advantage gained during the entire battle. Ohio rallied

and almost instantly the score was tied at twenty-nine all and things began to look bad. The lead see-sawed back
and forth for the remaining four minutes, and the game was anyone's. However, Bedell dropped a field goal and
Loughlin slipped over a foul shot and the game was over. Score, 35-32.

Christie
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THE OPPONENTS CONVERT A FREE THROW

Only four games now remained on the schedule. Of these, perhaps the strongest team encountered was Pittsburgh.

This game started out somewhat on the order of the Ohio game, but in the last half Navy rolled up a nice lead and at

the closing whistle were on the long end of a 29-22 score.

Haverford and Swarthmore were swamped, 43-19 and 46-25, respectively, in Wednesday games. In the Haverford
game, the defense was unpierceable and Haverford was able to score only one field goal during the entire first frame.

Johnny Wilson used all the subs during the second half and it was only while the regulars were off the floor that the

visitors were able to tally at all.

The wind-up game of the season was with Harvard. At half time the score stood at sixteen all, a last minute
rally overcoming a six point lead for the Crimson. In the second period the smooth functioning team swept all opposi-

tion aside and closed the season with a 33 to 27 victory.

Of the squad, only three regular players will be lost for next season. Captain Chittenden will of course retire

from the field, and will take with him Frazer and Osier. Elliott Loughlin will still be on hand, along with Bedell,

Kastein, Campbell and Christie. The losses still leave a well balanced squad and this, plus the plebe squad that had an
undefeated season, should make a perfect 1933 record.

Rankin
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Captain Davis

Arthur

Fulmer

Boxing
Coach Webb

SPIKE WEBB'S boxers swept aside all opposition in the Season of

Nineteen Thirty-two and emerged from one of the toughest schedules

of a great many years with a thousand per cent record. Webb presented

his usual well-balanced team with surprises and craft as the principal

feature of the whole.

The schedule was unusual in that for the first time in a great many
years, the arch-rival, Penn State, was omitted. Also, this year was
the first year of Navy's retirement from the Intercollegiate Association

and for these two reasons, the season left a little to be desired. The
list of Louisiana State, North Carolina, New Hampshire, Syracuse,

Western Maryland and Penn made up the season. Of these, the first

two are comparatively new to the ring game and it was expected that

they would offer little opposition. But the feature of the year was
that the teams from whom was expected the least trouble offered the

most.

The opening meet was with Louisiana. The Southerners offered

good clean opposition and a varied attack and almost gained a victory.

They won two of the bouts and earned draws in two others giving them
a total of three, while Navy took the longer end of the total score of

THE SQUAD
Back Row: Schwartz, Wendleburc, Black, Newman, List, Schmid, Allen, Blue, Lee, Rockwell, Platt, Fulmer, Fuchs
Second Row: Gates, Fulp, Shannon, Purdy, Chambers, McNaughton, Elliott, Powell, Johnson, Metzger, Garrison,

Corbin, Dolan, Hopkins, Scherini
Third Row: Kenna, Brownrigc, Pray, Haskins, Shellabarger, Harbold, Jackson, Searcy. Canon, Wahlig, Fortune, Reedy

Front Row: Miller, Corry, Smith, Muxqutn, Walsh, Nauman, Thomas, Holt, Wright, Long
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Giles, Off. Rep* Leeds, Mgr.

seven. The indelible impression of this meet was the downfall of

Fulmer and the bout that Reedy had with Khoury. The latter is of

mountainous proportions and even the good sized Reedy looked small

alongside of him. The bout went to almost the end of the second

round, with Reedy doing a good job when Khoury got across a killer

that ended the bout. In this meet, Wright, McNaughton and Arthur
earned points for Navy, while Kenna and Miller were given the draws.

New Hampshire came next and was downed five to two. The meet
produced three knockouts, one orthodox and two technical. Dolan
earned the orthodox one for Navy in the 125 pound class by dropping

McCaughney of the visitors in the third round. Of the technicals,

McNaughton scored one for Navy and Meerman one for New Hampshire.
The other Navy points were scored by Arthur, Reedy and Kenna while

the opponents gained theirs in the lower weights, one on the technical

scored over Fulmer and the referee's decision for Snell over Wright in

the 115 pound class.

After them came the Tarheel boxers of North Carolina State. These

were also downed five bouts to two. It was not at all a fast meet, with
only a very few knockdowns and no knockouts at all. It was very

close, but not at all exciting. Navy's points were scored by Wright,

Nauman, who replaced Fulmer at 135 pounds, Kenna, McNaughton

Kenna

McNaughton

JUST BEFORE THE BATTLE

M
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and Arthur, who substituted at Heavyweight for Reedy. The Chapel Hill points were scored over Dolan and Powell
in the 175 pound weight.

At the expense of Syracuse, who represent the only defeat for Navy boxers in thirteen years of competition,

revenge was taken. The defeat last year in the lair of the Orange was avenged four bouts to three. It was the

toughest meet of the year as its result depended on the light-heavyweight fracas,which was taken by Arthur to give

Navy the meet. The Syracuse team presented some of the same men who had faced Navy boxers last year and it was
expected that it would be close.

Wright scored the first point and Captain Wertheimer of the visitors evened it up at the expense of Miller. Then
Fulmer got a victory and Syracuse took two quick ones in a row. Kenna lost to Ross and then came the Lee-Moran
battle.

Moran is the most dangerous man in any weight in all college circles and against him Spike pitted a newcomer,
Lee. It was a tough battle all the way with the fans on their feet from the opening bell until Moran finally crossed

one over that sank Lee to the canvas.

McNaughton evened up the score with a technical over Korch and then Arthur made it a Navy day with his third

round victory over Gutzman.

The last home meet was with Western Maryland. This also was won five bouts to two. In this meet, Wright,
Fulmer, and Lee scored knockouts with Arthur and McNaughton earning the other two points. The scores for the

Green were made in the 125 and the Heavyweight classes, Tuckerman defeating Dolan in the former and Pincura get-

ting the points over Reedy in the latter.

Doi *N
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The home season over, the team made their only trip of the year to Philadelphia for the Penn meet. Navy took
the first three bouts in a row. Wright hooked Nicholson all over the ring for a referee's decision and Miller followed
it up with a like victory over Davis. Then Fulmer floored Mason in the third round, for the third point.

Lord retaliated in the next weight by getting a technical over Lee when the referee stopped the bout in the second
round. The stopping of the fight was really not because of any superiority of Lord, but only due to a bad cut over
Lee's eye.

Penn took another point in the Kenna-Weeks bout. Kenna dropped Weeks at the end of the second round, and
only the bell saved him from the count. However, after the rest, Weeks made up the ground lost and Referee McCracken
gave him the fight.

McNaughton scored the last whole point for Navy in his bout with James. Then Arthur and Bailey battled for

three rounds to a draw and the meet was Navy's, four and a half bouts to two and a half.

The 1932 Boxing season was productive of good men. Perhaps the most outstanding performer of the year was
McNaughton, who always showed a marked superiority over every man that he fought. He still has two years of

Boxing ahead of him and should become one of the Greats that Webb has produced.

Others that appeared for the first time were Miller, Nauman, Reedy, Arthur and Lee. Of these, Arthur graduates

along with Kenna, leaving practically an intact squad for the season of 1933.

Miller
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Capt. Goodman

SlLVERSTEIN

Coleman

Wrestling
Coach Schutz

ALL fall, Mr. Schutz had his boys working out and limbering up.

- After Christmas Leave all hands settled down to business to prepare

for the Lehigh meet only two weeks away. Prospects were bright with
veteran men in all weights but light heavy. The schedule included
Lehigh, Eastern Champs; Tufts, New England Champs; and Oklahoma
A. & M., National Champs, in addition to our ancient foes, Princeton
and Penn State.

The team swept through the season winning six and losing only to

Oklahoma A. & M. In all meets each bout was fought as if the entire

meet hung on its outcome and three "shutouts" were scored. In seven

meets Navy won 44 bouts and lost 12. The 1932 edition of Mr. Schutz's

Matmen was perhaps the most powerful and well balanced team in Navy
Wrestling History.

Max Silverstein finished his fourth year undefeated in the 155 pound
class and was again selected to go to the Nationals after additional

laurels. Captain Danny Goodman won six of his seven bouts as did

White and Coleman. The loss of Goodman, Silverstein, Loughlin, and
Hughes will be severely felt but it is believed that Martin, White, Grady,

THE SQUAD
Back Row: Wagstaff, Ingram, Turnage, Becht, Hudson, Ruffin, Grady, Staley, Dickey, Lark, Peacock, Martin, Duncan, Wentz, Vaughan
Middle Row: Antoniak, Louchlin, Coxe, Latham, Calhoun, Cobb, Brooks, Kirkpatrick, Bobo, Leon, Archer, Shade, Zysk, Miller, Kefauver

Front Row: Klinsman, Kane, Silverstein, White, Goodman, Hughes, Snowden, Coleman, Lehman, Jurado, Strozier
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Sadler, Off. Rep. Ford, Mgr.

Coleman, Klinsman, and Kane will carry on to greater heights next year.

White, Goodman, Coleman, and Silverstein were selected to go to the

National Meet in quest of individual titles.

After two weeks of extensive training the Lehigh team, Eastern

Champions and traditional foes, arrived. The meet was close and hotly

contested throughout, but the Blue and Gold was victorious, 23-13.

Hughes, White, and Goodman started the ball rolling by scoring falls in

quick succession. Lehigh hopes rallied a bit when Joe Loughlin went
down scrapping via a side chancery applied by Captain Shaw of the

invaders. Then Silverstein met Bishop, and in a hectic struggle with
two overtime periods won a decision. In the 165 pound class Gerry Cole-

man met Peck, Eastern title holder. Conceded a small chance of victory,

Gerry sallied forth and after five minutes of close battling secured a tight

body lock from which Peck never moved. That fall sewed up the meet.

In the next weight Lehigh won a close decision over Klinsman in his

debut. Kane, after piling up a time advantage slipped into a roll and
Lehigh ran their total up to 13-

Led by Captain Goodman who scored his second fall of the season

in less than 5 minutes, the Grapplers defeated Tufts College, New
England Champs, 32-0. George Hughes rushed in, grabbed a leg, and

Hughes

Loughlin

THE REFEREE'S HOLD
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in 5 minutes pinned his man. Then came White's victory over Bosari, Goodman's fall, and Loughlin's big decision.

Silverstein met a New England Champ in Co-captain Balkus but finally scored a fall. Gerry Coleman met another
Champ but was again equal to the occasion, and won by a large time advantage. Klinsman showed great improvement
as he pinned O'Brien. Kane made it a perfect day by winning a decision.

Next Mr. Schutz took his boys up to Princeton and tanned the Tiger's hide 25-3- "Tito" Jurado took Hughes'
place and won handily. White, Goodman, and Loughlin piled up overwhelming advantages to win and Silverstein

threw young Hooker. Coleman and Captain Hooker put on a great battle but Hooker had more top time. Klinsman
beat Billings as a result of a scrapping heart and good condition. Killer Kane finished the meet with a decisive time

advantage.

Next was the epic struggle with the National Champions from Oklahoma A. & M. Hughes nearly threw Hesser,

but the latter came out and won by three minutes. White wrestled his best bout against Captain Pearce of the visitors.

Neither could handle the other well, but Pearce's experience as a National Champ enabled him to win by a minute and
some seconds. Captain Goodman lost a hard fought battle to Razor, and Loughlin lost by a decision. Then Silverstein

and Moore, another champ, fought in the most exciting battle of the day, and Murph came out with a large time ad-

vantage. Coleman scored the only fall in an overtime bout. After proving his superiority in the early minutes, a

wristlock popped Klinsman's shoulder out of joint and Navy was obliged to default the bout. Kane met McGuirk in

the final bout and lost a decision. The Navy squad lost nothing by its defeat, and the Champions were forced to the

limit by a scrapping team.

Snowden
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The Harvard meet was next and Navy romped away 22-8. Jurado again took a decision and White followed with
an overwhelming time advantage. Danny Goodman then threw his man in less than three minutes and Loughlin fol-

lowed with another decision. Silverstein and Coleman were forced by the defensive tactics of the visitors to win only

decisions. Lehman, a new-comer, lost a close decision and Kane lost on a sudden fall.

The Brown meet was unimpressive as the boys rolled up a 34-0 win. Martin wrestled his first bout and won nicely.

White continued the good work with a fall. Goodman set a new record by pinning his man in 37 seconds. Wagstaff

in his debut threw Capt. Spiwak. Grady took Silver's place and pinned Waters in one minute. Gerry won a decision,

and Lehman and Kane concluded the rout with two more time advantages.

Next came the annual meet with our ancient foes, Penn State. The Nittany Lion was undefeated, but that mat-
tered not as Navy closed the season in a blaze of glory with a 32-0 victory. Martin threw their captain. Then White,

Goodman, and Loughlin beat previously undefeated men. Silverstein scored a fall, and Coleman won an easy decision.

Klinsman returned to the mat and won by a fall. Kane ended the meet and season by winning his bout.

So ended a highly successful season. And as it closed there were many who predicted even greater things for Navy
wrestling in the future.

Klinsman
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Captain Mustin

Thompson Greene

'On Your Marks!' Coach Ortland

Swimming

Davis Ashworth

THE 1932 team turned out by Coach Ortland was one
of Navy's best. Victorious in all encounters but the

one with Yale, the tankmen finished in second place

in the Eastern League. Thompson and Mustin were
again the stars, Thompson finishing second in the

league in scoring while Mustin was well up in the

first ten.

Losses through graduation will be hard to replace.

Mustin, West, Atkins, and Vrooman will be missed,

but Henry Ortland has always been able to turn out
winners and with Ray Thompson, McCampbell, and
Ashworth next year should be no exception.

C. C. N. Y. went down in defeat in the opening
meet 46-25, Navy winning five of eight first places.

In the second meet a strong Rutgers team was beaten

49-22. The next week Brown was defeated by the

same score, Brown taking but one first and one second.

THE SQUAD
Back Row: Hyland, Hembury, Davis, Ashworth, Martin, Siver, Blanchard, Dixon

Middle Row: Lt. Cdr. Wood (Rep.), McCampbell, Jahncke, Grimm, Davies, Townsend, Wilson, Shea, Lundberg,
Torrey, Ortland (Coach), Brown (Mgr.)

Front Row: McCleary, Jordan, Greene, West, Mustin, Thompson, Vrooman, Milbrath, Meyer
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Wocd, Off. Rep. The Jacknife

In the Perm meet, Ray Thompson suffered his first

defeat in the 50, but won the 100 easily. The score

was Navy 42, Penn 29.

The Mermen split even on the only foreign trip,

Yale winning 51-20 and Columbia losing 42-25.

Thompson and Mustin who took two firsts apiece and
McCampbell, who won the diving, were the features

of the Columbia meet.

The next night Yale wrecked championship hopes
as Thompson took the only two first places for Navy.
The Yale team showed great strength and the defeat

was no disgrace. This meet gave Yale the League title.

The season closed with the Syracuse meet, a com-
plete route, Navy scoring almost at will to take every

first place.

The Intercollegiates held for the first time at the

Academy furnished thrills a plenty for all hands. Navy
took two of the individual crowns. McCampbell eas-

ily proved his superiority over all other diving entrants.

Mustin came in third in the 50. Thompson finished

the program by winning a close race in the 100.

Brown, Mgr.

West McCampbell

Torrey Jordan

MAKING A TURN
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Capt. Seely

L.UKER

"Ready Navy?" Coach Foster

Atkins

Water Polo

y\j
IPasche GuNN

AS the season opened Coach Foster had another strong

- aggregation on hand with Captain Seely, Bigaou-

ette, Pasche, and Atkins as returning veterans, and

with men like Miller, Gunn, and Harral to back them
up. The team lost two games out of six, but one of

these was to the N. Y. A. C, a group of old time stars.

The 1932 edition was strong, but Pennsylvania finally

hit on a winning combination and Navy's first collegi-

ate Water Polo defeat since 1928 resulted.

The first game with C. C. N. Y. resulted in a one-

sided victory for the Blue and Gold, 46-25.

The second game saw Rutgers routed 70-33.

Miller ran wild with seven goals and Frank Bigaouette

was a tower of strength on the defense.

N. Y. A. C. 50, Navy 18. Thus hopes for an un-

defeated season went glimmering. The patron saints

of Water Polo were a bit too good.

THE SQUAD
Back Row: Davis, Smith, Johnson. Cooper, Stivers, McDonald, Moran, Gunn, Ogden

Middle Row: Lt. (jg) Whitehead (Assl. Coach), Curtis, Close, Gorsline, Oakley, Tyree, Bailey, Selby, Cobb (Mgr.)

I'ronl Row: Lt. Cdr. Wood (Rep.), Luker, Pasche, Harral, Seely (Capl.), Bicaouette, Atkins, Miller, Foster (Coach)
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Wood, Off. Rep. Another Navy Score

The Quakers rallied in the late minutes to nose the

Navy poloists out 39-32. The game was a thriller,

but the Penn men were not to be denied. The boys
fought hard and went down with true Navy spirit.

The Suicide Club returned to the blue side of the

ledger with decisive wins over Columbia and Yale on
successive evenings, to close the season. The Columbia
game ended 48 to 9 and Yale went down 56-13.

By virtue of the defeat by Penn, Navy lost her

Water Polo title, but the season's record is still one
to be proud of. Always Navy teams have been noted

for their spirit and aggressiveness and the 1932 Water
Polo Club has been no exception. Miller was third

in Leagure scoring and Atkins fourth.

The loss of Captain Seely, "Big" Bigaouette, At-

kins, Luker, and Harral will be felt, but it is expected

that Miller, Gunn, Pasche, and Curtis, backed by this

year's strong Plebe Team, will carry on in the future.

Cobb, Mgr.

Bigaouette Harral

Miller Ogden

0%k

\
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A LITTLE ARGUMENT
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Capt. Jukes

NuESSLE

The Flying Kings Coach Mang

Munger

Gym
WITH veterans back in all events but the rope climb,

prospects at the start of the season were bright for

Coach Mang and Captain Jukes. The team more than

lived up to expectations as it swept through the season

without even being seriously pressed. The number of

victories won by the teams which Mr. Mang has

coached reached the astounding total of 107.

A number of outstanding performances were turned

in. Denton broke the Academy record in the flying

rings and later stepped out to shatter the intercollegiate

mark in the same event. Curtze won eleven firsts in

the horizontal bar and parallel bars. Captain Jukes

turned in some excellent tumbling and was beaten but

once during the season. Nuessle chalked up some fine

Curtze Denton

THE SQUAD
Back Row: Nienstedt, Fahv, Stone, Matthews, Grant, Akeroyd, Reeves, Graham, Rutherford, Wood, Ireland, Lt. Cdr. Elder, (Rep.)
Second Row: Lt. Cdr. Elder (Rep), Mandarich, Dibrell, Shepard, Curtze, Fernald, Gill, Dawson, Connolly, Denton, Davis, Adams,

Mang (Coach), Rhoad^s (Mgr.)
Front Row: Fawkes, Head, Leverett, Jukes (Capt ), Munger, Nuessle, Outerson, Morse
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Elder, Off. Rep. The Side Horse

performances on the side horse and Munger'was far

above the averaje on the parallel bars.

This gym team was probably the strongest in

Academy history. Springfield, unbeaten in three years,

was defeated. In two meets the opposition failed to

place a single first, and in no meet did they get more
than one. The league title remained at the Naval
Academy for the tenth time.

N. Y. U. was beaten 42-12. Then M. I. T. fell

46-8 at Boston. Temple was swamped 45-9 with the

aid of Denton's record breaking 646 out of a possible

660 on the rings. Springfield fell 37-17 and Princeton

was swamped 38-16. Dartmouth provided the season's

finale as they went down by the same score. This was
the last appearance of Captain Jukes, Munger, Fawkes,
Nuessle, and Leverett. However, with Curtze, Den-
ton, Connolly, Matthews, Grant, Stone, and Fernald
returning, 1933 should see more Navy victories.

Rhoades, Mgr.

Leverett Fernald

Grant Connolly

CURTZE ON THE PARALLEL BARS
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Capt. Van Evera

DlMITRIJEVIC

Galantin

!A]Parry Coach Heintz

Fencing
THE Navy swordsmen closed a good season in March by taking the

Intercollegiate Sabre Team Championship. Not for ten years had
the Blue and Gold held the title in the heavy weapon, and for the last

four years Columbia had kept the trophy. The Light Blue were confi-

dent of repeating, but Rojo Adams and Dimmie Dimitrijevic put a quietus

on their hopes for 1932. The R.H.E. Grasson trophy in sabre belongs to

Navy. To Hubert Pirotte, Navy's sabre coach, belongs much credit.

The high honors of the Intercollegiates went to Yale, Three Weapon and
Epee Champions. Army, Foils Champions, were second, and Navy,
Sabre Champions, were third. Dimitrijevic gained third place indi-

vidual honors in sabre. Adams was in the Finals but failed to place.

Galantin went forward to the Epee Finals and also failed to place.

Both Kait and Tilburne moved up into the Semi-Finals in the foils.

The dual meet season opened with a bad defeat at the hands of New
York A. C, which was represented by the runners-up for the National

THE SQUAD
Standing: Lancen (Mgr.), Scherer, Davis, McDonald, Smith, Van Meter, Hallock, Lennox, Fortune, Heintz

Sitting: Lt. Ware (Rep.), Foerster, Grubbs, Dietz, Galantin, Van Evera (Capl.), Dimitrijevic, Douglas, Horner, Kait, Tilburne
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Ware, Off. Rep. Waiting the Call

Senior Three Weapon Championship. The second meet went to Navy
by a 9-8 score over Penn A. C. With the "club season" behind, Navy
swamped M. I. T. 13-4, and then were pushed by Princeton to make it a

9-8 Navy tally. Bob Grasson brought the Eli blades here to repeat their

last year's 9-8 victory over the Blue and Gold. In a burst of energy the

Regimental swordsmen took Penn 12-5. The trip away was to Cam-
bridge, where a fence-off of a tie was necessary to give Navy the victory

over Harvard. The dual meet season ended with a 9-8 win over

Columbia.

In the foils, Tilburne and Kait were outstanding during the entire

season and received valuable support from Grubbs. One may expect a

good chance at the Iron Man next year. Captain Van Evera and his

epee team-mate,Galantin, pulled more than one meet out of the fire and

aided in all six victories. Dimitrijevic and Adams put a shining crown
of glory on their half and half dual meet record by taking the sabre team
trophy. Six wins, two losses, and one intercollegiate championship
constitute a successful season in any sport.

Langen, Mgr.

Adams

Tilburne

* * 4 1 P llu V

'ON GUARD!"
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Capt. Hunter

Cann, Mgr.

The Sitting Position

Small Bore Rifle

THE Small Bore Team, now as always, continues to hang up records

that any congregation of sporting souls would be proud to claim.

Last year it was believed that no better performance could be reasonably

expected, but events have shown that last year's routine was merely an

indication of coming achievements. Consider the following:

The team had an undefeated season in individual matches.

The team had higher average match scores for the season than has

ever before been attained by this or any other team.

McDougal set a new individual shoulder to shoulder range record

of 289 in the match against West Virginia.

McDougai

THE SQUAD
Standing: Blenman, Mackenzie, Lindsay, Strickler, Wells

Sealed: Lt. Wolleson {Coach), Short, Sunderland, Davis, Hunter (Capt.), McDougal, Morrow, Cann (Mgr.)
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Prone

The team tied the national record set last year when Navy marked

up the score of 1413.

And now let us look at the reasons: Lieutenant Wolleson, U. S. N.,

officer representative and Coach Extraordinary, and Lieutenant Yeaton,

U. S. M. C, assistant coach. Their rare knowledge of the psychology

of riflemen and their difficulties have made the difference between a

"bull" and a "nine" many a time. Hunter, the captain, has for the

past four years been instrumental in establishing all the team records

set during that time.

As the season progressed, Navy defeated Penn State, V. M. I.,

George Washington, Maryland, West Virginia, Carnegie Tech, N. Y. U.,

and Georgetown. With a 1357 Navy won the Sectional Intercollegiates,

but fell six points short of the score which won the Nationals.

Coach Wolleson

Short

Wells

OFFHAND—WHERE THE STEADY NERVE COUNTS MOST
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Capt. Shelton Coach Walsh

Schoeni

Crew
THE 1931 Crew season was similar to a good many other

Navy seasons—it had its ups and downs, but wound up
in a grand finish. The varsity lost to Columbia, won
from M. I. T., and lost to Syracuse and to Penn and Har-
vard, but emerged from the Poughkeepsie as National
Intercollegiate Champions.

The J. V.'s lost to a strong M. I. T. crew and to Syra-

cuse, and came in fifth in the Junior Varsity race at Pough-
keepsie. The 150's won from the Syracuse lightweights

and lost to Penn in their only dual races, and in the Henley
placed third.

This season was the first full one for Hubbard Hall,

the new boathouse. Soon after Christmas a large number
of candidates for the various crews began to work out

THE SQUAD
Back Row: Hibschman (Mar.), Wright, Kaufman, Wackwitz, Caley, Steinbeck, Shields, Bush, Payson

Second Row: Cdr. Ainsworth (Rep.), Burdick, Quirk, Anderson, Weeks, Fulton, Wendt, Hartley, Nelson, Glendon (Coach)

Third Row: Lt. Clark (750 lb. Coach), Shelton, Gray, Jewett, Schoeni, Crinkley, Phillips, Hunter, Steffanides

In Front: Coxwains Wahlig, Fulton, and Dale
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Gkeenman, Off. Rep. Wiley, Mgr

The 193 1 Season
regularly in the indoor tank, and the facilities infinitely

better than those of the old wooden shed added to the

popularity of the sport throughout the long training season.

This season was also the last for Old Dick Glendon.
The venerable sage of the rowing profession had coached
Navy crews during twenty-five seasons, including the one
which produced a Navy World Champion Olympic crew.

With the magnificent conclusion of the 1931 season he re-

tired, revered by all, leaving the destiny of Navy rowing
in the hands of Buck Walsh.

The weather was fairly good during the pre-season

practice, and on the best days Dick took his boys up to

Round Bay on long conditioning rows. After several

combinations had been tried, Shelton was settled upon as

Gray

Jewett

l

'GIVE 'ER TEN!'
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'LET 'ER RUN"

varsity stroke, with Captain Schoeni at seven. Hunter, Anderson, and Hartley filled the remaining
portside seats, with Gray, Steffanides, and Phillips as their counterparts on the starboard. In the

Junior Varsity boat, Strean and Quirk were the nucleus, and in the Third Varsity, Macfarlane and
Nelson. Kauffman stroked the 150's.

The first race of the season was with Columbia, up on the Harlem. The crews were on even terms

during the first part of the race, but the Blue and White oarsmen were smoother and steadier, and
slowly gained a lead which the Blue and Gold couldn't quite overcome at the last.

The following week, with M. I. T. at Annapolis, the Navy oarsmen began to round into shape.

The water was rough, but all the races went off on schedule. The 150's rowed first, and although
Sherman Clark's Navy crew trailed slightly during the first part of the race, their smooth, steady

stroke soon brought them ahead, and at the finish they were leading by a half a length of open water.

The Tech Jayvees, being practically as strong as their varsity, won their race easily, lengthening their

initial lead to nearly two lengths at the last. The varsity race was a thriller. Tech got off to the

better start, and, rowing a higher stroke, led at the mile. But they couldn't keep it up, and as they

began to crack Shelton raised the beat and Navy forged steadily ahead, crossing the finish line a length

and a half ahead of their opponents.

Two weeks later came the Syracuse race, which was the low ebb of the season. The Orange
and Black oarsmen made a clean sweep on the Severn.

The following week Navy met Harvard and Penn in a three-cornered meet up on the Schuylkill.

Navy, using a new stroke, showed considerable improvement, but not enough to ease out Harvard.

All three crews got off to good starts on the mile-and-a-half row, but Harvard led all the way, Navy
finishing a length and a half behind and Penn a poor third.

Phillips

A NIJIiRSON
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THE FINISH AT POUGHKEEPSIE

As June week began and the Varsity was engaged in preparing themselves for Poughkeepsie,
the lightweights took their turn on the Schuylkill in the Henley Regatta.

Then came graduation day, and the year of 1930-31 was ended for all save Old Dick and his boys.

These betook themselves to Camp Ingram, up on the Hudson, and settled down to prepare for the

performance which was to startle the world. Nine of the Nation's best crews were entered in the

Poughkeepsie Regatta, the climax of the rowing season, and among these Navy was hardly a favorite.

Having lost three of the shorter races earlier in the season to crews which we were now to face again,

we were conceded only a chance to place fourth or fifth. But that wasn't the thought in the minds
of the Eight as they pulled out to their stake boat to start in that memorable race. Hunter now
occupied the stroke position, Schoeni, Anderson, Steffanides, Crinkley, Shelton, Jewett, and Gray
comprising the rest of the crew, with Bobbie Fulton in the coxwain's seat.

The rain, which had been threatening all day, was pouring down when the starter's pistol barked
and the row of shells sprang into action. Washington set the pace, holding the lead for the first

three miles. Here Navy raised the stroke a bit and quickly overhauled Washington. Then Cornell,

defending champions and pre-race favorites, got worried and began to sprint. They closed up a

bit and passed Washington, but the Navy Eight refused to yield their margin, and finished a half

length of open water in the lead. Following Cornell came Washington, California, Syracuse, Penn,

Columbia, Wisconsin, and M. I. T.

The Navy crew had rowed a race which drew unstinted praise from the whole rowing world.
In the other races, the J. V.'s finished fifth and the Plebes fourth, but we could stand that. For the

crew championship of the nation was back, for the first time since 1925, to the place where we have
always felt it truly belonged.

Hartley
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Captain James A Private D, Coach Finlayson

Lacrosse

MONCURE

Elliott

WITH Capt. Jerry South lost to the team for practically the entire season,

Coach Finlayson started with a heavy handicap. Only three regulars

were back, and prospects were none too good, but the squad dug in with a

will and a scrapping aggregation resulted. Regular practice began March 4,

but Assistant Coach Clem Spring had already had the boys out for several

pre-season workouts. The defense was big and heavy and always a menace
to would-be goal shooters. Buck James was the defensive star but able

assistance was given him by Pressy, Kirkpatrick, and Hagberg. The offense

had a lot of experienced men, who although not regulars the previous year

had turned in excellent work. Moncure led the attack, scoring 20 points

during the season, while Castree, Elliot, O'Neil and Bowers crashed through

at needed moments. It was a well balanced team, which won five out of six

starts and rolled up 76 points against 12 for the opposition. The only set-

back was dealt by Maryland, Navy's arch enemy.

Coach Finlayson 's charges opened the season quite auspiciously as they

sank the Green Terrors of Western Maryland 10-0. Only in the first half

THE 1931 SQUAD
Top Row: Gibbons, Lavery, Kehl, Smyth, Morton, Slater, Sowerwine, Walsh, Happel, MacDonald

Second Row: Meader, Brown, Bird, Howard, Stephan, Ferguson, Bedell, Nisewaner
Third Row: Capt. Schumann (Of. Rep.), Thompson, Sheppard, Rogers, Hagberg, O'Neil, James, Ferguson, Tyler, Miller, Gilbert, Bowers,

Smith, Moncure, West, Porter, Born, Smith, L., Davenport, Coach Finlayson, Tucker, Mgr.
Sealed: Slater, Elliott, Morrow, Kirkpatrick, South (Capl.) Castree, Dial, Pressey, Hutchinson
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Schumann, Off. Rep. The Game from Abo Ward, Mgr.

The 193 1 Season
were the "Terrors" any terror at all to the Blue and Gold attack. They
surprised all hands by holding Navy to a 3-0 score in the first half. Moncure
and Elliott led the attack as the Western Maryland crew fell before the

onslaught. "Buck" James was the outstanding star of the game. Time
after time he stopped the Terror attacks cold. To Lynn Elliott went the

honor of the first goal of the season, his ice breaker coming after only fifty

seconds of play.

The Golden Tornado from Georgia Tech proved to be hardly more than
a mild April breeze. Tech was the second victim of a rampant Navy crew
of Ham'n'Eggers as they were swept aside 24-1. The game started as a close

contest. Navy drew first blood on a high shot by O'Neil, but the Tech
crew soon tied up at one all. After two scoreless minutes the Navy avalanche
was under way. When the gale cleared at the half the scoreboard read,

"Navy 16, Ga. Tech, 1." Finlayson used substitutes frequently, but still

the goals rained in, the subs continuing the scoring started by the varsity.

Bowers was high scorer with four goals.

Bowers

Pressey

FACING OFF
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Ferguson

Thompson

Lafayette came, but went the way of all others under a deluge of first half

goals. The final score was 11-0. Dyson, the visitors' goalie, played superbly
to keep the Navy score as low as it was. Reorganizing their defense after the

disastrous first period, the Lafayette stickmen held Navy to one lone goal, a

beautiful shot by O'Neil. Moncure ran riot with four goals, and Castree and
Ferguson were second with two apiece.

Brown arrived with a great record and everything pointed to a hard, close

battle. Advance predictions were correct and, in one of the hardest fought
games of the season, the Brown men were repulsed 12-2. The game more closely

resembled football than Lacrosse, but Navy speed and strength stood out and
proved to be too great an obstacle for the men of Brown. Sammy Moncure
continued to lead in scoring, with four goals. Buck James again played a sterling

game and looked to be one of the best defense men in the country.

Lehigh, down from the mountains of Pennsylvania, looked on amazed as

Sammy Moncure ran riot. Moncure on the offense and James on the defense

spelled defeat for the Brown and White. The final score was 18-1. Elliott,

Bowers, and West turned in able work on the offense and Pressy and Hagberg
were shining lights on the defense. The teamwork, both offensively and de-

fensively, was one of the high points of the season.

Harvard played host to the Ham'n'Eggers, but the Finlayson stickmen

crushed the Crimson 12 to 1. Jack Castree started the fireworks with a goal in

less than a minute. The first half was hard fought, and at the end of it the score

ppmH
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A CRITICAL MOMENT

M'
stood 4 to 0, all Navy. In the second period the superior condition of the Navy
boys began to tell and eight more goals were driven home, while the Crimson
tallied once. Harvard showed some brilliant stick work, but couldn't stand

the fast pace set by the Blue and Gold warriors. Moncure continued to score

almost at will with six tallies. Elliott and Castree kept up the good work with
two apiece.

The Terrapins of Maryland were too much for the Navy twelve in the annual

June week encounter.

For the first twenty-two minutes the game was scoreless, both sides playing

carefully. The ejection of Pressy on a foul gave Maryland an extra man and
they were quick to utilize their advantage. The Terrapins sank three shots in

less than a minute. Another goal just before the half ended left Navy on the

short end of a 4-0 count.

Moncure revived Navy hopes as the second half started by slipping past

Deckman to sink one. But the Terrapins had no intentions of letting up and
continued to hit the net for four more markers to make the final count 8-1.

This game saw Rodgers, O'Neil, Gilbert, and Hagberg playing their last

game for Navy.
It was a great season, which saw Navy run wild over all teams but one.

The Maryland defeat was a bitter pill, but there are other years, and other teams,

and other seasons.

TWO SPILLS

9ini§iiii
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Capt. Underwood

l*~ AM
Coach Thompson

Track

MacKenzie

THE Blue and Gold cinder team for the season 1931 proved to be the strong-

est ever turned out to represent Navy. In five dual meets, Navy won
three by decisive scores and lost only to Notre Dame and Ohio State after

hard struggles. At the Penn Relays for the second consecutive year the

Navy men turned in some surprisingly good performances, the sprint medley
team being the outstanding Navy threat. This quartet broke the old

world's record for the event, but was nosed out in a fast finish by Ohio State.

During the season Fraser, Underwood and Hardman bettered Academy
marks. Underwood broke the shot record and then went out and bettered

his own mark. Hardman missed the 880 record by tenths of a second once
or twice, and rang up a mile record that should stand for some time. Hard-
man's feat of running the mile in 4:18 marked him as one of the strong con-
tenders for a place on the Olympic team in that event. Don Fraser turned

in some splendid performances in the high timbers, breaking Whitey Lloyds'

old record. Wally Coleman was handicapped all season by the slow mend-
ing of his broken leg, but turned in some good performances in the 220.

Wright

THE 1931 SQUAD
Back Row: Evans, Weeks, Fink, Curtze, Williams, Meneke, Garrels, Bowen, Richardson, Strozier

Second Row: Bauer, McCracken, Williamson, Lockwood, Cox, Kirn, Stannard, Bandy, Coleman, Hartman, Mang
Third Row: Blouin, McCutchan, Connolly, Vaughan, Corliss, Lanman, Fang, Frazer, Burton, Freshour, Kane, Arthur

Fourth Row: Lt. Cdr. Greenman (Rep.), Hardman, Wright, Fahy, Gramxich, Beer, Coleman, Musgrave, Young, Waters, Newton,
Stromback {Mgr.) ,

Thompson (Coach)
Sealed: Miles, Stewart, Connaway, Gibson, Greene, Mackenzie (Capt.), Fraser, Underwood, Crumpacker, Fiala, Kastein
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Shelley, Off. Rep. Rounds, Mgr.

The 193 1 Season
Doug Wright was a consistent winner in the discus, and Dale Bauer gath-

ered in quite a few points in the broad jump and high jump. Captain
MacKenzie, although running against some of the fastest men in the country,

turned in some very creditable performances. Evans in the 440 and Kirn
and Kane in the javelin gave Navy other needed points. All in all, Earl

Thompson turned out a well balanced team that was surprisingly strong in

several events.

Earl Thompson as a coach has raised Navy Track from nowhere at all

to a high plane. Each succeeding year sees a stronger team in the field,

and each year sees the sport more popular.

Navy opened the 1931 season with a decisive win over the Indians from
William and Mary College. The score, 71-2/3 to 54-1/3 gives some idea

of the decisiveness of the victory. The Virginians showed considerable

power, but the strong Navy combination walked off with ten firsts. It

was an interesting meet, chock full of thrills and excitement. With the

wind favoring him, Don Fraser opened the season with a brilliant high

Fraser

Gibson

UP AND OVER
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hurdle race, lowering the old mark .2 seconds. Then in a close 100 yard dash, Skipper MacKenzie nipped the tape a

breath ahead of Smither of W. and M. The Indians took their two firsts on the track in the mile and 220. Navy
came back to the first place column in the quarter, which Evans won easily. Blouin and Green raced in easily to walk
off with the two mile. Hardman, running his first varsity race, showed excellent form as he piled up a tremendous
lead in the half and won in the excellent time of 1 :58.2. Fraser ended the track scoring with another fast win in the
low timbers. Connaway was outstanding in the field events. By bar height he broke the old academy record in the
high jump, but actual height failed to yield the desired 6' 1". In the shot, Underwood showed the way to all others

with a fine heave of 44 feet A lA inches. The Indians scored easy firsts in the broad jump and javelin to end the meet.
The team's showing was quite impressive for an opening meet.

Coach Thompson took twelve men to the Penn Relays. From these he made up three relay teams and entered

three in the individual events. All hands brought glory and renown to themselves and to the Naval Academy. The
first Navy appearance came as a climax to a day of record breaking performances. The Sprint Medley Relay was the

thriller of the meet. Coming from behind in the anchor lap, Hardman rushed on into the lead. In a thrilling finish

that saw both teams shatter a world record, Beetham of Ohio State nosed out Hardman. Evans, Newton, MacKenzie,
and Hardman composed the team. In the shuttle hurdle relay, the team made up of Newton, Cox, Kastein and Fraser

finished third in the finals behind Yale and Ohio State. The final relay race saw Colgate nose out the Blue and Gold
in the mile relay. The team, composed of Connolly, Coleman, Hardman, and Evans, pushed the Colgate boys all the

way. On the second leg, Wally saw an Army shirt ahead; so he proceeded to move into second place, ahead of the

Gray.
Underwood and Connaway finished sixth in the shot and high jump. MacKenzie won both his preliminary

heats, but lost in the semifinals of the 100 vard dash.

Kane
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NAVY LEADS THE WAY OVER THE HIGH TIMBERS

The performances of the Navy squad were a decided improvement over those of the year before, and promised better

ones for the future.

The Maryland meet was all Navy, the Old Liners only getting 25 points while the Blue and Gold rolled up 101 and
gathered in eleven firsts. The team showed good balance and looked well in all events.

Then came the Irish from South Bend. Led by Captain O'Brien, the Notre Dame squad defeated the Blue and Gold
78-5/6 to 47-1/6. The track events proved the downfall of Navy, the Irish taking every first place. It was a fast,

hard fought meet, but Notre Dame had the more outstanding performers. Underwood put over the outstanding per-

formance of the day when he bettered the old Academy shot record by seven inches, his new mark being 45 feet 1 inch.

Navy, 75, West Virginia, 51 tells one part of the battle between the Navy cinder men and the Mountaineer track-

sters. The closeness of the scrap is not shown by the score, however. It was nip and tuck all the way until Evans,
Connolly, and Musgrave took a clean sweep of the quarter. From then on it was all Navy. Don Fraser lowered his

own time in the high hurdles with a fast 15-4 second win. Hardman, running the mile for the first time of the year,

tied the mile record and won the 880 in almost record time. Kane and Kirn continued to take one-two in the javelin,

and Underwood turned in another fine performance in the shot.

In the June Week meet, the Scarlet and Gray from Ohio State again took Navy's measure. Led by Keller, who
topped the high timbers in 14.6 seconds, the Buckeyes took the meet by a score of 71-2/3 to 54—1/3- As regards first

places, it was even, both teams winning six with one event in a tie. The Buckeyes, however, showed greater strength

in the second and third places and thus won the meet. Hardman was the Navy star as he lowered the nine-year-old

mile record with the splendid time of 4 minutes 18 seconds. He also won the 880 in fast time.

While the meet ended in an unsatisfactory manner, especially for a June Week meet, still it left nothing to be
desired in times and close finishes. It closed a highly successful season for Earl Thompson and the Navy track team.

Evans

A HIGH ONE
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Capt. Hodgkins Coach Mohler

Baseball

IT J XT »»
ASHWORTH

THE season of 1931 got under way onFebruary twenty-third with well
over fifty men turned out. For several weeks the armory resounded

to the crack of leather against wood as the boys got their batting eyes in

shape and the pitchers began to whip their hurling arms into trim.

With many veterans to choose from and an unexcelled coaching staff to

choose them prospects were good. With such sluggers as Byng and
Fitzgerald from last year's team and with Hodgkins and Hurley still

slapping the apple in second class summer fashion our dynamite looked
powerful enough. Moreoever, Coombs, Englehart, Schultz, and Daven-
port looked like a fine quintet to feed the ball past the opposition.

Captain Tommy Ashworth, skipper par excellence, led the team in a

noble manner and the "Kid" taught them lots of baseball.

Rain foiled Mohler and his Maulers in their season's opener against

Vermont. Lehigh invaded Annapolis in the next scheduled game and
handed us a 6-5 defeat in twelve innings. It was tough to have to open
the season with such a heart-breaking defeat. Both teams played good
ball, Navy opening with a bang and four runs in the first inning, but

THE 1931 SQUAD
Back Row: Keen, McEachern, Pratt, Ward, Fitzgerald, Coombs, Campbell, White, Hills

Middle Row: Cdr. English (Rep.), Betts, Gallery, Torgerson, Davenport, Masterton, Lt. (jg) Hederman (Assl. Coach),
McKinney (Mgr.), Kid Mohler (Coach)

Front Row: Thompson, Hunter, Hodgkins, Leverton, Ashworth (Capl.), Hurley, Bunce, Lief
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English, Off. Rep. The End

The 193 1 Season
the Brown and White slowly closed the gap and went on to win. A
good crowd was on hand and from all appearances baseball was to be

more popular than ever before.

Next came the Quakers and by playing heads up baseball handled
Navy the second straight defeat of the season by a score of 10-3. The
Navy defense was quite subnormal and materially aided the sharp field-

ing of the visitors in adding to the margin of victory.

Wes Byng had been playing first base the first two games, Mohler
wanting an extra slugger in the infield. However, with the coming of

the Fordham Rams, the "Kid" shifted him back to his old berth in

center field and moved Tom Hurley up to first base. In spite of the great

reputation of Fordham, the new combination clicked and the "Mohler
Maulers" ran riot on the bases to score a smashing victorv, 12-8. As

usual, Navy scored heartily in the inital round, and held on to the lead

throughout. Wes Byng garnered the first homer of the season to aid

in the victory.

McIver, Mgr.

Viwk
Fitzgerald

Coombs

TOMMY SOCKS ONE OUT
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'SMACK!"

For a change, it failed to rain for either exhibition game and local fans had a wonderful opportunity to see the

Washington Senators and the Baltimore Orioles perform. Both won by a score of 4-1. Dave Davenport created quite

a favorable impression on the big leaguers by his fine twirling in both contests.

Harvard, Barry Wood, and fine baseball proved too great a combination to overcome and the Crimson won 4-3

in a close, hard fought game. Wood and Company, by a bit of master playing, scored their tying and winning runs in

the eighth frame. Lafayette arrived, but departed on the short end of a 7-2 score as a result of a third inning batting

spree which netted 6 runs. Jupiter Pluvius scored his second victory as rain washed out the Villanova contest but the

fine weather aided the Washington and Lee Generals to sink us with a three run salvo in the ninth.

The weather did something, and Navy rolled up two big victories over Temple and Duke. Temple was scuttled

16-4, and Duke succumbed 13-8. Dave Davenport looked good in both games, going the route gainst Temple and
relieving Coombs against Duke. Dave again came to the fore as he stopped up the Richmond bats while Fitzgerald

slapped out two home runs.

The Irish of Notre Dame added another Navy scalp to their athletic record belt as the Mohlermen bowed 5-2

in a close game. The game was played at South Bend and due to the poor field was a bit slow. Navy's big first inning

failed to dampen the Irish spirit, and Notre Dame closed with a rush to win in the final frames.

Mohler used a sub and then a sub for the sub in the seventh, and two runs were scored causing William and Mary
to go down in defeat 6-4- A drizzling rain slowed the game up, but the closeness of the score gave all hands a fine

afternoon of thrills.

The Western Maryland Terrors proved to be an easy mark. When the track meet was over the score board looked

like the results of a football game. 32-5 was the verdict as Navy rolled up the largest score of the season.

Probably the most colorful game of the season was the one with Hosei University of Japan. The Japanese had a

At l\lw Hurley

Davenport
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FITZ CONCLUDES AN EASY JAUNT AROUND THE BASES

clever team. Davenport and Suzuki engaged in a pitchers' battle but Dave weakened in the final two frames. The

speed and spectacular fielding of trie little Nipponese were largely responsible for their 9-4 win.

Gettysburg was next and by virtue of possessing a great pitcher was slated for an easy win. All the big league

scouts saw, however, was the "Kid's Klouters" rapping the ball all over the lot to pound out a 16-10 win. What was

to be a pitchers' duel turned out to be a free hitting affair. Lefty Coombs, besides pitching a fine game, came to bat in

the fifth with the bases loaded and drove out a homer to center field.

A ninth inning rally by the Old Liners of Maryland gave them a win over the hard-scrapping Navy nine. The

score was knotted until the last two innings, when Maryland opened up to win 6-2.

A big Navy rally in the ninth closed a seeminglv overwhelming lead by the Mt. St. Marys nine, but it was all in

vain since the Mountaineers duplicated the feat in the twelfth and the game closed 12-7 on the red side of the ledger.

The day of days arrived—Saturday of June Week. Wesley Fesler, the great Ohioan, led his Buckeyes from Ohio

State to Annapolis, and Navy fell 12-7.

Hodgkins, 1932 captain, led the team in batting with a .447. Hurley, catcher and first sacker was second with a

.435. Dave Davenport, although a youngster and a pitcher, cracked out the astounding percentage of .375- Coombs
and Davenport shared the hurling honors, assisted by Joe Thompson, Egon Englehardt and Schultz. The big explos-

ives were fired by Fitzgerald and Byng, who smashed out some powerful home runs. These two played great baseball

in the outer garden between turns at bat. Tommy Ashworth was almost always reliable to get on base. His uncanny

eye for judging whether a pitch was a ball or a strike gave him many a free pass.

The season's record was not so good from the standpoint of won and lost, the Mohlermen winning but 8 games

and losing 9. However, the boys had a fine spirit and worked together quite well. Much more is expected in coming

seasons.

/&1..1 BuNCE
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Capt. Johnson

Robertson

Chew

Coach Gaudet

Tennis
THE 1931 tennis season was the best in some years, with nine wins and

only two defeats. Four games were rained out. Among these was the

first scheduled meet, that with Columbia. We dropped the first meet played
to Yale, won from Hampden-Sidney, and lost to Harvard. From then on,

our record was unblemished, and we won the remaining eight meets handily.

Yale took their meet 7 to 2. Although Johnson and Loughlin extended
their respective opponents, Yale won 5 of the 6 single matches and 2 of the

3 doubles matches.

Hampden-Sidney proved a setup, Thomas defeating Robertson for the

Virginians' only tally. The meet went off in quick time, as not a single

match went to three sets.

Then Harvard came to administer our second defeat of the season.

Loughlin won his singles bout, and he and Johnson downed their doubles

opponents. Harvard won the other matches.

The Washington and Lee game was rained out, and then we played

Franklin and Marshall on water-soaked courts, taking their measure 8 to 1,

no match going beyond 2 sets.

William and Mary met the same fate, losing 8 to 1,although some of the

matches were harder fought than in the preceding meet.

a
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THE 1931 SQUAD
Standing: Lt. Redgraves, Rozea, Raymond, Banhof, Mallory, Sampson, Chambliss, Neupert, Bailey, Tinker, Roeder {Mgr.), Coach Gaudet

Sealed: Loughlin, Reiter, Johnson, Chew, Robertson, Lucas, Gold, Bowser, Holtzworth
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Godfrey, Off. Rep.

The 193 1 Season
The Pittsburgh game was another that had to be canceled because of

rain, and Virginia was the next victim. They bowed 7 to 2, winning one
singles and one doubles match.

Penn State was crushed 8 to 1 in the next meet. We won all but one
singles match, which Gold yielded after forcing into three sets.

Rain canceled the Washington and Jefferson meet, and Lafayette came
next, in one of the best contests of the season. They won half the singles

matches, and forced two of the doubles matches into extra sets, though
they lost all three.

Maryland proved an easier mark than had been expected, winning only
one match of the nine.

Temple was the only team that was completely shut out. The Phila-

delphians were completely outclassed, only two of the matches being ex-

tended to a third set.

The Penn meet was a fitting climax to the season. Navy won from the

Quakers for the first time in thirteen years. Each team took three of the

singles matches, but Navy won all of the doubles. No victory could have
brought more satisfaction to Coach Gaudet and his players than did this

one, and it was a fine ending of a fine season.

Knock, Mgr.

Gold

Loughlin

THE COURTS SEE ACTION
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Capt. Woodward At 600 Yards

Cann, Mgr.

Rifle

Hain

FOR a number of years Navy Rifle teams have been just about the cream
of their kind. However, the N. R. A. would not sponsor an intercol-

legiate match this year, and this made the going a little more difficult than
in the past. For no college teams appeared on our schedule, and we had to

shoot only against teams whose principal occupation is shooting. Even
against them we held our own admirably, winning the first four matches
and losing only the final meet with the D. C. National Guard. Our victims

included the Maryland National Guard, the 107th and the 71st Regiments of

the New York National Guard, and our most feared opponents, the Quantico
Marines.

In the first meet against the Maryland guardsmen, Navy won by a score

of 2258 to 1835, Robbins of Navy taking individual honors with a 236.

Eight Navy men finished higher than the best of the soldiers, and we took
first in all four events.

We next disposed of the 107th Regiment by a score of 2285 to 2267.

Navy gained their edge in the slow firing at 200 and 600 yards, the guards-

men leading by three points in the rapid firing at 200 and 300 yards. Hain

THE 1931 SQUAD
Standing: Lr. Wolleson (Coach), Jonson, Bethea, Mothersill, Jurika, Demnett, Pfingstag, Richards, Small, Tyra, Andrews, Harper

Kneeling: Klinksiek, Moore, Ernest, Morrow, Hain, McDougal, Kunkle, Robbins, Coleman, Russell (Mgr.)
Sitting: Lav, Lietwiler, Beardslee, Vandling, Ritchie, Baker, Sunderland, Woodward
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Intiermission Coach Wolleson

The 1 93 1 Season
with a 238, tied with Devereux of the visitors for honors. Navy outstripped

their opponents throughout the season in the 600 yards slow fire. This was
due, in no small measure, to Lieutenant Wolleson 's uncanny accuracy in

figuring out the wind at each instant.

We next met the 71st Regiment at Peekskill, N. Y., and carried off a

2272 to 2166 victory. Back to Dahlgren Hall came the trophy "Little

David," who has stood behind the firing line at this annual match since 1906.

Harper and McDougal, with 234's, tied for first honors for the match.
Then came a triangular meet with the Quantico Marines and the Phila-

delphia Marine Barracks. The scores were: Navy, 2291, Quantico, 2263,

and Marine Barracks, 2257. Harper, with a 238, topped all others, some of

whom held the rank of 'Distinguished Marksman," the highest rifle award
given. Navy's scores were all well rounded.

The unfortunate finish of the season was the 2311 to 2291 defeat at the

hands of the D. C. National Guard. This was the first defeat for Navy in

rifle for two years. But it failed to dim the excellence of the work which
had been done by the team throughout the season.

Sunderland

McDougal

ON THE FIRING LINE
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Foreword

T'HEY too render service — these

advertisers whose products have

proven dependable and have given complete

satisfaction to the Navy and to the men of the

Navy for years. They await the opportunity

of serving you if possible.

Remember them as servants of the nation,

and as friends of the Navy and of the Naval

Academy. Remember them for their depend-

ability, reliability and integrity.

COOPERATION WITH THE INDUSTRIES

OF THE NATION IS THE KEYSTONE

OF MATERIAL EFFICIENCY

IN THE FLEET
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SCHUELE, PEPPLER & KOSTENS
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Uniforms • Equipments

Civilian Dress

Compliments of the

AMERICAN LEAGUE BASEBALL CLUB

OF NEW YORK
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<fcftHEN you give
a man a Krementz self-adjustable

WristWatch Band, you give him
something he'll want to wear

—

always. Mannish, good-looking
—and never any question of
wrong size because a clever clasp
hooksfast to any link of the band.
Indeed, it's this patented "can't-

slip-through" clasp that makes
it so easy for him to put on and
take offwithout danger of drop-
ping his watch. This same safety

feature, of course, applies when
he slides the band up his fore-

arm while washing his hands.
A wonderful gift for a man.
Dainty styles with the same
patented clasp, for women, too.

Krementz Wrist Watch Bands
from $5 to $50.

Krementz Correct Eve-
ningJewelry Sets make
ideal gifts, too. Either

the Full Dress Set or

the Tuxedo Set. Or both! $7.50
to $35.00. There are also Krem-
entz Collar Button Gift Sets, Tie
Holders and Soft Collar Hold-
ers, and Cuff Links in a fascin-

ating variety of smart colors and
designs, in modern gift boxes.

Better stores everywhere sell Krementz Jewelry.

Write for name of nearest store, and free book-

let containing CORRECT DRESS CHART.

KREMENTZ & CO., NEWARK, N.J.
Makers ofFine Jewelry since 1866

New York Office— 286 Fifth Avenue
LAckawanna 4-3123

The name
KREMEMTZis
your guarantee
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Smart?
Yes; but Suave . . . and Authentic

Lemmert Clothes for men, whether Cits, Sports or Formal wear,

have that rare combination of youth and dignity that one sees on

the more famous boulevards of Paris . . . Budapest . . . Vienna

... or London.

And they are priced at considerably less than

you would naturally expect to pay for garments

of such distinguished appearance and quality.

19 E. Fayette Street

Baltimore

JOHN R. LEMMERT
CLOTHES OF DISTINCTION

25 Maryland Avenue

Annapolis

Last Year Alone

360
UNA Special Trunks

174
UNA Lockers"

Were sold thru the Midship-

men's Store . . . Conclusive

proof that we can fill the

most exacting of Luggage

requirements.

SEWARD
TRUNK & BAG CO.

Petersburg, Va.

NAVY MAN'S FOOD
For breakfast, SHREDDED WHEAT is

the "first line of defense" for officers

and midshipmen, because it contains all

the health-giving, muscle-making ele-

ments of the whole wheat in a digestible

form.

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
"Uneeda Bakers"

[4]



SOMEDAY . .

.

there won't be a

TOMORROW . . .

of only

TODAY . . .

are we sure

NOW...
is the logical time to protect

your loved ones against someday's

YESTERDAY . . .

by joining the

NAVY MUTUAL AID ASSOCIATION
of, by and for

YOU . . .

and your brother officers

YOU ...

are all cordially invited to join

If interested see our Annapolis Directors:

Capt. H. D. Cooke, U.S.N.

Capt. D. G. McRitchie, (SC), U.S.N.

Capt. F. H. Sadler, U.S.N.

Lieut. Harold Coldwe

Comdr. W. W. Smith, U.S.N.

Comdr. F. H. Lash, (ChC), U.S.N.

Capt. J. W. Wilcox, Jr., U.S.N.

II, U.S.N.

Or write:

T. J. Cowie, Rear Admiral

Paymaster General, U.S.N., Retired

Secretary and Treasurer

Room 1054, Navy Department

Washington, D. C.

[5]



J. A. Frederick Horr

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Highest Grade Full Dress Equipments, Caps,

Shoulder Marks, Swords, Undress Belts,

Sword Knots, etc., for Officers of the U. S. N.

FOR SALE THROUGH

Midshipmen's Store, U. S. N. A.

ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND

San DiegoArmy 6- NavyAcademy
" WEST POINT OF THE WEST " _

A fully accredited military school. "Class M" rating

of the War Department. Prepares for colleges, West
Point and Annapolis. Lower school for younger boys.

Two years of Junior College work available.

The largest private military school on the Pacific

Coast. Located in suburb of sunny San Diego.

$1,000 per year. Discount to officers of Army and
Navy.

For illustrated catalogue address

San Diego Army and Navy Academy
Col. Thomas A. Davis, President

Member of the Association of Military Colleges and Schools of the

United States,

Box A. M., Pacific Beach, California

PARSONS MARINE

STEAM TURBINES

Geared Turbine Machinery

for All Classes of Vessels

DESIGNERS OF HIGH POWER MARINE

TURBINES for CRUISERS and

ATLANTIC LINERS

THE PARSONS MARINE STEAM

TURBINE COMPANY, LIMITED

JOHN PLATT, Agent

75 West Street

New York, N. Y.
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STERLING ENGINES Have Powered

Navy Motor Launches for a Quarter Century

/
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The mooring masts at Akron and Lakehurst are

propelled by "straight eight" cylinder 1200

R.P.M. Sterling engines of 240 and 565 H.P. re-

spectively. Many Sterling engines have earned

their third service stripe.

12 to 565 H.P.

STERLING ENGINE CO.
BUFFALO

[7]
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JACOB REED'S SONS

Manufacturers

of high grade Uni-

forms and Equipment

for Officers of the

U. S. NAVY.

JACOB REED S SONS
PHILADELPHIA

ATLANTIC CITY • ANNAPOLIS • PITTSBURGH

QUALITY APPAREL SINCE 1824

[8]



JACOB REED'S SONS

for.
More Than ONE HUNDRED

and EIGHT YEARS the Name

of This Firm Has Been Represent

tative of the FINEST in Men's

QUALITY Apparel.

JACOB REEDS SONS
1424.1426 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA
1127-1129 BOARDWALK, ATLANTIC CITY
ANNAPOLIS • PITTSBURGH

QUALITY APPAREL SINCE 1824

[9]



FRANK THOMAS COMPANY
White Uniforms

Known throughout the Service as the Best

Whites Made in the States

FRANK THOMAS COMPANY, Inc.

The White Uniform House

NORFOLK, VA.

Annapolis, Md., at 46 Maryland Avenue

Makers of the CAVALIER

Finest of Navy Caps

Pneumercator Co., Inc.

Manufacturers of

PNEUMERCATOR TANK

GAUGES

AND

SHIP'S DRAFT

GAUGES

305 East 46th Street New York, N. Y.

RELIABLE

We have for the past thirty-eight

years served the Midshipmen

with our unsurpassed service.

MOORE'S CONFECTIONERY
MRS. M. MOORE, Proprietor

Corner Maryland Avenue and

Prince George Street

[10]



No parching9 no toasting

Camels are Made fresh

and Kept fresh

Parched or toasted tobacco has no more

chance to get into a Camel than a 7 5 -lb chorus

man has to get by a recruiting officer.

Every Camel is fragrant with the cool, mild

flavor of choice sun-ripened tobaccos, fresh

with natural moisture.

Camels are never parched or toasted— the

Reynolds method of scientifically applying

heat guarantees against that. They reach you

in the air-sealed Camel Humidor Pack fresh

and in prime smoking condition no matter

where you're stationed. Desert wind won't dry

them, nor a pea soup fog make them soggy.

Give your throat a twenty- four hour leave

from the harsh hot smoke of parched dry-as-

dust tobaccos. Switch to fresh Camels for just

one day. Then quit them— if you can.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, Winston-Salem, N. C.

Don 't remove the moisture-proof wrapping from

yunr package of Camels after you open it. The

Camel Humidor Pack is protection against

sweat, sea air, dust and germs. It can be de-

pended upon to deliver fresh Camels every time

Camels
Made 1 IIESII - Kopt FRESH

© 1932, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company



The New . . .

NATIONAL MATCH
Colt Automatic Pistol

Caliber

.45

The Regulation .45

Automatic . . . With

Hand - Finished

Target Action . .

.

THE Colt Government Model Caliber .45

Automatic Pistol is now available with

Super-Smooth, Hand-Honed Target Action

-Selected "Match" Barrel—and "Pat-

ridge" Type Sights. This arm is known as

the Colt "NATIONAL MATCH" Model and
will appeal especially to lovers of the regu-

lation .45 Automatic Pistol—it is equipped
with all regular safety features and is

identical in operation and size with the

Government Model.

Features
Super-Smooth, Hand-Honed Target Action
Select "Match" barrel

Patridge type rear sight with 1/10 inch
front sight. (1/8 inch supplied at no
extra cost)

Magazine capacity, 10 cartridges

Using the .45 Automatic Cartridge

Manufactured by

Colt's Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co.
Fire; Arms Division

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

ARMA ENGINEERING

CO., INC.

BROOKLYN, N. Y., U. S. A.

Manufacturers for U. S. Navy

of

Gyro Compass Equipments

Navigational Instruments

Gun Fire Control Instruments

Torpedo Control Instruments

Electrical Transmission and

Indicating Systems

COME TO THE

LITTLE GARDEN
RESTAURANT

A favorite dining place for Midshipmen who ap-

preciate good food, superbly served in a most

charming atmosphere.

IT IS NOT TOO LATE TO KNOW
That the old "Sugar Ball", now located at 63

Maryland Avenue, is the

\\t u
^SUCAR BOWL

and the

MIDSHIPMEN'S HEADQUARTERS

[12]



Through tropic heat

and thundering salvos FRIGIDAIRE

sails with Hying colors

A TEN DAY cruise to Caribbean

waters ... to the sun scorched

sky of Guantanamo Bay. The recon-

ditioned S.S. Pennsylvania sailed on

one of the most gruelling tests put

to fighting craft.

Armaments and equipment were

to be taxed to the utmost. And
among this equipment was Frigidaire.

Frigidaire Ice Cream Cabinets in the

ship's soda fountain, Frigidaire
equipment to help freeze ice cream

... ice cream to cool the parched

palates of the sun-swept crew.

Not once did Frigidaire falter. Not

once did it fail to supply the zero

temperatures so necessary to keep

ice cream firm and cold. Not even

when the mercury boiled merrily at

I 30 degrees in the compressor room.

And when the climax came . . .

when twelve fourteen-inch guns fired

five thundering salvos . . . terrific

concussions that rocked the ship from

stem to stern . . . the supreme test

of all equipment . . . Frigidaire came
through with flying colors, remained

undamaged, did not once pause in

its perfect operation.

Not only in this test, but in others,

Frigidaire has earned its right to sail

with the Navy. Built with stamina to

withstand terrific wear and tear, built

with surplus power to operate effi-

ciently under extreme temperatures,

built to meet practically every re-

frigeration need . . . Frigidaire truly

represents the last word in advanced

refrigeration. Frigidaire Corpora-

tion, Subsidiary of General Motors

Corporation, Dayton, Ohio.

ICE CREAM, SAILOR? Here is the soda fountain

at which sailors on the Pennsylvania refresh them-

selves while on cruise . . . and the Frigidaire Ice

Cream Cabinets which are used to harden the ice

cream.

FRIGIDAIRE
A GENERAL MOTORS VALUE

[13]



ESTABLISHED 1888

A QUARTER CENTURY
OF

College Photography

220 West 42nd Street

NEW YORK

COMPLETELY EQUIPPED TO RENDER THE

HIGHEST QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP AND

AN EXPEDITED SERVICE ON BOTH PER-

SONAL PORTRAITURE AND PHOTOGRAPHY

FOR COLLEGE ANNUALS.

OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHER TO THE

"1932 LUCKY BAG"

[14]



By By
Appointment Appointment

GIEVES, Limited
Outfitters to the Royal Navy

extend a cordial invitation to all officers and midshipmen of

the U. S. Navy while in Europe or British waters to link up fur-

ther patronage during 1932 to their already large clientele

amongst the American Forces.

Our Representative, Mr. William Young, will be visiting the

United States twice a year and will attend at the Navy Depart-
ment, Washington, the Naval Academy (during May and
June)

.

Officers xvhose measurements are taken can be assured that

all uniforms and plain clothes will be ready for fitting at any
European Port.

Upon receipt of instructions Mr. Young will arrange to

visit any port when required.

Prices are approximately those appertaining to the British

Navy.

£™=L, LONDON, ENGLAND
W.l.

Branches at

PORTSMOUTH ------ - 22, The Hard

PORTSMOUTH - - Publishing Dept, 2, The Hard

LIVERPOOL - - - 14, Lord Street

PLYMOUTH - - 63, George Street

CHATHAM ----- 3, Military Road

WEYMOUTH 1, Grosvenor Place

EDINBURGH 120, Princes Street

SOUTH SEA ----- 37, Palmerston Road

SOUTHAMPTON ------ Havelack Chbrs., Queen's Terrace

MALTA - - - 32, Strada Mezzoda, Valetta

GIBRALTAR 110-112, Main Street

[15]
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EUROPE
~tha/i>eZ Ltewi»/

Never before could you buy so much for so little

. . . transatlantic rates are lower . . . hotels more

anxious than ever to accommodate you. Let

COOK'S
arrange your steamship passage, passport, visa, hotel

accommodation, railroad tickets, air travel ... all the

hundred and one matters, which must be thought of.

EARLY SPRING TRAVEL . . . Direct to Mediter-

ranean ports; itineraries include motoring through

Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia; through Sicily, Italy,

the Riviera.

FOR SPRING AND SUMMER . . . Tours de-luxe,

by highest class steamers; sailings via North Atlantic

and Southern routes. Itineraries covering Great Britain

. . . Continental Europe . . . North Cape . . . Russia.

Special Cruise Tours by Airplane; General Airplane

and Private Automobile Travel. Tours by Cabin

Steamers; also by the popular Tourist Class.

INDIVIDUAL INDEPENDENT TRAVEL . . .

To suit your personal requirements, your budget and

your convenience ... at any time . . . with or with-

out courier escort.

PASSENGER AGENTS FOR ALL STEAMSHIP LINES

USE COOKS TRAVELLERS' CHEQUES

Literature and full information at your request

THOS. COOK & SON
WAGONS-LITS INC.

7,',\1 Fifth Avenue, New York

Philadelphia Boston

Chicago Si. Louis

Toronto Montreal

Baltimore

San Francisco

Vancouver

Washington
Los Angeles

Mexico City

The HAMILTON
1 4th at K, N. W.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

For the past two years the Hamilton has

enjoyed the honor of the patronage of

many Midshipmen from Annapolis, and
can rightfully claim the honor as the

official hotel for Midshipmen.

All 300 outside rooms are beautifully

furnished and equipped with showers

and electric fans.

An excellent Dining Room with imme-
diate and unobtrusive service.

The hotel is

all points of

only a few
interest.

ROOMS

minutes from

Single -

Double

- - - $3 to $5

$5 to $8

a 25% discount from the above rates is

allowed to Midshipmen and their families.

C£2.

(n VEhVM'BfiCk TO THF

OLEPODUNt ^H£Rt

THEY THINK tfiNureW
/)/?/? rue Y/ttTCHMhKeRz
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"Sails Set to the Sky"

%

mw

NAVY TESTS AND APPROVES
MARTIN GIANT OF THE AIR

'T^HE XP2M-1, the latest and largest flying boat built

* by Martin, is the very latest development in flying

boat construction, embodying features of design never

before incorporated in the construction of flying boats.

Navy engineers, in conjunction with the Martin

Company's engineers, have for a long time been study-

ing design and construction of large flying boats, until

this type of aircraft is now perfected to a point where

it is capable of taking its rightful place among other

successful types of aircraft.

Its refinement of hull lines, eliminating heavy spray

in rough water take-offs and taxiing; its new deep Vee
bottom, permitting safe and easy landings on rough

water without shock; and its great reserve of power, giv-

ing excellent take-off and flying characteristics when
heavily loaded, attest to the advancement made in the

design of this type of aircraft, and to the ability of the

Martin Company, through exhaustive engineering and

research methods, to produce quality aircraft.

MARTIN
Builders of

Dependable Aircraft Since 1909

The Glenn L. Martin Company
Baltimore - Maryland

AIRCRAFT
[17]



The Seamen's Bank for Savings
74 Wall Street, New York, N. Y.

This bank was chartered in 1 829,

especially to encourage thrift

among men of the sea. We invite

you to use the facilities of this

strong bank. One dollar will start

an account.

Deposits draw interest from the

day they are received.

You can do business with this

bank from any part of the world.

Send for leaflet "Banking by mail."

We owe over I 15,000 deposi-

tors more than $115,000,000.

Total resources exceed $135,000,-

000. Allotments accepted.

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES AT $3.50 A YEAR

SAM FITZ
Established in 1900

TAILOR AND IMPORTER
Naval Equipment

MAKER OF NAVAL UNIFORMS

and CIVILIAN CLOTHES

I 12 Washington Avenue

Telephone 59

Bremerton, Washington

A

fflBH THIS FIRST

WEEK OF WATER POLO

I K/V0W H0WTHF
MUTIWS FELT WHftf

THE"WWW Wlf
ftLONQt"
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MAKERS of...

Officers' Raincoats

Rubber Ponchos

Rubber Boots

Blankets

IxSClS ... the Shoe of Champions

United States mm Rubber Company

r»i



Rowenng
the Fleet

that sails

'Upstairs"

Wasp-powered Boeing planes of "Fighting 5" Squadron

Pilots and engines flying with the Navy have

many specifications in common. Both require

the best materials available. Then training . .

.

and craftsmanship. Careful examinations. Ex-

acting tests. And in the finished product . . .

absolute dependability. The Pratt & Whitney

Aircraft Company is proud of the "hash

marks" Wasp and Hornet engines have earned

with service in the fleet that sails "upstairs."

PRATT SWHITNEY AIRCRAFT CO.
EAST HARTFORD CONNECTICUT

Division of United Aircraft & Transport Corp.

Manufactured id Canada by Canadian Pratt & "Whitney Air-

craft Co., Ltd., Longueuil, Quebec; in Continental Europe

by Bavarian Motor Works, Munich; in Japan by Nakajima

Aircraft Works, Tokyo.

Wasp I Hornet
^L .,';.. tered Trade-Mark

Insignia
and

Uniform Equipments
for the discriminating

Naval Officer
GOLD LACE SWORDS, BELTS

GOLD EMBROIDERIES FULL DRESS EOUIPMENTS
INSIGNIA, MEDALS AVIATION INSIGNIA

BUTTON SETS

Meyer Made Rolled Sold Button Sets tor NAVAL
OFFICERS contorm in every detail to Government
specifications. They have a solid gold surface and
are warranted for 10 years.

inquire at your dealer or tailor

N. S. MEYER, INC.
43 East 19th Street, New York

11

IT'S QETTlN ' SO NOW

TtfPlT?E0PU£ ARE"

KEFERRIM' TO THIS

depression fis the
ENDftfftNCE con-test

up ooi? WAV"

So F£RK fterTHERjj
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The FLAG and the FILM

EVERY port is a port

of call for the United States Navy.

And in every land to which our

Navy brings the pledge of peace,

American motion pictures carry the

message of recreation and enter-

tainment to the world's millions.

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS and

DISTRIBUTORS of AMERICA, INC
WILL H. HAYS, President

28 WEST 44th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

MEMBERS

Bray Productions, Inc.

The Caddo Co., Inc.

Cecil B. de Mille Pictures Corp.

Christie Film Company
Columbia Pictures Corporation

Eastman Kodak Company
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.

Electrical Research Products, Inc.

First National Pictures, Inc.

Fox Film Corporation

D. W. Griffith, Inc.

Inspiration Pictures, Inc.

Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Dist. Corp.
Paramount Publix Corp.
Pathe Exchange, Inc.

Principal Pictures Corp.

R C A Photophone, Inc.

R K O Distributing Corp.
RKO Pathe Distributing Corp.
Hal Roach Studios, Inc.

Sono-Art Productions, Inc.

Tiffany Productions, Inc.

United Artists Corp.
Vitagraph, Inc.

Universal Pictures Corp.

[21]



//Be "AT EASE" in Stetsons!
From the first step you enjoy comfort in Stetsons

—not a bite or blister those first ten tough miles

required to "break in" the average pair of new
shoes. By a system exclusively its own, Stetson

"walks out" in the factory the stiffness and harsh-

ness naturally present in new leathers and brings

them to you tamed, smooth, docile. In short,

provides you with instant shoe comfort. Smart

shoe comfort, too, for Stetsons are styled right to

look right—trim, clean-cut, swanky. Stop in a

Stetson shop. Look over the Stetson line-up and

see for yourself. Take advantage of the lowest

Stetson prices in fourteen years and step out to

instant satisfaction in a pair of smart pre-walked

Stetsons. The Stetson Shoe Company, Inc., South

Weymouth, Massachusetts.

Stetson Shops, Inc.
15 West 42nd Street

New York
Dearborn at Adams Street

Chicago

[22]



Tiffany & Co.

Jewelers Silversmiths Stationers

Jewelryand Silverware
Dependable Value

ForAlmost a Century

Mail Inquiries Receive Prompt Attention

Fifth Avenue &37 - Street

NewYork

[23]



Ford Instrument Company, Inc.

Rawson Street and Nelson Avenue

LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

Gun Fire Control Apparatus,

Scientific, Mathematical and Calculating Instruments,

Consulting Engineers

H. N. KOOLACE

EXCLUSIVE

WHITE and KHAKI

UNIFORM TAILOR

39|4 Maryland Avenue

ANNAPOLIS - MARYLAND

"IT'S 60 WRK
ftT THESE
EvFNlNQ
fOffrtAT/oNS

THAT THE 3UGLF

COftPS CAN'T
SEE TO -REAT>

THEIR MUSlz"
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T
HIS etching of the Constitution by C. J.

A. Wilson illustrates the high quality of

the illustrations that appear each month in

THE UNITED STATES NAVAL INSTITUTE PROCEEDINGS
THE NAVY'S FORUM

Address: U. S. NAVAL INSTITUTE, Annapolis, Maryland

[25]



1849 EIGHTY-THIRD ANNIVERSARY 1932

N aval Uniforms-Civilian Dress

Th e Wm. H. Bellis Com
Civilian Dress for September Leave

Special Price List to Graduating Class

2I6 MAIN STREET—ANNAPOLIS, MD.

(Opposite Hotel Maryland)

pa ny

'A SMART SHOP CATERING TO SMART PEOPLE"

It is our distinct objective

to become an

" Institution with the Regiment"

QUALITY — SERVICE — ATMOSPHERE
and FAIR PRICES

Will be found at

8ZoiwC6
Home Made Creams and Ices

The Best in Candies

Good Things to Eat

66 State Circle Annapolis, Md.

Severn School
SEVERNA PARK, MARYLAND

A Country Boarding School for Boys

on the Severn River near Annapolis

College Preparatory

Special Courses for

ANNAPOLIS and WEST POINT

Catalogue

ROLLAND M. TEEL, Ph.D., Principal

[26]



The Carvel Hall Hotel
PRINCE GEORGE STREET—KING GEORGE STREET

ANNAPOLIS, MD.

DIRECTLY ACROSS FROM THE NAVAL ACADEMY

MAIN LOUNGE OF CARVEL HALL

Rooms singly or in suites with bath or running water

Moderate rates by the day, week, month or year

American or European Plan

Garage on Premises—Ample Parking Space at King George Street Entrance

[27]



TORPEDO BOAT DESTROYER PRUITT

Bath Iron Works Corporation

SHIPBUILDERS AND ENGINEERS

BATH, MAINE, U. S. A.

CEO. J. DAVIS

COMPLETE LINE OF
NAVY NOVELTIES, GREETING CARDS

AND
SOUVENIRS

MAGAZINES

BANNERS

PILLOWS

PENNANTS

SONG BOOKS

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

NAVY STICKERS

76 MARYLAND AVENUE

ANNAPOLIS, MD.

Special Attention to Mail Orders

•8Y QoLLY, IT'S

fi WONDER. THfV
POA/'T WANT ME"

T& PAY TH£"
CROMER BULTOOi

[28}



et's all go to Turkey...
Eastward ho! Four thousand miles nearer the rising sun—let's go!

To the land of mosques and minarets. Let's see this strange, strange

country. Let's see the land where the tobacco* grows in small leaves

on slender stalks— to be tenderly picked, leaf by leaf, hung in long

fragrant strings, shelter-dried and blanket-cured. Precious stuff!

Let's taste that delicate aromatic flavor—that subtle difference

that makes a cigarette!

In every important tobacco-growing

center of Turkey, Chesterfield has

its own tobacco buyers.

XANTHI • CAVALLA • SMYRNA
famous Turkish Tobaccos

SAMSOUN

*Turkish tobacco is to cigarettes what

seasoning is to food— the "spice," the

"sauce."

You can taste the Turkish in Chester-

field—there's enough of it, that's why.

Four famous kinds of Turkish leaf

—

Xanthi, Cavalla, Smyrna, Samsoun—go

:

into the smooth, "spicy" Chesterfield

blend. Just one more reason for Chest-

erfield's better taste. Tobaccos from far

and near, the best of their several kinds

—and the right kinds.

That's why Chesterfields are GOOD
—they've got to be and they are.

..Mm W
#AR£TTES

Finest Turkish and Domestic Tobaccos Blended and Cross -Blende d



\Jut via Catapult

. . in via Sling . . and

ready to go again .

.

To win the approval of the U. S. Navy for ob-

servation work with the Battle and Scouting

Fleets, an airplane must have speed, climb

and maneuverability well beyond the severest

requirements of commercial flying. Depend-

ability and stamina are as basically necessary

as engine and empennage. Flights that start

on the catapult and end in the hoist sling

are convincing tests of quality in design and

structure. Because each of the series of new

"Corsair" designs has passed all of these

tests by generous margins, the Vought

"Corsair" has long been the observation plane

used on the Navy battleships and scout

cruisers. Chance Vought Corporation, East

Hartford, Connecticut. Division of United

Aircraft & Transport Corporation. Sole Ex-

port Representative: United Aircraft Exports,

Inc., 230 Park Avenue, New York, U. S. A.

CHANCE VOUfiHT CORPORATION



TRANSPORTING THE ESSENTIALS OF LIFE

WHAT WILL BE THE

GREAT DISCOVERY OF 1932?
UN lOyZ Charles Duryea's gasoline automobile,

America's first, chugged up the street. From this

queer looking horseless buggy of 1892 there has de-

veloped an industry with 1930 sales of over 2 billion.

The General American Tank Car Corporation
has been an indispensable aid to the develop-

ment of the automotive industry. Its vast fleet

of tank cars has made possible the economical
distribution of petroleum products, essential to

the widespread use of the automobile.

I IN lyUU Count Ferdinand Von Zeppelin's

strange cigar-shaped contraption rose into the air.

From it developed the modern dirigible . . . and the

largest airship ever built . . . the Akron.

Helium fills the huge bag of the Akron . . . the gas

being transported in a General American con-

structed car. Before this car was built, helium
could only be carried at great cost in small

cylinders . . . and the helium car today has be-

come an important factor in the economical
operation of American dirigibles.

I IN IV I O The mechanical silk worm had been
struggling for years, getting nowhere. Yet, in 1926,

when 62,575,000 pounds of rayon were produced,

artificial silk was rapidly becoming as common as

cotton.

Essential to rayon manufacture is caustic soda,

which must be of low iron content. To avoid

iron contamination, such as frequently resulted

when caustic soda was shipped in bulk, General

American built a nickel-lined car which de-

livers liquid caustic soda in a pure condition.

This invention alone saves rayon producers hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars annually.

I IN lYZD Mechanical refrigerators came into

general use. Today such refrigerators are common.
These modern ice chests use many refrigerants . . .

ammonia, iso-butane, methyl chloride, sulfur diox-

ide, dichlorodi-fluoro methane.

To meet the demands of this industry, General
American constructed special high-pressure tank

cars which transport these refrigerants. In this

way, General American tank cars have aided in

the development of another great industry, have
helped bring mechanical refrigeration to the

American home.

I IN I7JX Who knows what the great discovery

will be? Yet, possibly one will be made ... as far-

reaching in its consequences as many of the major
discoveries of the past thirty years. The great dis-

covery of 1932 may create a demand for some new
railroad car. And, when the new car is needed, you
can be sure that General American will build it.

GENERAL AMERICAN TANK CAR CORP.
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...from the Marietta

to the San Francisco

In the fifty years that embraces the entire evolution of

modern methods of generating steam, The Babcock &

Wilcox Company has advanced from installations in the

Gunboats Marietta, Annapolis, and Chicago of 1896 to

the present day Scout Cruisers San Francisco and Tusca-

loosa . . . modern examples of economy and efficiency

secured through the use of steam at higher pressures and

temperatures.

This organization is not only grateful that it has been

allowed to place its accumulated experience at the dis-

posal of the United States Navy . . . but justly proud of

the part played as the service has established records of

real achievement.

The BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY, New York

AM5

BABCOCK & WILCOX
MARINE PRODUCTS

Water-Tube Boilers

De-Superheaters

Superheaters

Economizers

Air Heaters

Oil Burners

Stokers

Refractories

Oil Separators

Feedwater Regulators

Water-Cooled Furnaces

Pulverized-Coal Equipment

BERKELEYS
LTD.

125 VICTORIA STREET

LONDON, S.W.I, ENGLAND

NAVAL, MILITARY and

CIVIL TAILORS

OFFICERS' COMPLETE OUTFITS

for all CLIMATES and OCCASIONS

WORLD-RENOWNED ENGLISH

TAILORING AT ITS BEST

BERKELEYS, LTD., 125 VICTORIA STREET

LONDON, S.W.I, ENGLAND

clhc
Champagne,
ofIreland

loved theWorldover

Qantrell&($ochrane
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LAUNCHING OF THE U. S. S. INDIANAPOLIS, NOVEMBER 7, 1931

ĉ̂INCE 1903, when the first naval contract was awarded, there has

%J always been under construction at this yard one or more vessels

for the United States Navy. This continuous naval program includes

cruisers, destroyers and miscellaneous vessels in addition to the bat-

tleships.

Throughout this entire range of production, New York Shipbuilding Co.
has been more than able to meet the exacting requirements, the infinite

detail, of these difficult types of ship construction. It has at the same
time been able to contribute to the development and efficiency of the

United States Navy through improved methods of construction and

through maintenance of the highest standards of accuracy and crafts-

manship.

NEW YORK SHIPBUILDING CO.
Main Office and Works: Camden, N. J. New York Office: 420 Lexington Ave.
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1865 1932

Fine Uniform Cloths and

High Grade Civilian

Overcoatings

Cloths for Midshipmen's overcoats and full dress

have been produced by Worumbo for many years.

WORUMBO COMPANY
5 1 Madison Avenue New York, N. Y.

M/0\aJ lA/H/VTS COM/AlG /VFXJ

BUT IF ITS L\K€ TH^ ^SP
Four yeai^s we shore

EN ZoYfi&LE TIMF"

^#
ST*.
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STARKEYS, Limited
21 GEORGE STREET, HANOVER SQUARE

LONDON, ENGLAND

COLD LACE and ACCOUTREMENT
MANUFACTURERS

Messrs. GIEVES' representative, Mr. William Young, acting on

our behalf, pays regular visits to the ACADEMY twice a year

with a view to soliciting ORDERS from those making the CRUISE

to EUROPEAN WATERS and

AN ILLUSTRATED LIST fully detailing Starkey's Designs

can be had on application

Known to every Navy of the World

by reason of the maintenance of

standard quality of the gold and

silver used in their productions.

GOLD LACE

EPAULETTES

COCKED HATS

SWORDS and BELTS

CAPS, Etc.

Messrs. GIEVES, Limited, 21 OLD BOND STREET, LONDON, ENC.
THE RECOGNIZED ROYAL NAVY OUTFITTERS GUARANTEE TO USE ONLY

—STARKEY'S PRODUCTS —
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EDGEWORTH
SMOKINQ TOBACCO

"The Smoker's Diploma
SINCE 1877

>>

LARUS & BRO. CO, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

^DAVIDSON'

PUMPS

on new Cruisers

Louisville

and Chicago

Used in the Navy

for over 40 years

SBZ-
"TNFT CoBBLfR
hUSTA PUT THESE'
RowLocAcs OM
HY SHoets
BY MISTAKE

/i/ir"'
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832 1932ONE HUNDRED YEARS

Continuously on Chestnut Street

1218-20-22 CHESTNUT STREET
Philadelphia

1932 Miniature Ring 1932 Class Ring 1933 Miniature Ring

The Class of 1932 have before them

the magnificent steel die work produced

in this Establishment—and this occasion

is taken to thank the class for their

patronage.

The perfected Service-by-mail Depart-

ment is ready at all times to function in

the interest of Officers in the Service, in

any part of the world in which they may

be stationed.

ANNAPOLIS BRANCH: Maryland Avenue and State Circle
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The Annapolis Banking

& Trust Company
Corner of Main Street and Church Circle

Annapolis, Md.

^INCE its Foundation this

Bank has made a specialty of Naval

Business. Today we carry and handle

through our Bank more Naval Accounts

than any Bank in this Country.

STATE, COUNTY AND CITY DEPOSITORY

OFFICERS

JAMES A. WALTON RIDGELY P. MELVIN ANDREW A. KRAMER
President Vice-Pres. and Attorney Treasurer
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IHIS mark is your year book insurance. It identifies a

standard of excellence in the production of College Annuals.

We point with pride to our identification with such an

association of master printers who take pride in their work,

and whose constant aim is the upbuilding of the better

annuals.

That these colleges have repeatedly entrusted the printing

of their annuals to us indicates the worth of such association.

U. S. NAVAL ACADEMY . U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY . CORNELL UNIVERSITY

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE . NEW YORK UNIVERSITY . RUTGERS COLLEGE
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY . UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA . SWARTHMORE
MIDDLEBURY . STEVENS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY . ELMIRA COLLEGE

WELLESLEY COLLEGE . CONNECTICUT COLLEGE FOR WOMEN.

The Schilling Press, Inc.
• MASTER CRAFTSMEN •

137-139 East 25th Street New York City
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The FARMERS' NATIONAL BANK
ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND

Established 1805 The Oldest Bank in Maryland

COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES AND STORAGE VAULTS

We render every service consistent with good banking

and are equipped to care for your every banking need

TOTAL RESOURCES $3,300,050.43

FAULTLESS NOBELT
PAJAMAS

Are Guaranteed

THE

NOBELT WAISTBAND

PERMANENTLY

RETAINS ITS

ELASTICITY

The Faultless Mfg. Company

of BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

''/3> LIKE To Q£T Son?

0FTH0SC As//>T)C

Countries into a

<qf\ty s oF WAT eft- Pol o
OA/CE flLftlQHT-

THEM THAR. MAtfPrVfS)
'*> Rather, ^o to
_CH I rJA, I
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THIS ANNUAL ENGRAVED BY JAHN ft OLLLER
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CURTISSWRIGHT
. . . Designs and Builds

Planes and Engines for

Every Type of Military

and Naval Service . . .

Curtiss -Wright has placed the most complete aeronautical

plants in the world at the disposal of the Materiel Divi-

sion of the Army Air Corps and the Bureau of Aeronau-

tics, Navy Department. With the hearty cooperation of

these Departments, Curtiss -Wright designs and builds

planes and engines for every type of Military and Naval

Service— observation, pursuit, attack, heavy bombard-

ment planes—and huge flying boats.

Among the latest Curtiss -Wright developments are— the

Curtiss P6-E Hawk, powered with a Conqueror 600 h.p.

engine, fastest pursuit plane of the United States Army;

the new Curtiss A-8, powered with a Conqueror 600 h.p.

engine, deadly weapon for surprise attack on ground

troops; the Curtiss F9C-2, powered with a Whirlwind

420, newest and smallest of the Navy air-fighting Fleet,

now being constructed for use with the U. S. AKRON.

Manufacturing Divisions

Curtiss Aeroplane & Motor Company, Inc.

Buffalo, New York
Wright Aeronautical Corporation

Paterson, New Jersey

Keystone Aircraft Corporation
Bristol, Pennsylvania

ARMY A-8 ATTACK PLANE

NAVYF9C-2 AKRON FIGHTER

ARMY P6-E PURSUIT PLANE

WHIRLWIND 300-420 CONQUEROR 600 H. P. CYCLONE 575 H.P.

CURTISS-WRIGHT CORPORATION
29 WEST 57TH STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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College Annuals . . .

Many noted colleges and schools have entrusted

The Du Bois Press with the production of their

Year-Books. We feature fine books, catalogues

and color printing. Note the following comment:

Reprint from the Inland Printer, the leading Business

and Technical Journal of the World in the Printing

and Allied Industries. Written by the Editor, J. L.

Frazier, whom we thank for his all too generous

praise of this and former modest contributions of

The Du Bois Press to the Printing Art.

"When we look over examples of your work we feel

like making use of the famous Buick slogan and

writing, 'When better printing is possible Du Bois

will do it.' Your house-organ, The Du Bois Acorn,

is invariably outstanding, but the latest issue, Vol-

ume II, No. 4, sets a new mark in excellence of

layout, typography, colors, and printing. The effect

is smartly modern, not, however, let us add, 'mod-

ernistic,' a term which now has and deserves a black

eye among the people of discriminating taste. The

various types of illustrations are beautifully rendered

in colors, an especially interesting feature being the

printing of the distinctive decorative features, initials,

and tailpieces in delicate pastel shades suggestive of

water colors. The cover is a knockout. Indeed, we
cannot imagine one having the most particular and
important work to be done hesitating for a fraction

of a second over your ability to handle it in wholly

fitting manner."

THE DU BOIS YEAR-BOOK SERVICE IS ONE OF HELPFUL CO-OPERATION WITH THE EDITORS. IT TAKES CARE OF ALL

THE TECHNICAL DETAILS WITH A SYMPATHETIC UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICAL HELP IN EVERY PART OF THE WORK.

THE DU BOIS PRESS Rochester, X. Y. a. f. du bois, President

PRINTERS OF THE 1921, '23, '24, '25, '26, '28 AND '29 LUCKY BAGS — 1927 AND '28 HOWITZERS

WE OFFER CONGRATULATIONS

TO A. G. WARD, Editor-in-Chief; R. T. SIMPSON,

Business Manager; the entire LUCKY BAG BOARD;
JAHN & OLLIER, Engravers, and THE SCHILLING

PRESS, Printers, for the truly excellent work they have

done in producing this 1932 LUCKY BAG.

W E consider it a rare privilege to have had a hand in

its making for it represents the Ninth LUCKY BAG
in ten years which we have bound.

J. F. TAPLEY CO., Long Island City, N. Y.
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HOTEL MARTINIQUE
Sixteenth Street at M

WASHINGTON, D. C.

EXTENDS TO THE MEMBERS

OF THE 1932 GRADUATING CLASS ITS

SINCERE CONGRATULATIONS

And the invitation to stay at

"Washington's foremost serv-

ice hotel" during all of their

future visits to Washington.

REMEMBER:

A discount of 25% of room charges is allowed

Midshipmen, Officers and their families.

L R. HAWKINS, Manager

Charles C. Feldmeyer

56 MARYLAND AVENUE

ANNAPOLIS, MD.

NEWSDEALER
BOOKSELLER

AND

STATIONER

NAVY PENNANTS

PILLOW CASES

POST CARDS

SOUVENIRS

STICKERS

Sole Agent for

REMINGTON and CORONA TYPEWRITERS
EASTMAN KODAK and SUPPLIES

Alligator

Featherweight

Uniform

Raincoat

THE IDEAL

ALL-WEATHER COAT
FOR MILITARY

AND
CIVILIAN WEAR

Guaranteed absolutely

waterproof

THE ALLIGATOR CO.
ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.

'' Trti^ WWM wef\THER

is qiviN'ne A CR^hl

Chr>NCFTo ktTCH UP

ON MY OUTSIDE
f?efM>iMCn nri^ bull
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Eatons HIGHLAND Linen and Vellum

WRITING PAPERS S* l# #

EP-15

GILBERTS

PHARMACY

STATE CIRCLE

ANNAPOLIS, MD.

1 he distinctive texture, the perfect writing sur-

face, and the tasteful styling of Eaton's Highland

Writing Papers have won them the enduring

favor of discriminating men and women. Wher-

ever you go, you will find Eaton'sHighlandpapers

preferred for all kinds of social correspondence,

on all occasions. Now they come to your writing

desk sealed in the sheer transparency of a dust-

proof, moisture-proof covering, with all their

immaculate perfection preserved for your use.

Fifty cents the box, at Stationery Stores everywhere

EATON PAPER COMPANY
formerly Eaton, Crane & Pike Company

PITTSFIELD, MASS.

The Line

X-Ray Apparatus
Medical

From the small outfits for Physicians' offices up to the special-

ized equipment as used in the hospital for complete diagnostic

and deep therapy work.

Dental

"CDX"—the 100% electrically safe dental X-ray unit of

modest dimensions.

Coolidge X-Ray Tubes Supplies

Physical Therapy Apparatus and

Electro-Medical Specialties

High Frequency Apparatus

Medical Diathermy

Surgical Diathermy

Wave Generators

Sinusoidal—Galvanic

Muscle Training Apparatus

Vibratory Massage Apparatus

Treatment Tables

"Giant" Eye Magnet

Cautery Units

Electrocardiograph

Ultraviolet Quartz Lamps
Air-Cooled—-Water-Cooled

Radiant Heat Lamps
Incandescent

Infra-red

Hydrotherapy Equipment

Electric Heat Pads

Bakers

Infant Incubators

Transilluminators
Electric Centrifuges

GENEMAL $H ELECTMC

2012 Jackson Boulevard

FORMER 1-Y VICTOR

Chicago, 111.,U.S. A.

X-RAY CORPORATION
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View in the testing department where every Jenkins standard
bronsc valve is given a zvide-margin test both on steam and water.

EVERY VALVE is tested . .

.

not just an occasional one

Every Jenkins Standard Bronze
Globe, Angle, Cross and Check
Valve is tested before it is

shipped from the factory. It

is made to demonstrate by a
wide margin that it is tight and
stays tight under the pressure
for which it is rated. This
test is carried out not only with
water pressure but also with
steam.

The testing plant in the Jenkins
Factory is staffed with compe-
tent men whose responsibility

is to see that all Jenkins Valves
pass the Jenkins wide-margin
test. Write us and ask for
Form 141. JENKINS BROS.,
80 White St., New York, N.
Y. ; Boston, Bridgeport, Phila-

delphia, Chicago, Houston.

Jenkins
BRONZE IRON STEEt

VALVES
Since 1864 J

T. KENT GREEN
Ph.G.

DRUGGIST

THE REXALL STORE

Prescriptions

Filled Satisfactorily

J®

170 MAIN STREET

ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND

SET-'
"DoN'T GST

PANICKY FOLKS, /'n
UST WARmin' tfP

FOR THE BUJ.
WATER R>LO

"m^
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JL HORSTMANN A
*w Quality Uniforms lp

1 Equipments |
Are Standard in Ail Branches of the Service

THE HORSTMANN UNIFORM COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA ANNAPOLIS

Recommended by the English Department of

United States Naval Academy

WEBSTER'S
COLLEGIATE

The Best Abridged Dictionary because it is based upon

WEBSTER'S NEW INTERNATIONAL—The "Supreme Au-

thority." Here is a companion for your hours of reading

and study that will prove its real value every time you con-

sult it. A wealth of ready information on words, persons,

places, is instantly yours. 106,000 words and phrases with

definitions, etymologies, pronunciations, and use in its 1,256

pages. 1 ,700 illustrations. Includes dictionaries of biography

and geography and other features.

See It At Your College Book-
store or Write for Information
to the publishers. Free speci-

men pages if you name this

paper.

G. & C. Merriam Co.

Springfield, Mass.

Gyro Compasses

Gyro Pilots

Gyro Ship Stabilizers

Gun Control Equipment

Searchlights

Rudder Indicators

Revolution Indicators

Salinity Indicators

The Sperry Horizon

Directional Gyro

SPERRY GYROSCOPE CO., Inc.

BROOKLYN NEW YORK
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THIS book is cased in an S. K. SMITH

COVER ... a cover that is guaranteed to

be satisfactory and is created and

SMITHCRAFTED by an organization of

craftsmen specializing in the creation

and production of good covers. What-

ever your cover requirements may be,

this organization can satisfy them.

SEND FOR INFORMATION AND PRICES TO:

S. K. SMITH COMPANY
21 S. INSTITUTE PLACE CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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I HE Champion Coated Paper Company

made the paper for the 1932 Lucky Bag.

Champion paper was chosen by the

Lucky Bag Business Manager and the

printer as the best paper in value

(price and quality) for their purpose.

<^

The Champion Coated Paper Company
HAMILTON, OHIO

Manufacturers of Coated and Uncoated Advertisers' and Pub-

lishers' Papers, Cardboards and Bonds—Over a Million Pounds a Day.

DISTRICT SALES OFFICES:

New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Boston, St. Louis, and Cincinnati.
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<a icning from below!ey re tea

(DedicateJ to the Class of 1932— U. S. N. A.)

The day of days arrives at last, from Severn s shores

you go—This one last thought remember, Lads—They re

watching from below!

What of the four long years of training for a lifetime of service?

How short they soon will seem! Today you proudly don the

hard-earned insignia 01 rank— an officer's insignia in the Navy

of your Country. The world lies before you now, beckoning

with its false hopes and fading joys, rainbowed over a lifetime

of hard knocks, temptations and disappointments.

Fear not to face Life's challenge, for men are made of sterner stuff.

In the midst of Life's battles, when angry seas of sorrow, pain,

or despair rise in fury to dash your ship on some unchartered

rocks, may the Navy Spirit hover over you— and strong firm

hands reach from watery graves perchance, to warn you that

danger is nigh, and help you bring your ship safe home.

What a heritage is yours! Guard it all your life as a priceless jewel!

The day of days arrives at last, from Severn s shores

you go—This one last thought remember, Lads—They re

watching from below!

WITH OUR SINCERE CONGRATULATIONS

ASSOCIATION OF ARMY AND NAVY STORES, INC., 469 FIFTH AVENUE, N. Y. C.
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Page

Alligator Company, The 44

Annapolis Banking & Trust 38

Arma Engineering Company 12

Army & Navy Stores 51

Babcock & Wilcox Company 32

Bailey, Banks & Biddle 37

Bellis, William H., Company 26

Both Iron Works 28

Berkleys 32

Camel Cigarettes 11

Cantrell & Cochrane Company 32

Carvel Hall 27

Champion Paper Company 50

Chance Vought Corporation 30

Chesterfield Cigarettes 29

Colt's Firearms ... ... 12

Cook, Thomas, & Son 16

Curtiss-Wright Corporation 42

Davidson, M.
J., Company 36

Davis, George J 28

DuBois Press 43

Eaton Paper Company 45

Edgeworth Tobacco Company 36

Electric Boat Company 3

Farmer's National Bank 40

Faultless Manufacturing Company 40

Feldmeyer, Charles G 44

Fitz, Sam 18

Ford Instrument Company 24

Frigidaire Corporation 13

General American Tank Car Corporation 31

General Electric X-Ray Corporation 45

Gieve's, Limited 15

Gilbert's Pharmacy 45

Green, T. Kent 46

Hamilton Hotel 16

Horr,
J.

A. Frederick 6

Horstmann Uniform Company 48

Jahn & Oilier Engraving Company 41

Jenkins Brothers 46

Koolage, H. M 24

Krementz & Company 3

Larus & Brother 36

Lemmert, John R 4

Little Garden Restaurant 12

Liggett & Meyers Tobacco Company 25

Log, The 47

Martin, Glenn L., Company 17

Martinique Hotel 44

Merriam, C. & C, Company 48

Meyer, N. S., Inc 20

Moore's Confectionery 43

Motion Picture Producers & Distributors 21

National Biscuit Company 4

Naval Institute 25

Navy Mutual Aid Association 5

New York Shipbuilding Company 33

Parsons Marine Steam Turbine Company 6

Pneumercator Company, Incorporated 10

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Company 20

Reid's, Jacob, Sons 8&9
Robin's 26

San Diego Army & Navy Academy 6

Schaeffer Pen Company 1

Schilling Press, Incorporated 39

Schuele, Pepper & Kostens 2

Seaman's Bank for Savings 18

Severn School 26

Seward Trunk & Bag Company 4

Smith, S. K., Company 49

Spaulding, A. G., Brothers 46

Sperry Gyroscope Company, Incorporated 48

Starkey's, Limited 35

Sterling Engine Company

Stetson Shoe Company 22

Tapley 43

Thomas, Frank Company, Inc 10

Tiffany & Company 23

Triangle Ink Company 10

U. S. Rubber Company 19

White Studio 14

Worumbo Company 34

Yankee Stadium 2
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Alphabetical List of Midshipmen, 1st Class

Page

Abrahamson, E. P 108
Acker, F. C 135
Adams, A. B., jr 186
Adams, R. D 247
Allen, H. I., jr 139
Andrew, J. D 184
Archer, S. M 192
Arthur, L. A 137
Asman, E. C 218
Asmuth, W., jr 139
Atkins, B. K 245

Bailey, B. F 138
Bailey, B. L 84
Bailey, G. W 64
Baker, H. E 142
Baker, R. L 246
Bandy, J. 1 87
Beardslee, G. R 108
Beer, R. 85
Bellinger, G. L 182
Best, R. H 72
Bigaoutee, F. J 208
Bigler, J. C 146
Billingsley, E. B 165
Binns, J. A 71
Bisson, R. 147
Blair, R. H 82
Blaisdell, N. E 252
Born, H. E 194
Bowers, T. K 112
Bowser, A. L., jr 113
Brannon, H. R 85
Brewer, C 249
Brindupke, C. F 114
Brown, L. S 115
Brown, S. W 214
Brown, W. W 148
Brumby, F. H., jr 247
Bryan, L. A 55

Bull, W. 1 143
Bunce, P. G 141
Burdick, D. G 136
Burrowes, E. E 251
Bush, H. P., jr 219

Caley, A. D 188
Campbell, H. J 102
Cann, P. W '.. 116
Carpenter, T. E 189
Carroll, D. L., jr 221
Carroll, G. N 149
Catlett, W. J., jr 82
Chambers, T. E 136
Chase, E. G 83
Chase, L., jr 258
Chittenden, J. L 150
Clement, J. M 220
Close, B. E 258
Cobb, C. 138
Coleman, H. M 224
Coleman, W. D 216
Colleft, J. D 192
Colley, T. J 117
Connaway, F 118
Cook, H. S 179
Coombs, R. E., jr 223
Cope, A. L 150
Corry, J 135
Corson, G 178
Counihan, J. L., jr 253
Cox, W. R 259
Coxe, A. B., jr 201
Craig, J. G., jr 177
Craighill, R. S 213
Crowley, D. S 189

Dale, R. H 80
Davis, J. B 54
DeLong, H. C 221
Denig, R. L., jr 63
Dennett, M. E 198
De Wirt, J. C, jr 86
de Zayas, H 212
Dial, N. M 225
Dibrell, A. G., jr 180
Dickinson, A. W 205
Dimitrijevic, W. J 98
Dobbs, W. A 163
Domenech, J. P 222
Douglass, F. M 222
Dreany, H. H 109
Dropp, A. H 97

Eastwold, E. R 254
Elliott, L. T 119
Emrick, P. E 255
Enright, W. K 204
Ernst, S. A 84

Evans, R. L 150
Everett, C. H., jr 203
Everett, J. L., jr 226

Fahy, J. S 256
Fairbanks, J. F., jr 257
Faires, C. F., jr 120
Fang, O. E 117

Fawcett, M. A 187
Fawkes, E. E 176
Feldscher, W 270
Finney, E. P., jr 204
Fleck, T. M 66
Flenniken, J. A 79

Page

Foley, F. D 121
Ford, J. C, jr 259
Frakes, D. R 251
Franklin, W. R 210
Frazer, C. L 60
Freund, B. W 97
Fulton, R. B., 2d 86

Gamble, R. L 227
Garrison, M. E 185

Gates, A. E., jr 211

Gibson, S. K 152

Gold, C. C 255
Goodgame, R. E., jr 177

Goodhue, A. A 178

Goodman, D. C 191

Gorsline, R. H 68
Gothie, D. S 153

Gramlich, F. M 65
Greene, R. 208
Greenlee, A. W 81

Gregory, R. V 250
Grider, J. M 190

Grouleff, P. H 99
Groverman, W. H., jr 89

Halsey, L. B 262

Hamilton, M. J 103

Hanson, A. E 78
Hardie, T. G 68
Harral, B. J 228
Harrington, P. H 228
Harwell, J. L 91

Harwood, R. D 209

Hayes, J. H 205

Head, H. H 71

Heinlein, O. A., jr 105

Hendrick, H. L., jr 172

Hobbs, G. 89
Hodge, E. D 94
Hodgkins, E. R 55

Hollo-way, C. E 265

Holloway, W. P 58

Holmes, W. M 195

Holt, P. C H9
Hooper, J. H 229
Hopkins, T. W 154

Horner, J. S 220
Howe, F. N 140

Howie, W. G 172

Hughes, G. E 175

Hull, H 143

Humes, R. M 256
Humiston, J. G 230
Hummer, H. C 148
Humrichouse, J. W 140

Hunter, G. C 122

Hurley, T. B 261
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